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LEARN RADIO 
BY PRACTICAL SHOP WORK ON 

LOS ANGELES 
Come to National in sunny California and learn all 
branches of Radio in 4 happy months - Service 
Work, Broadcasting, Television, Talking Pictures 
and Code Practice. No correspondence! All practical 
shop work in the oldest and largest Trade School of 
the West. Prepare now for the good jobs constantly 
opening up in the great Radio, Television and Talk- 
ing Picture Fields! 

RAILROAD FARE ALLOWED 
Don't worry about the expense of trip. For a limited 
time we are making a Special Free Railroad Offer to 
Los Angeles. This is deducted from your tuition, so 
the trip costs you nothing extra. Take advantage of 

This student is getting actual experience be- 
fore the "mike" in our own sound proof 

Studio Room. 

this opportunity to visit Los Angeles 
and Hollywood and prepare for a 
good job at the same time! 

TftEVISION4MKING PICTURES 

Here the Instructor is explaining the Input equipment of our 
50 -watt. crystal- controlled, Broadcasting Transmitter. 

Eight stations are already sending out regular 
Television programs! 10,000 Theaters are equipped 
for sound and yet the job is only half done. 600 
Broadcasting Stations are employing trained. 
Operators and Mechanics. 10,000,000 radio sets 
must be constantly serviced and repaired. New 
jobs are always opening up- scores of golden 
oportunities for the Trained Man! 

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
Spare Time Jobs While at School 
If you are short of money, we will gladly help 
you get part -time work while at school, to pay 
your room and board. Fully 70 percent of our 
students pay their living expenses that way. 
Then when you graduate we'll render you every 
assistance in getting just the job you want. 
National has been training fellows like you for 
27 years. Let National train you for an inter- 
esting, good -paying Radio Job! Mail the coupon 
below for full details and a Free Copy of our 
big Television, Talking Picture and Radio Book. 
No cost or obligation. Just mail the coupon! 
NATIONAL TELEVISION, TALKING 
PICTURE and RADIO SCHOOL 
4006 So. Figueroa St., Dept. 411 -E, Los Angeles 

rNational Television, Talking Picture 
I and Radio School, 

Dept. 411 -E, FO06 So. Figueroa St., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

I Please send me your big new Free Book on I 
I Television, Talking Pictures and Radio, and 

full details of your Free Railroad Fare offer. 

I 

I 
I 

I Name 

Street Yo 

City 

i 
I 

State j 
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Important and far- reach- 
ing developments in 
Radio create sudden 
demand for specially 
equipped and spe- 
cially trained Radio 
Service Men. 

Pk; 

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are needed now to service 
all- electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service 
Man. you can make big money. full time or spare time, and 

fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers. 
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a 
Radio service man ... certify you ... furnish you with a marvelous 
Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument, together with our train- 
ing, will enable you to compete successfully with experts who have 
been in the radio business for years. With its help you can quickly 
diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give you will enable 
you to make necessary analyses and repairs. 
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one 
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of 
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for 
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing 
and installing short wave receivers ... those are a few of the other 
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio. 
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal 
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the 
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise 
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your 
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest, 
quickest. best -paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining the 
Radio Training Association. 

ATI cs excellent 
set analyzer 
and trouble 

shooter included 
with our course 
óf trainin 
This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the 
instructions given you by the Association 
xvill transform you into an expert quickly. 
With it, you can locate troubles in all types 
of sets, test circuits, measure resistance 
and condenser capacities, detect defective 
tubes. Knowing how to make repairs is 
easy ; knowing what the trouble is requires 
expert knowledge and a Radio Set Analyzer. 
With this Radio Set Analyzer, you will be 
able to give expert service and make big 
money. Possessing this set analyzer and 
knowing how to use it will be but one of 
the benefits that will be yours as a member 
of the R. T. A. 

rite for No -Cost Membershp Plan 
We have worked out a plan whereby a membership enrollment need 
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio 
set analyzer can be yours. Write at once and find out how easily 
both of these can be earned. 
Now is the time to prepare to he a Radio Service Man. Greater 
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra 
Money in your spare time, bigger pay, a business of your own, a 
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Associa- 
tion of America now. 
Send for this No -Cost Membership Plan and Free Radio Handbook 
that will open your eves as to what Radio has in store for the ambi- 
tious man. Don't wait. Do it now. 

RADiO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RNA -4 4513 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, III. 

Fill Out and Mail Today! 
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RNA -4 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 
Gentlemen: Send me details of your No -Cost 
Membership Enrollment Plan and information on 
how to learn to make real money in radio quick. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

r 
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will train you 
at home 

to fill a 
BlG 

pvi 

Radio Job! 

Sloe a week 
"My earnings in Radio 

rre many times greater 
than I ever expected they 
would be when I enrolled. 
ghey seldom fall under 
'100 a week. If your 
urse cost four or five 

limes more I would still 
consider it a good invest- 
ment." 

E. E. WINBORNE 
1267 W. 48th St., 

Norfolk, Va. 

Jumped from S3S to 
Sloe a week 

"Before I entered Radia 
I was making $35 a week. 
Last week I earned $110 
servicing and s e 11 in g 
Radios. I owe my success 
to N. R. I. You started 
me off on the right foot." 

J. A. VAUGHN 
rand Radio & Appl'ce Co., 

107 S. Grand Boulevard, 
St. Louis, Mo. 

$500 extra in 6 months 
"In looking over my 

records I find I made f.500 
from January to May in 
my spare time. My best 
week brought me $107. 
I have only one regret 
regarding your course -I should have taken 
it long ago." 

HOYT MOORE 
R. R. 3, Bos 919, 
Indianapolis, Ind., 

If you are dissatisfied with your present job, if you are 
struggling along in a rut with little or no prospect of any- 
thing better than a skinny pay envelope -clip the coupon 
NOW. Get my big FREE book on the opportunities in Radio. 
Read how quickly you can learn at home in your spare time 
to be a Radio Expert -what good jobs my graduates have 
been gettinb real jobs with real futures. 

Many Radio Experts Make $50 to $100 a week 
In about ten years the Radio Industry has grown from 

a $2,000,000 to hundreds of millions of dollars. Over 300,000 
jobs have been created by this growth, and thousands more 
will be created by its continued development. Many men 
and young men with the right training-the kind of training 
I give you in the N. R. I. course -have stepped into Radio 
at two and three times their former salaries. 

Get Ready now for Jobs Like These 
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station 

managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year. Manufacturers 
continually employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, 
service men, buyers, for jobs paying up to $0,000 a year. 
Radio Operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with 
board and lodging free, and get good pay besides. Dealers 
and jobbers employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers, 
and pay up to $100 a week. My book tells you about these 
and many other kinds of interesting radio jobs. 

Many N. R.II. Men Have made $200 to $1,000 
in spare time while learning 

The day you enroll with me I'll show you how to do 28 
jobs, common in most every neighborhood, for spare time 
money. Throughout your course I send you information on 
servicing popular makes of sets ; I give you the plans and 
ideas that have made $200 to $1,000 for N. R. I. students in 
their spare time while studying. My course is famous as 
the course that pays for itself. 

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft_Radio 
Included 

Special training in Talking Movies, Television and Home 
Television experiments, Radio's use in Aviation, Servicing 
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting, Commercial and 
Ship Stations are included. I sin so sure that N. R. I. can 
train you satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to 
refund every penny of your tuition if ,you are not satisfied 
with my Lesson and Instruction Service upon completion. 

64-page book of information FREE 
Get your copy today. It tells you where Radio's good 

jobs are, what they pay, tells you about my course, what 
others who have taken it are doing and making. Find out 
what Radio offers you without the slightest obligation. 
ACT NOW ! 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute Dept. 2DR 

Washington, D. C. 
Our Own Home 

Pioneer and World's 
Largest Home -Study Ra- 
dio training organization 
devoted entirely to train- 
ing men and young men 
for good jobs in the Radio. 
industry. Our growth has 
paralleled Radio's growth. 
We occupy three hundred 
times as much floor space 
now as we did when or- 
ganized in 1914. 

Special Free Offer 
"The Principles 

of Television" 
For the first time this au- 
thoritative book on Tele- 
vision is made available 
to the general public. 
Until now only my stu- 
dents could bave it. Act 
promptly, and I'll send 
you a copy FREE, in ad- 
dition to my big free 
book "Rich Rewards in 
Radio." This book on 
Television gives you the 
fundamental facts about 
Television, its status, a 
comparison of sound and 
visual communication, and 
describes in detail the 
typical devices used in the 
six fundamental steps of 
Television. Get the facts 
about this coming field of 
great opportunity. Diail 
the coupon NOW. 

ACT 
QUICKLY 

NEW Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 
With this equipment 
you work out many of 
the things you read 
about in your text 
books. From it you get 
the valuable experience 
that tells an expert 
from a beginner. In a 
short time you have 
learned what would take 
years to learn in the 
field. You make experiments 
illustrating the important principles in 
receiving sets. 

I have doubled 
and tripled the 
salaries of many 
Find out about 
this tested way 
to j3IGPÁ 

the 25 best known 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2DR 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take advantage 
of your Special Offer. Send me your two books, 
"The Principles of Television" and "Rich Re- 
wards in Radio." I understand this does not 
obligate me and that no salesman will call. 

Name 

Address 

£ fetlmneEinpfoirnentferoiceto all Qradaaates, City 
State 

"T" 
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With the New 
MIDWEST 

SHORT -WAVE 
CONVERTER! 

Total of 15 Tubes When Used With 
AC -11 a ... 15 to 550 Meters 

Again Midwest demonstrates its leadership by offering you radio's 
newest and most sensational development- WORLD-\VIDE recep- 
tion with an all -wave converter. This new Midwest converter readily 
converts any A.C. set of adequate sensitivity into a short -wave 
receiver for reception of police calls, airmail and passenger plane conversation, 
at sea, etc., and, under favorable radio conditions, even broadcasts direct from 
foreign stations located throughout the world. This Midwest Converter uses 4 
and is self -powered -no drain on your set. 

Spring and Summer are Best 
For Short -Wave Reception 

Have you ever listened to a program direct from Paris, 
France ?-Berlin, Germany ?- Havana, Cuba ?- Genoa, 
Italy ? -South America ? -etc. ? If not, you're missing 
the fascinating thrill of a lifetime. It seems like a dream 
to be able to pick up the flowing strains of a quaint old 
folksong or the fascinating rhythm of the latest Spanish 
dance direct from some far -off country. Yet, this new, 
different kind of entertainment is now within your reach. 
And remember! Right now, during early Spring and 
Summer, is the best time for short-wave reception. 

Self -Powered 
Many converters recently put 
on the market depend on the 
radio for power which puts a 
strain on the power supply of 
the set. Not so with the Mid- 
west Converter. It has its 
own power supply which not 
only avoids overloading the 
transformer and other parts 
of the set as well as poor re- 
ception due to reduced voltage. 

ships 
many 
tubes 

13 and 15 Tube 
Combinations 

This amazing new short -wave converter employs 4 
tubes, having self -contained power unit. It uses one 
280, two 227, and one 224 tubes. In combination with 
-1 9 -tube Super -Het. it gives you a 13 -tube ALL- 
WORLD, ALL -WAVE combination. When used 
with the very latest model Midwest 11 -tube super- 
heterodyne, shown on the opposite page, it gives you 
a total of 15 powerful tubes, and ALL- \VORLD, 
ALL-WAVE reception unbeatable even in receivers 
costing several times as much. 

-tray 
75 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED- 

EASY TERMS -óú PLAY! 

Thi. diagram 
shows how the 
Midwest Con - 
verter and 9- or 
11 -tube Super- 
Het. are mount- 
ed in orte cabi 
net, with speak- 
er at the 
improved angle. 
This makes a 13- 
tube or 15 -tube 
ALL -W o ni.,'. 
A L L - W n v n 
Con nxsnrIn C. 
If desired. you 
may purchase 
converter chas- 
sis only and 
mount in your 
radio console: or 
better yet. pur- 
chase converter 
complete with 
cabinet to set on 
top of your con- 
sole. 

Mail Coupo 
for 

BI G FR 
CATALOG 

and Complete Details 

Span the 
Ocean . . 

-defeat the barrier of 
space -enjoy the thrill 
of world - wide recep- 
tion with the new Mid- 
west Short -Wave Con- 
verter. It's fasci. 
nating, alluring enter. 
tainment. Hook up 
with a Midwest Con- 
verter and hear sta- 
tions you never even 
dreamed existed. 

NO PLUG -IN COILS 
Every Important Feature 

1. Ball- bearing variable con- 
denser floated in rubber 

2. Accurately peaked I. F. at 
575 K. C. 

3. No changes required in set 
4. Complete power unit fil. and 

B supply (SO rectifier) 
5. Self -healing electrolytics 
6. Scientifically shielded 
7. Noiseless low -loss switching 

device. 

S. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 

Thoroughly filtered 
Non -regenerative detector 
Vernier 6 -1 slow motion 
dial (illuminated) 
No troublesome body capac- 
ity 
Proven circuit 
Shielded output cable 
Extremely simple to con- 
nect 

IDWEST RADIO CORP, 
DEPT. 62, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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. OMPLE°t'ELoliP 
ASSEMBLE 
WITH LA 

'Y A P' . ,A K E 

Pentode 
Variable -Mu. 

and REAL 
AUTOMATIC 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Huh 
Super- 

Net 
DIO FANS 1 What a radio! 

A powerful new 11 -tube super- 
b . at an unbelievably low price. 
R ception equal to fifteen or- 
di ary tubes - in a perfectly 
b. anced, non -oscillating, non - 
ratiating, super -heterodyne TEN- 
T NED circuit with real auto- 
In tic volume control that holds 
th use powerful locals down to the 
sa e volume as the distant sta- 
ti ns a n d counteracts that 
a oying fading on weak stations. 
T 'o Push -pull Pentode power 
e put tubes with twice the 
p. ver and four times the sensitiv- 
it of ordinary 45's -and Multi - 
11l tubes, together with a 24 
fi..t detector, gives you SIX 
S REEN GRIDS. These six 
sc een grids, together with the 

oscillator, second detector, first A. F., and automatic volume 
c trol -the 80 tubes -gives total of ELEVEN TUBES. The use 
o a band -pass or pre- selector stage, together with Multi -Mu full range 
to es, makes this radio actually surpass 10 K. C. selectivity. Absolutely 
el ninates those noisy singing "birdies" and annoying cross talk. You'll 
br positively amazed and delighted when you see this sensational new -hear the beautiful, mellow, cathedral tone -know what it means 
t. have that pin -dot selectivity and unequaled sensitivity together with 
tr 1e tone fidelity. 

Be convinced -TRY A MIDWEST 30 DAYS BEFORE YOU BUY. 
nit send a penny. Mail coupon right now for amazing FREE trial 

o er and complete details. You'll be surprised. 

Complete Line of Consoles 
R eh the coupon for big, beautiful catalog 
to ,t illustrates the complete lino of MID- 
I I ST console cabinets. All new. All different. 
4'.u'II gasp with admiration when you see the 
c -t selection of beauty, tyle and grace that 

4. 
crafted into v _MIDWEST Console. 

o catalog r FREE -it doesn't cost you 
o ,.cony! Rush the coupon -NOW! 

Read What Enthusiastic 
Users Say! . . 

California User Hears 
japan 'and Australia 

"It is a great thrill to jump to all parts 
of the U. S., Mexico, Canada, as welt as 
Cuba and Honolulu, with my eleven tuba 
Midwest. From 1:00 to 5:00 A.I. nearly 
all the Japanese and Australian stations 
corne in, weather permitting. Every day 
I am finding new stations that I hare 

- nover heard before." 
Starry C. Jones, Graeagle, Calif, 
Gets California, Mexico 

Havana, Nova Scotia 
"I llave received my Midwest set in per- 
fect condition and am well pleased with 
the Lowboy _Model L -11. I have received 
stations KII and EGO in California, 
('MK- Havana, VAS -Glace Bay, N. S., 
XER -Villa Arena, !Mexico. I have a 
log of 38 stations for the first night. I 
have received police stations from Chicago 
and Cincinnati and am able to separate the 
stations better than I have seen on any 
other set regardless of price. I can com- 
pare my set with my mother's set which 
cost $235.00, which is four times as touch 
as I paid." 

Edw. Billingham, Lebanon, Pa, 

TERMS 
AS LOW AS 

$S00 
DOWN 

30 o.ar5 
FREE 
TRIAL 

Deal Direct with Factory 
SAVE UP TO 50% 

Never before in the history of radio has such a powerful set been offered at 
Midwest's amazing low price. Deal direct with the big MIDWEST factory. 
Save the jobber's profit. Your outfit will reach you splendidly packed. rigidly 
tested with everything in place ready to plug in. No assembling) Entertain 
yourself for 30 clays absolutely FREE then decide. Save up to 
50 per cent in buying direct from factory -insure satisfaction 
-deal direct with the world's veteran radio buildery- 
MIUR'EST. And don't forget -every MIDWEST 
outfit is backed by an absolute guarantee 
of satisfaction. You take no risk. v 

r.ItoA; o 
**11 n ß me TS p ( )US sell 

SOCO't 
P 

onvp0ete 1 c s aaest gaA 
X9aa catave 

C°'"1-'°13. 

v '''''e 

.t.°'.9. 

e4t pate ove \OY Áeter ayneoffel. Tb)s 
C9pClp 

titian 
sendrilbe .Á11é Super wee trial 

ti'itboUtofbj3 
an, 1aaabéj 30.aaY 

taetaiis Convrterfw ana 
4 -tube cásY 

er Ilvtó> au Ora 

11 -sr. 

Áaaress 

.t ovru_ Çkpk" 
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The Editor -to You 
IN a radio journal of international 

scope, accuracy must be one of the 
prime requisites; accuracy in relating 
the fast -moving development of broad- 
casting, in both its general and techni- 
cal departments; accuracy in describing 
new applications of radio principles in 
the strictly radio as well as the asso- 
ciated fields of electronics; accuracy in 
illustrating the details of specific set 
constructions; accuracy in statement of 
fact and in mathematical conceptions, 
formulas, diagrams, charts and illustra- 
tions; these are essential if the informa- 
tion contained is to be ac- 
cepted and relied upon by 
as large a group of readers 
as are now reading every 
month'sissue of RADIO NEWS. 

* * * 

FOR this purpose, RADIO 
NEWS maintains a research 
laboratory where a careful 
check is made on develop- 
ments described in the mag- 
azine, where new principles 
are tested out, where accu- 
rate solutions to technical 
problems are worked out 
for our readers. On this 
page is a photograph of a 
small corner of the labora- 
tory where first -hand tech- 
nical information is now 
being obtained in connection 
with microphones, ampli- 
fiers and other units de- 
signed to ameliorate the af- 
fliction of deafness. Some 
months ago RADIO NEWS 
decided to investigate this 
field to determine to what 
extent apparatus built on 
radio principles could be 
used to help the hard -of- 
hearing. This work is pro- 
gressing and a series of 
articles now running is the 
answer. 

* * 

IN THIS laboratory are 
designed or built many of 
the various receivers de- 
scribed in the magazine, and outside de- 
signs are tested with respect to their 
performance. Other work in the labo- 
ratory consists in checking statements 
of our authors, actually trying out and 
testing the ideas incorporated in their 
articles. Another specialty of the labo- 
ratory staff is the checking of all mathe- 
matics, diagrams and charts appearing 
within the pages of RADIO NEWS. 

* * * 

WITH this policy in mind and 
equipped with the machinery for carry- 
ing it out in principle and in practice, 
the Editors feel they are producing a 
journal that can be relied upon by the 
engineer, research workers, experimenter 
and serviceman as an accurate and 
authoritative medium for the dissemina- 
tion of news pertaining to radio devel- 
opment. 

many letters containing a paragraph 
such as this: "Could you possibly put 
me in touch with a few American `fans' 
with the idea of comparing notes, ex- 
changing views, magazines, etc. I am 
interested in short -wave work and su- 
perheterodyne reception, and if any 
Americans would like to correspond 
with me, I would exchange British mag- 
azines with them. John R. Hiscock, 25, 
Sandbrook Road, Stoke Newington, 
London, England." 

We shall be glad to place such let- 
ters on the Editorial page, when space 

"Members may obtain information 
regarding parts, radios or stations freely. 
Members will also, if desired, be put in 
touch with other members in all parts 
of the world. We have members in the 
United States of America, Great Britain, 
Irish Free State, Costa Rica, Honduras 
Republic, Cuba, Jamaica, Hawaii, Aus- 
tralia, Canada, India, Siam, Egypt, 
Gibraltar, Belgium, Holland and Aus- 
tria. 

Trusting we may have the pleasure of 
enrolling many new American fans. 
Leslie W. Orton, Honorary President. 

* 

REFERRING again TO OUT 

work on Hearing Aids, the 
Editors invite all service- 
men who are building, demon- 
strating or selling the RADIO 
NEWS Ear Aid to register 
their names and addresses 
with us. The Editors will 
use this list as a reference 
in answering letters from 
readers who are hard -of- 
hearing. We wish to be 
able to refer these readers 
to the nearest servicemen 
from whom a demonstration 
on the Ear Aid may be ob- 
tained. Readers who wish 
a demonstration are also 
invited to write to us for 
this reference. Simply ad- 
dress your letters to the 
Hearing Aid Department, 
RADIO NEWS. 

* * * 

AN interesting note from 
E. H. Anderson, director of 
the New York Public Li- 
brary, is as follows: 

"We regret to note that 
Volume 12, Number 1, of 
RADIO NEWS is not now 
available in your office. In 
view of the importance of 
completing our files, we 
venture to make a sugges- 
tion, that a notice be placed 
in a forthcoming issue of 
RADIO NEWS that the num- 

ber mentioned is needed in the New 
York Public Library file and that the 
favor will be appreciated if a reader, 
who no longer needs his copy, will pre- 
sent it to the library. We shall be grate- 
ful for any assistance you may render 
us in securing this missing issue." 

E. H. ANDERSON, Director, 
The New York Public Library, 

New York City. 

* * * 

THERE come across the Editor's desk 

permits, in the hope that our readers 
will exchange views in this way, and this 
brings up the matter of a letter from 
the President of the Anglo- American 
Radio Society. It reads as follows: "I 
feel sure that a large proportion of your 
readers will wish to avail themselves of 
the new no-membership fee scheme of the 
Anglo- American Radio Society. In June, 
1931, owing to the world depression, 
membership fees were abolished and 
anyone desiring to join the Society has 
merely to send his or her name and ad- 
dress to headquarters at it Hawthorn 
Drive, Willowbank, Uxbridge, England. 

"The objects of the Society are to 
aid radio enthusiasts and to promote 
peace and good will between nations. 

"As the society has no funds other 
than those subscribed, members are 
asked to enclose an international reply 
(stamp) coupon when replies are de- 
sired. 

* * * 

WE HOPE that some generous reader 
will supply the issue to this institution 
that is serving millions yearly, as, unfor- 
tunately, our supply of this back issue 
is completely exhausted. 
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ZEESEN ' 
r h 

Germany - 

ONLY 
RECEIVER that da'iei fAp/u7mlíte 

'round the world 
Z 

Performance 
rom all over the world 
come letters like these 
cellent Program From Germany 
have received with ample volume Rome. Italy; 
A, France. its three wave lengths; GSSW, Eng- 1:.d; ZEESEN, Germany; and half a dozen HE s 

f . m South America, not forgetting VK2ME, Aus- t . lia. I was particularly pleased with the excellent 
r ception from Zeesen, Germany." 

F. S.. New York City, N. Y. 

Wished Ile Knew a Dozen 
Languages 

f I knew a dozen different languages I could have 
t them all to good use today. At 10:30 A. M. 

today 1 tuned in a French station and stuck with 
until 11:00 A. M. when they quit after playing a onograph record entitled 'Marseilles.' I received 
o Spanish stations I could not identify. Another 

a ation that sounded very much like Chinese, also ent by the board. I was well repaid for my patience 
hen 1 tuned in 12R0, Rome. Here was real recep- on- volume great enough to fill an auditorium 
ear as a bell, no fading and no static at all. I held 
is station from 1:30 to 3:50 and heard every word ttered although I did not understand much of the 

I nguage. Their signal was coming in very strong 
ntil 5:30 P. M." S. M., McKeesport, Pa. 

Indo -China Every Morning 
I get F3ICD. Indo- China. every morning from 
z to eight our time and enjoy their program very 
uch as it is very clear. Can also tune in stations 
South America nightly." 

F. L. F., Boise, Idaho 

Italy and France All Week 
I have picked up these two stations all last week 
12R0, Rome. Italy: FYA, Paris, France. from 

:30 P. M. until 5:00 P. M. with tremendous 
olume. I was able to listen to a program from 
ngland from 3:00 to 4:30 P. M. Sure was good 
ception. I can also get Spanish and South Ameri- 

an stations." A. M., Louisville. Ky. 

In a class by itself 
--above comparison. 
The Scott All - Wave 
is the unchallenged 
champion of the 

radio world. 

HEAR 
Radio Transmis- 

sion from 
Foreign Broad- 
cast Stations 
Airplanes in 
flight 
Amateur phones 
Transatlantic 
phones 
Ships at sea 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Police depart- 
ments 
Code stations all 
over world 
Domestic Sta- 
tions 

Out of the maze of radio claims and counter -claims -one FACT 
is outstanding. The Scott All-Wave not only claims ability to tune 
in stations clear 'round the world, but presents undeniable proof 
of its world -wide prowess. Then it crowns proof of range with 
proof of regularity- thereby establishing the Scott All -Wave 
as a 15 -550 meter receiver you can depend upon to bring the 
whole world to your ears whenever you choose. 

Here's the proof: During the last 8 months every bi- weekly 
broadcast (excepting three) put on the air by VK3ME, Mel- 
bourne, Australia -9,560 miles from Chicago -has been re- 
ceived here, recorded on disc and verified. You can hear these 
recordings atlthe Scott laboratories any time you wish. You 

can also hear records made of reception from Japan, France, Germany, England, 
and South America; reception picked up by a Scott All -Wave right here in Chi- 
cago. In other words, you can have ACTUAL PROOF of this receiver's ability 
before you buy it! And if you came here to the Scott laboratories you would see 
why the Scott All -Wave can promise daily 'round the world performance -and 
why all Scott All -Wave Receivers are identical in capability. 

The reason, of course, is advanced design and precision work -every step of the 
job actually done in the laboratory and to strict laboratory standards. And every 
receiver actually tested on reception from London and Rome before shipping! 

Get the only receiver that can promise daily 'round the world performance, 
and live up to it. Write now for full particulars of the Scott All -Wave. You'll 
be agreeably surprised at the most reasonable price. 

The E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
(Formerly Scott Transformer Co.) 4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. N42, Chicago, Ill. 

ALL WAVE 
15°550 METER 
Jup- erhetrodyn.e 

THE E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. N42 Chicago, 111. 

Send me full particulars of the Scott All -Wave 15 -550 
meter Superheterodyne. 

O Set Builder D Dealer O DXer 

Name 

Street 

Town State 
J 
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Why do LI N CO LN Ozners so Enthusiastically 
Endorse LINCOLN PERFORMANCE? 

Because- 
advanced engineering has given the 
new Lincoln DeLuxe SW -32 an 
all -wave range (15 to 550 meters) 
without use of troublesome plug -in 
coils. A small knob on the front 
panel instantly selects the band of 
frequencies desired. 
Based on five years' concentrated 
development of one basic circuit, 
Lincoln engineers have achieved 
many new and exclusive features. 
Lincoln's outstanding performance 
is evidence of inherent excellence 
of design. 

Because- 
Lincoln equipment is strictly cus- 
tom -made to the highest laboratory 
standards of quality and precision. 
Each Lincoln receiver is carefully 
assembled by expert engineers, and 
is subjected to many vigorous in- 
spections and tests. Lincoln re- 
ceivers are given a final test front 
several different locations to thor- 
oughly demonstrate all- around op- 
erating efficiency. 
The care and precision with which 
Lincoln receivers are built, assure 
long, trouble -free service. 

Because- 
Lincoln has developed a circuit 

producing tremendous power under 
positive control, Lincoln engineers 
have created new thrills for the 
radio listener. Super -power, when 
applied to short -waves, spans the 
seven seas and brings colorful pro- 
grams from the four corners of the 
earth to entertain you. On broad- 
cast, Super -power gives a new 
meaning to coast -to -coast reception. 
and affords countless hours of gen- 
uine enjoyment. 

Because- 
in the development of the Lincoln 
receiver, Lincoln designers devoted 
special attention to the audio sys- 
tem. The result is tone quality of 
unsurpassed brilliance and fidelity. 
It was a difficult engineering feat 
to successfully combine Super- 
power, extremely sharp selectivity, 
and pure, undistorted tone repro- 
duction, but in the new Lincoln 
DeLuxe, these three essential fea- 
tures have attained an unprece- 
dented degree of perfection and op- 
erating efficiency. 

LINCOLN DE LUXE SW -32 
110 -120 VOLTS 60 CYCLE AC 25 CYCLE AC 

LINCOLN DE LUXE DC -SW -10 
CBATTERY MODEL) 

TWO receivers of marvelous per- 
formance incorporating the latest 
Lincoln developments with improved 

sensitivity on short -wave and broadcast 
bands. 

Powered with six high -gain screen -grid 
stages, working with full power on short- 
wave and broadcast bands, the Lincoln 
DeLuxe steps out wills amazing volume 
on stations you cannot hear on the or- 
dinary receiver. 

15 to 550 Meters Without Plug -In Coils 
Pioneering a new and convenient s: 

tem of choosing a wide band of frequei.- 
cies, Lincoln engineers have perfected a 
low -loss, independent system of selecting 
any group of frequencies desired ; elimi- 
nated all losses in plated contacts in plug - 
in coils, and simplifying the operation to a 
minimum. 

High Sensitivity and Power On 
Short -Waves 

Using the full power of the Lincoln 
amplifier on short -waves has astounded 
many old -time short -wave operators who 
have not been used to hearing signals 
5000 to 6000 miles away brought in with 
terrific loud- speaker volume. 

Short -wave reception has been common 
for many years, but, it remained for Lin- 
coln's far -sighted developments to bring 
in far, weak, noisy signals into your home 
with local volume. You can now have in 
your home a receiver you have long 
dreamed about. You can have what Lin- 
coln owners are getting daily. One new 
Lincoln owner writes : "I have picked up 

many SW stations : VK2ME, Sidney ; 

PPU, Rio de Janeiro; FZS, Saigon, Indo- 
China ; PMC, Bandueng, Java ; KIAA, 
Tokio, Japan; HVJ, Rome, Italy ; 3KAA, 
Leningrad, Russia ; VK3UZ, Melbourne, 
Australia ; KIXR, Manila; PIXED, Mex- 
ico City; KIO, Kahuhu, Hawaii; VPD, 
Suva, Fiji Island ; VE9CL, Winnipeg, 
Canada; F3ICD, Saigon, Indo- China; 
HS2PJ, Bangkok, Siam." 

"This is a small list of stations I picked 
up on the Lincoln DC- SW -10. We tried 
out five other well known makes of widely 
advertised AC all -wave receivers, but we 
found the Lincoln DC -SW -10 in a class 
all by myself." 

Eye Value 
Consistent with Lincoln's performance, 

the Lincoln chassis is finished in a highly 
polished silver- mirror finish over heavy 
copper plate, having a rich effect you will 
be proud to exhibit. 

DC- SW -10_ Battery Model 
Identical in design with AC model. 

Utilizes ten of the two -volt low -drain 
tubes. When operated with adequate bat- 
tery source, provides exceptionally quiet 
crystal -clear reception on both broadcast 
and short -wave. 

Used successfully by Polar Expeditions, 
and wherever power is not available. 

Without a Lincoln to -day, you are miss- 
ing the ultimate in radio reception. Lin- 
coln receivers are recognized the world 
over for super performance. Write to -day 
for complete detailed information. 

LN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. N4, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Illinois 
full descriptive matter on the DeLuxe 15 -550 meter receivers. I am inter- 
ested in selling; 

personal use. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
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Gives Ample Information on Radio Trends 
Wherever you see a new development in radio receivers or transmitters 

you will discover either a new tube or a new use for an existing tube. 

The development of new receivers is predicated on the development of new 

tubes. As a result, the receiver manufacturers look towards the latest 
discoveries of vacuum tube engineers ,before deciding on new seasons' cir- 

cuits. The importance of the vacuum tube is by no means attached to the 

radio industry alone. Although a product of the radio laboratories, the 

vacuum tube has also proven to be an invaluable asset for industrial and 
scientific workers. Radio receiver manufacturers are, however, the logical 
persons to produce industrial devices utilizing the vacuum tube. The 
numerous uses for the tube in electrical, mining, medical and other fields 

can be more satisfactorily handled by radio manufacturers than any other 
group. And the radio engineer is best equipped, technically and practically, 
to develop these allied lines. 

I have read RADIO NEWS since its inception and notice that it describes 
radio developments that have never been published before. They are orig- 
inal stories, containing sufficient details to give readers ample information 
on latest radio trends. 

Vice -President, 
Arcturus Radio Tube Co. 
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Although Seldom Heard Of,- 'These Men Make Broadcasts Realistic 
Scene in the Sound Effects Studio, where these wide -awake young fellows, happy in the knowledge 
that they are adding to your enjoyment of the radio programs, are busily engaged making the sounds 
of train and boat whistles, horses galloping, airplanes buzzing, chains rattling, the bustle of traffic, etc., 
to accompany the oral text of a broadcast playlet. Theirs is not an easy task, as they have to listen -in 
with headphones for their cues, which must be followed immediately by the proper sound, made in 

the proper way upon the correct "gadgets" 
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IT'S A MAN'S JOB 

ehind That Microphone 
An Interesting Story of the Little -known But Important Jobs 

at Which Many Efficient Radio Men Toil in Bringing Broad- 

casting to Its Present -day Position of Perfection. It Is Entirely 

Possible That There Are Numbers of Our Readers Who 

Could Qualify, After a Bit of Efficient Study, for Some of 

These Positions Which Are Full of Interest and Remunerative 

N the theatre the inspiring cry has 

always been, "The Show must go 

on!" In broadcasting -a show busi- 
ness on an international scale -the same spirit prevails. 

d it is the radio engineer and his associates who 

anipulate the intricate networks of the present day, 

an and execute the broadcasting of 

orld news events, who make pos- 
s le the maintenance of high quality 
r dio service. 

The casual studio engineer may 
tice the control room engineer sit - 

t ng behind the glass window of his 
oth busy at the monitoring panel. 

e may also notice the announcer's 
paratus with its switches and tiny 
lored lights. His main interest, of 

urse, is in the program this side of 

e microphone. If he is the average 
dio fan he knows nothing what - 

ver about what happens to the pro - 
ram between the two physical 
oints -one of them visible to him - 
f the studio microphone and the an- 
enna of the broadcast transmitter. 
%hat happens to the sound in that 
omparatively short and instan- 
aneous travel is not his concern in 
he slightest. It is one of those 
hings that he takes for granted. 

An Important Work 
And yet the safeguarding of a pro- 

ram between those two points is a 

ork of engineering art as important, 
'n every respect, as that of the ar- 
ists and announcers. Scores of 

trained engineers are constantly on 

the job, planning, testing, monitoring. 
Taken in toto their work may be de- 

scribed as designed to preserve two 
things in any given broadcast -fidel- 
ity and continuity. 

By Albert Pfaltz 

. 

. 

now 
who 

' UNCTERM.E4UIVT.' "' tINETFNN.EUUIGT 

t 2 

Broadcast programs originate either in 

a studio or in the field, the latter being 
otherwise known as "Nemo" pickups. 

The first named type is comparatively simple. For a brief 
picture of the engineering methods employed let us look in at 
711 Fifth Avenue, in New York, NBC headquarters. 

It is the announcer who actually 
controls the switching of a program 
from the studio, where a broadcast is 

about to begin or end. Let us as- 
sume that the artists, the announcer 
and the control room engineer are 
waiting for the preceding program 
to end and receive their cue to be- 
gin. The announcer, who is standing 
before a row of push- buttons and 
lights on a little panel, is listening by 
means of headphones to the conclud- 
ing minutes of a program coming 
from another studio. At the conclu- 
sion he receives a signal which tells 
him that the other program has been 
completed and that his studio now 
"has the air." 

Accurately Timed Switching 
Our announcer now strikes the 

familiar four -note chimes and gives 
the station identification. These 
chimes are utilized as switching cues 
by individual stations and supple- 
mentary networks joining or leaving 
the chain. A prcblem of synchroni- 
zation arises here as the smaller 
chains which tap the basic networks 
at a distance from New York may 
take program service from either the 
basic Red or Blue networks. If one 
network program finishes a few sec- 
onds ahead of schedule the an- 
nouncer for the other network takes 
control of both for the time neces- 
sary to give the chimes. All per- 

TENDING THE LAND LINES 

Have you wondered just how that program 
from cross country is switched so quickly 
and at exactly the right instant to your 
local station's antenna? Here are engi- 
neer workers who tend the line terminal 
equipment panels in connecting the proper 
stations with the desired program, although 
they may be separated by thousands of miles 
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Because of the fact that several pro- 
grams may be on the air simultaneously, 
from either studio or Nemo points or 
origin and Chat combinations of local 
transmitters and networks are continu- 
ally shifting, it may safely be said that 
the main control room at headquarters is 
the nerve centre of operations. Respon- 
sibility for the operation of studios and 
the distribution of programs is centered 
here. 

Some idea of the complexity of the lay- 
out immediately surrounding the main 
control room may be obtained from 
Figures 1 and 2. 

Through constant supervision at this 
point, programs are dispatched to desig- 
nated places at proper levels and at defi- 
nite times. This requires two things -an 
interlocking system for transferring the 
outputs of various studios to one or more 

distribution channels and facili- 
ties for checking the program at 
important points. 

The control room supervisor 
has available volume indicators 
and a loudspeaker, the former 
showing output levels of studio 
and line amplifiers while the 
latter may be connected to either 
of these points, In addition, the 
signal light shows whether the 
local transmitters, WJZ and 
WEAF, are "on" or "off" the air, 
and a neon lamp indicates 
whether the carrier is being mod- 
ulated and, roughly, the degree of 
modulation. A circuit can be 
quickly patched around any faulty 
unit as the input and output con- 
nections of most of the equip- 
ment in each studio appear on 
jacks in the control -room ap- 
paratus. 

Furthermore, telephone connec- 
tions to all monitoring booths and 
telegraph circuits to all networks 
and local transmitters are avail- 

TRANSMITTING 
ROOM AT WEAF 

Shown at the control panel is 
Gerald Gray, in charge of the 
station, and, standing, Raymond 
Guy, radio engineer of the NBC. 
These men are in charge of com- 
plete operations and repair of the 
powerful 50- kilowatt transmitter 
shown at center. At the left is 
the low- powered unit panel, in- 
cluding modulators and frequency - 
controlling devices. At the right 
is the power- control equipment 

and a dummy antenna system 

sonnel- announcers, control 
room engineers, etc. -are in pos- 
session of essential information 
concerning the distribution of a 
program and either the announcer 
or the studio engineer can set up 
or release the required program 
channel. 

The duties of the studio en- 
gineer who monitors the program 
from the control room are fairly 
familiar. It is his job to control 
sound levels and faithfully follow his program cues, such 
those calling for the fading down of music behind an announce- 
ment or the balancing of microphones. 

Each studio has a twenty- four -hour reserve storage -battery 
supply for use in case of failure of the commercial power 
source. 

So much for the individual studio set-up--and there are 
eight such at headquarters in New York. 

AT THE CONTROL PANEL 
Fred Hanek seated at the control apparatus at Bell- 
more. He is looking at the oscillographt, on which a 
continuous moving picture of the broadcast's signals 

may be observed 

as 

NEMO 
POINTS 

MAIN STUDIO 
BUILDING 

8 STUDIOS I 

L><WEAF 
TRANSMITTER 

NETWORK 11 t) RED 

- -- MONITORING BOOTH 

[5] 
TIMES 

SQUARE 
STUDIO 

NEMO 
MONITOR- 

ING 
BOOTH 

4 

3 AUDITION 
STUDIOS 

MAIN 
CONTROL 

ROOM 

NETWORK 

WJZ 
TRANSMITTER 

W3XAL 
TRANSMITTER 

PROGRAM CIRCUITS AT NEW YORK 
Figure 1. This schematic diagram shows the NBC program 
circuits in New York City, including nine studios and three 

audition studios, connecting to the main control room 

SPECIAL BROADCAST SWITCHBOARD 
These panels, connected in circuit, took care of the broadcast 
of an "Air Raid" over New York City. Seated at the board are George Milne, division engineer; Ferdinand Wankel, 
engineer, and William B. Miller, director of special broad- 

cast events of the NBC system 
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a )le to the control -room supervisor. 
Present -day broadcasting depends, very 

1irgely for uninterrupted service, on the 
e: ficiency of the network of telephone 
li res which connect cities, studios and 
ti ansmitters. The telephone company is 
responsible for the maintenance of pro- 
p am service between network stations. 
F;w persons realize that dozens, and 
s( metimes hundreds, of wiremen are sta- 
ti rued at strategic points during an im- 
portant network program where, because 
of the single factor of geography, almost 
ar y kind of climatic condition may be 
er countered -to say nothing of an "act 
of God" which might cause a truck 
lo ided with high -explosives to collide 
with a telephone pole! 

However, engineers of the broadcasting 
company frequently check the transmis- 
sie n characteristics of all long -line net- 
works. The shorter local lines, 
which seldom give trouble, are 
checked daily and then rechecked 
immediately prior to a broadcast. 
Fr Iquency characteristics are also 
ta: :en covering the entire circuit 
fr( m microphone to antenna. 

3efore outlining the more in- 
tri :ate problems involved in the 
ha idling of a big news event 
broadcast, such as the arrival of 
the air armada over New York or 
the initial trip of the Graf Zep- 
pel in, let us consider the trans - 
mi ter-the comparatively new 
W:iiAF, for example, which is the 
las. step in the engineering chain 
rec uired to put a program on the 
air 

''he new $300,000 transmitter 
wa installed in a recently con - 
str tcted wing of the WEAF 
ope rating building at Bellmore, 
Loiig Island. O. B. Hanson, 
ma lager of plant operation and 
engineering, and Raymond Guy, 
radio engineer, declare that this 
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A $1,500 VACUUM TUBE 
Here are the station engineers holding the largest 
size transmitting tube and comparing it with the 
small 199 receiving tube employed in early battery - 

operated receivers 

CONTROL ROOM OF TIMES SQUARE STUDIO 
Y9u never think of these watchful engineers on duty when 
yeu listen to a program from this famous studio, but they 
at e there with eyes, ears and brains alert to conquer any 
emergency that might tend to interfere with the broadcasts 

LONELY, BUT IMPORTANT 
Here is Engineer Dietsch, who 
has complete control and opera- 
tion to the cooling equipment in 
the pump room of the WEIIF 
transmitter building. If this equip- 
ment failed for only a short period 
of time, the transmitter would go 
off the air and thousands of dol- 
lars' worth of tubes and asso- 
ciate apparatus would be ruined 

apparatus, which embodies the 
latest ideas of radio transmission, 
now makes every sound picked up 
by the microphone audible to 
listeners as far away as New 
Zealand. 

The station operates with a 
maximum power of 50,000 watts. 
With the modulation increased 
from less than fifty to one hun- 
dred percent, listeners receive the 
signals several times louder. 
High and low notes, sibilants and 
certain sounds, heretofore heard 
indistinctly or lost entirely, now 
are transmitted perfectly. The 
equipment includes the latest 

refinement in crystal -control apparatus to hold the station on 
its assigned wavelength, giving increased frequency stability. 
Careful observations show that the fluctuation is only ten 
cycles in 660,000. The transmitter employs two 100 -kilowatt 
type tubes which stand five feet high and require thirty gallons 
of water, per- minute, to cool them. 

The central control panel gives (Continued on page 884) 
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CONTROL PANEL CIRCUITS 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the actual program circuits 
to the studios and to the channels of the control room shown 

as part of the diagram in Figure 1 
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"I most heartily concur in Colonel Lindbergh's advice to . 
young men to `take the radio side of aviation.' It is the fast- 
est, most fascinating and profitable part of the air game." 

How to Break Into the 

Aviation Radio Game 
VIATION radio aret e- 

what sort of men 
operators_ 

are they? 
Having trained hundreds 
of them, I am often asked that question. Wherein do 

they differ from ships' radio operators or the men who operate 
the broadcast station .equipment? Interesting questions, these. 
The answer is that they are not so very different. In fact, 
they are in many instances the same men -ships' operators 
often take up aviation radio work. But to make good they 
must like aviation and be something of a mechanic. To "like 
aviation" usually means that they are familiar with airplanes 
and engines, that they would like to fly, that they would be 
unafraid in the air. There are many strictly "ground" jobs 
for radio operators, but I think that air- 
plane operators are the ones who usually 
get the most fun out of their job. 

By Lieut. Myron Eddy* 

First "Try Your Wings" 
So if you are thinking of taking up 

"the radio side of aviation," which 
Colonel Lindbergh not long ago advised 
was "the coming thing," first fly a bit. 
Get your flight reactions established by 
flying. And do something while you are 
in the air. A radio operator concen- 
trates on his work, every minute of 
every flight. You must learn to do the 
same and still not be tired. Pan - 
American radio operators must all ac- 
cept flight duty when assigned, even 
though employed at radio stations on 
the ground. The first of our questions 
are answered, then -aviation radio op- 
erators should be the sort of men who 
do not get air -sick. In this respect they 
must be different from the ship's oper- 
ator who may be relieved by another 
operator if he becomes sea -sick. There 
is no relief operator aboard a plane. 
In fact, the operator should be able to 
relieve the plane mechanic if the latter 
is overcome with gas fumes or injured 
while in flight. On most planes the 

*Author, Aircraft Radio. 

operator is referred to as the "ra- 
dio mechanic" because he serves as 
both radio operator and plane me- 

chanic. Sometimes he is the only mechanic aboard. In this 
case he usually holds an airplane mechanic's license. In every 
case he must hold a commercial radio operator's license -a 
broadcast operator's license simply will not do. Because it 
seemed that there was a special sort of operator needed for 
airplanes, the Department of Commerce (Radio Division) 
authorized, nearly a year ago, a special Aircraft Radio Oper- 
ator's license -Commercial Third Class. 

A working speed of only fifteen words code is required to 
secure this class of license. This is because a greater speed 

in transmission and reception aboard 
airplanes is unnecessary and undesirable, 
accuracy being more essential than 
speed. Indeed, accuracy and dependa- 
bility are the chief professional quali- 
fications desired in the airplane radio 
operator. The ability to maintain the 
radio set and get the messages through 
on schedule is the main thing. 

Airplane Equipment 
Consider the equipment to be main- 

tained and operated: there is a trans- 
mitter, two receivers and sometimes a 
course indicator. Generator, batteries 
and antennas must also be watched. 
Regulations governing transmission of 
messages must be known and adhered 
to and schedules handled "on the dot." 
The operator should also know the Air- 
ways -every light and radio beacon, the 
bearing and distances between them and 
the type of terrain flown over. The 
pilot will tell him the air speed being 
flown. The compass will indicate the 
amount of drift caused by wind. Be- 
tween messages the quick operator will 
be able to estimate accurately the 
ground speed being made and therefore 
the time of arrival to be radioed to the 
next airport ahead. Yes, the radio op- 
erator aboard a transport plane is a 

TESTING RADIO BEACON 
Mr. H. L. Clemens, Assistant to Radio 
Engineer, testing the beacon and 'weather 
receiver on an Eastern Air Transpor- 

tation mail plane 
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verb important man, so far as flight is concerned. 
N ow what about his buddies on the ground? 

The .e are two of them, a radio service or mainte- 
nam e man at the airport who will overhaul the 
plan set at the end of the run, and an Airways 
stat:on operator who handles the actual message 
trail c with the plane. Their work is also impor- 
tant The reports of these two men make or 
breac the young plane operator; if the messages 
do r of come through and the airport maintenance 
man locates a fault in the set that could have been 
rem( died in the air, the plane operator is probably 
"gro ended" for a while, to spend weary hours in 
disgrace washing down planes and playing radio 
messenger boy. Messages must get through! As 
a m xtter of fact, they usually do get through, 
than rs to tija combined efforts of the plane oper- 
ator, the station operator and the maintenance man. 

Ground Station Operators 
Ti e good station operator works his set all the 

time He services the set as he operates it. He 
"piel s up" the plane calling other distant stations 
first; then he takes over the handling of traffic at 
the post convenient time according to existing 
sche( ules. Every minute of every hour is sched- 
uled, either to a particular station, or to planes 
east, south, west, north. He hears them all in se- 
quen ;e and at the proper time exchanges a brief call with each 
to establish contact. As each, in turn, approaches and passes, 
he ' :lears" them, reporting their position by land wire or 
telet; pe machine to the proper flight -division airport. 

So netimes the Airways station operator becomes an im- 
prora ptu radio serviceman or plane mechanic. If a plane lands 
at hi: station he may become both, because at every stop made, 
and especially whenever there is a non -scheduled landing, the 
engir e, plane and radio set are inspected and tested. If it is 
an e:nergency landing, full details must be forwarded to the 
division headquarters at once, without interfering with the 
work to be done on the plane. In this case the relief operator 
is hu riedly called and put on the key while the regular oper- 
ator Iurries out to meet the plane, helping to man the landing 
lights at night if it is an "intermediate" field. 

Requirements and Rank 
Th !se station operators are always assistants to the field 

super ntendent and usually make up and send weather reports 
as a )art of their regular duties. They are all required to be 
not i only radio -telegraph but radio -telephone operators and 
must therefore neither stutter nor lisp! Living quarters are 
usual y provided and at government stations the salary re- 
ceive(' is from $1640 per annum, up. Upon being appointed 
to on ; of these stations there is a probationary period of six 
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AVIATION RADIO SERVICEMAN AT WORK 
Testing the bonding of a training plane by comparing with a receiver 

which has been set outside of the plane 

months, during which time the probationer may qualify at the 
kitchen sink or solo at the lawnmower. But they like it! Day 
and night great airplanes soar by overhead, speeded on their 
way by work at the key and the microphone. Through storm 
and fog, the station man keeps his radio beacon sending out 
its guiding beam to carry the pilot straight through to a safe 
landing. There is a thrill in this. And yet the station job 
lends itself to domesticity. The married man at an Airways 
station eats and sleeps "home" every night. For this reason 
the older men with families usually end up at either an Air- 
ways station or at an airport. 

And what does the radio serviceman at the airport do when 
he takes over the set at the end of each run? Briefly, he 
works the set. If it won't work, he finds out why and replaces 
the equipment that is faulty. He charges the battery. He 
sets up the generator on a test bench and gives it a speed run. 
He loads a "dummy" antenna and runs the transmitter full 
blast, noting its maximum output into this "dummy" antenna. 
He tests every tube in the receiver and listens for "distance" 
to determine its sensitiveness. If it is more noisy on the plane 
than off, he checks up on the airplane engine's ignition system 
to see if it is properly shielded and also if the plane itself is 
properly bonded to form a perfect counterpoise. In perform- 
ing these tests he strings the trailing type antenna out in 
different directions to nearby poles, in order to determine any 

directional tendencies. The results of all tests are re- 
corded and a copy furnished the plane operator before 
the next flight. Then, just before the take -off, the en- 
tire radio set is tested by both serviceman and plane 
operator, the latter signing the test report as "condition 
satisfactory for flight work." 

Employment Conditions 
The situation regarding employment is peculiar and 

the governing facts are of interest. There are now 
nearly 400 radio -equipped planes in the United States 
and there will be more each succeeding year. all li- 
censed as mobile stations. All are required to be 
manned by licensed radio operators. This influences 
the employment situation. Approximately 75% of the 
air -transport companies use radiophones on their planes. 
Many of these planes do not carry radio operators, 
although there must be one pilot aboard holding a 
radiophone license. Pan- American is a notable excep- 
tion -they fly mostly over water, communicate longer 
distances and use radio -telegraphy exclusively. They 
say it is the only thing for distance, accuracy and de- 
pendability. They hire experienced, first -class com- 
mercial operators only. Many of these operators 
qualify for an airplane or engine mechanic's license. 
This license can only be secured by one having had 
experience on a plane, and an operator holding it 
usually makes more money (Continued on page 874) 

OVERHAULING IGNITION SHIELDING SYSTEM 
fl vi ilion maintenance men checking the ignition shielding system 

of a plane so necessary for quiet operation 
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HOW HIGH -FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELDS 

Photos Courtesy Amy, Aceves and King 
A PATIENT UNDERGOING TREATMENT 

In this machine the patient is rolled in blankets and laid 
upon a rubber air -cushion between the two large condenser 
plates. In the right foreground is the control board for 

adjusting the machine 

NOW it is possible, with the use of radio waves pro- 
duced by machines similar to radio transmitters of 
the short -wave type, to heat up the human body and 
to give it the therapeutic benefit of raised tempera- 

ture (fever) in a purely physical way, without the use of 
chemicals. A new and valuable tool is thus presented by the 
physicist to the physician; a clean process which can be easily 
controlled without the aid of the drug store and the apothecary. 

What is fever? Fever is an increase of the normal body 
temperature, together with a general functional derangement, 
a higher pulse rate, etc. A body with raised temperature has 
marked changes in its metabolism; for instance, it is able to 
eliminate poisons, destroy bacteria and other destructive ele- 
ments of the body at an increased rate. 

This is 'of tremendous importance for main- 
taining health. For instance, in a body infected 
with bacteria, the heat -regulating mechanism auto- 
matically raises the temperature in such a way that 
the disease virus finds less favorable living condi- 
tions at the new temperature. 

But the diseased body cannot always help it- 
self in a sufficient degree. It has been found 
necessary in many instances to raise the tem- 
perature of the body by chemical means, e.g., the 
injection of proteins, malaria and other germs, 
which in producing the curative fever often pro- 
duced other unfavorable reactions. 

Fever in a Limited Area 
If there was only a small part of the body 

which should have been raised to a higher tern - 
perature, it was necessary to heat the entire body, 
although, naturally, a limited area can stand a 
much more severe temperature increase than a 
general treatment. 

Now radio has made it possible to heat up the 
desired limited areas to temperatures far above 
those obtainable by chemical means, and under 
fully controllable conditions. 

What is this wonder instrument which can per- 
form these effects, and how does it work? This 
so- called fever machine, in its essential parts, 

RADIO 
Radio sciences, heretofore used 
various forms, have opened a new 
author tells of recent investigation 
nection with their therapeutic 
ture to produce protective fever in 

consists of a transmitter 
similar to a radio transmit- 
ter for short waves. A high- 
frequency field is generated by this transmitter, but 
the energy is not radiated into space by an aerial sys- 
tem, but concentrated between two or more condenser 
plates. In this high- frequency field, without any gal- 
vanic contact, the body of the patient is placed, the 
body acting as a dielectric between these plates. 

Every electric current, direct current as well as 
alternating, heats up the body it passes into. For 
the body to stand a satisfactory amount of current 
with an analogous temperature increase, without undue 
changes in its physiological and chemical composition, 
a high- frequency current has to be used. Only if 
frequencies of the order of millions of cycles per . 

second are used do the excitation of muscular con- 
tractions, known as faradization, and of chemical reac- 
tions due to polarization, known as galvanization, 
cease. 

Figure 1 shows a general picture of a so- called fever 
machine, or radio -thermic oscillator. The short -wave trans- 
mitter is located in the lower part of the case. The high - 
frequency oscillations are obtained from a simple short -wave 
transmitter which is fed by a push -pull circuit, delivering 
about 500 watts. 

Two tubes of the vacuum type are employed, each deliv- 
ering about 250 watts. About 380 to 400 milliamperes in 
plate current is consumed. In the radio -thermic oscillator 
shown above two tubes, type 504 -A or its equivalent type 
UV- 204 -A, are used. 

The transmitter works on 110 to 115 volts, alternating cur- 
rent, of 50 to 60 cycles, and requires about 15 amperes input 
from the current supply. 

By Irving J. 

RADIO -THERMIC APPARATUS IN FULL VIEW 
Figure 1. This Photograph shows the construction of the high - 
frequency tube generator used in the fever machine. 4t the extreme 
left is the step -up transformer. The inductance coil and vacuum 
tube are shown at center, as well as the sliding frame in which the 

condenser plates are let down when not in use 
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AR .E USED IN MODERN 

F'EVER 
prim arily for communication in 
field beneficial to humanity. The 
in u::ing short radio waves in con - 
effecFs in raising the body tempera- 
kWh' g germs of a number of diseases 

Saxl, Ph.D. The plate voltage is pro- 
duced by a transformer 
shown at the left side of 

the picture in Figure 1. The high- tension current is 
rectifie I by two full -wave mercury -vapor rectifiers, and 
the voltage variations are smoothed out by filters. 

The inductance of the high- frequency circuit con- 
sists o about nine windings, with coils of about 10 
inches diameter. The capacity in the transmitter cir- 
cuit ar the two plates located at the top of the cabi- 
net, ar d the patient is placed between them as a 
dielectric. 

The Circuit Essentials 
This apparatus is about 6 feet long, 36 inches wide 

and 30 inches high. The condenser plates slide down 
into slcts without removal. The instruments for con- 
trolling the current intensity and the wavelength (at 
the right side of the picture) are placed in such a 
way that they are easily accessible. 

This machine delivers about 10 megacycles, corresponding 
to a wavelength of about 30 meters. Figure 2 gives a circuit 
diagram of this machine. The diagram, together with the 
data mentioned before, is self -explanatory. Vi and V3 are 
rectifier tubes in a full -wave circuit, from which the plate 
voltage is taken for the operation of the vacuum tubes V3 

and V,. These operate upon the self- inductance coil L, in 
push -pui l and create the high- frequency field applied around 
the plat of the condenser C,0, between which the patient 
is placer!. 

Appal( itus of a similar type is also used by A. Gosset, 
G. Lakl owsky and others in France, and by Esau in Jena. 
The Ge reral Electric Company also has entered this field. 
Gosset aid his collaborators had an adaptable apparatus which 

MEDICINE TO PRODUCE 

EUROPEAN TYPE OF APPARATUS 
Figure 3. This fever machine was developed by Professor 
Esau, and works on ten meters. The high -frequency field 
can be concentrated between the two small condenser plates 
shown at the end of the treatment tube. It makes possible 
a much more intensive treatment with the short waves over 

an area of the body that can be kept relatively small 

was able to work on wavelengths as short as 2 meters. 
The frequency is measured by a small oscillating wavemeter 

circuit, consisting of an inductance, a condenser and a little 
flashlight bulb in series with it. For determining the wave- 
length, the condenser is turned slowly until the filament starts 
lighting. Then the wavemeter is removed as far as possible, 
the condenser being regulated so that the filament of the lamp 
just glows. 

The exact wavelength of the main radiation is at that point 
where the filament just glows up for a single condenser read- 
ing. Care has to be taken not to burn out the lamp by 
moving the condenser too quickly while the wavemeter is 
near the transmitter, as the increase in power "grows" swiftly 
as the condenser approaches the point of resonance. 

For working with high sensitivity, the 
wavemeter has to be removed from near 
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THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT ESSENTIALS 
Figure 2. The schematic diagram for the push -pull generator used in perusing 
the big i- frequency currents in the machine developed by Amy, Aceves and King 

the oscillator, so that the filament just 
shows a faint glow. 

The machine developed by Amy, Aceves 
and King, Inc., in co- operation with 
Dr. Ramirez, of the French Hospital, 
New York City, uses an air mattress, 
upon which the patient is laid between 
the condenser plates; rubber and air be- 
ing an excellent insulator, so that the 
high- frequency field is not lessened and 
can work within the body of the patient. 

Method of Treatment 
For heating up the patient, the entire 

apparatus, which is on rollers, is removed 
from any location near walls which con- 
tain steel, as this naturally would tend 
to induce high- frequency currents within 
the structural material. The patient is 
rolled in blankets and placed between the 
condenser plates. It has proven practical 
to dress the patient, first, in a woolen 
union suit. Thus perspiration is removed 
automatically and cannot accumulate, in 
drops, upon the skin. This is important, 
as these fluid drops heat up quicker than 
the body and cause burns upon the skin.. 
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AN EXPERIMENT WITH THE ESAU DEVICE 
Figure 5. Mounted between the operating electrodes 
are glass cells filled with a fluid resembling body 
fluids. Thus a study is made of the effect of high- 
frequency fields upon a "phantom" organism. Tem- 
perature is recorded automatically by means of cali- 

brated electric thermocouples 

The position of the patient is im- 
portant. If we place one hand be- 
tween the condenser plates, and the 
current is put on, the hand will feel 
the heat quicker if the hand is held 
in an imaginary plane which con- 
nects the condenser plates. The 
temperature increase, however, is 
less under equal current conditions 
when the hand is held parallel to the 
plates. This experiment can be per- 
formed easiest with one of the 
small condenser machines described 
later in this article. For heating up 
the patient more quickly, his feet and 
shoulders are arranged so that they 
touch opposite plates. 

The apparatus is arranged so that 
about one degree temperature in- 
crease takes place in 15 minutes, the 
temperature being measured by a 
thermometer in the mouth of the 
patient. The patient is heated and 
kept in his warm blankets after the 
current has been turned off. It is 
interesting to note, in this connec- 
tion, that the pulse rate increases 
for some time after the patient has been removed from the 
high- frequency field. The fever does not stop immediately 
after the patient is taken out of the condenser. Thus he 
keeps his "fever" temperature for several hours. Warm 
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lemonade and tea are given him to replace the loss of fluid 
substance and to increase perspiration. If the fever does not 
stop by itself after a prescribed time, ice bags are administered. 
This method produces less strain on the heart of the patient and 
is certainly more effectively controlled by the physician than with 
quinine and other chemicals after malaria or protein injections. 

Charts showing the temperature increase have been prepared 
by Dr. Ramirez, as shown in Figure 4. These also give data for 
the changes of the pulse rate and the respiration during the fever 
treatment. 

Blood Pressure and Other Reactions 
There are decided changes which take place in the blood pic- 

ture of the treated patient and in his other reactions. Experi- 
ments on animals have been made showing that the temperature 
returns to normal quite rapidly as long as the animal has not 
been heated over 42 degrees Celsius.* Animals heated above that 
temperature for a longer period of time have been killed. A 
decided loss of weight takes place, ranging from about two to 
ten percent of the body weight, according to the length and 
intensity of the treatment. Also it makes a great difference 
whether the sweating and feverish body is allowed to replenish 
its loss of water. There are also marked changes in the different 
steps of metabolism and in the non -protein nitrogen of the 
blood. According to Knudson and Schaible, this increased in 
several instances up to 200 percent. Red blood cells and total 
white cells are increased too, and, in addition, the microscopic 
analysis of the blood shows a number of immature forms of 
red blood cells. 

Figures 3 and 5 show another improved form of machine for 
localized fever treatment. This is the machine of Esau and 
Schliephake, of Jena. The high- frequency oscillator is entirely 
built -in within a metal cabinet connected to the ground, thus 
protecting the oscillating circuit from any capacity influence of 
body parts near it. By using these small electrodes instead of 
the large ones, it is possible to produce fever in a limited area 
of the body and to avoid the dangerous and exhausting effects 
of a general fever even with physical apparatus. 

The G. E. Co. has lately produced a fever machine which 
was demonstrated at the last convention of the New York Elec- 
trical Society, at the Engineering Auditorium. The plates of 
this machine are about twice as large as those of Schliephake, 
giving a somewhat less localized action. 

With this machine Dr. C. F. Tenney, Jr., attending physician 
of the Fifth Avenue Hospital, treated 580 cases of rheumatism 

since last April, with results which 
were so encouraging that several pa- 
tients who had come on crutches 
were able to discard them after a 
number of treatments. Whether this 
fever machine will give a permanent 
cure in severe cases of arthritis is 
still too early to determine. But 
certainly the cures already effected 
are almost as miraculous as the 
"wonder cures of the saints." The 
wonders of the twentieth century are 
thus seen coming from the labora- 
tories! 
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HOW THE HUMAN BODY REACTS 
Figure 4. Diagram showing the changes 
in pulse rate, blood pressure, body tempera- 
ture and respiration of a woman patient, 
age 53, who took the radio fever treatment 

*Arthur Knudson and Philip Schaible, Archives of Pathology, Volume 
II, pp. 728 to 743, 1931. 

Short -Wave Experiments 
At the short -wave experiments per- 

formed in Vienna, the physicians and 
other people having to do with the 
machines during their operation wear 
metal -coated laboratory coats and 
caps. Metal -weave ribbons were 
sewed upon the outside of these gar- 
ments, as electro- magnetic frequen- 
cies of this range do not penetrate 
such shieldings. 

Figure 5 shows an interesting ex- 
periment made by Dr. Esau. Between 
the plates of the high -frequency gen- 

erator a number of cells are placed which resemble, in a rough 
way, parts of animal tissues. These cells are filled with a 
fluid of similar electric characteristics as the cell content of 
body tissues. The temperature is controlled automatically 
in different parts of the fluid by thermo -elements inserted in 
the cells. Thus data can be read directly on the meter on 
top of the instrument, with reference (Continued on page 873) 
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Self- contained -power Radio R eceivers 

FOR THE 

SPARTON 

CROSLEY 

STEWART- WARNER 

ROYAL 

FARM 
By Wm. C. Dorf 

THE rural dweller with an Air -cell re- 
ceiver is now able to enjoy, to the 
fullest extent, the benefits of modern 
radio. The leading radio manufac- 

turers are augmenting their lines of receivers 
by taking advantage of the Air -cell "A" bat- 
tery, combined with the 2 -volt type tubes, 
for use in self -powered radio receivers in 
meeting an important demand and a profit- 
able market in direct -current districts, un- 
electrified farms, and thousands of homes 
without central station service. At the pres- 
ent time, there are upwards of twenty differ- 
ent manufacturers producing battery -oper- 
ated radio sets, all using the Air -cell "A" 
battery with these new 2 -volt tubes. These 
sets are comparable to the a.c. receivers in 
tone, range and selectivity. 

The manufacturers are making the receivers 
in both tuned -radio -frequency and superhet- 
erodyne circuits and are enclosing them in 
attractively designed midget -type and con- 
sole -type cabinets. The high degree of sen- 
sitivity and quality obtainable with these 
receivers is made possible by the use of 
power detection, screen -grid and pentode - 
type vacuum tubes and permanent -magnet 
dynamic speakers. Features heretofore only 
procurable with a.c. receivers are new stand- 
ard equipment on Air -cell sets, such as tone 
and static controls, and full- vision illumi- 
nated dials. 

The Air -cell "A" battery is manufactured 
and shipped "dry." It is rendered active by 
filling the two compartments of the unit with 
ordinary drinking water and by following a 
few simple instructions outlined on the side 
of the battery case. 

The Air -cell is not rechargeable and the 
bother and nuisance of continually recharg- 
ing storage batteries or renewing dry cells 
is therefore eliminated. 

Once the Air -cell battery has been acti- 
vated it is capable of delivering a thousand 
hours of normal (Continued on page 891) 

TI-IE AIR CELL 

LYRIC 

SPARTON 

GENERAL MOTORS 
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EXPER.IIVIENTER 

MODERN QUARTZ- 
THE crystal -tuned receiver was introduced to America 

by RADIO NEWS magazine in the fall of 1930. A series 
of articles on the Stenode by Dr. Robinson, the in- 
ventor of the system, described the theoretical consid- 

erations involved in quartz -crystal receiving circuits, but no 
attempt was made to supply experimenters with construc- 
tional data. It was appreciated that the experimental receivers 
were laboratory rather than production designs; that standardi- 
zation and additional engineering of special parts was desirable 
before the recèiver could be offered to the public. The re- 
ceiver, today, emerges from the laboratory a highly practical 
and efficient receiver. And the perfection of circuit details has 
been accompanied with the clarification of its theoretical 
principles. 

Ordinary "Super," or Stenode 
The receiver to be considered in the present series of articles 

is a modification of the original experimental receiver described 
in the Stenode books and for which parts have been available 
since last fall. While the 1932 Stenode represents a consid- 
erable improvement over this experimental receiver, the gen- 
eral design is the same and the former receiver may be readily 
converted into the improved model. Aside from several im- 
provements in the circuit itself, a switch has been provided 
making it possible to operate the receiver as an ordinary su- 
perheterodyne when the peculiar characteristics of the quartz 
circuit are not essential to enjoyable reception. When oper- 
ated as an ordinary superheterodyne, the sensitivity is increased, 
tuning is somewhat easier and tube noises are reduced. When 
operated as a Stenode, the selectivity is bettered, making it 
possible to eliminate the heterodyne whistle caused by over- 
lapping carriers. Background noises arising from exterior dis- 
turbances are decreased, and the sensitivity remains more than 
adequate. The tone quality is beyond criticism when operated 
either as an ordinary super or as a Stenode. 

The possibilities of the new circuit provide an intriguing 
field for research and investigation. At the same time, as a 
parlor receiver, it is entirely practical and represents what the 
writer sincerely believes to be the finest answer to the prob- 
lems of present -day broadcasting. 

The theoretical aspects of the system utilized have been 
adequately considered in RADIO NEWS articles and in the books 
which are a compendium of practically all that has previously 

THE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure 1. A characteristic response curve of a simple LC 
circuit. (Figure 2) The sharp response curve of a quartz 
crystal tuned circuit made under the same conditions as 
Figure 1. (Figure 5) By unbalancing the crystal circuit this 
curve is secured, making it possible to tune so sharply on one 
side or the other of the desired signal that a 2 kc. hetero- 

dyne can be, eliminated. Compare with Figure 2 

The introduction of the Stenode principle 
plate circuit in the i.f. amplifier of a 
sated audio circuit has already created 
experimenters. Now a receiver using 
practical degree and a constructional 
allow the experimenter to test the system 

of which this 

appeared on the circuit. We shall there- 
fore limit ourself to constructional de- 
tails, with the exception of such theoret- 
ical considerations as many benefit by 
further clarification. 

The Greeks had a word for it -and in their language "Ste- 
node" means "a narrow pass," which accurately describes the 
admittance characteristic of the balanced quartz -tuned circuit. 
The frequency band admitted is narrow indeed -exceeding 
the sharpness of any other known system by a considerable 
margin -the selectivity being secured by resonating or tuning 
with a quartz crystal. Under certain conditions, the resonance 
characteristics of a simple tuned circuit will plot according to 
the curve in Figure 1. The resonance curve of a crystal - 
tuned circuit, under the same conditions, is shown in Figure 2, 
the extreme selectivity being immediately evident. The crys- 
tal circuit is shown at A in Figure 3. The quartz Cr is ground 
to resonate at the intermediate frequency, 175 kc. S is the 
secondary of the input intermediate -frequency transformer 
and is tuned by the usual capacity C1. C, and C, are of the 
same capacity and form the legs of a capacity bridge. C, is a 
balancing condenser. At all frequencies, with the exception of 
the intermediate frequency of 175 kilocycles, the crystal acts 
as a siñal_l capacity, and the equivalent circuit is shown in B, 
where R is the input impedance of the tube. With C, prop- 
erly balanced, it is obvious that a bridge condition exists, and 
no signal across S can be applied to the tube. This balance is 
maintained even at frequencies very close to 175 kc. How- 
ever, at the frequency to which the crystal is ground, the 
impedance of Cr drops practically to zero, the balance no 
longer exists, and the signal is applied across the input tube. 
The equivalent circuit now conforms with Diagram C. 

By Zeh 
Part 
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MAY TEST THE STENODE PRINCIPLE IN A 

CRYSTAL RECEIVER 

of gaining selectivity by using a quartz - 
supe,.heterodyne receiver with a compen- 
wide interest on the part of American 
this í'dea has been developed to a highly 
description of the latest model, which will 
himself, will be given in a series of articles 
is the first 

Bouck 
One 

The high degree of signal selectivity of 
a crystal -tuned circuit, such as that indi- 
cated in the curve Figure 2,'is admitted 
without question. However, it is equally 

evident, in both theory and practice, that the uncorrected out- 
put of such a circuit would be almost totally lacking in the 
higher audio frequencies. A possible system of correction is 
immediately obvious -i.e., the use of an audio amplifier in 
which the higher frequencies are favored. The question now 
is, can this correction be effected without killing the selectivity 
we have gained through the use of a crystal -tuned circuit? The 
argument is best illustrated in reference to the curve in 
Figure 1. 

The conventional conception of demodulation declares that 
the carrier, beating with a side -band, produces a third fre- 
quency. The difference between the two, which is of audio 
frequency, corresponds to the original frequency of modulation. 
Reference to Figure 1 shows that the response of this particu- 
lar circuit to a signal 3 kc. off resonance is only about three - 
fourths the response to the tuned or resonant frequency.: In 
other words, if the circuit is tuned to 175 kc., a 178 kc. sig- 
nal, which may either be an interfering signal or the desired 
carrier, modulated by a 3000 -cycle note, will be attenuated to 
this extent. We are, of course, desirous of weakening an in- 
terfering signal. But, as we have also weakened the 3 kc. 
side -band, the combination of the 178 kc. frequency (repre- 
senting the desired carrier plus 3 kc. modulation) with the 
desired 1 7 5 kc. carrier will result in an attenuated 3000 -cycle 
note. The result is distortion. However, we may correct 
this by amplifying 3000 cycles 33.3 percent more than the 
lower frequencies. However, the beat -note between an inter- 
fering carrier at 175 kc. and the desired carrier at 175 kc. is 

also 3000 cycles which will be equally affected by the cor- 
rection, and apparently nothing has been gained. In summa- 
tion, it would appear that we bring up the interference by 
exactly the same amount we correct the audio loss occasioned 
by side -band cutting. And this would be the case if all modu- 
lation effects could be adequately explained by the ;ide -band 
analysis alone. 

The Inventor's Explanation 
However, several discrepancies, in both theory and observa- 

tion, result if the possibility of independent amplitude variation 
of the carrier is not considered in making a final analysis of 
modulation. This effect may be negligible in dealing with ordi- 
nary receivers, but plays an increasingly important part as the 
tuning circuit is sharpened. All present -day systems of modu- 
lation function by means of varying the carrier strength at 
audio frequencies. An analysis of such modulation by means 
of the familiar trigonometric expansion will show the radiated 
wave to be composed of the carrier frequency -plus the side - 
bands. The simple arithmetic of the problem would indicate 
that, if the side -bands were trapped out, only the carrier fre- 
quency would remain, constant and unvarying in strength, re- 
gardless of the fact that it is being varied in amplitude many 
times a second at the modulation frequency. We have here 
a situation that should be repugnant to common sense -the 
existence of a carrier constant in amplitude and yet changing 
in amplitude! Dr. Robinson, appreciating the absurdity, not 
of the Fourier analysis, but the drawing from it of an unjus- 
tifiable conclusion, has revised the conventional trigonometric 
series so as to include a modulation factor. According to his 
theory, it would be possible to eliminate the side -bands en- 
tirely and admit the carrier only (varying in strength at the 
modulation frequency), with attenuation, but not total loss, of 
any frequencies, no matter hòw high. With such an arrange- 
ment, which the Stenode endeavors to approach, no frequen- 
cies outside of the carrier frequency would be admitted, and no 
interference would result, regardless of the amount of audio 
correction. In other words, no trace of 178 kc. signal could 
get through, to beat with the desired 175 kc. carrier, and the 
interference would therefore be non -existent, no matter how 
much it might be necessary to correct the attenuation of the 
3000 modulation in the desired carrier. 

Another way of looking at the situation is to consider the 
effects of sharpening a circuit, both from the point of view of 

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CRYSTAL STAGE 
Figure 3. (a) The actual input i.f. circuit of the receiver 
described. (b) The equivalent circuit when balanced and 
at any frequency other than the crystal frequency. (c) The 

equivalent circuit at the resonant frequency 
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THE FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT 
Figure 6. The exact values of parts and constructional data will follow next 

the conventional side -band analysis and from the point of view 
of the persistence of oscillation. If, from the side -band stand- 
point, we sharpen a circuit by lowering the dampening factor 
(reducing the resistance of the circuit), a certain loss in the 
high frequencies will accompany a certain reduction in resis- 
tance. Similarly, if the presence of modulation frequencies is 
considered solely a function of amplitude variations in the car- 
rier, the depth of modulation will vary inversely with the fre- 
quency, due to the persistence of overlapping effect. It can 
be shown by mathematics that for a given value of resistance 
the attenuation of the higher audio frequencies will be exactly 
the same, whether the calculations are made in reference to 
the side -band analysis or the persistence theory. When the 
dampening factor, or resistance, is zero, all the side -bands 
will be cut, and no modulation will ex- 
ist. Similarly, in a circuit of no resis- 
tance, the persistence of oscillations 
would be constant -it would be impos- 
sible for the current to follow any 
modulation impulses, and the circuit 
would continue to oscillate, without 
change of any kind, even if the current 
were turned off. 

Mode of Operation 
However, the Stenode effect is not a 

matter of simple reduction in dampen- 
ing. Due to the mechanico- electrical 
action of the crystal, it is possible to 
obtain a degree of selectivity corre- 
sponding to very low dampening (suf- 
ficient to cause uncontrollable oscilla- 
tions in a purely electrical circuit) and 
yet the resistance of the circuit itself 
is so high that adequate depth of mod- 
ulation is maintained even at high fre- 
quencies. 

The percentage modulation in this re- 
ceiver falls off rapidly from 200 cycles 
up, the attenuation being almost in- 
versely proportional to frequency. (The 
design of a correction circuit is there- 
fore not particularly difficult.) The 
point most worthy of emphasis is the 
fact that modulation exists in the car- 
rier itself, and though the higher frequencies are greatly at- 
tenuated, they can be brought up to normal without com- 
mensurate loss in selectivity. 

Perhaps the sum total of the arguments is best illustrated 
in the curves of Figure 4. Curve A is the familiar resonance 
curve, made by varying the carrier from 170 to 180 kilocycles. 
Curve B was plotted by maintaining the carrier at 175 kc. and 

UPPER 
ELECTRODE - 

CONTACT 

UPPER 
CRYSTAL`, 

:LECTRODE 

month 

modulating it at frequencies from 50 to 5000 cycles. Curve 
A is the selectivity curve of the receiver, and indicates the 
manner in which the side -bands are cut. Curve B is the audio - 
frequency "loss" curve; showing how the higher audio fre- 
quencies are attenuated. On an ordinary receiver, these two 
curves practically coincide, and such discrepancies as have 
been noted have generally been passed over as experimental 
errors. 

It is obvious, from curve B, that the amplification at 3000 
cycles must be.up 20 decibels, or ten times that of the ampli- 
fication at 50 or 100 cycles. This amplification will, in effect, 
raise curve A by the same amount, and the actual gain in 
selectivity will be 18 db. -which is a rejection ratio of about 
ten to 1. With the preservation of quality, this is unusually 

good at 3 kc. off resonance. 
By changing the adjustment on the 

balancing condenser, C2 in Figure 3A, 
ELECTRODE it is possible to distort the resonance 

curve into the shape shown in Figure 5. 
While one side is broadened, the slope 
on the other is almost vertical from the 
peak, which makes it possible to elimi- 
nate heterodyne whistles caused by sta- 
tions as close as 2 kc. from the desired 
carrier. Even the whistle from stations 
1 kc. off can be reduced to a negligible 
level. This adjustment is of consid- 
erable utility in receiving Canadian and 
Mexican stations. The U. S. stations 
are, of course, seldom off frequency 
enough to necessitate unbalancing, as 
the selectivity of the Stenode is such 
that high -pitch heterodynes are elimi- 
nated in balanced operation. 

Reducing Background Noise 
A by- product of the extreme selectiv- 

ity of the system is the reduction in 
outside background noises. Several 
theories have been advanced to account 
for this, and while conflicting in respect 
to the mechanics of reduction, they are 
in agreement as to results. Roughly, it 
may be said that the susceptibility of a 
receiver to radiated disturbances, such 

as static, is proportional to the area under its resonance curve. 
In other words, the more broadly a receiver tunes, the higher 
will be the outside background. Tube noises, however, will be 
slightly "up" in this receiver when a carrier is tuned in. (The 
Stenode is absolutely quiet between stations.) This is due to 
the fact that tube disturbances, beating with the carrier, result 
in scratching sounds, the amplification (Continued on page 878) 
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THE QUARTZ TUBE 
The crystal never burns out. Its life 
is apparently unlimited, and it is en- 
closed in vacuum only as a protection 

against dust 
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PRESENTING 

The "Twin-Grid" Tube 
A new tube which offers some outstandingly practical advantages is 
described here by the inventor, who points out a number of its special 

applications in radio reception and transmission 

THE "twin- grid" tube is, as the 
name implies, a four -element vac- 
uum tube with duplicate grids. 
In manner of construction it re- 

sembles the well -known three -element 
electron tube in that it has enclosed in a 
vacuum a filament for emitting electrons, 
a plate for attracting and retaining the 
electrons, and twin or duplicate grids be- 
tween the plate and filament for con- 
trolling the electron stream. These two 
grid elements have approximately the 
same electrical and physical characteris- 
tics and are insulated from each other so 
that they may be made to act separately 
and independently on the electron stream. 

Tube Construction 
One type of twin -grid tube construc- 

tion is illustrated in Figure 1, in which 
one grid element is supported on posts 
B and E, the other on C and F. Located 
in the space enclosed by these interlock- 
ing grid elements is the filament, sup- 
ported by posts H, D and I. Posts A and 
G support the plate element. Leads 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5 from these various elements 
are brought out to a standard five -prong 
tube base. 

Because of the similarity of the twin - 
grid and the three -element tube in man- 
ner of internal construction and theory of 
operation, it is naturally assumed that 
when operating under the same conditions 
the two tubes will give similar results. 
Comparison of the characteristic curves 
of the tubes (Figure 2) will reveal that 
this assumption is correct. The twin -grid tube, however, offers 
distinct advantages over other type tubes because of the flexible 
control of the electron stream made possible by the addition 
of the second grid element. Combinations of various grid - 
biasing currents of radio or audio frequency, or both, induced 
on these duplicate grids simultaneously or at 
different times produce results obtainable with 

By Marion W. 
Part One 

Taylor 

IN presenting the "TWIN - 
GRID" TUBE, it is the 

inventor's fondest desire that 
it shall be found worthy of 
acceptance on its own mer- 
its, and that it shall con- 
tribute in a small way to 
the general usefulness of 
one of man's greatest bene- 
factors- radio. 

-Marion W. Taylor. 

no other type tube. 
Whereas, a single curve can express the char- 

acteristics of three -element tubes as re- 
gards the ratio of grid voltage to plate 
current (filament temperature and plate 
voltage remaining constant), three curves 
are required to express the same ratio in 
twin -grid tubes, inasmuch as the electron 
stream may be acted upon by any or all 
of these different grid potentials which 
may exist within the tube at the same 
time. 

A typical set of characteristic curves 
is shown in Figure 2. Curve A expresses 
the grid voltage -plate current ratio of 
one of the duplicate grids taken sepa- 
rately. (Since the two grid elements 
have the same electrical and physical 
characteristics, identical curves will be 
obtained from either grid). Curve B 
shows the effect of the two grids acting in 
parallel, and may be obtained by two 
methods: The two elements may be con- 
nected together and supplied by the same 
biasing battery, or they may be connected 
separately to individual batteries of the 
same voltage and polarity. In either 
method the curves obtained will be iden- 
tical. Curve C is obtained by inducing 
equal charges of opposite polarity on the 
two grids simultaneously, thereby neu- 
tralizing the total grid charge. It will be 
noted, however, that these charges neu- 
tralize only so long as they are of a rela- 
tively low potential. As the voltages of 
the grid charges are increased, the balance 
effect will decrease in favor of the nega- 
tive charge. For example, when a cur- 
rent of 10 milliamperes is flowing in the 

plate circuit of a tube under test, and a negative grid bias of, 
say, 10 volts is induced on one grid, the plate current will fall 
to about 6 milliamperes. Now, if a positive bias of 10 volts 
is induced on the other grid, the two charges will completely 
neutralize, and the plate current will return to 10 milliamperes. 

If the positive charge is applied first, the plate 
current will rise to, say, 12 milliamperes. Now, 

G 

when the negative charge is applied, there will 
again be a decrease in the plate current, btit not 

MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION VOLUME CONTROL CIRCUITS 
Figure 1 (center). The two grids are so placed as to be in identical relationship to the filament. Figure 3 (left). This is the circuit employed in plotting the characteristic curves shown in Figure 2. Figure 5 (right). This shows how advantage is taken of the reversed grid potential balance principle to provide automatic volume control 
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a decrease of 4 milliamperes as before, which would bring the 
plate current to 8 milliamperes. Instead, the two charges 
simply neutralize, and a decrease of only 2 milliamperes oc- 
curs, the plate current again returning to the normal 10 milli- 
ampere reading. Now, if the 
two charges are increased to 
25 volts and the negative 
charge is applied, the plate cur- 
rent will drop to, say, 2 milli- 
amperes. Upon application of 
the positive charge upon the 
duplicate grid, the plate cur- 
rent will rise to about 7 mil- 
liamperes. If the positive 
charge be applied first, the 
plate current will rise to about 
14 milliamperes. Then, when 
the negative charge is applied, 
the current will again fall to 7 

milliamperes. This unbalanced 
action in favor of the negative 
charge is due to the fact that 
the higher voltage tends to 
bring the space charge within 
the tube to the near negative 
saturation point. Therefore, 
when using the tube in a bal- 
anced circuit, it is essential 
that the charge in the grid circuits 
tively low potential. 

A suitable circuit for plotting the characteristic curves of 
the twin -grid tube is illustrated in Figure 3. The circuit is 
fundamentally the same as that used for plotting the curve of 
a three -element tube with the addition of suitable apparatus 
incorporated within the circuit to supply a variable -grid biasing 
current to the additional grid. The values indicated are for 
plotting the curves of a receiv- 
ing type tube as illustrated in 
Figure 1. Suitable values may 
be substituted for other types. 

The term "reversed grid po- 
tential balance" may be applied 
to any twin -grid tube circuit in 
which the plate -to- filament cur- 
rent flow within the tube is 
maintained at a given value jpy 
counteracting any current change 
in one grid circuit by inducing 
simultaneously a similar current 
change of reversed order in the 
other grid circuit. 

For example, let it be assumed 
that a twin -grid tube is function- 
ing as an amplifier, and that a 
certain current of x frequency 
is induced in one grid circuit as 
represented by wave train x in 
diagram A of Figure 4. This x 
current in the grid circuit acting 
upon the electron stream will 
produce y pulsations in the 

plate circuit as represented by wave train y. Inasmuch as 
there is no current in the duplicate grid circuit, its curve is a 
straight line coinciding with the grid time axis. Action thus 
far in the tube is exactly the same as occurs in the three - 

element type tube. Now, with 
the tube operating as explained 
before, induce at half the value 
another current of x fre- 
quency in the duplicate grid 
circuit at opposite phase rela- 
tion to the first current as in- 
dicated by wave train x' in 
diagram B. These two oppos- 
ing currents acting on the elec- 
tron stream will again produce 
y pulsations in the plate cir- 
cuit, but it will be noted that 
these pulsations have decreased 
to about one -half their original 
value, due to the balancing or 
neutralizing effect of the op- 
posing grid charges. 

Now, if the value of grid 
current x1 be increased until it 
exactly equals that of grid 
current x, as shown in dia- 
gram C, the currents operating 
with equal force on the elec- 

tron stream will completely neutralize, the y pulsations in 
the plate circuit falling to zero amplitude, its curve being a 
straight line coinciding with the time axis. It follows, there- 
fore, that in any twin -grid tube circuit in which two grid 
charges are acting in opposite phase or at reversed polarity, 
the plate- current amplitude is directly proportional to the 
difference of the grid potentials applied to the new tube. 

USING TH 
At the left is a short -'wa 
tear 'phone transmitter i 

tube serves as both 

be maintained 

E NEW TUBES 
ve receiver. Center, an ama- 
n which the single twin -grid 
oscillator and modulator 

at a rela- 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES 
Figure 2. At the left is a typical curve of a three - 
element tube. At the right are the three curves rep- 
resenting the characteristics of the new tube. Curve 
A is obtained when using either grid alone. Curve 
B results when the two grids are connected in paral- 
lel. Curve C shows complete neutralization result- 
ing when voltages of unlike polarity or of opposite 

phase are impressed on the two grids 

Automatic Volume 
Control 

How this grid potential plate - 
current ratio may be utilized in 
an automatic volume control is 
illustrated in diagram D of Fig- 
ure 4. Here it will be seen that 
when the signal x of (a) ampli- 
tude is induced on one grid cir- 
cuit, it produces y pulsations of 
(c) amplitude in the plate cir- 
cuit. Now when the opposing 
current x' of b) amplitude is 
induced at opposite phase on the 
other grid circuit, the y pulsa- 
tions in the plate circuit de- 
crease to (d) amplitude. As 
pointed out before, if the value 
of xl be increased until it ex- 
actly equals that of x, the y pul- 
sations will drop to zero ampli - 
tude. Therefore, it will be seen 
that the y pulsations in the plate 
circuit of amplitude (d) is the 
result of (Cont'd" on page 888) 
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REVERSED GRID POTENTIAL BALANCE 

Figure 4. By applying equal voltages of opposite polarity to the two grids, they cancel each other out completely. 
Unequal voltages will effect a partial cancellation, the amplitude of the plate current being proportional to the 

difference between the grid voltages 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE COMPLETE MULTIPLE -WAVE HOOKUP 

Figure 5. At the extreme left are the circuit -changing switches with the various wave- changing coils, followed 

by the detector, intermediate frequency amplifier, second detector and pentode push -pull output. Below are the 

two -27 tubes in the new oscillator circuit, followed by the automatic volume control and the rectifier and power 
circuits 

L 16.5 TO 550 METER ALL -WAVE "SUPER" OF 

Radical Circuit Design 
Here is a new circuit design for multiple band reception that should be 

mighty interesting to all radio circuit experimenters. It contains a radical 

oscillator, complex at first sight, but worked out with remarkable simplicity 

HEN the 10 to 550 -meter su- 
perheterodyne was described 
in the August, 1931, issue of 
RADIO NEWS it represented the latest word in short- 

wave and broadcast receiver design. Today many thousands 
of these sets are giving satisfaction in almost every country in 

the world. Nevertheless, despite its relative simplicity in 

terms of simplicity versus performance, it was not as simple 
as could be desired, but unfortunately no means were known 

which would permit of a simpler coil -selecting arrangement for 
the short -wave bands, or which would permit elimination of 

certain unpleasant, but not really detrimental sounds which 
occurred as the short -wave dial was tuned because of some 

unavoidable reaction between harmonics of the broadcast band 
and short -wave oscillators. 

In November, 1930, 
during the course of 
development work on 
an extremely cheap 
short -wave superheter- 
odyne for export trade, 
some experimenting 
was done with auto - 
dyne first detectors for 
the sake of simplicity 
and low cost, and while 
nothing satisfactory re- 
sulted, an idea was 
found by Kendall 
Clough, which now, 

By McMurdo Silver* 

*President 
Silver -Marshall, Inc. 

fully worked out, bids fair to be one of 
the greatest contributions to short -wave 
receiver design. At one stroke it sim- 

plifies the tuning of short -wave superheterodynes, eliminates 
two -thirds of the switching necessary in sets not employing 
plug -in coils and does away with all noises on short waves, 
due to oscillator reactions. 

While the autodyne detector system at first glance appears 
attractive, it has two drawbacks which, in our opinion, render 
it completely useless in a "superhet." The first is its inability 
to discriminate against image- frequency interference, since 
every signal is impressed directly on the one tuned circuit of 
the combined oscillator- detector tube. The second drawback 
is that, since this circuit must be tuned away from the signal 
frequency by the amount of the intermediate frequency to 

produce the necessary 
heterodyning action, 

THE COMPLETE RECEIVER WITH LOUDSPEAKER 
Figure 2. Note the simplicity of this entirely new ten -tube superhet- 
erodyne. The tuning meter is mounted on a bracket, but in the 
finished model it is located directly over the tuning dial at center 

and as on short waves 
this i.f. may be quite 
high, much loss of sig- 
nal voltage results, par- 
ticularly on the lower 
signal frequencies. 
Nevertheless, the auto - 
dyne action is quite 
simple. The new Clough 
system is equally 
simple, yet has none of 
the autodyne's draw- 
backs, and is in no 
sense related to the 
autodyne system, since 
it employs a separate 
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and distinct detector and oscillator with their separate tuned 
circuits. 

The idea is ridiculously simple, as practically all ideas ap- 
proaching the revolutionary category always are. But its prac- 
tical realization involved much burning of the midnight oil in 
terms of study of the problems involved and experimentation 
to solve them. Briefly, the idea is to use only one oscillator 
in the set, which must tune from 16.5 to 550 meters, or 18,000 
to 550 kc. Offhand, this sounds impossible, and it is, for even 
the harmonics of the oscillator are too weak to be of direct 
use. The crux of the idea lies in the use of a tube directly 
coupled to the oscillator, which is so set as to tune over the 
broadcast band of 550 to 1500 kc., this tube acting as a har- 
monic generator and providing the necessary local frequencies 
to heterodyne signals in the 16 to 35, 35 to 65, 65 to 100 and 
100 to 200 -meter short -wave bands. This system results in 
only one permanently connected and aligned oscillator circuit, 
the harmonic generator tube providing the required heterodyne 
voltages for the short -wave bands. A single selector- switch 
knob gives a choice of five separate coils to enable the first de- 
tector to cover the four short -wave and the broadcast bands. 
In the final embodiment, one dial tunes the broadcast band, 
this same dial, plus an auxiliary trimmer, tunes the short- 
wave bands, and one five -position switch selects the five bands 
at will. 

Before describing the features of the system, it may be well 
to allay skepticism by stating that the receiver illustrated and 
described herewith embodying this new system shows a broad- 
cast sensitivity on the order of two to three microvolts input 
for standard output, and 10 kc. selectivity with minimum 
image frequency or cross -talk interference, a fidelity curve 
from antenna to ear flat to a few decibels from 40 to 4000 
cycles, and five to six watts of undistorted power output. 

Outstanding Features of Circuit 
It is difficult to present the salient points simply and con- 

cisely, for they are many and inter -related. For example, one 
of the first is the choice of intermediate amplification fre- 
quency. Since only one is used, it must be selected carefully 
with respect to both broadcast band and short -wave opera- 
tion. The ideal broadcast band intermediate frequency of 
175 kc. is almost worthless below 200 meters, and the next 
logical step is to 465 kc., which gives the advantage of "one - 
shot" operation over all but 2% of the broadcast band (1480 
to 1500 kc.), as well as being satisfactory for short -wave 
reception. A frequency of 465 kc. for the i.f. simplifies 
image- frequency interference in the broadcast band to a point 
where it can be handled nicely by one high -Q tuned circuit 
ahead of the first detector, as compared to the two tuned cir- 
cuits invariably needed with a 175 kc. i.f. amplifier. This is 
a considerable gain in simplicity, but brings in another problem, 
that of i.f. harmonic feedback from the second or audio 
detector, which will appear at multitples of the intermediate 
frequency, or 930 and 1395 kc. By careful arrangement of 
parts and filtration, this can be eliminated, and no "tweets" 

will be apparent on the broadcast dial at these frequencies. 
The arithmetical selectivity throughout the 550 to 1550 kc. 

broadcast band is not as high as might be desired, but it is 
adequate with the improved engineering technique of i.f. 
amplification available today, and it is very good on the short 
waves. 

The Harmonic Generator 
In the circuit of Figure 1 is shown a simplified example of 

the harmonic generator arrangement used to produce the short- 
wave heterodyne frequencies. S1 is the -24 screen -grid first 
detector tube, with its tuned input circuit represented by five 
coils, all designated L1, selected by the five -point switch to 
cover the five different bands and tuned by the condenser Cl. 

THE BASIC CIRCUIT EMPLOYED 
Figure 1. Here is shown the connections for the new Clough 
first detector, oscillator and harmonic generator for the 

short -wave and broadcast bands 

S2 is the oscillator tube, L3 representing its plate, tank tuning 
and grid coils. S3 is the harmonic generator tube, across the 
plate coils of which, L2, is developed the required short -wave 
heterodyne voltages, the coils L2 each being properly coupled 
to the short -wave coils Ll. 

In operation, one set of L1 coils covers the band of 550 to 
1500 kc., and the fundamental oscillator range is therefore the 
sum of these limit frequencies plus the i.f. of 465 kc., or 1015 
to 1965 kc. The oscillator is coupled to this Li coil (not 

shown in the diagram of-Figure 1 for 
simplicity) and serves to heterodyne 
all broadcast signals to 465 kc. for 
the i.f. amplifier. When so used the 
harmonic -generator tube S3 is not 
utilized. If the band -selector switch 
is now turned to the second Li coil, 
the useful tuning range of the first 
detector will be about 90 to 200 
meters, and the oscillator is ob- 
viously useless to heterodyne signals 
in this range to 465 kc. But now 
the harmonic- generator tube S3 is 
utilized, and its grid circuit, directly 
coupled to the oscillator plate cir- 
cuit, is fed frequencies in the range 
of 1015 to 1965 kc. by the oscillator. 
S3 is biased well below its cut -off 
point so it draws no plate current 
when not fed by the oscillator, and 
acts as a rectifier, or more properly, 
as a frequency multiplier. In its plate 
circuit, therefore, will appear mul- 
tiples of the oscillator frequency, or 
harmonics which will be progressively 
weaker as the harmonics increase. 

VIEW FROM THE UNDERSIDE 
Figure 4. The apparatus and connections underneath the receiver with the bottom shield removed. This photograph was made from the laboratory model 
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If we consider the second harmonic 
of the oscillator, it will be seen to be 
2030 to 3930 kc., from which we must 
subtract the 465 kc. i.f. to find what 
signal frequencies it will satisfactorily 
heterodyne in this set. We find that 
this range will be 1565 to 3465 kc., or 
from just below 200 meters to about 87 

meters (there is obviously a gap of 65 
kc. between the broadcast band and the 
90 to 200 -meter band, but actually there 
is no such gap, because the oscillator 
covers a range sufficiently wider than 
550 to 1500 kc. to eliminate it, but 
the gap is allowed to appear in this 
explanation as though it existed in order 
to phrase the explanation in familiar fre- 
quency terms. Actually there is an over- 
lap at the 200 -meter points, though not 
as great as some of the really exces- 
sive overlaps on the higher frequency 
tuning ranges. 

As in all rectifiers, little of the funda- 
mental oscillator frequency gets through 
tube S3, but even if it did, it is of little 
importance. Likewise, the higher har- 
monics, though stronger, are of no importance, due to the 
high effective selectivity of the first detector circuit. 

The third harmonic of the oscillator covers the range of 
3045 to 5895 kc., from which the i.f. of 465 kc. is subtracted 
to find the actual signal tuning range, which is 2580 to 5430 
kc., or 116 to 55 meters approximately. This third oscillator 
range, or third harmonic range, is utilized by the third first - 
detector tuning coil. 

From this explanation it is apparent that the last two ranges 
are covered by the fifth and ninth oscillator harmonics gener- 
ated by tube S3, and without individually analyzing them it 
may be stated that they are from approximately 65 to 32.5 
and 34.5 to 17.5 meters, with large overlaps between bands. 
(In the last case, the use of the second possible oscillator 
heterodyne frequency extends the range to 16.5 meters.) 

In the actual receiver illustrated herewith, the basic circuit 
of Figure 1 has been deviated from only to the extent neces- 

sary for construc- 
tional reasons, such 
as the method of 
changing antenna 
connections from 
broadcast to short- 
wave bands, etc. 

One of the ad- 
vantages of the 
system is that the 
tuning dial can be 
divided into five 
accurately cali- 
brated sections, 
making the finding 

w of stations quite 

TOP VIEW OF CHASSIS, SHIELD REMOVED 

Figure 3. This illustration shows short -wave coils exposed for iirspection with 
the various tubes in view in their various shielded compartments 
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easy. This calibration is quite accurate, sufficient to enable 
easy hunting -in a narrow range -for a new station, since once 
the dial is set to the range indicated by the selector switch it 
is only necessary to adjust the trimmer knob for greatest vol- 
ume to obtain resonance when hunting is done by adjusting 
both knobs simultaneously. Once found, the logging of the 
oscillator dial, which is quite sharp, while the antenna tuning 
knob is not nearly so sharp, is absolutely dependable, and 
stations will always be found at the same dial setting. While 
the selectivity on all -wave is 10 kc., the short -wave tuning is 

delightfully smooth, easy and simple as compared to some 
earlier short -wave superheterodynes. 

Harmonic Equalization 
It is a well -known fact that the amplitudes of successive 

harmonics developed by an oscillator or harmonic generator 
fall off as the harmonics increase, and the question will arise as 
to how, in this system, the ninth harmonic can be strong 
enough to do a good heterodyning job, since it is much weaker 
than the second harmonic. The answer is simple. In terms 
of percentage, the resonance curves of all four first -detector 
short -wave circuits are substantially the same, while the dis- 
tance away from resonance of these circuits that the oscillator 
must work is constant at 465 kc. This means that the per- 
centage difference decreases with increasing frequency, or 
that the harmonic generator sees an increasing impedance in 
the first detector circuit, across which it must develop the het- 
erodyne voltage, as the frequency increases. The net result is 

a practical balance, whereby as the used harmonics step up 
and decrease in amplitude, their task is made correspondingly 
simpler. In actual practice, therefore, the decrease in ampli- 
tude of successive harmonics is compensated for so that it is 

of no practical consequence. 
Much has been said in favor of 

1-S automatic volume control in radio re- 
4000 ceivers to eliminate the effects of 

fading, and there is some justification 
for it on short -wave receivers, but it 
must be borne in ,mind that it is no 
panacea for all fading troubles. To 
begin with, of all the so- called auto- 
matic volume controls found on com- 

mercial broadcast receivers to- 
day, only one has been anywhere 
near true automatic volume con- 
trol -and that example has been 
obsolete for a year and a half 
or more. Such "automatic vol- 
ume controls" as are found to- 
day are "blast eliminators" only, 
for they will not hold power out- 
put constant for normally wide 
variations of signal voltage, as 
is the prime requisite of auto- 
matic (Continued on page 881) 
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THE RADIO NEWS EAR AID PROVES 

A BOON TO THE DEAF 
Reports from readers concerning the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid indicate its 
unusual effectiveness in overcoming the handicap of deafness. It is also pro- 
viding a source of real profit for servicemen who are specializing in this work 

A 
F TER the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid 

was designed, but before its de- 
scription was published, RADIO 
NEWS tested it extensively among hard -of- hearing 

people. The results of these tests indicated that the Ear Aid 
was a surprisingly effective device. However, to provide a 
double check, letters have recently been written to several 
individuals and servicemen who were known to have con- 
structed the Ear Aid following the publication of the descrip- 
tive article. The purpose of these inquiries was to determine 
whether the Ear Aid had come up to expectations and also to 
obtain any comments which the makers cared to offer. These 
inquiries went to about a dozen people, all told, some of whom 
were servicemen and others in- 
dividuals who had constructed 
the unit for their own use. 

The responses to these in- 
quiries has been most gratify- 
ing. One dealer (who person- 
ally called on the author) 
stated that of ten persons to 
whom he had demonstrated the 
Ear Aid, he made sales to eight. 
This was accomplished within 
thirty days after he read the 
constructional article in the 
January issue. 

Some of the written corn- 
ments from other builders will 
be of interest. The following 
quotations are published with- 
out the names of the writers 
because time does not permit 
writing to them to obtain their 
permission to use their names. 
be glad to provide the names on request. 

One serviceman in Ogden, Utah, has the following to say: 
"In reply to your request for a report on the operation of 

the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid that I recently constructed, I wish 
to state that it came entirely up to my expectations. I con- 
structed the instrument for a lady seventy -nine years old who 
has spent several hundred dollars on hearing devices of various 
kinds. The last instrument she purchased cost $179.00. The 
RADIO NEWS Ear Aid is the first instrument that has enabled 
her to hear conversation carried on in normal tones. Recently 

By S. Gordon Taylor at a business meeting she used the Aid 
and was able to hear voices of the eight 
people in the room very distinctly. 

"The RADIO NEWS Ear Aid should certainly be a profitable 
item for servicemen to handle as a side line because of its 
superior performance, low selling cost and margin of profit. 
The principle of amplification employed in this instrument is 
a distinct step forward in assisting those people who are hard 
of hearing." 

A retail drug concern in Michigan sees in the RADIO NEWS 
Ear Aid a profitable item which they can logically merchan- 
dise. He writes: - 

"In reply to yours of January 18th, wish to state that the 
RADIO NEWS Ear Aid that we 
made up as per instructions 
works remarkably well. We 
have shown this to two or 
three people and they are very 
pleased with the outfit; in fact, 
one man bought one and we 
have ordered parts to make up 
a couple more." 

Another reader who lives in 
Michigan has apparently found 
the Ear Aid extremely helpful 
for his own use. He writes: 

"I have just received your 
letter of January 18th, in 
which you ask for a report 
covering the building of the 
RADIO NEWS Ear Aid. I have 
just finished one of these de- 
vices, and the least I can say 
about it is that it's a wonder. 

It more than came up to expectations. I have been a reader 
of RADIO NEWS for a great many years, being one of the early 
radio `nuts' as far back as 1920, and I have yet to build any- 
thing -taken from RADIO NEWS that gave me as much pleasure 
and was of such real value as the Ear Aid." 

A well -known attorney in Cleveland has heretofore had 
difficulty in hearing the testimony of witnesses in open court. 
Through the use of the Ear Aid he has been able to overcome 
this difficulty -but let his letter speak for itself : 

"The two Ear Aids I purchased were for myself, and since 
that time I have ordered two more of them. I am not only 

The New Group Hearing Aid 
S it was impossible to complete the technical 

development work on the group hearing -aid 
equipment in time to publish the constructional 
details in this issue as announced last month, pub- 
lication has been put off until the May issue. This 
provides ample time to permit exhaustive tests 
under actual operating conditions in churches, 
schools and other meeting places. Such tests are 
considered essential in perfecting its development. 
As a result readers may be assured of the utmost 
in effectiveness in this equipment, at a most mod- 
erate cost. 

The present article includes, among other things, 
instructions for using the Ear Aid as a group device. 
For small groups it is highly effective -just how 
effective is clearly shown in the text. 

-The Editors. 

However, RADIO NEWS will 

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT FOR A SIX -HEADPHONE GROUP INSTALLATION 
This is the set -up used in testing the effectiveness of the Ear slid for group use. In an actual installation, the six volume controls would be mounted in individual outlet boxes, instead of all on one bane., as s.'-own here 
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LABORATORY SET -UP USED IN HEARING AID DESIGN WORK 
This set -up is the one employed in plotting amplifier characteristics. In this particular case, measurements are being 

made on a preliminary model of the group hearing equipment to be described next month 

using this device myself, but I am also supplying it to others. 
I happen to be an attorney, but radio and things of that kind 
are a hobby and sideline with one. 

"I am personally delighted with the instrument. I have 
already used it in an argument in open court, as well as during 
the taking of testimony in a fairly large room with a number 
of people present, and I also use it at conferences in my own 
office, where I have built one of the devices into my desk and 
equipped it with two microphones so that I get wonderful 
reception. 

"Others have also tried it and used it and find it very satis- 
factory, although I did run into one possible purchaser whose 
hearing is so far gone that even this device does not give him 
sufficient amplification to be of use, but I think that his is an 
unusual case." 

The above quotations indicate the general trend of the 
replies received from all but two of those to whom inquiries 
were sent and it is of interest that in each of these two cases 
microphones other than that specified were employed. This 
fact is important -not that it indicates that other microphones 
cannot be successfully used with this amplifier, but rather that 
it indicates that any microphone used must be one of the ultra - 
sensitive type and must be in 
good working order. Obvi- 
ously, if it is an old hearing - 
aid microphone that has been 
discarded because it had lost 
its sensitivenes, it will not 
work properly in the Ear Aid. 

Profitable Prospects for 
Servicemen 

Based on the letters re- 
ceived and other sources of 
information, it would appear 
that an unusually high per- 
centage of the prospects to 
whom the RADIO NEWS Ear 
Aid is demonstrated are sold 
on it- marking it as an un- 
usually productive item for the serviceman or radio dealer to 
handle. The possibilities for business in this field would cer- 
tainly seem to justify an expenditure, on the part of the ser- 
viceman, to cover the cost of parts from which to assemble a 
demonstration model. The cost of the parts is not high and 
the margin of profit is ample. 

The importance of a demonstration model in going after this 
business cannot be overestimated. Something over 500 in- 

quiries have been sent in by RADIO NEWS readers since the 
January article was published, and many of these asked if 
there was any way of obtaining a local demonstration. In a 
few cases it has been possible to refer these inquiries to ser- 
vicemen who had constructed demonstration models, but for 
the most part there was no way in which demonstrations could 
be provided. 

Register of Demonstration Stations 

To assist individuals who desire demonstrations and at the 
same time to help servicemen and dealers who desire to make 
and sell this unit, RADIO NEWS hereby extends an invitation 
to servicemen who have a demonstration model available to 
send their names and addresses to the author, in care of 
RADIO NEWS. These names will be placed on file so that 
future inquiries from readers asking where demonstrations may 
be obtained can be referred to the nearest servicemen whose 
names are on our register. In sending in their names, ser- 
vicemen should also state whether their demonstration models 
are exactly like that described in the January issue. If any 
variations have been made, they should be briefly described. 

Likewise, any reader who is suffering from defective hear- 
ing and is interested in hav- 
ing an Ear Aid made up, but 
is desirous of first obtaining 
a demonstration, can write to 
RADIO NEWS for the address 
of the nearest dealer or ser- 
viceman who can provide a 
demonstration. 

RADIO NEWS, in offering 
this special service to service- 
men and to individuals, does 
so with the full conviction 
that the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid 
is a device of outstanding 
merit, and in the hope that 
by this means its advantages 
may be made more readily 
available to those who re- 

quire such a hearing aid. It is quite understandable that many 
people who are badly in need of a device of this kind hesitate 
to spend even the relatively low cost of this unit without 
first actually trying it to determine whether it meets their 
requirements. This new RADIO NEWS service will enable them 
to make this test and at the same time should bring a worth- 
while volume of business to servicemen whose names are 
on file. (Continued on page 884) 
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CONNECTIONS FOR GROUP SYSTEM WIRING 
Figure 1. Circuit for wiring six headphones with individual 

volume controls, in the output of the Ear "lid 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE VARIOUS PHYSICAL 

¶Phenomena Underlying Rdio 
Radio apparatus of today, including television, uses practically all of the 
physical phenomena capable of being controlled by science. Devices which 
can be assembled within the space of a few cubic feet involve actions and 
energy transformations ranging over the whole domain of physics. Sound, 
heat, light, electro- static and electro- magnetic changes, as well as the dynamics 
of moving parts, are linked together in a chain of interactions which require 

study if we are to understand them 

IN the days of "wireless" and crystal 
detectors we did not have much tech- 
nical ground to cover. Current elec- 
tricity, magnetism, electrostatics and 

electromagnetics sufficed for us to have a fairly intelligent in- 
sight into the working of our apparatus. But the vacuum 
tube and its rapid development - opened a new realm and its 
apparently unlimited versatility has kept us studying ever 
since. Then the vogue of broadcasting, bringing in the micro- 
phone and the loudspeaker, confronted us with the study of 
sound. Further, the circuits required for the handling of fre- 
quencies became much more intricate than those used with 
our early headphones and code signals. ° Now with television 
stepping on the stage, even more is demanded of us. Elec- 
tronic effects, known only in the laboratory a few years ago, 
are in common use. We have to under- 
stand optics, piezo- electric devices, light 
valves, cathode -ray scanning -and this 
list is increasing daily. . 

This means that we have to review our 
physics, brush up on optics, and even if 
our time does not allow us to read the 
many technical reports on electronic re- 
search, we can, from time to time, study 
a résumé of the more important items. 
With this in mind, the present series of 
articles was planned. 

Present Theory Review 
For a better correlation of the various 

fields of physical action, and in order to 
reduce our explanations to the simplest 
terms, we can begin with a review of the 
present theories of matter and energy. 

With this as a background we can pro- 
ceed to the electronic and photo -electric 
effects, such as the Barkhausen tube and 
the production of the so- called quasi - 
optical' waves and other effects of inter- 
est at the . moment. Optics need more 
than passing attention; the neon tube as 
a source of light for television and the 
polarization of light and the means, such 
as mechanical, electric and magnetic de- 
vices, for controlling its action. Next 
there are a number of magnetic effects 
which are interesting. Some are being 
used, for example, magneto -strictive ac- 
tion; others are being worked with and 
give promise of becoming important. 
Finally there are certain miscellaneous 
electrical and chemical phenomena to be 
touched upon. 

The three units with which the physi- 
cist attempts to explain all the phenomena 
of the universe are: the electron, the pro- 
ton and the photon. The first two of 
these involve matter and electrical 

By E. B. Kirk 
Part 

charge, which, of course, is a form of 
energy; the third deals with energy alone. 

One The electron is the smallest particle of 
negatively charged matter, and the proton 

is the smallest particle of positively charged matter. The 
photon is a unit of radiant energy and is the smallest amount 
of energy of any particular frequency. 

In the above definition of electron and proton we see that 
matter and electrical charges are tied together and both are 
reduced to a concept of individual particles. There seems to 
be no way of getting away from this double definition -of dis- 
entangling the two, matter and electricity -for an electrical 
charge has never been absolutely separated and observed as 
such, and matter in any of its forms has never been shaken 
of its ever -attendant electrical properties. If we open an 

elementary textbook on physics we find 
that matter is defined as anything which 
occupies space and which possesses cer- 
tain properties known to us through our 
senses. We know from our experience 
that electricity is a form of energy, that 
energy is commonly defined as the ability 
to do work. Modern theory, however, 
has more to say on these points. The 
solid atoms of half a century ago which 
were considered as occupying space, in a 
literal sense of the word, are now thought 
of as merely centers of attraction or re- 
pulsion, electrical in nature, and an even 
more -radical conception pictures the 
electron as a group of waves. Light, 
radiant heat, and radio waves, all of 
which are forms of energy, have been 
shown to differ only in their frequency 
of vibration. Thus slowly the idea that 
matter and energy are the same, or that 
they are both expressions of a more fun- 
damental cosmic property, has gained 
ground; that matter may be transformed 
into energy and pass off in radiation simi- 
lar to radio waves, under certain circum- 
stances, and conversely that energy may 
be converted into matter at some distant 
point of the universe is accepted by 
such authorities as Millikan and Jeans. 

The Bohr Atom 
We shall have to assume that the 

reader is familiar, in a general way at 
least, with the Rutherford -Bohr atom 
model and that he understands the ar- 
rangement of the electrons and protons 
in the atoms and how the atoms of one 
element differ from those of another. 
Let us recall to mind certain details. In 
the normal state the positive and the 
negative charges, within the atom, balance 
each other, leaving the atom electrically 

TRIPLE NEON TUBE 
This complicated lamp which is 
used for television combines the 
phenomena of ionization and pro- 
duction of light and necessitates 
an understanding of the Kinetic 
theory of gases and the science 

of electronics 
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The Old Way and The New 

847 

Th Jnip son: Elementary Lessons i Electricity 

The old and new ways of producing electricity are illustrated above. At the left is the Electrophorus. A resinous cake 
is beaten with cat skin and negatively electrified. A metal disk is placed upon it so that it is charged negatively above 
and positively below. When touched with the finger the negative charge is neutralized and the metal cover may be 
lifted by the handle and will be found to be charged with high positive potential. In the newer method, as shown at 
the right, Dr. land de Graaf is able to produce over a million volts between two large metal balls by revolving 

bands of silk with a motor so that frictional charges are built up on each of the balls 

neutral. Disturbing forces may result from 
by the distribution of the charges in the atom 
pact of atom with atom, or atom with elec 
energy, as a stream of photons, for example, 
which disturb the inner atomic forces. Some 
electrons are less tightly held in their orbits 
than others, and therefore a disturbing force 
may be able to "knock" them entirely out 
of the atom or to cause them to move to 
other orbits for a period of time. An atom 
may also temporarily attract an additional 
electron. But whenever the normal state is 
disturbed and there is either an excess or a 
deficiency of electrons, the condition is un- 
stable and as soon as the disturbing force 
is removed the atom will tend to assume its 
normal neutral state with all of its electrical 
forces balanced. Lastly, since the electron 
has only 1/1800 of the mass of a proton, 
practically all of the mass of an atom may 
be considered as residing in its nucleus, 
which explains why electrons move at much 
greater velocity than atoms or ions. 

Electron Distribution 
So much for the individual atoms. The 

attractive and repulsive forces which hold 
the electrons and the protons together, within 
the atoms, are also used to explain the asso- 
ciation of one or more atoms in definite 
arrangements in the formation of molecules. 
In such a process electrons may be radically 
redistributed. The orbits of the electrons 
of each atom may become interlaced and in 
certain cases an electron may revolve around 
two nucleii. In any event, the combination 

a change caused 
; mechanical im- 
tron; or radiant 

light or X -rays 
of the planetary 

of atoms to form molecules is very complicated and we need 
not consider the details of the process but only remember that 
matter in any form, gaseous, liquid or solid, is built up out of 
atoms and atom groups. In crystals the spacing is very regu- 
lar, but not necessarily the same in the three dimensions., and 

in complex molecules (organic compounds) 
composed of a thousand or so atoms the 
relation of one atom to another remains the 
same within certain limits, else the com- 
pound breaks down into simpler arrange- 
ments. 

PHOTO -VOLTAIC CELL 
This is the Wein cell that 
produces rather large 
amounts of electric energy 
upon being subjected to an 

application of light 

Open Space Between Atoms 
In all material, however, there is "open 

space" between the atoms and molecules 
which is vast, relative to the sizes of the 
atoms and electrons. This openness of the 
structure of solid material is difficult for us 
to appreciate, for if atomic distances are 
given in the usual units used to measure 
them, they mean little to us. A compari- 
son, however, will make these space rela- 
tions within matter more easily appreciated. 
Millikan, in his book on the electron, says of 
its size: ... "Its radius cannot be larger in 
comparison with the radius of the atom 
than is the radius of the earth in comparison 
with the radius of her orbit about the sun." 

"The electronic or other constituents 
of atoms can occupy but an exceedingly 
small fraction of the space enclosed within 
the atomic system." 

This explains why it is possible for high- 
speed electrons and even helium atoms to be 
shot through the glass wall of a highly 
evacuated tube (Continued on page 880) 
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CON 

THE FINISHED 
MICROPHONE 

The size of the mi- 
crophone can be 
judged by compari- 
son with the hand 

DENSER "MIKE" 
Amateurs and experimenters have looked on condenser micro- 
phones with admiring eyes, but few have been able to indulge 
the desire for ownership. The author describes one of his own 

design which can be easily built at home 

THE electrostatic microphone 
is undoubtedly the most desir- 
able type of audio pick -up at 
the present time. Yet, by following a simple procedure 

and exercising ordinary care, the experimenter can with only 
the commonest tools build a microphone of this type, the re- 
sponse of which will surprise even the professional. 

Operation of the Microphone 
First, we will briefly explain the function of an electrostatic 

microphone. The associated amplifier places a charge on the 
diaphragm and back plate of the head, air being the dielectric, 
a low capacity condenser is the result, hence the name "con- 
denser" microphone. Since this condenser is in the grid circuit 
of the first amplifier it will be seen that a small change in 
the capacitance of the condenser will vary the grid charge 
and a similar change will occur in the plate circuit of the first 
tube, but of greater amplitude. The change in capacity, of 
course, is caused by acoustic vibrations. If this change in 
capacitance occurs at audio frequencies a reproducer may be 
incorporated after the amplification has been brought to a 
proper level and the circuit is complete. 

To build the unit described here; procure at almost any 
second -hand radio store a type 
D76841 or 523W Western 
Electric phonograph horn at- 
tachment. The maker's name 
and type number are plainly 
stamped on the front or back. 
Thousands of these units have 
been sold in years past, so ob- 
taining one ought not prove 
difficult. The cost will range 
from twenty -five to fifty cents. 
Remove the five screws in the 
face- plate. This, the dia- 
phragm, and phenol gasket will 
then be free. 

The hole in the center of the 
face -plate, B, must be enlarged 
to be about one and five - 
eighths inches diameter. A "V" cut (see Figure 1) in this 
plate will accommodate the protective screen, C, which should 
be one -eighth inch mesh "hardware cloth." This item will cost 
five or ten cents. Due to the flexibility of the screen, it can 
easily be made to fit the largest diameter of the "V" cut. Of 
course, the circle of screen should be cut to this dimension. 
Any machinist will do the lathe work mentioned for very 
little, as the time required is not more than fifteen minutes. 

By George A. Argabrite The next step is to remove the 
horseshoe magnet and coils in the 
receiver. These and the original dia- 

phragm may be discarded, leaving the case as shown in A, 
Figure 2. Do not remove the molded terminal block which 
is also in the case, as this is to be used for the terminals in the 
finished head. A four -prong tube base with prongs removed 
should now be centered inside the case. It will be necessary 
to cut away part of the tube base (see E, Figure 2) to accom- 
modate the original terminal block. Do not . make the cut 
any larger than absolutely necessary, as this member should 
not be weakened. 

The tube base should be secured with two machine screws, 
size 2/56 or 6/32, placed on a diameter parallel to the before - 
mentioned cut. Now cut the upper part of the tube base off 
with a hack -saw so that its height equals the inside diameter 
of the case. Mount the tube base in the case as shown in 
Figure 1, then the plane of the mouth of the tube base and 
the plane of, the mouth of the case are brought together by 
dressing the whole thing down with fine sandpaper which has 
been placed on a flat surface. A straight -edge, such as that 
of a metal try- square or rule, placed across the mouth of 
the case will tell when the members are in the same plane. 

Next cut a one and three - 
eighths -inch circle of perfo- 
rated brass sheet, H, gauge No. 
25 B. S. (0.0179 in.), perfo- 
rations to be one -sixteenth inch 
with about one -thirty- second 
inch between tangents. A ten - 
cent piece will be sufficient. 
Such material may be obtained 
from any large hardware store, 
as can the eighth -inch. "hard- 
ware cloth" mentioned above. 
When marking the circle on 
the brass sheet be certain to 
have one of the perforations in 
the center. The reason will be 
seen later. Perforations in this 
back plate are necessary, as 

there must be no cushioning effect from the air between it and 
the diaphragm. If you have the gauge of perforated sheet 
specified, the next step will be simple. Make six shims of the 
paper of the inner pages of this magazine and place them 
between the bottom of the tube base and the inside of the 
case, thus the bakelite tube base has been raised .0209 of an 
inch. Again dress the mouth of the tube base down to the plane 
of the mouth of the case as before. Test with straight -edge. 

FRONT AND 
.4t left is the rear view of 

Right: Front view, sho 

REAR VIEW 
the completed microphone. 
wing protective screen 
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It will now be necessary to remove the 
tube base and drill a hole in the center, 
and counter sink from the bottom to re- 
ceive a flat -head brass one -inch 6/32 
machine screw, the head of which is filed 
down to the bottom of the screw -driver 
slot. The head of the screw should be 
one -sixteenth inch, more or less, from the 
case so as to keep the unvarying capacity 
of the instrument to a minimum. The 
screw should now be bolted upright in the 
center of the tube base, and the tube base 
permanently fastened in the back case. 
A provision should also be made to take 
a terminal from the. center upright screw. 
This lead may be soldered to one of the 
terminals of the case, which will be the 
live lead of the head. Now file the cen- 
tered screw to the same height as the tube 
base. Test with a straight -edge. Also file 
down the threads of the 6/32 screw for 
about one -eighth inch from the top end. 
The end of the screw should now fit the 
center hole of the brass perforated disc 
previously described. To one of the screws which holds 
the tube base in the case make a connection to the other ter- 
minal of the case. This will be "ground" of the head. 

Preparing the Back Plate 
The back plate may now be installed. Carefully file and 

sandpaper all minute burrs from the circular perforated brass 
disc and make certain that the disc is flat. Place the disc 
over the mouth of the tube base, and center so that by slightly 
depressing the mid portion of the disc the center pin will fit 
the central hole of the disc. Carefully solder while in this 
depressed position. Remove all surplus solder. The slight 
tension against the mouth of the tube base will hold the back 
plate in the correct position. 

The back plate must now be polished down. To the center 
of a smooth, flat, six -inch square of three -fourths or one -inch 
wood glue a one and one -half -inch circle of fine sandpaper. 
Weight down until the glue sets. The back plate may now be 
dressed down on the circle of sandpaper while the rim of the 
case will not be touched. Very little of this operation will be 
necessary. Test with metal straight -edge while the two ter- 
minals of the back case are connected in series with a pair of 
phones and a 22 / -volt B battery. Slide the metal straight- 
edge across the mouth of the back case several times in various 
directions. No clicks should be heard in the phones. Blow 
and wipe out all minute particles of metal and sand. There 
should be no more than enough space between the outer edge 
of the back plate and the straight -edge to allow a piece of paper 
of the inner pages of this book to slip easily. At the center of 
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SECTIONAL VIEW OF COMPLETED UNIT 
Figure 1. All details of the assembly are shown. Each individual part is 
shown in Figure 2, the letters representing similar parts in the two illustrations 

the back plate there should be room enough for two thicknesses 
of paper. The variations in the thickness of the paper are of 
the order of one or two ten thousandths, which will not matter. 

The installation of the diaphragm now will be the next step. 
Procure a pack of "Old Gold" cigarettes, carefully remove 
the tinfoil and straighten out on a smooth, flat surface. A 
small piece of wadded -up cloth is best. For anyone who might 
object to using tinfoil for a diaphragm, let us say that after 
having used both tinfoil and special diaphragm durai for this 
unit, the response curves when plotted showed so little differ- 
ence as not to be distinguishable by ear. Also the tinfoil is 
uniformly less than a thousandth of an inch thick, is of a 
proper crinkly hardness, and is easily obtained. However, any 
tinfoil will not do -use only the cigarette foil specified and 
play safe. 

Adjusting the Diaphragm 
The diaphragm, F, should now be placed in position between 

the phenol gasket, D, and the threaded adjusting ring, G, which 
receives the five clamping screws. Of course, the diaphragm 
should be reasonably flat and smooth before it is placed in 
position for clamping. It will not be necessary to make 
holes in the foil. Be certain to have the diaphragm very 
securely clamped. Go over the five screws several times, tight- 
ening a little each round. It will be seen that the diaphragm 
stretching- process can easily be accomplished by virtue of the 
fiber gasket and threaded back case. When the back case is 
screwed into the adjusting ring it will push the diaphragm for- 
ward and thus stretch it. (Continued on page 879) 

THE PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLY 
Figure 2. The parts are procured mostly from an old phonograph horn loudspeaker unit. The preparation 

and assembly of these parts calls for no special skill or equipment 
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What Tube Shall I Use? 
This article introduces a new series presenting complete data for use in 
selecting the best tubes for any particular service. This and the second article 

next month will be confined to tubes for the audio output stage 

JUST a few years ago a single 
type of vacuum tube, usually re- 
ferred to as a "general purpose" 
tube, performed all the functions 

of detector, radio and audio- frequency amplifier, output am- 
plifier and oscillator. The marvel of hearing a program broad- 
cast many miles away was so great that the deficiencies from 
the standpoint of quality and volume were overlooked. 

As the novelty wore off, however, the demand for better 
quality and greater volume became insistent, and to meet that 
demand, research laboratories focused their attention on the 
development of tubes, circuits and equipment having elec- 
trical characteristics that made them especially suited for the 
individual requirements of the various sections of a radio 
circuit. As a result, the "Jack -of -all- trades -but -master -of- none" 
tube has been superseded by a number of "specialist" tubes 
which make possible the efficient receivers of today. 

It's a far cry from the 15 milliwatts maximum undistorted 
power obtainable from the -01A tube to the 11,500 milliwatts 
now obtainable by using two -50 tubes in push -pull. Due to 
the improved transformers and circuits now available, even 
higher undistorted outputs are available by parallel push -pull 
combinations. 

Keeping Informed on Tubes 
With the rapid progress in improved tubes and their widely 

varying characteristics, however, it is important for the re- 
ceiver designer, experimenter, serviceman and dealer to keep 
pace with the parade. 

Most of the information available on vacuum tubes is ar- 
ranged under the heading of single -tube types. Complete in- 
formation regarding the characteristics and uses of each type 
of tube is contained in a single bulletin or article. While this 
arrangement is ideal when information regarding a particular 
type of tube is required, it is not the most logical arrangement 
when it is desired to find the tube best suited for a given use, 
since much time must be wasted in studying the individual 
characteristics of a large number of different types of tubes 
to determine the one 
best suited for a de- 
sired purpose. 

In the series of ar- 
ticles, of which this is 
the first. the author 
has attempted to clas- 
sify tubes according to 
their suitability for use 
in various sections of 
a radio circuit. giving 
complete information 
on the comparative 
characteristics which 
make them particularly 
suited for such appli- 
cations. 

With this arrange- 
ment of tube data, the 
selection of the best 
tube for any given ap- 
plication, and the op- 
erating characteristics 
which should be used 
for best results, can be 
determined much more 
easily than is possible 
when the tubes are 
taken one by one. 

By Joseph Calcaterra 
Part One 

No attempt has been made to go 
into the theory of vacuum -tube con- 
struction and operation, since that in- 
formation has already been covered in 

articles which have appeared in previous issues of RADIO NEWS 
and in a number of books now available. 

The radio -tube industry has attained a high degree of stand- 
ardization within the last few years. The confusion resulting 
from dissimilar tube characteristics for tubes designed to per- 
form a given function has been eliminated by coöperation 
among tube manufacturers who have realized the advantages 
of conforming to certain predetermined specifications of the 
standardization committees of the industry. 

While the quality of tubes from the standpoint of life and 
operation may vary to some extent with different makes, the 
general characteristics of tubes of any given type are approxi- 
mately the same, although the designations used by different 
manufacturers may vary. 

In Table I, the general designations used by RADIO NEWS 
are given with the equivalent tube type designations of the 
leading tube manufacturers. The values given in Table II and 
in the tables of any given manufacturer are average values. 
Individual tubes may be expected to vary somewhat from the 
nominal values, but such variations are of small importance 
except when the tubes are to be connected in parallel or in 
push -pull, in which case the tube characteristics should be 
measured and only matched tubes used for that purpose. 

Four Classes of Tubes 
The author wishes to acknowledge with thanks the coöpera- 

tion given him by the various manufacturers, whose tube desig- 
nations are given in this article, in supplying him with the 
latest technical data on their tubes. Special thanks are due to 
E. T. Cunningham, Inc., for their kindness in taking the time 
and trouble to coöperate with the writer. 

Tubes may be divided into four groups or logical classifica- 
tions according to the power supplies which serve as the source 
of filament, plate and grid voltages. 

Table I Tube Manufacturers Type Numbers 

Type Numbers of Similar Tubes 
Radio News 
Type Numbers 

_03 -10 -1M -20 -31 -33 -38 -45 -47 -50 -71A 

Arcturus- . 012 -A 145 PZ 150 071 -A 

Ce Co. 210 112A 120 231 233 238 245 - 247 250 171A 

Cunningham.. CX -310 CX -112A CX -220 CX -331 C -333 C -338 CX -345 C -347 CX -350 CX -371A 

De Forest 410 412A 420 431 , 433 445 447 450 471B 

Gold Seal. ... GSX -210 GSX -112A GSX -120 GSX -231 GSY -233 GSY -238 GSX -245 GSY -247 ,SX -250 GS$.- 171A 

Kellogg .. . 403 

Ken -Rad. .. UX -210 UX -112A UX -120 UX -23I UY -233 UY -238 UX -245 UY -247 UX -250 UX 171A 

Nat. Union NX -210 NX -I12A NX -120 NX -231 NY -233 NY -68 NX -245 NY -247 NX -250 NX -17IA 

Pilot . .. 'I P -112A P -238 P -245 P -247 P -17M 

Raytheon ., ER -210 ER -112A ER -120 ER -231 ER -233 ER -238 ER -245 ER -247 ER -250 ER -171A 

RCA Rad'trn. UX -210 UX -112A UX -120 RCA -231 RCA -233 RCA -238 UX -245 RCA -247 UX -250 UX -171A 

Speed . .... 210-A 112 -A 120 231 233 238 245 247. 250 171A 

Sylvania . SX -210 SX -112A SX120 SX -231 SY -233. SY -238 SX -245 SY -247 SX -250 SX -171A 

Triad T -210 T -112A T -231 T -233 T -238 T -245 T -247 T -250 T -171A 

At the top are hown the type numbers adopted fo use in Radio News, and below are shown the corresponding type numbers 
employed by a number of the leading tube manufacturers. 

For the purposes of 
this series of articles 
we shall consider Group 
1 to consist of tubes 
which are especially 
suited for use with 
110 -volt a.c. power 
lines and generally re- 
ferred to as a.c. tubes. 

In Group 2 we shall 
consider those tubes 
which can be used with 
a 6 -volt storage battery 
as the source of fila- 
ment voltage and cur- 
rent, with batteries or 
eliminators serving as 
the source of power 
supply. These are the 
d.c. tubes. 

In Group 3 we shall 
consider tubes whose 
filaments are designed 
for use with a 6 -volt 
source supplied either 
by a 6 -volt storage bat- 
tery or by reducing the 
110 -volt d.c. supply to 
6 volts. These tubes 
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are especially designed for use in automobile and boat sets or 
for receivers in d.c. districts and many depend upon either 
batteries or eliminators for their grid and plate supplies. 

In the last group, Group 4, we shall consider the so- called 
dry -cell tubes designed to operate satisfactorily with filament 
sources of from 2 to 3.3 volts, such as can be obtained by 
using 2 -volt storage cells, 2 -volt Aircells or a number of l/- 
volt dry cells. The B and C supplies for this class are usually 
in the form of dry -cell B and C batteries. 

While the -12A tube has been listed among the a.c. tubes, 

Table II Individual 

851 

For automobile, boat and d.c. lighting districts, the -38 is in 
a class all by itself, its rugged filament, which is unaffected by 
mechanical vibration and the ordinary fluctuations in filament 
voltage met with in that class of work, making it specially 
suited for such applications. - 

In the dry- battery portable class, the -20 tube can still be 
used where low plate voltage and low plate- current character- 
istics are very important and power output is not so impor- 
tant. For other applications the -31 supersedes the -20 tube 
for new equipment, as an analysis of its characteristics will 

Tube Characteristics 

Radio 
News 

General 
Type 

Designs- 
fion 

Filament 
or Heater 

Rating 

Num- 
ber 
of 

Elec- 
trodes 

Cathode 
`type 

Negative Grid 
Bias Volts 

Between Plate 
Voltage 

Plaie 
Current 

Ma. 

Screen 
Grid 
Volt. 

Screen 
Grid 

Current 
Ma. 

A.C' 
Plate 

Resist. 
Ohms 

Recom- 
mended 

Load 
Resist. 
Ohms 

Undis 
torted 
Power 

Output 
Milh- 
watts 

Mutual 
Conduc- 
tance 

Micro - 
mhos 

Ampli - 
Sea- 
fion 

Factor 
(Mu) 

Base 
Type 

Tube 
Dimen- 
lions 

Aver 
age g 
List 
Pria G & 

-F 
G & 
Fil. 
C.T. 

G & 
I Ca- 
th'd 

L D VoltslAmps. 

GROUP 1: A. C. Tubes; "A," "B," and "C" Supply from A. C. Lighting Lines 

-so 7 5 I 25 3 Fil. 

80. 84.o 450- 55.0 1,803 4,350 4,600 2,500 

3.8 UX 6X' 2.4" $6.00 66.o 70.0 400 ' 55.0 1,80o 3,670 3,400 2,100 

59.0 63 o 350 45.0 1,900 4,100 2,400 2,000 

4x.045.0 25o 28.0 2,100 4,300 1,000 1,800 

-47 2.5 1.75. 5 Fil. 15.016.5 zso 32.0 25o 7.5 35,000 7,000 2,500 2,500 90.0. UY 5% 2 %" $1.55 

-45 2 5 1 5 3 Fil. 

54 5 56.o 275 36.0 5,670 4,600 soon 2,100 

3.5 UX 55/" 2% $1.10 48.550.0 250 34.0 1,750 3,900 5,600 2,000 

33 -034.5 180 27.0 1,900 3,500 780 1,850 

-10 7 5 1 25 3 Fil. 

35.0 39.0 425 18.o 5,000 10,200 7,600 , 1,600 

8 o 

- 

UX 53'á" 29¡," $7.00 27.0 31.0 35o 56.o 5,15 11,000 goo 1,550 

18 o 22.0 250 10.0 6, 13,000 400 1,330 

-71A 5.o .25 3 Fil. 

40.5 43.0 18o 20.0 1,85 5,350 700 1,620 

3.o UX 4%' 1%" $ .90 27.0 29.5 135 17.5 1, 3,500_ 37o 1,520 

16.5 59.. go 12.0 2,25. 3,200 125 1,330 

-03 3.o 1 5 3 Heater 40.0 180 20.0 2,5. 5,000 660 1,200 3.0 Spec. 

-12A 5.0 25 3 Fil. 
53.5 16.o 18o 7.6 5, 10,800 260 1,700 

8. 5 UX 4%' x%'. 41.50. S 

9 o 11.5 135 6.2 5,3 8,7oo x15 1,600 

GROUP 2: D C. Storage Battery Tubes; "B" and 'C" Supply from Dry Batteries or "B" and "C" Eliminators 

-71A 5 o 25 3 Fil. 

40.5 43. 18o 20.0 1,850 5,350 700 5,620 

3 o UX 4 %.- 1 %.' $ .9A 27.0 29.5 135 57.5 1,96 3,500 370 1,520 

16.5 19.0 90 12.0 2,25 3,200 125 1,330 

-38 6.3 .3 5 Heater 13.5 135 9.0 535 2.5 102, 13,500 525 975 100.0 UY 4 %" 
13i" $2.75 

-s2A 5.0 .25 .3 Fil 
13.5 x6.0 180 7.6 á,00o 10,800 260 1,700 

8 5 UX 49i" -x 9g" $x.50 
9.011.5 135 6.2 5,300 8,700 115 1,600 

GROUP 3: D. C. Tube for Automobile or D. C.-Distri ct Use;' B" and "C" Supply from Dry Batteries or Power Supply 

-38 6.3 1 .3 I 5 I Heater] 
1 

113.4 135 1 9.0 
1 

135 
1 

2.5 1102,0001 13,500 
1 

525 1 9751 100.0 UY 
14 
,0' 0 $2.75 

GROUP 4: Low Voltage (Dry Cell) D. C. Tubes; "B" and "C" Supply from Dry Batteries. 

-33 2.0 .26 5 Fil. 13,5 135 14 0 135 3-5 50,000 7,000 700 1,500 75 o UY 49ys" r9G" $2.75 

-32 2.0 13 3 Fil. 22.5 135 6 8 4950 9,000 15o 76o 3 8 UX 414" 1%' $r.ó0 

--20 3.3 132 3 Fil. 
2z.5 ,35 6 s 6,3o0 6,500 110 525 

3 3 UX 4343" 1,i $3.00 
16,5 go 3 0 S,000 9,600 45 415 

because its filament can be operated from alternating current. 
newer types are to be preferred for such service. Its only 
advantage lies in its low plate- current requirements and where 
a.c. supply is available this advantage is of little importance. 

The -71A and -12A tubes have also been included in the 
second or d.c. group of power tubes, for use with storage 
battery filament supply and dry B and C batteries merely for 
comparison purposes. Even for this service, however, these 
tubes have been superseded in new equipment by the -38 and 
the -33 tubes. The -38 tube operates in a filament supply of 
6.3 volts and .3 amperes, 135 volts plate, and 13.5 volts grid 
bias, giving an undistorted output of 525 milliwatts. The -33 
tube, which can be Used with either a 2 -volt storage battery 
or an Aircell battery, draws .26 ampere and operates at 135 
volts plate and 13.5 volts grid bias, giving 700 milliwatts 
undistorted output. - 

show. Where higher plate currents can be tolerated, the -33 
tube furnishes by far the best tube for portable use. It is 
capable of high power output with comparatively very low 
plate voltage and plate- current requirements. 

The -31 and -33 tubes were designed to present advantages 
over previous types when used as power amplifiers for port- 
able sets or in receivers operated from 2 -volt storage batteries 
or Aircells. These two tubes are ruggedly constructed and 
are provided with coated -type filaments to give normal life, 
non -microphonic characteristics and highest possible output con- 
sistent with low- voltage and low- current supply requirements. 
These tubes are not interchangeable with the -20 type tubes. 

The 2 -volt filament is also much better adapted for use 
with standard battery sources such as the Aircell. 

Opinions vary widely on the subject of the undistorted 
volume which should be delivered (Continued on page 886) 
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The MARCH 
In Televising Scenes - 

Which would you choose of the five television views at the left 
as having sufficiently clear definition for satisfactory home tele- 

4 vision? The Editors would appreciate hearing from readers as to 
their decisions. If you are interested, simply drop a note to the 
Editors, RADIO NEWS, giving the number of the picture you would 

choose, starting with number one at the top 

IN recent years television research has By Lieut. William 
been directed mainly toward the im- 
provement of definition. This gen- Part 
eral term covers the clearness of the 

image, its size, and to some extent its color. On definition, or its vaguer 
corollary entertainment value, hinge all arguments as to what television is or 
is not today and all speculations about its future possibilities. Definition is 
quantitatively stated as the number of elements, or minute areas of varying 
light and shadow, into which the picture is separated by the scanning process. 
If the scanning proceeds along successive parallel lines, as it does in present 
systems, the number of these lines is roughly the square root of the number 
of elements. A single square inch of photographic magazine illustration may 
contain ten thousand separate elements, and would be spoken of as a "hundred - 
line picture." It is obvious that increasing the number of lines increases, 
also, the number of elements and therefore improves definition. In general, 
the number of lines used in transmitting and receiving scanners is the best 
single index of television progress, for this line number is in fact the yardstick 
of definition. 

Technically praiseworthy though present 60 -line television may be, it does 
not seem to attract any large proportion of the buying public. The great 
question in television development is: What definition must be attained before 
the average home owner will buy a televisor to install beside his radio? What 
will be "acceptable" definition? The answer depends largely on what the 
average home owner expects to see. If two or three people in semi -closeups 
were to remain the limit of television's field of view, the present 60 -line 
picture might possibly suffice. But the public undoubtedly wants to see foot- 
ball games and public events of all sorts, the national air races, the chorus 
of a musical comedy -anything and everything that it hears now. Further- 
more, it has been led to expect, by the predictions of prominent executives, 
that it will see them shortly. To get some idea of how a football game 
would look in a 60 -line picture, one has only to visualize it in a square 
inch of ordinary newspaper photograph viewed through a magnifying glass. 
It is evident that a much clearer picture than this is required. Perhaps the 

BEHIND THE SCENES IN TELEVISION 
At the right is the artist being televised. At the left is seen a portion of 

the room in which the television transmitter is located 
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of TELEVISION 
-In Televising Faces 

ÇWhich would be acceptable, number one at top to number five at j bottom? Number one pictures in both cases contain over 600 picture 
units, number two contain over 1,000 picture units, number three contain 
over 3,000 picture units, number four contain 12,000 and number five con- 
tain more than twice this latter number. You will note that, for faces, 

less detail is required than for televising scenes 

H. Wenstrom, U.S.A. logical assumption would be that television 
must approximate the definition of home 

Two movies before it can take a permanent 
place in the home. 

While borne movie definition is vaguely familiar to most of us, for comparative 
discussion it must be evaluated in lines per picture. In the Bell Laboratories Record 
for April, 1931, is an article by D. K. Gaunett which includes several pictures of 
varying clearness, labeled with the number of elements to which each corresponds. 
A home movie projector was set up and operated until the moving figures on the 
screen approximated in size the figures in Mr. Gaunett's pictures. The projector 
was then stopped, both to immobilize the figures and to discount the integrating effect 
of motion on image clearness; and the figures on the home movie screen were compared 
with the still pictures. When the still picture corresponding in clearness to the home 
movie image was found, the number of elements was read directly beneath the former 
and multiplied by the ratio between the movie screen and still picture areas. Needless 
to say, the comparison was made several times with different types of movie scenes 
in order to check the accuracy, and the results are only approximate at best. But 
they are accurate enough to show that home -movie definition is far beyond present 
television definition. The rather startling result was that the home -movie picture 
could be considered as having about 190,000 elements; in other words, it was a 
440 -line picture. Considering the probable errors of the method, it is enough to say 
that home television should produce a 400 -line picture before it will be on a par 
with home -movie pictures. 

If this 400 -line picture is the goal of television research, when will it be attained? 
Of course, this question cannot be definitely answered at the present time, but some 
inkling, more likely to be true than false, is offered by the increase of definition that 
has been attained during the last few years. In the 1927 demonstration the Bell 
Laboratories showed a 50 -line picture. In 1931 home -television transmitters and 
receivers are being standardized on a 60 -line picture. This 20 percent increase in 
definition, measured against four years of determined research, does not loom very 
large. Yet no one who has seen them in action can doubt the ability of the men 
engaged in television research, nor can he fail to admire their work. What, then, is 
the answer to this paradox of able workers and negligible (Continued on page 876) 

CATHODE RAY TELEVISION RECEPTION 
This is how faces appear when received over the Pon Ardenne cathode ray system, 

which employs no scanning discs in its operation 

Bell Lab's Record Photos 
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RADIO "BLOODHOUNDS" PICK UP THE SCENT 
The "flying squad" leaving the post office to find the 400,000 radio "pirates" 
estimated 'within the London area. Whether the radio sleuths actually used 
direction- finders or relied on their ears in locating set -users is a question now 

puzzling Britishiers 

British Radio Hoax 
Traps "Pirate" Listeners 

THE British Post Office has just "put 
across a hoax" on its trusting public 
which would make Tammany blush 
for shame -or, what is more likely, turn green with envy. 

It all has to do with the affair of the detective "radio cars" 
created for the purpose of tracking to their lairs "pirate" radio 
listeners throughout the British Isles. As everyone probably 
knows, the British radio receiving -set owner must obtain a 
listener's license at the rate of ten shillings ($2.50 at par 
exchange) per year. Otherwise he is apt to have government 
inspectors descend upon him and padlock his radio set -or 
collect ten shillings. There is, of course, no danger of getting 
into jail for bootlegging radio programs over there -not any 
more than in America for running an "alleged" speakeasy. 

Radio Tax Pays for Programs 
But the British public as a whole is essentially honest. They 

go down and buy their licenses at the local post -office because 
they feel that a government decree or order is made to be 
obeyed. It has apparently struck them that it is entirely fair 
to expect them to pay a small license fee, a part of which, at 
least, goes to the monopoly company maintaining their broad- 
casting programs. They prefer this to advertising; they feel 
that they get better programs by such independence from 
commercialism. In this they are evidently more or less right. 
At least they do not have to get up every ten minutes to tune 
out some long speech about the advantages of Pale Pills for 
Pink Toothbrush, as most of American radio listeners do. 

After some time, the General Post Office, however, began 
to grow suspicious of its honest public. The statistics on sales 
of receiving sets, parts, etc., did not seem to jibe with the 
number of listeners' licenses taken out. There were too few 

By Austen Fox of the latter; anyway, some cynics started 
whispering nasty innuendos about human 
nature, and all that. 

With true British caution, they did nothing for a while. 
They carefully looked over the ground, and discussed the 
problem from every angle. The general and the radio press 
likewise discussed it. Nothing came of the fuss, and the Post 
Office, like Br'er Rabbit, lay low and said nuffin'. The pirating 
of programs went right on as before. After all, what could 
they do about it? To maintain a great corps of inspectors 
would cost more than it was worth. To send a few here and 
there to catch and punish offenders might be partially effective, 
but it left the field pretty well uncovered. To spot the pirates 
otherwise seemed to be just an engineering impossibility. 

Radio Bootleggers -Warning! 
Suddenly, during the Fall of 1931, the radio public of 

England was awakened with a violent shock. The Post Office 
authority published an announcement, which was taken up and 
given plenty of space in the daily and the wireless press, that 
they were "out to get" these license dodgers, and no fooling 
about it either. They did not mince words -they said that it 
was just so much dishonesty, and that they would deal sum- 
marily with anyone caught. They were tired of letting fifty 
to one hundred thousand people sit around enjoying these pro- 
grams on which the British Broadcasting Company had labored 
so long and lovingly, all at the expense of the honest people of 
the island. 

Being truly British, they were sporting about the warning. 
They told the people just when they were starting off on their 
crusade of reform, and they also told just how they were going 
to achieve their results. A broadcast (Continued on page 874) 
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The "Complete "Service Unit 
This month the author and designer concludes his description of the 
construction and operation of one of the most useful instruments yet 

devised for service work 

T. put the tube checker in operation, 
plug the power line cord into the out- 
let OR and the nearest electric outlet. 
Place the tube to be tested in either 

the UX or UY sockets and set switch S3 to the filament volt- 
age of the tube. If the tube is of the pentode, screen -grid or 
vario -mu type, the adapters appearing in Figure 4 (a) or 4 (b) 
will have to be used. Selector switch Si is placed in the 
"T.M." position, while all other switches should be in their 
normal position. The first reading (normal plate current) is 
obtained by locking down the "ma." bUtton S142 Button S9 
is pressed to obtain the second reading, which is the grid -bias 
change. Switch S6 is changed from the "Normal" position 
to the "Neutral" position to place the tube in oscillation for 
the last reading. The circuit diagram, Figure 1, shows how 
the switch S6, when in the "Normal" position, shorts the oscil- 
lator L1 and when in the "Neutral" 
position allows the condenser C6 to 
tune the coil. The adapter appear- 
ing in Figure 4 (c) is to be used 
when testing the second plate of a 
280 rectifier tube. If any readings 
are below 10 ma., the "10 Ma." 
button S11 is pressed. When read- 
ings are above 10 ma., the button 
is not pressed; in this case readings 
are taken on the 50 ma. range of 
the meter. 

A conventional Hartley type os- 
cillator was included as part of the 
tube checker inasmuch as it can be 
a.c.- operated and afford an oscilla- 
tion test on tubes. The oscillator 
coil and its associated wires are 
shielded to prevent pick -up of r.f. 
energy which has not passed 
through the dummy antenna. Two 
r.f. chokes, RFC1 and RFC2, are 
placed in the power line to prevent 
the r.f. energy from the oscil- 
lator from leaking back into the 
power line and interfering with 
the adjustments on the set. The 
feedback effect takes place 
through the blocking condenser 
C7, which has a capacity of .005 
mfd. Condensers Cl and C2 
isolate the dummy antenna's 
grounded connection to the set. 
Fuses FI and F2 protect the 
filament transformer 
T1 and its associated 
apparatus in case of a 
short circuit. 

The oscillator coil 
L1 is wound with 106 
turns of No. 24 enam- 
eled wire on a form 
1% inch in diameter 
and 3 inches long, cen- 
ter tapped. The dummy 
antenna coil L2 is 
wound over the coil Ll 
and consists of 25 
turns of No. 30 enam- 
eled wire. 

Chokes .RFC1 and 

By W. Gerber 
Part Two 

RFC2 each consist of 300 turns of No. 30 
enameled wire jumble wound on a form 1% 
inches in diameter and 1Y2 inches long. 

Switch S6 selects the three fundamental 
frequencies. Since each fundamental frequency has a certain 
number of harmonics, the frequency range of the oscillator is 
thus greatly increased, thereby extending its utility. 

It is next to the impossible to try to calculate the capacity 
of condensers C4, CS and C6 in order to tune the coil L1 so 
that it will generate a predetermined frequency. The author 
suggests that for the low frequency the condenser C4 should 
have a capacity around. .005 mfd., for the high frequencies 
between 500 and 1000 _kilocycles C5 and C6 should have 
capacities of .001. and .0005 respectively. 

The oscillator is put in operation the same way as the tube 
checker. It is recommended that a -71A or -45 power tube 

be used. The output of the oscil- 
lator is connected to the antenna 
and ground posts of the set by 
means of a special shielded cable 
having,phone tips on one end and 
clips on the other. This cable can 
be made of a five -foot length of 
insulated wire over which copper 
braid shielding is pushed. The an- 
tenna connection goes to the insu- 
lated wire and the ground connec- 
tion to the shield. 

If the operator desires, the out- 
put meter may be connected to the 
output of the set. In this case, 
selector switch 51 will have to be 
in the "BP" position. The output 
range desired is selected by press- 
ing buttons S14, S15 or S16. 

D.C. Volt- Milliammeter 
The use of a single instrument 

for the voltmeter, ohmmeter, mil - 
liammeter and output meter 
keeps the cost and size of the 
tester to a minimum. A Jewell 
Pattern 88, 0 -1 d.c. milliamme- 
ter was chosen for the basic in- 
strument. Through the use of 
multipliers and the proper 
switches, five voltmeter, four 
milliammeter, two ohmmeter 
and three output meter ranges 
are available. All scale ranges 

were chosen so that the 
meter may be consid- 
ered direct reading, 
since it is only neces- 
sary to multiply the 
scale values by 10, 50, 
100, 250, etc. A Jewell 
Pattern 88, 0 -10 -100 
double -range scale has 
enough space for three 
or four additional scale 
ranges which the con- 
structor can put on 
with the aid of a quill 
pen; a bottle of black 
India ink and a steady 
hand. 
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RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT CHARTS 
Figure 3. This calibration curve covers resist- 
ance measurements up to 150,000 ohms. For a 
15,000-ohm range use the 10 ma. scale and 

divide the values Rx by ten 
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ADAPTER CONSTRUCTION 
Figure 4. Details for making the various adapters required. A is 
the adapter for screen -grid tubes, B for pentode tubes and C for -80 
type tubes to permit measurement of the sècónd plate circuit. D 

shows the mechanical assembly details 
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Milliammeter ranges of 10, 50 and 100 are obtained by the 
use of No. 26 German silver or nichrome wire wound on 
spaghetti tubing so that the finished units are flexible. A 
convenient mounting block can be made of 3/16 -inch bakelite 
panel, 6 inches long and 1% inches wide, drilled to accom- 
modate the screws and lugs to which the shunts are connected. 
This mounting block is sup- 
ported over the sockets on the 
under side of the main panel 
by means of 1%-inch screws and 

-inch sleeves. 
All wiring to and from the 

shunts and switches must be 
finished before the shunts are 
calibrated. Hook up a 4.5 -volt 
C battery and a 5000 -ohm va- 
riable resistor in series with two 
leads having clips on one end. 
Assuming that all connecting 
wires are soldered in place, pro- 
ceed to calibrate the shunts as 
follows: 

Connect the 4.5 -volt C bat- 
tery and 5000 -ohm variable re- 
sistor in series with the 0 -1 mil - 
liammeter and adjust the variable resistor for full -scale deflec- 
tion on the meter. Then, without touching the resistor, dis- 
connect the C battery and resistor from the meter and con- 
nect across points A and C, Figure 5 (a). Set the selector 
switch S1 and button switches S11, S12, S13 and S14 so that 
the meter is in parallel with resistors Ra and Rb. If the meter 
is to be calibrated for a 10 ma. reading, the length of shunt 
R15 is varied until the meter indicates 1 /10 of full -scale de- 
flection. (Shunt Ra corresponds to the 10 ma. shunts R11, 
R13, R15, Figure 1; shunt Rb corresponds to the 100 ma. 
shunts R14 and R16 and 50 ma. shunt R12.) 

When the 10 ma. shunt has been calibrated, we may proceed 
to the 50 or 100 ma. shunts corresponding to Rb, Figure 5. 
The variable resistor is turned until the meter indicates full - 
scale deflection with the 10 ma. shunt. Release button S11 
so that it shorts the shunt Ra, Figure 5 (b). Proceed to ad- 
just length of same until meter indicates 1 /10 full -scale deflec- 
tion for a 100 ma. shunt, or 1/5 full -scale deflection for a 50 
ma. shunt. Shunt R18 is calibrated by pressing buttons S12 
and S10 and adjusting its length until the meter indicates 
full -scale deflection on its 1 ma. range. The variable resistor 
and 4.5 -volt C battery, of course, being connected across it. 
Shunts R8, R9 and R10 are calibrated in the same way, that 
is: the meter is adjusted for 1 /10 full -scale deflection on the 
10 ma. range and % full -scale 
deflection on the 50 ma. range 
to obtain milliammeter range of 
10, 50 and 100 ma. respectively. 
The selector switch S1 being in 
the "BP" position for calibration 
of these shunts. Refer to the 
parts list for the milliampere 
value of the shunts. All shunts 
should be rechecked to make 
sure that no mistakes have been 
made in calibration. 

The continuity circuit com- 
prising the 0 -1 milliammeter, 
Ml, variable resistor, R2, and 
4.5 -volt C battery, B 1, is also 
utilized for resistance measure- 

ments up to 150,000 ohms. Resistance curves for these mea- 
surements appears in Figure 3. The selector switch is placed 
in the "BP" position and the button S14 pressed. Switch S5 
is left in the neutral position for 150,000 -ohm range and placed 
in 10 ma. position for the 15,000 -ohm range. Tip jacks J12 
range, and J11 are shorted and the zero adjustment resistor 

R2 is adjusted for full -scale de- 
flection of the meter. The short 
is removed from jacks J12 and 
J11 and the unknown resistance 
put in its place. 

Output measurements are 
made through jacks J13 and J14, 
the range being e l e c t e d by 
pressing buttons S14 and S15 or 
S16. Sometimes better results 
may be obtained by reversing 
the connections to the crystal 
rectifier C4. - 

A calibration curve for ca- 
pacity measurements can be 
made through the use of stand- 
ard capacities, the " a.c. meter 
and a.c. line, which are con- 
nected by means of a pair of 

leads equipped with an a.c. plug and phone tips. 
External voltage measurements are made with S5 in the 

neutral position. The range desired is selected by pressing 
buttons S15, S16, S17, S18 or S19. 

A.C. Volt -Ammeter 
Due to changes in manufacture, the resistance value in the 

instrument catalogues is not always as marked. Therefore the 
constructor should ascertain the correct resistance of the meter 
before actual construction on the current transformer is started. 
The transformer's principle of operation is not quite so com- 
plex as one might imagine. 

A voltage drop occurs across the primary winding whenever 
an alternating current flows through it. This voltage drop, 
which is due to the impedance of the winding, induces a volt- 
age in the secondary winding in proportion to the amount of 
current flowing in the primary. If the following formula is 
used the meter will indicate directly on the 3 -volt range any 
current up to 3 amperes flowing in the primary. 

I 
F = - where Il is the maximum current to be measured 

I2 
(which in this case is 3 amperes), I2 the current the meter 
requires for full -scale deflection, F the multiplication factor to 

find the number of secondary 
turns necessary to produce full - 
scale deflection (3 volts), when 
the maximum current (3 am- 
peres) is flowing through the 
primary. Fifteen turns of No. 
18 enameled wire will be found 
quite satisfactory for the pri- 
mary winding in most cases. To 
find the number of secondary 
turns necessary, multiply the 
fifteen turns of the primary by 
the multiplication factor. A No. 
30 or No. 32 enameled wire 
will be found suitable for the 
secondary. The core may be 
that (Continued on page 887) 
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THE MISCELLANEOUS CONNECTORS 
Figure 6. The photos show actual views of the various connectors and the corresponding drawings show them 
in schematic form. A is the a.c. line cord; B', the leads used in making capacity measurements; C, the 
oscillator output lead (using shielded wire, with the shield as one _conductor); D, the test leads; E, the 

control -grid lead for screen -grid tubes; and F, the plug- button connector (see text) 
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CHARACTERISTICS AND CIRCUIT DESIGN DATA FOR TWO 

NEW TUBES 
A radio -frequency pentode, the 239, in- 
tended for d.c.- operated receivers, has been 
announced. Amateurs and experimenters 
will be especially interested in a new volt- 
age amplifier tube, the 841. This article 
contains data on these two tubes and addi- 
tional information on the triple -twin tube 

By J. van Lienden 

TWO new American tubes have recently made their ap- 
pearance. The first, which will be known as the 239, is 

called the super -control radio -frequency pentode. This 
is an addition to the 6 -volt automobile types of tubes. 

The second is a voltage -amplifier tube, type 841, with a fila- 
ment like that of the 210 but with an amplification factor 
of 30. 

The Radio- Frequency Pentode 
Until recently, pentodes have been used in this country 

mostly in output stages, but the addition of a suppressor grid 
now makes the screen -grid tube more efficient for radio -fre- 
quency amplification. 

When the ordinary screen -grid tube is used with a relatively 
low plate voltage, it may happen that during the reception of 
a strong signal the plate voltage swings below the screen volt- 
age. During this part of the cycle the plate circuit has a nega- 
tive resistance. Its dynatron action causes distortion and 
therefore the signal must be kept within these limits. 

The secondary emission from the anodes, by the bombarding 
of the primary electrons attracted from the cathode, is always 
present. It becomes more pronounced when the screen voltage 
becomes higher and the plate voltage lower. At a certain plate 
voltage this produces an effect where the plate resistance and 
the transconductance suddenly drop and operation is imprac- 
tical beyond this point. 

In the 239, a suppressor grid, or 
cathode grid, has been placed be- 
tween the plate and screen, or 
space- charge grid. This grid is 100 
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connected to the cathode inside the tube. The presence of 
this additional grid prevents the passage of secondary electrons 
from plate to screen, or vice versa. The plate resistance and 
the transconductance now remain nearly the same at lower 
plate voltages, whereas at high plate voltages the gain is 
increased. 

The radio -frequency pentode can now be used when the 
plate voltage cannot be high, as for instance in d.c.- operated 
receivers. The plate -voltage, plate -current characteristics 
show that the slope remains nearly the same, down to about 
60 volts, with a screen voltage of 90 volts. With the screen - 
grid tube this would be impossible, for then it becomes a 
dynatron oscillator. At the end of this article, Table 1 gives 
the characteristics of the 239 as furnished to us by the Radio 
Corporation of America and the Eveready Raytheon ER -239 
by the National Carbon Company. 

In Figure 1 is shown a schematic circuit of a simple stage 
of radio -frequency amplification employing the radio -frequency 
pentode. If the highest possible gain is to be realized, the load 
impedance must be very high; a tune circuit should be the most 
effective. 

If necessary, the screen -grid may be connected to the same 
point on the voltage divider as the plate, with a resistance 
inserted. But if the plate voltage is only 90 volts, it can be 
connected directly to the same point as the plate. 

The dynamic characteristic of the 
239 is such that it can be used as a 1 iiIi . o 
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PRELIMINARY DATA ON THE RADIO -FREQUENCY PENTODE 
Figure 1. A circuit, suggested for use with the new 239. Figure 2. Characteristic curves of plate and screen 
current for different voltages, showing the original slope to be maintained down to a plate voltage of 60 volts. 
Figure 3. Plate impedance, control -grid -plate transconductance and amplificati&n factor- plotted against grid 

bias. The upper curve marked is for a plate voltage of 180 and the lower for 90 volts 
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Figure 4. The voltage amplifier tube 
used as a Class A or Class B am- 

plifier as explained in the text 

bias. There are three distinct ways in 
which this can be attained. 

The first one is by varying the grid 
bias, with a potentiometer across the 
C battery or across a part of the volt- 
age divider (see Figure 1). In that 
case, when varying the grid bias, noth- 
ing else is changed and the dynamic characteristic remains the 
same. This gives a nice gradual control of the volume. 

The second method is by inserting a rheostat in the cathode 
lead. This resistance, when varied, does not alone vary the 
grid bias, but also the screen voltage and the plate voltage. 
Therefore, the dynamic characteristic is continually changing. 
Increasing the grid voltage decreases the screen potential and 
the falling off in volume is then more rapid when using this 
method of volume control. 

In the third method, the volume control is in the cathode 
lead. The screen lead now includes a resistor with a con - 
denser across it. The drop in the resistor varies with the de- 
creased screen -grid current and the screen voltage can be made 
to rise with the decrease of the grid bias. It is claimed that 
this method is an improvement for the handling of larger 
signals and is an aid toward automatic volume control. 

As well as in a radio- frequency and an intermediate-fre - 
quency amplifier, the 239 can be used as a resistance -coupled 
amplifier and also as a first detector in a superheterodyne. It 
cannot be made to work as a regular detector. 

Summing up the advantages of the 239 above other radio - 
frequency amplifiers, we find that it is especially useful in auto- 
mobile receivers and in sets designed for 110 -volt (d.c.) oper- 
ation. All the automobile type tubes draw a filament current 
of 300 ma., therefore they all can be connected in series across 
the line, with a properly chosen series resistance. The gain 
possible with the pentode is far greater than with any of the 
screen -grid tubes now in use. The variable -mu feature reduces 
cross modulation and permits a more convenient way of con- 
trolling voltage. The constancy of the screen current allows 
a simplification of the voltage- divider design. 

The 841 should be of interest especially to amateurs and 
experimenters. It is a three -electrode tube similar in appear - 
anc to the 210 and takes the same filament and plate voltages. 
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CURVES ON THE 841 
Figure 5. .Curves showing the relation be- 
tween plate voltage and plate current, for 
different grid voltages. Figure 6. Plate 
impedance, "amplification factor and mutual 
conductance plotted against plate current 

INPUT TO THE TRIPLE -TWIN 
Figure 7. If the triple -twin tube is 
used as a detector -amplifier, the in- 
put must be changed to the circuit 

shown 

It has a high amplification factor and 
is chiefly intended as an amplifier tube 
in resistance -coupled and impedance - 
coupled circuits. It can be used also 
as an oscillator, a crystal- controlled os- 
cillator, a radio -frequency power am- 
plifier, a frequency doubler and as an 

output tube in push -pull or Class B amplifiers. 
The characteristics of the tube were given by the manufac- 

turer in four groups according to the type of service. It 
would be best for us to follow this in the same order. 

When the 841 is employed as an amplifier in resistance or 
impedance- coupled amplifiers, where fidelity is more impor- 
tant than efficiency, the tube should be operated only over 
the straight portion of its dynamic characteristic. This is 
generally called Class A service. 

In Figure 4A is shown the diagram for a single -stage am- 
plifier using an 841 type tube. Z can be either a resistance or 
a choke. If it is a resistor it should be of 250,000 ohms. The 
grid return is to the negative side of the filament, if it is heated 
by d.c. If a.c.is used, the grid return is brought to the center - 
tap and then the grid bias should be increased with 3.75 volts, 
one -half of the filament voltage. This goes for all the different 
uses of the tube: The grid bias given in this article is for 
d.c.; when you use a.c., add 3.75 volts. 

The characteristics for the tube when used as a Class A am- 
plifier are shown in Table 2. 

The plate voltage given here is that of the plate supply, the 
effective plate voltage is less because of the drop in the load 
resistance. 

The same principles could be applied to the use of this tube 
as a radio -frequency amplifier. 

The push -pull amplifier has lately come in for a large 
amount of attention. In battery- operated amplifiers it is a 
saving because of the possibility of using a smaller type of tube 
for the output stage and of the reduced drain on the B supply 
when no signal is being received. 

This system, however, has its disadvantages, because the 
transformer in the input circuit has to be of a high -grade type, 
and, while the second harmonic can be canceled out, the third 
harmonic remains. However, this (Continued on page 882) 
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FOUR TUBES USED IN LATEST 

Short- Wave Converter 
This new superheterodyne short -wave converter is a.c. operated, and in addi- 

tion to the usual detector and oscillator includes one i.f. stage, which may 

be tuned to the móst effective frequency of the broadcast receiver 

SHORT -WAVE converters, up until a 

few months ago, were largely stand- 
ardized in the form of two -tube 
units, or three tubes if they included a built -in rectifier. 

Many of these were highly effective. although their effective- 
ness often depended on the type of 
antenna coupling employed in the 
broadcast receiver with which they 
were used. If the coupling in the re- 
ceiver input circuit were too close, the 
tendency would be toward broad tun- 
ing. On the other hand, if loose coup- 
ling were employed. a decided lack of 
sensitivity oftentimes resulted. 

The converter described here lessens 
this complication by including one 
stage of amplification after the detec- 
tor and oscillator. This single stage 
i.f. amplifier may be tuned to the 
frequency at which the broadcast re- 
ceiver is most selective -usually close 
to the low- frequency end of the dial. 
Or, better still, if the receiver can be 
tuned to a frequency just below the 
lowest broadcast frequency -say to 
540 kc., for instance -the possibility 
of signals being heterodyned by broad- 
cast stations is completely eliminated. 
The tuning range of the i.f. stage 
in the converter is wide enough 
to permit it to be adjusted to 
this relatively low frequency if 
desired. 

New Features 
This tuned i.f. stage offers two 

distinct advantages. First, it 
provides increased sensitivity. 
with the result that its effective- 
ness is influenced less by the 
broadcast receiver employed 
with it than was the case with 
the older types of converters. 

lb Second, the tuned circuits of the 
i.f. stage provide added selec- 
tivity so that the overall selec- 
tivity is not so entirely depen- 
dent on that of the broadcast re- 
ceiver. 

This converter covers a short- 
wave range extending continu- 
ously from 200 meters on down 
to 15 meters. The three ranges, 
i.e., 200 -80 meters, 80 -35 meters 
and 35 -15 meters, are selected 
by means of a simple switching 
arrangement. The plug -in coil 
idea has been done away with 
entirely. 

As indicated in the schematic 
diagram, the coil system includes 
two tapped coils, one in the an- 

Chief Engineer, Midwest Radio 
Corp. 

By W. A. Smith` 

series and so 
shorted out. 

tenna- detector circuit and the other in the 
oscillator circuit. Actually, each of these 
consists of three spaced coils connected in 

arranged that the unused coils are automatically 
By careful design it has been made possible to 

gang the coil- tuning condensers to pro- 
vide single- tuning control. To aid in 
this a series padding condenser, C3. 
has been included in the oscillator cir- 
cuit. This flexibility in the oscillator 
tuning is also made necessary by the 
fact that the intermediate frequency 
is adjustable. 

Operating Data 
Once the converter has been con- 

nected between the broadcast receiver 
and the antenna, it may be left in po- 
sition. The switch Si on the con- 
verter connects the antenna direct to 
the receiver when reception on the 
regular broadcast waves is desired, by 
throwing to the side marked B in 
Figure 1. Throwing the switch to A 
opens the antenna circuit to the broad- 
cast receiver, and thus cuts in the con- 
verter. The antenna is at all times 
connected to the converter through a 

low- capacity condenser (C5), 
but this capacity is so small that 
it offers a high impedance to 
broadcast signals and, although 
the converter input circuit is in 
parallel with the broadcast re- 
ceiver input when the switch is 
thrown to B, there is no appre- 
ciable loss through the shunt 
circuit. 

Shielding around the first de- 
tector and oscillator coils has not 
been deemed necessary. Com- 
plete shielding of the intermedi- 
ate- frequency stage is essential, 
however, because this stage is 
operating at the same frequency 
as the broadcast receiver and. 
in effect, constitutes another r.f. 
stage. If it were not shielded 
the broadcast receiver would in 
many cases become unstable. 
The can which incloses the i.f. 
coil has two openings through 
which the i.f. trimmer -type tun- 
ing condensers may be adjusted 
and balanced. This can is shown 
just to the right of the gang 
tuning condenser in the photo- 
graph. 

The built -in power supply pro- 
vides all operating voltages for 
the adapter. Connecting it up 
for use is, therefore, extremely 
simple. Once connected, it may 
be left so at all times. 

THE NEW CONVERTER 
Compact in size, this unit takes up little 
more room than the usual type of con- 
verter, even though it provides an extra 

stage of amplification 
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THE SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT 
Figure 1. The output of the first detector feeds into 
a transformer, IFT, which is tuned normally to 575 
kc., but which may be varied so that it and the tube 
1/T3 will operate at the most effective frequency of 

the broadcast receiver into which it feeds 
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MODERN RADIO PRACTICE IN USING 

GRAPHS and CHARTS 
Calculations in radio design work usually can be reduced to formulas repre- 
sented as charts which permit the solution of mathematical problems with- 
out mental effort. This series of articles presents a number of useful charts 

and explains how others can be made 

ACHART for the calculation of 
the total resistance of two 
branches or the total capacity Part 
of a series is so simple, conve- 

nient and easy to make that the author has never been able to 
understand why it is not used more. In contrast to the chart 
which was described last month there is nothing difficult about 
this one. Ordinary decimal scales are used and the calibrations 
as well as the angles are easily found. 

The formulas for the solution of our problems are 
1 1 1 1 1 1 -= -+ - and -= -+ - 
R r, r9 C Cl C2 

The similarity of these two equations makes the chart suitable 
for the solution of either one of them. All we say in regard 
to one equation or its solution is equally applicable to the 
other one. 

In the February, 1932, issue of RADIO NEWS it was shown 
that this type of equation could be solved with the aid of an 
alignment chart consisting of three scales converging at one 
point. If the two angles formed at this point are equal and of 
60 degrees, then the same size unit can be used throughout. 
It is not always convenient to make the angles of 60 degrees 
for a rather wide sheet of paper becomes necessary. 

Fortunately, the two angles can be "anything." If the 
angle is a, then the modulus of the slanting scales should be 

M,, 

By John M. Borst 
Four 

2 cos a 
where ML is the modulus of the center scale. 

When cross -section paper is used, the divisions are already 
present; it is only necessary to draw the three lines. 

It will be seen that in the case of a large resistor, shunted 
by a small one, the ruler, laid across the chart for the reading 
of the total, will make a very sharp angle with all three scales 
and consequently the accuracy is not so good. This can be 
obviated by making another chart with unequal angles for this 
kind of solution. The relation still holds when the angles are 
unequal. This is proven at the end of this article. 

The two types of charts have been united and you find them 
both in Figure 1. The scales marked A belong to the equal - 
angle chart and are intended for the solution of the average 
problem. The scales marked B form the scale of the unequal - 
angle type. When the two resistors in the problem are widely 
different, this is the chart to use. 

If the range is not large enough for a particular problem, 

all values on the three scales can be muh 
tiplied or divided by any number. 

Problem 1. Let it be required to find 
what is the resistance equivalent to 100 

ohms and 150 ohms in parallel. A transparent ruler laid 
across the chart so that it connects 100 on one slanting scale 
and 150 on the other, crosses the center line at 60. This 
is the resistance sought. 

Problem 2. Suppose there were three resistors in parallel, 
for instance, 150, 100 and 40 ohms. In this case, first deter- 
mine the resistance of two branches in parallel, say 100 and 
150; our problem No. 1. Then the equivalent resistance, 60 
ohms, is in parallel with 40 ohms and the chart is used a 
second time. Draw a line from 60 on one slanting scale to 40 
OD the other and find, in the center, the intersection at 24. 
This is the resistance of the three branches in parallel. 

Problem 3. What is the capacity of 120 and 8 micro - 
microfarads in series? Since here the two condensers are so 
widely different, it is best to use chart B. A line drawn from 
120 on the right slanting scale to 8 on the extreme left scale 
crosses B2 at 7.6 micro -microfarads approximately. This is 
the capacity of the combination -smaller than the smallest. 

It is of course necessary to read the same units on all 
scales. They should be all micro -microfarads or all micro - 
farads for one particular problem. 

Some equations, frequently used in optics, are of the same 
form as those here treated and therefore can be solved with 
the aid of the same chart. 

The well -known formula, giving the relation between focal 
length of a lens and the distances of image and object, is 

1 1 1 -= --I-- 
f i 0 

where f is the focal distance, i the image distance and o the 
object distance. Read f on the middle scales: A2 or B2. 

A second one is the formula for the focal length of a system 
of two or more lenses. 

1 1 1 

F fi 12 

where F is the focal length of the system and f,, f, are the 
focal lengths of the individual lenses making up the system. In 
this case F is to be read on the middle scale. 

In Figure 2 are shown three scales converging at one point 
and with the angles p and q unequal. It is required to find 
the relation between the segments (Continued on page 888) 
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Resistors in Parallel, Condensers in Series 
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CHART SOLVES RESISTANCE AND CAPACITY PROBLEMS 
Figure 1. This chart and a ruler are all that you need for the solution of total resistance of resistor branches 

and for the solution of total capacity for condensers in series 
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The Service Bench 
Money leads in P. A. systems -New service sidelines -Service advertis- 
ing -The Institute of Radio Servicemen - Service shops- Service kinks - 

Service literature 

THE installation of P. A. apparatus has 
been repeatedly recommended by the 
Service Bench as a lucrative service 

sideline. The response to these short ar- 
ticles has been emphatically in agreement 
with our premise that there is gold for the 
service man "in them thar hills." The fol- 
lowing contribution by J. M. Kuhlik, general 
manager of the Miles Reproducer Company, 
New York City, a pioneer in the develop- 
ment and installation of public address sys- 
tems, indicates further possibilities of loud - 
speaking equipment, and suggests profitable 
leads to the serviceman. 

The variety of uses to which public ad- 
dress systems are now being put is a tribute 
to the ingenuity and imagination of the deal- 
ers and servicemen who sell or rent this 
equipment, as well as to their customers 
who daily discover new departures from the 
conventional services. Some of these new 
uses have their humorous side; and all of 
them are practical, as well as serviceable. 

ED HOT kltempei 

Conducted by 

Zeh Bouck 

A prominent department store conceived 
the idea of letting the managers of some 
of the higher -priced departments listen in 
while the clerks were trying to sell mer- 
chandise to the customer. For example: A 
man walks over to the jewelry counter and 
asks to look at diamond rings. "How much 
is this one ?" asks the customer. The clerk - 
"Fifteen hundred dollars." The customer 
objects, "I don't want to spend more than 
about eight hundred. What have you 
around that price ?" 

The manager listens into the conversa- 
tion for a while, then walks up to the 
counter and is introduced to the customer. 
As he already knows what is wanted with- 
out the customer's saying another word, the 
prospective buyer is favorably impressed by 

l Fran C.hiSt 

his understanding, efficiency, etc. This sys- 
tem also provides the department , manager 
with an excellent check on the sales meth- 
ods of his clerks. The method worked out 
so satisfactorily in the jewelry department 
that it has now been duplicated in four 
other departments. 

As an Aid to Hearing 
Persons who are hard -of- hearing are oc- 

casionally inclined to moroseness when they 
feel that others are participating in an ex- 
istence, partially denied them. - They are 
often startled by seeing people before them 
whom they did not ' hear _ come into the 
room. One young man solved this prob- 
lem for his mother by installing concealed 
microphones in the living room and lobby 
with loudspeaker or headphone outlets in 
the kitchen and in her bedroom. She now 
hears what is going on, and has thus been 
cured of various neurasthenic complications. 

The Boren Bicycle Com- 
pany makes highly prof- 
itable use of their truck 
equipped with public ad- 
dress apparatus. As Mr. 
Kuhlik points out in his 
article, equipment of this 
kind can be used, not 
merely for the advertis- 
ing of your own business, 
but may be leased, on oc- 
casions, to other enter- 
prises at a good profit. 
This truck puts over the 
name of the dealer - 
serviceman, as well as the 

product he features 
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Out -Hawking the Hawkers 
A fruit vender in a street where it is the 

custom of his competitors to invite buyers 
at the tops of their voices to purchase sun- 
dry magnificent peaches, apples, bananas, 
and what have you, found himself at a de- 
cided loss, due to tired vocal cords. He 
had installed for him an inexpensive micro- 
phone- amplifier- speaker unit, and can now 
be heard, any market day, out -shouting the 
rest by a generous margin of several watts ! 

The Same Idea in a Butcher Shop 
A butcher on Amsterdam Avenue, in New 

York City, installed an electric pick -up 
phonograph and microphone in his shop, 
connecting to a loudspeaker in front. In- 
terspersed between occasional musical se- 
lections came announcements of the day's 
delicacies. This proved so effective in pro- 
ducing sales that a rival butcher on the 
same block hailed him into court on a 
charge of unfair competition ! The case was 
dismissed. 

Keeping the Wolf from the Door 
All of which reminds us of the fact that 

in certain parts of Russia, small villages, 
dotting a vast expanse of wild territory, 
guard themselves against attacks by wolves 
by frightening them away with powerfully 
amplified shouts emanating from loud- 
speakers on the outskirts of the villages. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 
APPARATUS 

This particular panel by the Gates 
Mfg. Company of Chicago may be 
had as a portable job, and for 

permanent installatiòns 

As an Aid to Mind Reading 
Most of us have at one time or another 

been amazed at the feats actually accom- 
plished by the professional "mind reader." 
An assistant circulates among the audience. 
He stops and asks you your name and occu- 
pation. You whisper your replies so that 
the medium on the stage cannot possibly 
hear, and you are naturally astonished when 
the mind reader vibrates: "I feel the pres- 
ence of a Mr. Smith. He is a radio ser- 
viceman, and is thinking of taking on pub- 
lic address systems as a sideline. He is won- 
dering if he can make money at it. I have 
important advice to give him on this matter. 
See me after the performance." 

And the mind reader can probably tell 
you plenty about the subject -the effective- 

ness of a small microphone concealed by 
the lapel of his assistant, and the utility of 
earphones concealed by the hair or turban. 

Traveling Sound Trucks 
This is one of the fastest -growing develop- 

ments in the field. Many radio dealers and 
servicemen are equipping their delivery 
trucks with the necessary turn -table, micro- 
phone, amplifier and speaker. It is used for 
their own advertising when they travel 
around the streets in the course of daily 
business, as well as for renting time to other 
stores and enterprises. One operator, Bill 
Weinstein of New York City, has helped 
various auctioneers sell hundreds of thou- 
sands of dollars' worth of real estate with 
the use of his sound truck. The system is 
so easy to operate, that frequently Mrs. 
Weinstein and their fourteen -year -old 
daughter, Katherine, cover the entire job. 

Of course the more general uses of P. A. 
systems are those with which we have been 
familiar for some time, and which have been 
described in previous issues of RADIO 
NEWS. Churches and auditoriums are per- 
haps the best customers of the serviceman. 
Public address systems are used in theaters 
for organist announcements, in hotels and 
camps for paging systems, in schools for 
communicating directly from the princi- 
pal's office to the class- rooms, in swimming 
pools and stadia for announcing events, in 
railroad stations for train announcements, 
etc. 

(Through the courtesy of the Wright De 
Coster Company, of St. Paul, Minn., we 
will be glad to send the radio serviceman, 
who writes in on his business letterhead, 
considerable published material on the vari- 
ous uses of P. A. systems, and place the 
serviceman on a free mailing list for future 
releases from this company. Simply address 
your request to RADIO NEWS, Depart- 
ment W.) 

A Possibility for Restaurants 
One of the Childs New York City res- 

taurants has installed a system which greatly 
improves service. Instead of the waitresses 
running back and forth to the kitchen with 
every order, each waitress has a microphone 
installed close to her tables. All she has to 
do is to give her order into the mike which 
is connected to a loudspeaker in the kitchen. 

Airplane Advertising 
The sounds of music and voice coming 

from the sky is a familiar phenomenon in 
many cities and communities. It is pro- 
duced by a simple public address system, 
readily installed permanently or temporarily, 
in any plane. Local picnics and outings are 
a good bet for this type of advertising. 

The Institute of 
Radio Servicemen 

This department has already made brief 
mention of the I. R. S. M., an association 
of servicemen with the betterment of the 
profession as its aim. The following state- 
ment of the purposes of the organization is 
by Ken Hathaway, formerly radio techni- 
cal advisor to the Chicago Daily News, and 
now executive secretary of the Institute. 

The Institute of Radio Servicemen is a 
non -commercial organization, incorporated, 
not for pecuniary profit, under the laws of 
the State of Illinois. The object of the In- 
stitute is to establish radio servicing as a 
profession ; to aid radio servicemen through 
the distribution of technical information to 
supplement fundamental training; to devise 
ways and means of increasing financial re- 
turn; to eliminate unethical practices; to 
encourage laws, rules and practices that will 
be for the best interest of the radio service 
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profession, the radio industry and the pub- 
lic; and to protect its members in lawful 
and proper manner from injustices, imposi- 
tions and fraudulent practices. 

MR. K. A. HATHAWAY 
Executive Secretary of the Institute 

of Radio Servicemen 

It has long been known that men band 
themselves together for mutual protection 
and advancement. Persons associating to- 
gether for the purpose of correcting common 
troubles develop a comradeship and under- 
standing of each other that is beneficial to 
the group individually and collectively. The 
fraternal spirit is developed by contact, 
either by personal association or by the 
printed page. The Institute of Radio Ser- 
vicemen is using both methods. The distri- 
bution of technical information is accom- 
plished principally through the Journal of 
the Institute of Radio Servicemen. In ef- 
fect, the Journal is to the radio serviceman 
what the Proceedings of the Institute of 
Radio Engineers is to the engineer. 

The increase of financial returns, through 
the efforts of the organization, is inevitable. 
The members of the radio service profes- 
sion who continually improve their knowl- 
edge of the art, will assume a status that is 
in accordance with the importance of their 
work, with a commensurate financial im- 
provement. Also, the Institute has started 
plans, which, when completed, will enable 
the serviceman to handle additional products 
in the radio field through which he can in- 
crease his income. 

The elimination of unethical practices en- 
tails the co- operation of the Institute of 
Radio Servicemen in securing information 
establishing the guilt of persons or organiza- 
tions suspected of using methods not in ac- 
cord with business ethics and which destroy 
the confidence of the public in the entire 
radio service profession. 

News Items for 
The Serviceman 

Consistent with the general utility of the 
serviceman in the sales and service of hear- 
ing aids, the RADIO NEws Telephone Booster, 
described by S. Gordon Taylor in the Feb- 
ruary issue, is a logical item on his expand- 
ing shelf of merchandise. 

There is one possible objection to the 
purchase of such a device which the service- 
man is perhaps best able to overcome - 
namely, the fear on the part of the buyer 
that the telephone company may object to 
its use. There is a clause in most telephone 
contracts which prohibits the use, under 
penalty of service cessation, of equipment in 
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conjunction with the telephone, other than 
that made by the company. This rule, in 
many instances, is justified, for some equip- 
ment, not made to the standards of the Bell 
Company, falls down in service and ulti- 
mately result in repairs at the telephone 
company's expense. Also, in the case of a 
booster amplifier, the rule must be a very 
profitable one, for they charge $24 a year 
rental, which is almost exactly equal to the 
list price of the Booster described in RADIO 
NEWS ! 

However, there are exceptions to every 
rule, and the Service Editor knows of no 
instance where auxiliary apparatus has been 
removed by the company when it did not 
definitely jeopardize service. The RADIO 
NEWS Booster is built to very high stan- 
dards, and cannot, in any way, affect normal 
operation of the telephone. The chance that 
the lineman will report the use of such 
equipment, or that any objection will be 
taken to it, is so remote that the service- 
man in charge of installation may safely 
guarantee the permanent use of the device. 

Also, in many rural communities, where 
telephone service is supplied by a local com- 
pany, definite official sanction of the device 
can in some cases be secured. 

While on this subject of hearing aids, at- 
tention is called to Mr. Taylor's article in 
this issue, in which he describes the plan 
which RADIO NEWS has adopted to bring 
together the serviceman who are merchan- 
dising the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid (described 
in the January issue) and prospective buy- 
ers of this equipment. It is expected that 
this plan will be the means of providing 
many active sales leads to the servicemen 
who register their names in accordance with 
the invitation extended in the article re- 
ferred to above. 

Photo -electric Relays 
The wide and general utility of light - 

operated devices offers additional possibili- 
ties to the ambitious and alert serviceman. 

LIGHT SENSITIVE RELAY 
Figure 1. This type of equipment 
opens up a new field for the ser- 

viceman 

While many of the. uses to which photo- 
electric cells have been put, require highly 
complicated associated apparatus, the more 
simple systems may readily be installed by 
the radio expert. Among such are automatic 
lighting apparatus, which turns itself on at 
dusk, garage doors that open at night when 
the headlights of the car fall upon the light - 
sensitive cell, and a variety of ingenious 
burglar alarms which may be installed in 
buildings ranging from a bank building to a 

. chicken coop. 
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FIGURE 2 

The design of simple cell and relay units 
add to the profitable possibilities of this 
work, and several such devices are now on 
the market. We show in Fig. 2 a sturdy 
and foolproof light -relay made by the 
Struthers Dunn Company of Philadelphia. 

We shall be most interested in hearing 
from Servicemen who have been at all 
active in this branch of the game. 

The Sticker Idea Takes Hold 
Isadore Saltzman, of the Globe Radio 

Company, Jamaica, N. Y., buys small stick- 
ers at fifty cents a thousand. These read: 

GLOBE RADIO COMPANY 
Expert Radio Repairing 
Phone Republic 9-4422 

He has several boys distributing them 
from house to house, requesting the residents 
to paste them on the back of their radios for 
reference in case of trouble. A most simple 
device, and if only ten percent of the stick- 
ers - actually stick, Mr. Saltzman is justified 
in writing that he has "received a great deal 
of business this way." 

This Month's Service 
Shops 

The rather elaborate service shop of the 
Wyoming Electric Service Company is 
shown in Figure 2. In addition to a com- 
plete set of meters (all Weston), this labo- 
ratory boasts of an 11 -tube short -wave 
superheterodyne, a short -wave oscillator and 
a short -wave wavemeter. Various testing 
"short cuts" are available such as a crossed - 
element tester for tubes. 

Figure 3 shows the service laboratory of 
Omer Benson, Willis, Kansas. The large 
panel is the Supreme Diagnometer, type 
400 -B Series N. Portable equipment in- 
cludes a Jewell triple range a -c meter, 
Sterling set analyzer and tube rejuvenator, 
and a Day -Rad tube tester. A work bench 
with drill press is not shown. Mr. Benson 
comments - 

"The only good thing about the midget 
radio period is that it has caused the cus- 
tomers to bring their receivers to the ser- 
vice shop, where we can do a good job at 
less cost to the client. I believe that 
eventually people will no more think of hav- 
ing the serviceman repair their sets at home, 
than they would of having their cars ser- 

viced in their own garages, where the me- 
chanic would have to depend altogether on 
portable equipment." 

Charles Felstead, service expert and sound 
engineer of Los Angeles, California, sends 
along the following idea, explained photog- 
raphically in Figure 4. 

"One of the small pocket flashlights of the 
type known as `Dentalites' makes a handy 
appliance for the radio serviceman or en- 
gineer. This pocket flashlight is not much 
larger or heavier than the ordinary fountain 
pen, and it is fitted with a clip to hold it 
in the pocket. The radioman will find many 
uses for this handy little light, particularly 

FIGURE 3 

when he is working on a radio set mounted 
in a console cabinet, or in some other place 
to which it is difficult to bring a light. This 
flashlight is so small that it may be turned 
on and placed in a corner of the set where 
it will be out of the way, and yet furnish 
a surprising amount of illumination. 'To 
prevent the metal shell of the flashlight from 
shorting wires in the set, it is well to cover 
the metal parts with tape." 

(Continued on page 892) 
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1 
Chatty bits of news on what is happening before the microphone. Personal 
interviews with broadcast artists and executives. Trends in studio technique. 

MILLS BROTHERS -VOCAL ORCHESTRA 

Backstage in Broadcasting 
T was once our opinion that gentle- 

men of the press, when put behind 
a microphone, were gentlemen in 
distress. We don't know whether 

it's because newspaper men got used to 
microphones or whether radio listeners 
got used to newspaper men's voices, but 
the fact is that many gentlemen of the 
press have recently ascended the ladder 
of radio fame. Walter Winchell, noted 
Broadway columnist, won a wide audi- 
ence for the thrice -weekly Lucky Strike 
Hours of NBC with his unique style of 
chatter. Two of his contemporaries, 
Louis Sobol and Ed Sullivan, are being 
featured respectively on WOR and the 
CBS. Olin Downes, music critic, drew 
much favorable comment for his inter- 
pretations of selections on the CBS series 
of the New York Philharmonic-Sym - 
phony Orchestra. David Lawrence 
(NBC), Frederic William Wile (CBS) 
and William Hard (NBC) are three 
newspapermen who continue to draw 
large radio audiences over long periods. 
And besides the writers who are heard 

By Samuel Kaufman 

over the air on permanent schedules, 
there is a constant stream of newspaper 
men passing the microphone as guest 
speakers on single occasions. Yes, news- 
paper men are as adept with the micro- 
phone as they are with the typewriter! 

THE Mills Brothers, the CBS quartet 
of Negro harmonizers, are one of the 

most popular features on the air today. 
Their novel manner of vocalizing, to- 
gether with their imitations of musical 
instruments, attracted widespread atten- 
tion. Using a guitar as their sole instru- 
ment, the brothers simulate the playing 
of such instruments as the French Horn, 
trombone, bass and trumpet thus giving 
the effect of orchestral accompaniment. 
Their radio offerings won for them per- 
sonal appearance engagements at the 
Palace, Paramount, and Roxy Theatres 
in New York as well as a semi -weekly 

broadcast series sponsored by Vapex. 
The brothers hail from Piqua, Ohio. 
They entered radio work in Cincinnati 
before coming to New York. They se- 
cured a routine audition with the CBS 
and were assigned a fifteen -minute 
period. The response to the test program 
earned them a spot on the regular chain 
schedule. 

FROM 
Brooklyn, New York, comes 

the word that Billy Walsh, "The 
Little Man with the Big Voice," is being 
featured over local transmitters. If 
you'll think back, you'll remember that 
Billy scored as one of the Three Little 
Sachs (WABC) and with the Yankee 
Doodle Boys (WOR). He performed 
over the R -K -O vaudeville circuit and 
filled a broadcast engagement with 
WEAF. Before the days of popular 
broadcasting, Walsh entertained at many 
of Broadway's favorite restaurants. He 
played in two -reel Keystone comedies 

(Continued on page 895) 

BILLY WALSH 

THEREMIN ELECTRO -ENSEMBLE 

WALTER WINCHELL 
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With the Experimenters 
Remote Control Device, Handy Holding Tool, Foolproof Speaker Plug, Smoother 
Regeneration Control, Indexing RADIO NEWS, Handy Forceps, Doctoring 
Dynamic Speakers, Condenser Lubrication, Pepping -up Phonograph Pick -ups, 

Warning on Static Reducer, Home -made Test Prods, Crystal Receiver 

Remote Control Device 
Herewith you will find a schematic sketch 

and description of a remote control device 
in which I believe many readers of RADIO 
NEWS will be interested. 

To date the supporters of this method of 
remote control have been confronted with 
the problem of reversing the direction of 
rotation of the receiver dial by a simple 
means. 

As you will see from the description, a 
simple and effective means is suggested for 
overcoming this difficulty. 

Rl, R2 and R3 are the fixed resistances 
of the Wheatstone bridge. R4 
is a resistance equipped with a 
sliding contact which is at- 
tached to dial D. Thus, by 
merely moving the dial to 
either left or right, different 
values of resistance are obtain- 
able. 

The dial D is a special fea- 
ture in itself. As seen in the 
diagram to the right, it con- 
sists of two parts built on a 
common shaft. The top por- 
tion, that which is clasped by 
the fingers when tuning, is so 
built that it has a "play" of 
about % inch in order to en- 
able it to make contact with 
either lead 4 (when rotating 
the dial to the right) or lead 
2 (when rotating the dial to 
the left). The purpose is to 
make contact with only one 
lead at a time and be inde- 
pendent of the other. Thus 
when the dial is being turned 
to the right contact is made 
with lead 4 and that with lead 

L_ 

Conducted by 

S. Gordon Taylor 

2 is broken. As the dial is further 
turned to the right, a sliding arm which 
is attached to the lower portion of the 
dial is caused to move over the resistance 
R4 and the resistance is increased. In 
the same way, when the dial is turned 
to the left the upper portion of the dial 

breaks contact with lead 4 and makes 
contact with lead 2, and as the upper 
portion is further turned to the left the 
lower portion is also forced to turn to 
the left and, consequently, moves the slide 
arm to lessen the resistance of R4. 

The movement of the lower portion of 
the dial D is made possible due to the 
fact that the leads 2 and 4 are connected 
to the electrodes A and B, which are rig- 
idly fixed to the lower portion and stick 
out about % inch so as to enable the 
electrode C of the upper portion to push 
against either A or B, depending upon 

whether a turn is made to the 
left or right. 

In practice the operator turns 
the dial D to a predetermined 
point; the resistance R4 is thus 
varied, and contact with one 
of the electrodes is made. A 
difference of potential across 
XY is the result and the re- 
lay is caused to close. The re- 
versible motor then receives 
energy and therefore starts ro- 
tating in a direction dependent 
upon the lead with which con- 
tact had been made. Thus, 
when the dial is turned to the 
left, contact is made with lead 
2 and the circuit is closed for 
rotating the motor to the left. 
In the same way, when the dial 
is turned to the right the cir- 
cuit which causes the motor to 
turn to the right is closed. 
However, as the motor is start- 
ed and rotates the tuning con- 
densers of the receiver, it per- 
forms a null- adjustment by 

(Continued on page 895) 
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Handy Holding Device for 
Small Work 

Thin flat parts or pieces which often need 
to be filed and brightened in repair work, 
are a very mean thing to hold in the fingers. 

It is out of the question to grip many of 
them in any kind of a small hand vise or 
chuck. A very handy arrangement to have 
in the kit or around the bench for this work 
is shown herewith. Simply a new pair of 

the small-rubber heels or heel tips for ladies' 
shoes, .which' can procured in any dime 
store for ,a nickel. Any thin, smooth, flat 
piece can be safely laid in between them, 
easily and securely held with but little effort. 
Makes it comfortable and convenient to 
work on the part with any kind of a small 
file. The rubber pieces take up little or no 
room and can be handily used many, many 
times. 

FRANK W. BENTLEY, 
Missouri Valley, Iowa. 

A Foolproof Speaker Plug 
Many persons turn their set on when the 

speaker plug is not in its socket thus im- 
posing a strain on filter condensers and other 
expensive parts. As this is a costly pro- 
cedure, and I have a tendency to be absent- 
minded, I devised the arrangement shown in 
the diagram to protect my set against my 
carelessness. It is applicable to all sets hav- 
ing speaker plugs and sockets not using push 
pull speakers and the only parts required to 
make the changeover are a five -prong 
speaker plug and socket. 

TRANSFORMER 

VOICE 
COIL 

FIELD-' 
COI L 

TO PLATE OF 
POWER TUBE 

TO 
VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER 

PRONGS 
-- SHORTED 
WITH WIRE 

FILTER 
_CON DEN SERS 

REGULAR 
'ON-OFF" SWITCH 
ON RECEIVER 

110V. 
A.G. 

'POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

end of the primary of the voice -coil trans- 
former. The low end of the voice -coil 
transformer primary gets its voltage from 
one of the field leads and this connection is 

made at the rear of the speaker. If we 

change the four -prong outfit for a five -prong 
plug and socket we have two unused prongs 
which can be connected as a switch and 
wired in series with the primary of the 
power transformer. One of the 110 volt 
supply leads is cut and each end soldered to 
a filament prong on the new speaker 
socket. The filament prongs on the plugs 
are shorted. Thus when the plug is in the 
socket there is continuity in the primary 
of the power transformer and the set can 
play. This circuit is broken when the 
speaker plug is removed and it is impossible 
for the alternating current to flow thru the 
gap between the filament prongs to the 
power transformer, even if the set is con- 
nected to the 110 and the switch is turned 
on. 

These changes are easily made by follow- 
ing the diagram. 

Many receivers use a four -prong speaker 
plug and socket and in many of these only 
three wires go to the speaker, two to the 
terminals of the field and one to the high 

ARTßUR B. COONEY, 
Alhambra, California. 

-'Smoother_ Regeneration 
Control 

While experimenting with a Pilot Super 
Wasp I fell on the following simple arrange- 
ment which provided greater sensitivity and 
better control of regeneration. 

The short -wave set was wired for a type 
-27 detector tube, but when using the -27 
the tube did not slide into oscillation gently, 
but instead scraped in with a loud and all 

too sudden "plop." 
By plugging a type -24 screen -grid tube 

into the detector socket and running a wire 
from the cap on the top of the tube to the 
cap of the radio -frequency tube as shown, 
increased sensitivity and greater volume 
were obtained with fine regeneration. 

It is not claimed that this stunt will work 
in all regenerative circuits but it does work 
out with extreme satisfaction in the case of 

the Super Wasp receiver which I am using. 
ALLEN D. RICKERT, JR., 

Souderton, Pa. 

Indexing RADIO NEWS 
After reading through my copy of RADIO 

NEWS there are frequently articles to which 
I know I shall later wish to refer. In the 
past I have been pasting tabs on the edge 
of the cover but found that they kept tear- 
ing off. I have overcome this by pasting a 

small piece of paper, about 2/ inches by 5 

inches, on the lower left -hand corner of the 
cover of each issue. On this paper I write 
the name and page number of the articles 
that particularly interest me in that issue. 

Later I can locate these articles easily and 
quickly. 

This system has saved lots of time for 
me and it may be of interest to other readers 
as well. 

C. W. BENTLEY, 
Medford, Ore. 

867 

Handy Tool Made from an 
Ordinary Match Box 

There is always some screw or other small 
machine part getting accidentally down into 
a place you cannot reach with the fingers o, 

anything else handy to get it out. There is 

no end either to the clever practical devices 
made for such instances, but all of them de- 
pend on what is convenient to make them 
out of. The above photo shows a handy 
"pick up" made of the tray sides or slide 
portion of a common penny wooden match 
box. The piece which forms the tray or 
slide can be quickly "unwound" and forms 
an excellent pair of light springy forceps or 
tongs. The wood can be split with a knife 
to any desired width. You will be surprised 
at how easily they can be handled and at the 
grip or pinch you can get out of them at the 
business ends. 

FRANK BENTLEY, 
Missouri Valley, Iowa. 

Doctoring Dynamic Speakers 
Having made a careful study of dynamic 

speakers in use in the present -day radio sets, 
I have found that "rattles" and "noises" are 
often caused by changes in temperature and 
moisture of the air. 

The diaphragm is usually securely held at 
the periphery or rim of the cone, with a ring 
of chamois skin, or some other similar sub- 
stance. Warm weather, following a period 

METAL 
FRAME 

PERFECT ALIGNMENT 

CHAMOIS OULD HAVE 
IS - ìO.030 

CONE EARANCE 

ET 

FIELD COIL 

VOICE COIL 

DI STORTI ON 

FIELD COIL 

TOUCHING 
CAUSES 

" NOISES" 

of dampness, causes this material to harden 
and pull the paper of the cone slightly to- 
wards the top or sides. Sometimes the 
paper itself, after absorbing moisture, be- 
comes dry and distorted. Under strong vi- 

brations while in operation, the centre of the 
(Continued on page 894) 
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Question Box 

PHYSICS and science instructors will find these review 
questions and the "quiz" questions below useful as 

reading assignments for their classes. For other readers 
the questions provide an interesting pastime and permit 
a check on the reader's grasp of the material presented 
in the various articles in this issue. 

The "Review Questions" cover material in this month's 
installment of the Radio Physics Course. The "General 
Quiz" questions are based on other articles in this issue 
as follows: The "Twin- Grid" Tube, A Modern Quartz - 
Crystal Receiver, Latest Short -Wave Converter, With the 
Experimenter, Phenomena Underlying Radio, A 16.5 to 
550 -Meter "Super" of Radical Circuit Design, The March 
of Television, Radio Fever, Two New Tubes. 

Review Questions 
1. Calculate the power supplied to the filament of a 

280 type rectifier tube which takes a current of 2 amps. 
at 5 volts. 

2. State the four factors upon which the resistance of a 
conductor depends and explain just how each one 
affects the resistance. 

3. The diameter of 1000'' ft. of No. 24 B. & S. copper 
wire, used for the winding on a filament transformer is 
.0201 inches. What is its diameter in mils? What 
is the circular mil area? If the specific resistance of 
copper wire is 10.35 at 20 deg. C., what will be the 
resistance of this wire at a temperature of 20 deg. C.? 

4. What is the resistance of the wire in problem 3 at 
an operating temperature of 80 deg. C. if the tem- 
perature coefficient of copper is .004? 

5. From the table of specific resistances of various mate- 
rials in your book, write down the ten metals having 
the highest specific resistances. Next to each, write 
down how many times greater its resistance is than 
that of annealed copper. 

6. Describe the construction of the vitreous enameled 
type of wire -wound resistor. 

7. Describe the construction of two forms of high re- 
sistors used in radio receivers in places where very 
little current will be flowing. 

8. Describe the construction of a variable high resistor 
designed to carry a small amount of current without 
overheating. What is the purpose of the flaked mica 
in this? 

9. Describe the construction of a variable wire -wound 
resistor. 

10. What installation conditions affect the power in watts 
which a resistor can dissipate? 

11. Draw a symbol for (a) a fixed resistor, (b) a variable 
resistor, (c) a resistor tapped at the middle, (d) a 
resistor tapped at three places. 

General Quiz on This Issue 
1. How do strong ultra -short radio waves affect the hu- 

man body? 
2. What is a harmonic generator? 
3. What is the electrophorus? 
4. What does the term "definition" mean as applied to 

television? Why is it important? 
5. The use of a quartz -plate circuit in a superheterodyne 

i.f. amplifier admittedly attenuates the higher audio 
frequencies. By what method is this attenuation 
overcome in the latest design of receivers of this type? 

6. Explain why a Stenode receiver tends to reduce back- 
ground noise. 

7. How are the grids placed, in one of the newest tube 
designs, to make the tube characteristic identical when 
either grid is in the circuit? 

8. Why does this tube lend itself particularly well to 
automatic volume control? 

9. What forces or conditions may upset the normal bal- 
ance of charges in the atom? 

10. What are the advantages of incorporating one i.f. stage 
in a superheterodyne type short -wave converter? 

11. What principle, commonly used in measuring resis- 
tance, is employed in one type of simplified remote 
control, and how is this principle utilized? 

12. How may signals of high frequencies be converted to 
signals of lower radio frequencies? 

13. How may two ribbons of silk be made to generate 
1,000,000 volts? 

14. What are the advantages of the r.f. pentode tube? 
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The Radio 
This series deals with the study of the 
information of particular value to 
colleges. The Question Box aids 

SINCE the temperature 
of a conductor may 
be changed by the 
weather conditions or by the heat developed in 

the wire itself due to the passage of current through it, 
the temperature must be taken into account when cal- 
culating the resistance if accurate results are desired. 
The resistance of pure metals and most alloys in- 
creases as the temperature rises. The resistance of car- 
bon and electrolytes (fluid conductors) decreases as 
their temperature rises. The amount of change of resis- 
tance varies with the different conductors, but for pure 
metals the increase in resistance is nearly .4% for each 
change of one degree Centigrade. 

Manganin is an alloy of 84% copper, 12% nickel 
and 4% manganese, developed especially for use in the 
shunts of ammeters and for precision resistances. 
Therlo is a similar alloy. Its change in resistance per 
degree is one part in 100,000. "Constantin" is another 
alloy whose resistance does not change materially. It 
consists of approximately 60% copper and 40% nickel. 
It is used in rheostats and measuring instruments. 

The amount in ohms that a piece of the material 
having a resistance of one ohm changes for each change 
of one degree in temperature is known as the tempera- 
ture coefficient of resistance ( "a "). Thus if a conduc- 
tor has a resistance of one ohm at 20° C. temperature, 
it will have a resistance of one ohm plus the amount 
equal to this coefficient at 21° C. At 19° C. it would 
have a resistance of one ohm minus the coefficient, etc. 

The average temperature coefficient between 0° and 
100° C. and 32° and 212° F. is roughly the same for 
all pure metals and is about .004 per degree Centi- 
grade, or .0023 per degree Fahrenheit (since one de- 
gree C. represents a larger change in temperature than 
one degree F.). 

The temperature coefficient for annealed copper is 
.00210 at an initial temperature of 68° F. (on the 
Fahrenheit scale), or .00377 at an initial temperature of 
20° C. (on the Centigrade scale). The value of the 
temperature coefficients of the various resistance alloys 
used in radio work for winding fixed or variable resis- 
tors must be obtained from the manufacturers of the 
resistance wire in any case when exact calculations are 
to be made. 

Since the specific resistance of the conducting mate- 
rials is usually given for the material at standard tem- 
perature of 20° C., the formula must be altered if we 
are to take into account the change of resistance due 
to the fact that the conductor may be at a temperature 
above or below 20° C. in actual practice. To calculate 
the true resistance of any metallic conductor at any 
temperature (up to 100° C.) use the formula 

kL 
R= [l±(aXt)] 

C.M. 
where R = resistance of the conductor in ohms at oper- 

ating temperature. 
k = specific resistance of the conductor at 20° 

C. 
L = length of conductor in feet. 
C.M. = cross section area of conductor in cir- 

cular mils. 
a = temperature coefficient of the material per 

degree C. 
t = difference in degrees between the operating 

By Alfred A. 

*Radio Technical Pub. Co., Publishers Radio Physics Course. 
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Physics Course 
physical aspects of radio phenomena. It contains 
physics teachers and students in high schools and 
teachers in laying out current class assignments 

Ghirardi' temperature and the standard tempera- 
ture at which the specific resistance k is 
specified (20° C. in most cases). 

The ± sign inside the bracket means that if the temperature 
of the conductor is above the standard of 20° C. the resistance 
increases so the plus sign is used. If the temperature is below 
20° C. the resistance is less and the minus sign is used. 

Example: A piece of No. 18 B. & S. gauge copper wire 600 
feet long is wound up to form a circular field coil for an elec- 
tro- dynamic loudspeaker. When the normal current flows 
through the coil its temperature rises to 60° C. What is the 
exact resistance of the coil during normal operation? 

Solution: From the copper wire table we find that a No. 18 

wire has a cross -section area of 1620 circular mils. The specific 
resistance of annealed copper is 10.35 at 20° C. Its tempera- 
ture coefficient is .00377 per degree C. "t" in the formula is 
therefore equal to 60 - 20 = 40 degrees. Substituting these 
values, we obtain 

kL 10.35 X 600 
R = [1 ± (a X t)] _ [1 + (.00377 X 40)] 

C.M. 1620 
from which R = 4.37 ohms. Ans. 

Resistors in Radio Equipment 
There is naturally a certain amount of resistance in every 

electrical circuit due to the resistance of the connecting wires, 
joints, contacts, etc. The resistance of a circuit can be kept 
low by making it as short as possible, using a good electrical 
conductor (such as copper), and making its cross -section area 
large. (Due to the fact that very high frequency currents 
travel only through a thin surface layer of the wire, "skin 
effect," wires for conducting this type of current are often made 
up of a number of very small conductors insulated from each 
other by an enamel, cotton or silk covering. This is called 
Litzendraht wire.) 

In radio equipment resistance is purposely introduced at vari- 
ous places in the circuits in order to reduce or control the 

Lesson Nine 
(Continued from Lesson Eight) 

Resistances in Radio, 

Resistance alloys, 

How the resistance units 

are actually made 

and used 

amount of current flowing, reduce the effective voltage applied 
to a device, or cause differences of potential which are utilized 
for some definite purpose (C bias resistors), etc. A resistor is 
a device whose purpose is to intentionally provide resistance 
in an electrical circuit. Resistors may be made either fixed or 
adjustable (variable). Fixed resistors are those whose value 
cannot be chánged readily while in use. Adjustable resistors 
may be varied in value. Fixed resistors are used in the fila- 
ment circuits of battery- operated vacuum tubes, in the voltage 
dividers of B eliminators, for leaks, resistance couplings, for 
furnishing grid or C bias voltages, etc. Variable resistances are 
not used as much in radio receivers nowadays as they formerly 
were, due to the tendency to eliminate as many control knobs 
from the panels as possible. They are still employed as rheo- 
stats, potentiometers, volume controls, etc. 

Vitreous enameled resistors are used extensively in power 
packs of radio receivers. They are made by space- winding the 
resistance wire on a special porcelain tube base. The base, 
including the terminal connections, is then coated with a 
powdered glassy enamel and fired at red heat. The result is 
a resistor unit covered with a vitreous enamel coating which 
protects the fine resistance wire from mechanical injury and 
serves as an excellent heat conductor to rapidly conduct the 
heat from the resistive element to the outside surface. This 
construction permits the finest resistance wire to be used 
without danger of 
oxidation or other 
chemical depreciation. 
The enamel also holds 
the resistance wire in 
place without any me- 
chanical strain, (Con - 
tinued on page 893) 

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS OF VARIOUS TYPES 
Figure 2. Here are shown several forms of resistors of the vitreous enamel 
types, the smaller ones with screw terminals attached. The two lower resistors 
are equipped with the standard Edison lamp socket bases. At right, second 
from top, is a completed resistor similar to that shown in Figure 1. The 
resistor H contains a number of taps that make. it suitable for voltage divider 

work. It is equipped with mounting legs 

VITRIFIED RESISTOR 
Figure 1. Shows the stages in building up 
this form of resistance. At the bottom is 
the porcelain tube upon which is wound a 
resistance wire shown at center. At top 
is the enamel coating which is then baked 
on after the terminal has been attached 
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Radio Science Abstracts 
Radio engineers, laboratory and research workers will find this department 
helpful in reviewing important current radio literature, technical books and 

Institute and Club proceedings 

Radio and Electronic Dictionary, by Har- 
old P. Manly. Published by Frederick J. 
Drake and Company. This book will appeal 
to experimenters, service men, amateurs, and 
others who sometimes find . magazine ar- 
ticles somewhat confusing because the ex- 
act meaning of certain terms is not entirely 
clear. In such cases, this book will be 
helpful since it contains definitions of all 
the terms that are generally used in the 
fields of radio, television, sound pictures, 
and general electricity. The definitions are 
all arranged alphabetically and cross -in- 
dexed, so that definition of a particular 
word or phrase may readily be found. 
Where necessary, the definitions are illus- 
trated to make their meaning entirely clear. 

Since the book has just recently been pub- 
lished, it will be found quite up -to -date, in- 
cluding definitions of the essential terms used 
in the various fields mentioned above. The 
book does not aim to describe, in any great 
detail, how a particular device operates, but 
it does define a device and does give a gen- 
eral idea of its purpose. For example, un- 
der "series resonance" we find the follow- 
ing definition: 

"The condition in a circuit which contains 
capacity and inductance in series, the values 
of the two being such that they produce 
resonance at the frequency of the applied 
voltage. The impedance to current flow is 
minimum, since the inductive reactance and 
capacitive reactance balance and leave only 
the circuit resistance. The current is in 
phase with the applied voltage." 

From the above description and sample 
definition, the reader will be able to appre- 
ciate the scope of the book and what it aims 
to supply to the reader. The information 
for the book has been obtained from a 
number of well -known sources such as the 
Bureau of Standards, Institute of Radio 
Engineers, and various other magazines. 

Radio Receiving Tubes, by James A. 
Moyer and John F. Wostrel. Published by 
McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc. This is 
the second edition of this book, the present 
revision being necessary because of the de- 
velopment of new types of tubes and 
changes in the design of tubes already in use. 

Conducted by 
Howard Rhodes 

The book also includes more complete de- 
scriptions of apparatus required for radio - 
receiving sets and industrial equipment; the 
scope of the text has also been enlarged to 
include allied fields, such as surgery, in 
which tubes have found considerable use. 

In this book the essential principles un- 
derlying the operation of vacuum tubes are 
described in a manner designed to give in- 
formation that will prove useful to stu- 
dents and others whose work is concerned 
with the application of tubes to various pur- 
poses. To those who feel that tubes are 
only used in radio sets, the book should 
prove quite informative, since it describes 
applications of tubes to the remote control 
airplanes and sea -going vessels as well as 
methods of applying tubes to the control of 
humidity, temperature, and other purposes. 
Most of the data on these subjects is in- 
cluded in the latter chapters. The major 
portion of the book is concerned with the 
fundamental principle of all tubes and meth- 
ods for checking their characteristics. 

The book includes many excellent curves 
and diagrams, giving actual data on tubes 
and circuits in which they are used. The 
book contains little mathematics, but the 
authors have not hesitated to use it where 
it was essential to clearly illustrate some 
significant characteristic of tubes. 

In comparison with the first edition, we 
feel that this revised edition shows consid- 
erable improvement. The authors have 
added a quantity of data of a practical na- 
ture which makes the book more definitely 
helpful to the average reader. 

Review of Articles Appearing in 
the February, 1932, Issue of the 
Proceedings of the Institute of 

Radio Engineers. 
Frequency Stabilization of Radio Trans- 

mitters, by Yuziro Kusunose and Shoichi 
Ishikawa. This paper discusses in complete 
detail the various methods of stabilizing the 

frequency of oscillators. Not only is the 
theoretical basis of the various methods of 
stabilization described in detail, but prac- 
tical information on the actual results ob- 
tained, using the various methods, is also 
given. 

The following methods of stabilization 
are described in the greatest detail and the 
authors state that they may be applied to 
an oscillator to obtain a frequency stability 
in the order of 0.01 per cent: 

(a) In an ordinary self -oscillator, the ef- 
fect of the variation in the supply voltage 
may be minimized by the following means: 
two methods have been developed, a resis- 
tance- stabilized oscillator and a phase -com- 
pensated oscillator. 

(b) Quartz stabilized oscillator. In this 
method, a quartz crystal is introduced in the 
grid circuit in such a manner that it is very 
loosely coupled to the oscillator, but still re- 
tains its stabilizing function. Oscillator power 
outputs up to one hundred watts or more can 
be obtained and thus the number of stages 
of radio -frequency power- amplification can 
be reduced. 

(c) Mechanically stabilized oscillator. A 
vernier condenser, mechanically driven and 
controlled by a relay, is connected to the 
oscillator circuit. A quartz oscillator is used 
as a frequency standard and the relay is 
actuated by the beat frequency which con- 
trols the rotation of the vernier condenser 
so as to counteract the frequency variation. 
Thus a high -power oscillator can be directly 
stabilized by a low -power quartz oscillator. 

(d) Valve stabilized oscillator. A valve 
is coupled to the oscillator in such a manner 
that it acts as a pure capacity and the effec- 
tive capacity is controlled by the grid -bias 
voltage. A quartz resonator is used as the 
frequency standard, and its resonance char- 
acteristic is utilized to control the grid -bias 
voltage of the valve so as to stabilize the 
oscillator frequency. This method can also 
be applied to the control of high -power 
oscillators. 

In connection with these various meth- 
ods of stabilization, the authors give curves 
showing the effect on the oscillator fre- 
quency of variations in the supply voltages. 
For most of the experiments, the authors 
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used common types of tubes such as the 
201 -A, 112 -A, and 171 -A. Many of the 
curves indicate the degree of stability ob- 
tained to be extremely good. It will be 
realized by readers that these methods can 
be applied not only to ordinary transmit- 
ters but to any circuits using radio -fre- 
quency oscillators, where constancy of fre- 
quency is essential. 

Battery Design Problems of the Air Coil 
Receiver, by F. T. Bowditch. This paper 
deals with the design features of battery - 
operated radio sets which are important 
from the standpoint of obtaining maximum 
useful battery life. This .problem is one of 
arranging the receiver design so as to make 
it most adaptable for use with the air -cell 
type of A battery. The paper indicates the 
desirability of arranging the circuit so that 
good performance is obtained, even though 
the B battery voltages drop. 

Quartz -Plate Mountings and Temperature 
Control for Piezo Oscillators, by Vincent E. 
Heaton and E. G. Laphan. If the maximum 
degree of frequency stability is to be ob- 
tained from the quartz- crystal oscillator, it 
is essential not only that the temperature be 
accurately maintained, but also that the 
crystal be very carefully mounted. Unless 
the movement of the quartz plate in its 
holder is restricted, the frequency will 
change with each slight jar. The authors 
describe a satisfactory holder for mounting 
long rectangular quartz plates to vibrate in 
the direction of their length, which consists 
of clamping the plate between two keys 
along a central line perpendicular to its 
length. A plate mounted in such a holder 
will be constant in frequency to within one 
part in three hundred thousand. A mount- 
ing for a cylindrical quartz plate, for "thick- 
ness oscillation," may be made by clamping 
the plate between three screws, mounted 120 
degrees apart, so that they press into a V 
shape groove cut around the cylindrical 
surface of the plate, midway between the 
faces. Such a plate and mounting have been 
found to give a frequency stability of one 
part in 1,000,000, provided temperature con- 
trol is used. 

Elimination of Harmonics in Vacuum 
Tube Transmitters, by Yuziro Kusunose. A 
simple method is given for eliminating the 
strongest harmonic produced by an oscillator 
in which a parallel resonant circuit, having 
a resonant frequency slightly lower than 
that of the harmonic to be eliminated, is 
connected to the plate circuit and coupled 
to the main oscillatory circuit. The paper 
gives experimental data on the results ob- 
tained using this system. It also gives a 
brief resume of the present state of technique 
concerning the suppression of harmonic cur- 
rents in oscillator circuits. 

Characteristics of Airplane Antennas for 
Radio Range Beacon Reception, by H. Dia- 
mond and G. L. Davies. The investiga- 
tions described in this paper were under- 
taken with the idea of determining whether 
an antenna arrangement could be devised 
which would have all the desirable electrical 
properties of a vertical pole antenna and 
yet be free from the mechanical difficulties 
encountered in the use of this type of an- 
tenna. It was found that the symmetrical 
transverse T antenna and the symmetrical 
longitudinal T antenna with vertical lead -in 
portions, give the desired properties. These 
antennas, when used with radio beacons, do 
not show any "course" errors and give the 
same received voltage as a vertical pole an- 
tenna having a much greater actual height. 
The paper also gives a theoretical treatment 
which enables the voltage, induced in the 
antenna, to be calculated; the voltages, cal- 
culated theoretically, were found to check 
closely with those found in practice. 

Review of Contemporary Peri- 
odical Literature. 

Cathode -ray Oscillograplz Timing Axis, 
by F. T. Brewer. Electronics December, 
1931. The author describes a method of 
applying a timing wave to a cathode-ray 
tube which involves the use of a condenser - 
discharge circuit. In order that the time 
axis may havé linear characteristics, only a 
small portion of the condenser discharge 
curve is utilized; over this small range, the 
discharge can be considered to be linear. 

Audio -frequency Compensation Methods, 
by Julius G. Aceves. Electronics December 
1931. This article, taken from a chapter on 
audio -amplification which forms part of a 
Handbook for Radio Engineers to be pub- 
lished by the McGraw -Hill Publishing 
Company, discusses circuits to obtain vari- 
ous audio -frequency characteristics, espe- 
cially with the idea of re- inforcing the high 
frequency. A number of circuits are given, 
together with curves showing the charac- 
teristics obtained. 
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A New Selenium Tube, by G. F. Met- 
calf and A. J. King. After many years of 
neglect, we find selenium again coming to 
the fore as a light- sensitive material, useful 
in applications where constancy of output 
with frequency is not important ; more spe- 
cifically, the selenium tube is found to be 
especially useful in "on -off" types of light - 
control circuits. This selenium tube, a de- 
velopment of the General Electric Company, 
is known as the type FJ -31. It has the f ol- 
lowing characteristic: 
Average resistance at 100 foot - 

candles .75 megohms 
Average resistance in dark 6.0 megohms 
Maximum voltage a -c. or d -c 125 volts 
Maximum current 0.5 m.a. 

The selenium cell can be used either with 
vacuum -tube amplifiers and relays, or, can 
be used to control thyratron tubes. As a 
matter of interest, the authors show the fre- 
quency characteristic of the tube, which 
indicates a response at 7000 cycles approxi- 
mately one -fifth as great as the response at 
500 cycles. 

A New Oscillator for Broadcast Frequen- 
cies, by O. M. Hovgaard. Bell Labora- 
tories Record, December, 1931. This article 
describes the new type of quartz -crystal os- 
cillator, developed by the Bell Laboratories. 
In this new oscillator, the quartz plate is 
clamped between electrodes having, on their 
surfaces, a number of small raised por- 
tions; physical contact between the quartz 
and the plates is affected by these raised 
portions. This construction prevents move- 
ment of the quartz plate and changes in 
spacing are made- insignificant, due to the 

many slight air gaps obtained by this con- 
struction. The entire unit is mounted in a 
temperature -control box. Curves are given 
showing the results obtained from this new 
oscillator and the old type oscillator. They 
indicate that the new oscillator is some fif- 
teen times better than the old type. 

Determination of the Moisture Content of 
Wood by Electrical Means, by C. G. Suits 
and M. E. Dunlap. General Electrical Re- 
view, December, 1931. This article is re- 
viewed not with the idea that the moisture 
content of wood is of prime importance to 
radio engineers but with the idea that the 
method used might suggest other uses to 
which the system could be put. Tests on 
wood have indicated that the resistance 
varies greatly, depending upon the moisture 
content., For example, if the resistance of 
Douglas Fir is checked by means of pins 
driven into the wood one inch apart, it is 
found that the resistance is in the order of 
25,000 megohms, with a moisture content of 
7 per cent.; with a moisture content of 20 
per cent., the resistance drops to about 2 

megohms. The rapid change in resistance 
with humidity makes it possible to check 
the humidity accurately by measuring re- 
sistance. For this measurement, the author 
devised a circuit using glow tubes, arranged 
as indicated in the circuit of Figure 1. By 
adjusting the condenser C -2 until the tube 
N -2 flashes at the same rate as N -1, the per- 
centage humidity can be determined, the 
dial of C -2 being calibrated in terms of per- 
centage moisture. 

The Public Address and Radio Program 
System in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, by 
Robert C. Sturgeon. Projection Engineer- 
ing, January, 1932. This article gives a good 
technical description of the public address 
and radio system in this hotel, which makes 
it possible to supply six different programs 
to each of some two thousand rooms. Pro- 
grams can also be reproduced through loud- 
speakers located in the various public rooms 
through the hotel. Outlets into which mi- 
crophones can be connected are placed at 
various points. These outlets permit the use 
of condenser -type microphones with built - 
in amplifiers, plate and filament voltages 
being supplied at the outlet. A centralized 
antenna system, located on the roof, con- 
nects to 140 suites so that permanent guests 
may install their own radio receivers. 

Curves and circuit diagrams are given 
on the complete circuit. The radio receiver 
used to pick up programs is of the tuned - 
R.F. type with a sensitivity of 2.5 micro- 
volts -per- meter. The overall characteristic 
is down about 3 db at seven thousand 
cycles. 

Sound Absorption Balance in the Acoustics 
of Auditoriums, by V. A. Schlenker. Pro- 
jection Engineering, January, 1932. A 
rather complete article on the acoustics of 
auditorium with reference, particularly, to 
reverberation times and methods of test. 
Oscillographs are given showing the sound 
decay under various conditions of absorp- 
tion. The article is especially good in that 
it includes a great many actual quantitative 
figures and discusses the entire subject in a 
practical and useful manner. 

The Recording and Reproducing of Sound, 
by A. G. D. West. Journal of the Royal 
Society of Arts, England, November 6th, 
1931. An extremely good article on the 
subject of sound recording and reproduction. 
The author discusses desirable frequency 
ranges and the extent to which they can be 
approached in practice. Curves are given 
on various types of transformers, some of 
which show characteristics essentially flat 
from about 30 cycles up to 30,000 cycles. 
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ews and Comment 
A page for the news of the whole radio industry, including important trade 
developments, new patent situations, comments by leading radio executives, 

notes, rumors and opinions 

Every Other Home Has Radio 
WASHINGTON, D. C.- Practically every 

other home in the United States now has a 
radio. That is the conservative deduction 
drawn from the U. S. Census Bureau's census 
of radio, which shows that 12,078,345 of the 
29,980,146 homes in this country, or 40.3 
per cent, had radios when the count was 
made as part of the decennial census of 
population of April 1, 1930. With 4.1 per- 
sons in the average American family, the 
total audience as of that date, 23 months 
ago, was 49,521,214. 

In the 23 months that have elapsed since 
the census was taken, the radio trade esti- 
mates that at least 4,000,000 radios were 
sold, mostly midget sets and mostly to homes 
that never before had radios. This would 
bring the total for the country to well over 
16,000,000, or well beyond the 50 per cent 
mark. It would indicate an audience that 
numbers around 65,000,000. 

Television on Light Beam 
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. - Television, 

transmitted experimentally on a beam of 
light, utilizing a wavelength of but a bil- 
lionth of a meter, has been successfully dem- 
onstrated here in the radio consulting labora- 
tory of the General Electric Company, it was 
announced recently by Dr. E. F. W. Alex - 
anderson. This use of the ultra short waves, 
Dr. Alexanderson believes, opens the way to 
a new and valuable era in the art and 
promises to result in more distinct television 
pictures. 

Today's Radio Dollar 
CHICAGO -The radio dollar of today has 

three times the purchasing power of two 
years ago and nearly ten times as much as 
five years ago, J. Clarke Coit, president of 
the U. S. Radio & Television Corporation, 
manufacturer of U. S. Apex and Gloritone 
sets, asserts on the basis of a compilation 
of comparative costs, plus the new innova- 
tions and higher efficiency incorporated in 
the modern receiver. 

Part of the increased value of the radio 
dollar is due to lower costs of materials and 
lower production costs due to increased man- 
ufacturing efficiency, and the balance of it 
lies in the many scientific advancements 
achieved by radio engineering, Mr. Coit 
stated. 

Radio Amateurs Increase 
WASHINGTON, D. C.- Intensified inter- 

est by American amateurs in radio trans- 
mitting is disclosed in the annual report of 
W. D. Terrell, director of the Commerce 
Department's radio division. During the last 
year, the report shows, the number of li- 
censed amateur radio stations rose to 22,739, 
an increase of nearly 4,000 as compared with 
the preceding year. It is apparent from this 
figure, it is pointed out, that amateurs are 
by far the largest users of transmitting radio 
stations in the United States. Accompany- 
ing the increase in amateur stations was a 
nuoticeable increase in the number of in- 
quiries received in the division from ama- 
teurs. The growing use of radio -telephone 
by amateurs, it is believed, accounts for this 
unusual interest. 

Reported by 

Howard S. Pearse 

British Publish World Radio 
Reception Chart 

LONDON, ENGLAND - Calibration 
charts designed to "enable the least techni- 
cally minded of listeners" to identify prac- 
tically all broadcasting stations within tuning 
range of their receiving sets have been pub- 
lished and made available to radio fans by 
the British Broadcasting Corporation. The 
booklet is titled "World Radio Calibration 
Charts" and costs the listener one shilling. 

A statement by the BBC, which published 
the charts fully realizing that they might 
help detract listeners from its own programs, 
says that the majority of those who listen 
to foreign stations tune in those stations 
on no fixed principle. The booklet not only 
contains graphs and logs of the long and 
short wave stations that can be heard in the 
British Isles, but tells how they can be 
identified and gives their average reception 
strength in Great Britain. 

European Television Research 
BOSTON -"Europe is working steadily if 

quietly on television with progress parallel- 
ing the work of American research," states 
Alexander Nyman, consulting engineer of the 
Shortwave and Television Corporation, who 
has just returned from an engineering trip 
abroad which took him through Switzerland, 
Berlin, Finland, London, and Paris. "Both 
the mechanical and cathode ray systems have 
their own advocates as in this country and 
both are making interesting progress. 

Future "Home" Theatres 
CAMDEN, N. J.- Drawing aside, for an 

instant, the veil of secrecy that hangs over 
the great radio laboratories here, W. R. G. 
Baker, vice -president of the RCA Victor 
Company, in a recent interview permitted a 
brief glimpse at the radio marvels of the 
future which scientists are creating there. 

The day is in sight, said Mr. Baker, when 
every new home costing $10,000 or more 
will have a room somewhere fitted up ex- 
clusively for radio -electrical entertainment. 
The "Home Theatre" will become another 
American institution. Television and home 
talkies will share room with a radio news 
bulletin, and talking books, that read them- 
selves aloud to those who wish to save their 
eyes. 

Radio Sales Tax Being 
Considered 

WASHINGTON, D. C. -A federal sales 
tax on radio receiving sets to aid in bol- 
stering the nation's depleted revenues, is 
under consideration by the Treasury De- 
partment, and may be proposed to Congress 
in the new internal revenue schedule. 

With several million sets sold annually, in- 
ternal revenue experts have decided that a 
small tax on set sales would yield substan- 
tial revenue and yet not be felt either by the 
public or the industry. They are inclined 
to classify radio as a semi -luxury, like jew- 

elry, automobiles, and confections, and in 
these times, when the Treasury faces a deficit 
estimated at $2,000,000,000 for the current 
year, it is deemed desirable to levy an excise 
duty of this nature. Congressional action, 
of course, is necessary. 

A sales tax, it was emphasized at the 
Treasury, is not to be confused with a li- 
cense tax on receiving sets. There is no 
thought of levying annual license fees, as is 
done in most every other country to defray 
the costs of maintaining the governmentally - 
operated systems. If adopted, the tax here 
simply would be on the retail price of the 
new set. 

Radio Blamed for Drought - 
Now for Too Much Wetness 
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND- Echoes of 

the day not long ago when certain self - 
selected soothsayers blamed the drought on 
radio waves and asked the U. S. Weather 
Bureau to declare a moratorium on all radio 
transmission have been heard by the League 
of Nations. Some one has written to the 
Geneva body here, asking that all European 
broadcasting be stopped for five or six weeks 
to determine whether radio is responsible for 
the prevailing wet weather. The signer of 
the letter urged the appointment of a "com- 
petent commission" to make observations of 
the climate conditions during the radio -less 
lull and then to publish a report that would 
either condemn or acquit the radio waves. 

Press Wireless Concession 
PARIS, FRANCE -Press Wireless, Inc., 

cooperative radio news distributing subsidi- 
ary of a group of American newspapers, has 
been authorized by the French government 
to erect a transoceanic radio station near 
here, in return for which it has agreed to 
make available its Hicksville, Long Island, 
transmitting station for service to the press 
of France. 

Giant 500 -Kw. Tube in London 
Display 

Exgeeding even the giant six -foot tubes 
used by KDKA, Pittsburgh, in testing radio 
powers up to 400,000 watts, the highest ever 
used in broadcasting, is the 500,000 watt tube 
that has been constructed for the British 
Post Office Department's transatlantic sta, 
tion at Rugby. Described as "a continuously 
evacuated valve," the British tube, a giant 
counterpart of the ordinary receiving set 
tube, but used only for high power trans- 
mitting purposes, is said to be the largest 
in the world. It was recently displayed at the 
Faraday Exposition in London by the Met- 
ropolitan- Vickers, Ltd., its manufacturer. 

Japanese Radio Monopoly 
Building Seven New Stations 
TOKYO, JAPAN -Plans for the construc- 

tion of seven new broadcasting stations to 
widen the service being furnished by the 15 
existing stations of the Japan Central Broad, 
casting Corporation have been approved by 
the Japanese Departmènt of Communica- 
tions, according to a report from the As- 
sistant American Trade Commissioner at 
Tokyo, H. B. Titus. 

(Continued on page 896) 
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Radio Fever 
(Continued from page 834) 

to the heating effect of different frequencies 
under various conditions. 

For the mathematical determination of 
the heating of a body of primarily dielectric 
properties it has been found that it depends 
primarily from the composition of the elec- 
trolyte, from its concentration, from its size 
and form and from the wavelength.* 

According to the classical field theory of 
James Clerk Maxwell, the characteristic 
wavelength of a body is determined by 

X = 
E 

(1) 
2x 

Hereby X the wavelength, e the dielectric 
constant and x the conductivity of the sub- 
stance. Taking the reciprocal value of equa- 
tion (1), we derive the following expression: 

1 2x 
(2) 

X e 

In introducing in this equation (2) spe- 
cific data, Paetzoldt gave the following 
formula as an expression for the wavelength 
under which a body might expect its strong- 
est heating effect: 

c 2g -= f = (3) 
X 4:s1 

(1 + -) 
aqk 

where f = the frequency (reciprocal to the 
wavelength) 

g = the conductivity of the sub- 
stance (the same as x) 

I = the length of the body 
q = the cross -section of the body 
a = reciprocal expression of the va- 

rious equivalent capacitances in- 
volved in the ararngement 

k = the dielectric constant of the 
body (the same as E) 

This means that the characteristic fre- 
quency for a substance has to be high if the 
dielectric properties of the substance are 
small. The frequency will be lower if the 
substance has a minor electrical conduc- 
tivity. 

Biological Applications 
There are many other biological applica- 

tions possible and it may be expected that 
the radio sciences will open up a much wider 
field in influencing biological tissues than 
thought of today. For instance, an experi- 
ment has been made in Italy, where cater- 
pillars of the silkworm were exposed to 
ultra -high- frequency fields. All of these 
silkworms hatched sooner and gave more 
silk than the untreated ones. However, this 
treatment is still too expensive today for 
practical use. 

One of the interesting experiments which 
have been made with this ultra -short -wave 
generator was to place flies in a glass body 
contained in ice. Ordinarily these flies died 
after a very short period of time. If, how- 
ever, subjected to the influence of the radio - 
thermic oscillations, the flies continued to 
live in between the ice blocks. At a later 
date rooms might be heated with a radio - 
thermical process, using no caloric heat pro- 
duction but having the temperature raised 
in the body as induced by its dielectric prop- 
erties in the field of high- frequency oscilla- 
tions. At both ends of a room wires or 
metal plates might be built in in the walls, 
filling the space between them with high - 
frequency energy and thus heating up the 
persons in the room between the plates. 

The application of radio transmitting ap- 
paratus for the science of medicine promises 
to be a valuable tool in fighting disease. The 
application of radio waves, beginning with 

(Continued on page 874) 
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The I. R. C. Resistor Replacement Guide - 
tells you whether the set has a 
defective resistor. 

The I. R. C. Color Code Chart -gives the resis- 
tance value of each defective unit. 

The I. R. C. Certified Kit - contains the resis- 
tance value you need to repair the 
receiver. 

Mail the coupon 
and get this Kit 
with the complete 
I. R. C. Formula 
shown above. 

Resistors 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
Philadelphia Toronto 

N-4 
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.. 2006 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
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Hundreds of Our Students 
Are Now, Engaged In a . . 

AVIATION 
RADIO 

Radio is the most fascinating part of 
Aviation -and Aviation holds the same 
place in Radio ! 

So why not train for an interesting, 
well -paying career in Aviation Radio - 
just as Lindbergh, Byrd, Eddy and 
others advise? 
Hundreds of our students are now ac- 
tively engaged in this work. Over 20% 
of the technical force of Airways Divi- 
sion (U. S. Dept. of Commerce) are en- 
rolled with us. Many other students are 
connected with American Airways, Boe- 
ing Air Transport, Eastern Air Trans- 
port, Pan -American Airways, etc. 

You Too Can Break Into 
Aviation the "Radio' Way! 
Find out all about our advanced train- 
ing that fits you for important radio 
work in Aviation and other fields. Study 
at home in your spare time -learn as 
you earn. 
Our courses teach you the basic engi- 
neering principles of RADIO and TEL- 
EVISION. You can never make real 
progress until you understand these fun- 
damentals. If any branches of RADIO 
-TELEVISION- AVIATION RADIO 
-appeal to you - 

Just Write for Facts! 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE, INC. 

14th St. aDDdelp 1Ra., N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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Ace iliarr headphone eanipment for uso with the Radio New. 

Ear Aid, for installation in hurches. halls or theatres, where it is 
desired to facilities for several deaf persons to listen at ono 

me. 
An Ear Aid Metalled on pulpit or platform is connected to o wiring ,vetew terminating in head hone o tlet boxes at desig- nated seats. Each outlet box includes individual volume con- trol and phone ack into which the deaf 1 stener plugs headphone. 

e he Ear Aidwill operate up to six headphones with more than ample volume. An ideal and surprisingly inexpensive stem which ermits the dead to enjoy the dvantagca of norm id hearing. 

In odd it to stoekMg all parts for the above devices, 
our Engineering Department is available for consultation 

n special earing nid equipments to meet any individual 
Irrit°r troop riists at.. 

N.Y. 

er price etf ires an parts. .Corvin( dì.e<nunfr to dealers. 
WILLIAM R. BRODERICK 

40 East 49tá Street, New York, N.Y 
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS 

AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE 

Write for Complete Catalog free of charge 
AEROVOX WIRELESS CORPORATION 

78 Washington Street Brooklyn. N. Y. 

PATENTS 
Write for Free Information, HOW TO OBTAIN A 
PATENT and RECORD OF INVENTION -or send 
drawing or model for examination. 
MILLER & MILLER, Patent Attorneys 
FORMER MEMBERS EXAMINING CORPS U. S. PATENT OFFICE 
1006 Woolworth Bldg., Dept. H, New York 
680 Earle Building, Washington, D. C. 
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Aviation Radio Game 
(Continued from page 831) 

than a ship's operator. He is worth more. 
To get a job in aviation as a radio main- 

tenance man you should be a good trouble- 
shooter on aircraft sets, a good battery man 
and not averse to gassing and oiling planes. 
Occasionally a maintenance man will be re- 
quired to relieve the airport radio operator, 
which means that he should know the corn - 
pany's communication system as well as its 
sets. The most important thing is to be 
absolutely reliable and also adaptable to 
other kinds of jobs. When you "OK" a 
plane set, it must thereafter work perfectly 
throughout the next flight. Sometimes you 
have to check the plane operator, to elimi- 
nate the flight trouble ! Assuredly the air- 
port radio maintenance man must be a man 
of ability and tact. 

The following are the more important re- 
quirements for assistant radio operator (Air- 
ways). This is a Civil Service job starting 
at $1800 a year with a $60 raise every year 
up to $2000. This sounds like a pretty good 
job, and it is. Assistants may be promoted 
to operator in charge, any time after six 
months' service, at salaries ranging from 
$2300 to $2800, and also to radio electri- 
cians at $3000 and more per year. The as- 
sistant's job is open to any operator between 
18 and 40 who is sound of wind and limb 
and who has no impediment of speech or 
"brogue" accent. Applicants will not be ex- 
amined personally, but will be rated on their 
training, experience and fitness. -They must 
be able to send and receive and type at 
speeds -up to 30 words per minute. 

There is a popular belief among civilian 
radio men that ex -army and ex -navy men 

get preference when it comes to employment 
in aviation. This misconception is caused 
by many unrelated facts. It is a fact that 
the Civil Service Airways jobs are often se- 
cured by disabled veterans. These men are 
legally entitled to a handicap on their ex- 
amination which often puts them at the head 
of the eligible list. Civilian flying concerns 
are honeycombed with good men who 
learned the air game in the army or navy. 
These men favor their friends because they 
know the air game as well as radio. 

Radio operators who learn the business of 
commercial aviation will progress upward 
as airport superintendents, field managers, 
plane despatchers, air -line managers and of- 
ficials of air companies. There are few old - 
time aviation radio operators, because the 
good ones have been promoted out of radio 
and more directly into aviation. 

Now do you see what sort of men aviation 
radio operators must be? Pretty good all - 
around men. Men who know three sides of 
the game: flying, operating, and mainte- 
nance. Able to sympathize with the troubles 
of the other fellow but not to condone his 
faults. Men without alibis -men of char- 
acter, not afraid. To this type of man avia- 
tion radio promises much interesting work, 
on the ground and in the air, as well as a 
great future; a future to be filled with ac- 
complishment and personal advancement. I 
have trained radio men of this type in the 
navy for years and am now training men 
for commercial aviation jobs and I find it 
always works out so that the better the man 
the better the aviation radio operator will 
be. 

British Radio Hoax 
(Continued from page 854) 

from the British Broadcasting Company 
studios, and a broadside in the press, opened 
the war. On a certain fateful day, named 
and dated exactly in this year of Our Lord 
1931, two or more heavily armed vans 
(trucks) would set forth, manned by grim, 
determined engineers, who would stop at 
nothing (except the houses of pirate listen- 
ers), and one after another would bring 
these evil -doers to justice. 

The vans were to be armed with every- 
thing of the latest in radio direction- finding 
apparatus, ultra- sensitive and extra -accurate. 
They were to cruise the streets of London 
and the suburbs at first, and then go on 
to other localities. Dark and mysterious 
would be their movements, they would come 
with a blast of trumpets, "alarms and excur- 
sions off stage ". In other words, they would 
not sneak into a town and catch these good 
people unaware. They would give every- 
one fair warning when they were about, 

Radio Fever 
(Continued from page 873) 

ultra -short waves with quasi -optical charac- 
teristics, up to normal short waves of about 
30 meters wavelength, has opened unusual 
possibilities for the physician and new hopes 
for the sick. 

j. Kowarschik: Electrical Short Waves and 
Their Importance in Medicine, Wiener Klinische 
Wochenschrift, Volume 30, pp. 957 -962, July, 
1931. t J. Paetzold: The Temperature Increase of 
Electrolytes in a High- frequency Condenser Field 
and Its Importance for Medicine. Zeitschrift fuer 
Hochfrequenztechnik, Volume 36, September, 1930, 
p. 85. 

and it was just too bad for those who failed 
to take advantage of this fair play and get 
their licenses in the meanwhile. They would 
not question any license which might show 
a more recent date than the radio set -but 
Heaven help the poor soul who had none ! 

For a week they operated with the grim 
efficiency of Scotland Yard closing in on a 
band of criminals, while whole veins of 
shivers ran up and down the British radio 
spine. It was found, said Post -Office author- 
ities, giving out communiqués as from a 
battle front, that the morning was the best 
time to work, when the husbands were away 
and the wives were whiling away their 
housework hours with gay melody. Not 
three days after the opening of the campaign, 
there appeared in both the London newsreel 
theatres -one on Charing Cross Road, the 
other on Shaftesbury Ave., in the West End, 
pictures of these wonderful automobiles at 
work catching pirates. We were shown the 
inside of the "van," filled with lovely direc- 
tion- finding sets, wheels, and gadgets. We 
were permitted to see the engineers actually 
track down a set, and went with camera 
right to the front door of a house, where the 
inspector rang the bell, asking to see the 
license of the householder; and when the 
good wife admitted, with very evident em- 
barrassment in the face of the camera, that 
there was no license, she was politely but 
firmly warned that His Majesty's Govern- 
ment would find themselves obliged to pro- 
ceed against that family to the full force of 
the law. There we had the working of this 
new policing system displayed to us in brief, 
convincing form. 

The vans moved on and ever on. They 
were announced in Richmond, in Westmins- 
ter, in Mayfair, in Acton Town and Poplar 
-and the citizens of each of these boroughs 
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ran shivering to the branch post offices, 
"queing up" in long lines to wait their turns 
to pass the government their ten shillings for 
a slip of paper guaranteeing them protection 
and peace from the stern vans which so in- 
exorably sought them out. The radio detec- 
tives went to Oxford, to Cambridge, to Dun- 
dee and Glasgow, and from John o' Groat's 
to Land's End, heralded far and near by 
the ever vigilant press and the unbiquitous 
newsreel. And in Glasgow and in Plymouth, 
on the Isle of Wight and on Clydeside, the 
lawbreakers fled to cover themselves with 
licenses. 

New Licenses 
At the end of about two weeks, an an- 

nouncement was made that some thirty to 
forty thousand new licenses had been taken 
out, and that the radio vans were really 
proving themselves effective. They had, in 
other words, made perhaps, 120,000 (nearly 
$100,000, at par value) for the Post Office f and the B.B.C. to split between themselves; 
and they had installed a proper respect for 
the law into many hitherto unpatriotic Brit- 
ish breasts. Whereupon for a moment they 
dropped from the public eye. 

Can It Be Done? 
Until suddenly the public began to take 

note of the mutterings of a few cynics who 
had from the first said they did not believe 
that any such vans could be built. How, 
said these cynics, could anyone detect a re- 
ceiving set ? Of course, they might wait un- 
til some set oscillated, and then take a "bear- 
ing" on it. They would then move along 
100 yards or so and wait until the set oscil- 
lated again, and take another bearing -"Oh, 
yeah ?" (they are using that expression over 
here now, thanks to the American talking 
films.) "That would be just fine; but by 
the time they had gotten to another spot, 
the chances were that the listener would 
have tuned off. Anyway, he would not still 
be oscillating. They might, of course, try 
to tempt him to oscillate by doing a bit of 
fancy reradiation themselves; but that would 
bring in perhaps twenty people in all the 
London area -and probably eighteen of 
those would have licenses anyway." 

The Secret Is Out 
So the secret seems to be that the vans 

were just used for the publicity they could 
obtain. At least, the British public is get- 
ting very suspicious that it has been badly 
hoaxed. It is true the van riders rolled 
merrily along the residential streets twirling 
their' frame aerials and looking fierce, but in 
reality they listened carefully for any sounds 
of radio broadcasting that might come 
through open windows. It has been a fairly 
mild Fall in England, and the British are 
fresh -air fiends. They keep their windows 
open until the last possible moment. Even 
an amateur detective might be able to learn 
that some house was equipped with a radio 
set; and it would not need a remarkable 
pair of ears to trace it down. It is reported 
that the van riders went into houses, after 
listening at doors and windows, whenever 
they heard strains from a radio. 

Anyway, the B.B.C. and the Post Office 
are rubbing their hands over a tidy sum of 
delinquent license fees; and the English 
people, who, in spite of all American belief 
to the contrary, are quick to see a good joke 
on themselves, are chuckling at their own 
gullibility in not even questioning how these 
vans could find them -the while the Post 
Office says it has something even bigger and 
better in the way of "radio van" now corn- 
ing out, which will detect any metal antenna 
of over six inches long. 

With which, one journalist opines, they 
will find a wonderful amount of drain -pipes, 
eaves -troughs, and household plumbing. 
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NATIONAL PARTS 
for Short Wave Uses 

In addition to the parts shown below, NATIONAL CO., INC., 
makes a full line of Transmitting Condensers, Parts and Trans- 
formers for Every Kind of Broadcast Receiving and Short Wave 
Circuit, Amplifiers, Power Supplies. Write for our catalog sheets - 
NR -4-32. 

SE &ST 
VARIABLE 

CON - 
; '1 DENSERS 

for SW use 

A special high- frequency de- 
sign -not a cut -down broad- 
cast job. Has insulated main 
bearing and constant impe- 
dance pigtail. Makes gang tun- 
ing possible on short waves. 
SE has 270° Straight fre- 
quen line 
180° Équitune plates. Capac- 
ities up to 150 mmf. 

b x¡ 

Yi,s' 

TYPE TMP 
SPLIT STATOR TYPE 

TRANSMITTING 
CONDENSER 

Especially suited for 60 M C 
amateur and experimental 
work on "High C" and push - 
pull transmitters. Heavy 
aluminum straight -line capac- 
Ity plates. with rounded 
edges and polished all over. Insulation is CROLITE. 
Made for 3000 and 6000 volts. 

, NEW 6 -IN. 

1 

VERNIER 
DIAL 

Type NW 

Solid German Silver. Has 
flush vernier, estimates to 
1/20 Division. Has 3 -point 
variable ratio -fully patented 
construction. For amateur and 
laboratory uses. 

STANDARD 
4 -IN. TYPE N 

Ir = 
VELVET 

VERNIER 
DIAL 

Has original and matchless 
Velvet Vernier mechanism. 
Real vernier scale estimates to 
1/10 division. 3 -point attach- 
ment for easy and accurate 
mounting. Solid German 
Silver construction. 

R. F. TRANS- 
FORMERS 

AND 
AND COIL- 

FORMS 

Available to cover from 33 M C 
to 150 k. c. Forms are moulded 
R. 39, new low -loss coil mate- 
rial developed by Radio Fre- 
quency Laboratories exclusively 
for us. Blank forms are also 
available for winding experi- 
mental coils with 4, 5 or 6 prong 
bases. 

NATIONAL SW -45 
THRILL -BOX 

The outstanding short wave re- 
ceiver. Range 9 -2000 meters. 
Very high signal to noise ratio. 
True single- control tuning. 
Made both in low -drain Battery 
model and in humless A. C. 
model with special power sup - 
ply. R. C. A. Licensed. 

VELVET 
VERNIER 

DIALS 
TYPES B and 

BM 

Type B has o known V. V. 
Variable Ratiio of f 6-1 to 20-1; 
bakelite cover; dial is quickly 
attached without special tools. 
5" Diam. New Type BM is 3s 
diam., for use on small receivers 
and transmitters. Made with 
fixed ratio only. 

SHORT 
WAVE 

POWER 
UNIT, TYPE 

5880 

A separate unit for S.W.A.C. 
power supply. Power trans- 
former has electrostatic shield 
between windings, R.F. Filter 
on Rectifier tube and special 
filter section, for humless opera- 
tfon. Separate 2.5 Volt Fila- 
meat Supply. R.C.A. Licensed. 

{í 

NATIONAL NC -5 
SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER 

MOST POWERFUL MADE 
Easily attached to any set in 10 
minutes. Works on any set. Has 
two extra stages ampli own 
built No plug -in coils. Has o.A. 
License power supply, R.C.A. 
Licensed. Ien standard metal 
cabinet model, and De Luxe 

o inlaid 
any shown 

cl with s rnahog- 
any cabinet, shown abovve. 

r 

Has same 
all V. V. 
jeered in 
glass screen 
from any 
larged figures 
sions. Easy 
lax. 

DRUM TYPE 
VELVET- 
VERNIER 

PROJECTION 
DIAL TYPE H 

velvet smoothness of 
Dials. Scale is pro- 
color on to ground- 

and reads the same 
position, with en- 

and scale divi- 
to read -no parcel- 

AUDIO 
TRANS- 

FORMERS 

makes audio- 
for all purposes 

for transmit- 
is a new line of 

Trans- 
Class B Push -Pull 

and Public Ad- 

NATIONAL SHORT 
HAND BOOK 

-WAVE 

64 Pages of 
latest data 
on Short - 
wave Re- 
ception and Receiver 
Construc- tfon by Leading 
Short Wave 
Authorities. 
Volume 2, 
now ready, contains 

TIRE- EN 
TNEW 

and differ - 

7bea7anmle.,.- NN. u 

`_ p ShortWave Radio 
WN°Nill.Le i.r., °..= .!Fe,,, loN 

ïxKry.. 
, "M M'^^" 

W:ßá 
Cdr,.,,,,K -= 

'1 
_ . 

National Co. 
transformers -for receivers, 
tern. There 
special NATIONAL 
formers for 
Modulators, 
dress Systems. 

"'" 
c°° ""° ".e "' ". " "" '"" 
than volume 1. Price each, Vol. or 

Volt 

Vol. 2, SOc. Send today enclosing 
stamps or coin. 

NATllONAL 
Precision Radio Products 

NATIONAL COMPANY INC., Sherman, Abbott & Jackson Sts., Malden, Mass. 
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What do they 
say -after 

you ve gone ?': 

When you have testing equipment second to 
none, insuring professional accuracy, you're 
welcomed back into that home for future ser- 

vice, profitable parts replacements, or 'tween 
season sales. That's why SUPREME INSTRU- 
MENTS actually cost you nothing -are really 
investments for future income. That's why you 
need the most complete and most modern instru- 
ment of all radio history- 

SUPREME 

DIAGNOMETER 
AAA 1 - $147.5° 

ultra modern testing instru- 
ments menns in I for the price of 

You can't afford to decide on any instrument until you have sent 
the coupon for information on AAA n. and the other new SU- 
PREME INSTRUMENTS, namely 

Model 90 
Supreme Set Analyzer 

Model 60 
Supreme Oscillator 

Model 70 
Supreme Oscillator 

Model 40 $3000 
Supreme Tube Tester 

All- Dealers' net prices F.O.B. Greenwood, 
Miss. Ask your Jobber to demonstrate. 

$7850 

$3000 
$4975 

j SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION 
430 Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss. 

Please send me full praticulars on 

(Here specify those interested in) 

Name 

Address .. .. .. .. 
City State ............. 
Jobber's Name 

City State............. 
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The March of Television 
(Continued from page 853) 

results? It is, simply, that television re- 
search along present lines is restricted by 
severe limitations. 

First, there are limitations of apparatus. 
These are more evident at the receiver, 
which must be comparatively small and 
cheap, than at the transmitter. If the image 
is to be viewed directly on a Nipkow disk 
(as it is in several present commercial mod- 
els), home -movie quality demands about 400 
holes on the spiral curve spaced at least two 
feet apart. As such a disk would be at least 
200 feet in diameter, it is apparent that the 
method is preposterous for practical in- 
stallation. With the drum -type scanner it 
might be possible to reduce somewhat the 
dimensions, but even then the drum alone 
would fill a fair -sized house. Present cabi- 
net- enclosed disks and drums give a picture 
only about one and one -half inches square, 
which is made to appear somewhat larger 
(but not clearer) by a magnifying glass di- 
rectly in front of it. But the disadvantage 
of the magnifying glass is that the observers 

beam to spread with distance, due to the 
mutual repulsion of the electrons of which it 
consists. One cannot focus the bright spot 
of an ordinary cathode ray oscillograph 
down much narrower than an eighth of an 
inch or so. For a 400 -line television pic- 
ture with such a tube, the spot could be no 
wider than about one hundredth of an inch. 
It does no good to speed up the electronic 
scanning operation to the extent of a 400 - 
line picture if the successive tracks of the 
spot greatly overlap; the net result is not a 
400 -line picture at all, but something far 
less clear. 

It is one of the cardinal communication 
principles that the faster you wish to trans- 
mit intelligence (or the amount of it you 
wish to send in a given time), the wider 
must your electrical channel be. This the- 
orem applies to telegraph, telephone and 
radio alike, and television is no exception. 
Larger pictures and more detail mean wider 
television channels Wider channels, in 
turn, mean very special and expensive ar- 

THE COMPLETE CATHODE SYSTEM 
At the left is shown the complete Von Ardenne cathode ray tube trans- 
mitter for television, while at the right is the cathode ray receiver. These 

are being commercialized by Loewe in Germany 

must be huddled together within á fairly 
narrow field of view. 

These limitations of apparatus size may 
be avoided by projection methods which, 
however, introduce difficulties of their own. 
One is adequate lighting, the difficulty of 
which increases as the square of the pic- 
ture size. In other words, projection to the 
size of home movies would require some- 
thing like one hundred times as much light 
as the present small pictures. Then too, 
there is the matter of clearness. A 60 -line 
picture is no clearer projected on a screen 
than it is on the disk. To get 400 -line 
definition on the screen, assuming a disk 
about ten or fifteen feet in diameter, we are 
faced with the problem of placing 400 
lenses, perhaps an inch in diameter, along - a 
spiral curve around the disk, each lens cen- 
ter being accurately located within less than 
one thousandth of an inch, and each lens 
being accurately ground to the same optical 
characteristics. However difficult, this prob- 
lem is perhaps not impossible, particularly 
in theater television where the expense may 
be justified. Projection methods will bear 
watching in the future. 

The great advantage of the cathode -ray 
systems is that the moving parts, compris- 
ing only an electron beam, have no inertia 
in the ordinary sense. But these systems 
have disadvantages of their own. The beam 
must be projected through a vacuum, which 
entails a glass bulb about three times as 
long as the screen is wide. For a cathode 
ray screen of home -movie size it is difficult 
to see how the tube itself could be less than 
six feet long. Most people would not want 
a vacuum tube filling half a room, even if 
they could afford to buy a replacement 
every year or so. 

Perhaps the most serious limitation of the 
cathode -ray system is the tendency of the 

rangements on wire lines; or in the case of 
radio, wide sidebands with consequent 
blanketing of other stations which might 
like to transmit also. 

It is now standard television practice to 
provide twenty pictures per second. A 60- 
line picture has 3600 elements, correspond- 
ing to picture currents of frequencies up to 
1800 cycles per picture. Thus the highest 
picture frequencies in 60 -line scanning are 
around 36,000 cycles per second or 36 kc. 
Should the definition be improved enough 
to produce a 120 -line picture, the highest 
picture frequencies would run around 144 
kc. And should the definition be carried up 
to the home -movie standard of 400 lines, the 
picture frequencies would approach 1600 kc! 

The upper frequency limits of open wire - 
lines are, of course, not definitely fixed, 
but in general they are around 30 to 40 kc. 
In populous areas underground cables would 
be necessary and these, by special loading, 
could also be arranged to transmit frequen- 
cies up to perhaps 40 kc. Present 60 -line 
television, therefore, is well within wire pos- 
sibilities for countrywide service, and the 
same is true of the 72 -line scanning used in 
the Bell Laboratories two -way system, ex- 
cept that the latter might require two spe- 
cial lines instead of one, separating the pic- 
ture frequencies into appropriate bands by 
means of filters. But 120 -line scanning 
would require about four special lines, while 
400 -line scanning corresponding to home - 
movie quality would call for something like 
fifty wire channels. Inasmuch as each of 
these fifty channels must be much more 
carefully balanced than for audible broad- 
casting wire lines of today, to say nothing 
of the difficulty of filtering out fifty bands 
of frequencies and recombining them, it is 
evident that nation -wide diffusion of high - 
quality television, comparable to present 
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chain distribution of audible programs, is far 
in the future if possible at all. 

The radio probabilities are likewise lim- 
ited. The 36 -kc. picture frequencies of 60- 
line scanning call for two 36 -kc. sidebands, 
one on each side of the carrier, or a com- 
plete radio channel 72 kc. wide. This is 
within the limits of present television bands 
in the neighborhood of 2000 kc. and 3000 
kc. Should definition be increased to 120 - 
line scanning, however, the channel width 
would be about 288 kc. This channel would 
require some rearrangements, but it would 
be entirely possible. Home -movie definition, 
however, would inordinately increase the 
channel width to over 3000 kc. If one of 
the present television transmitters attempted 
such broad modulation it would blanket all 
three present television bands and the ship, 
air and amateur bands between them, to say 
nothing of our entire present broadcast 
band! Even if such a station were per- 
mitted on the air it would not assure de- 
pendable television service to any great dis- 
tance, because much of the time radio fad- 
ing effects would mar the image before they 
got more than 25 to 100 miles from the 
transmitter. In addition, there is the diffi- 
culty of designing a receiver to cover such 
an enormous frequency band. 

It is possible, by using ultra -short radio 
waves, to avoid both channel restrictions 
and nearby fading difficulties at one bound. 
With a carrier of 40,000 kc., 3000 kc. modu- 
lation does not bulk so large. Broadcast- 
ing on about 7 meters has been tested in 
Berlin during the past two years, and in 
New York City the RCA- Victor Company 
is said to be sending out experimental ultra - 
short wave television. Those waves gave ex- 
cellent coverage in the comparatively open 
city of Berlin; but among the steel towers 
of New York results may be quite different. 
Ultra short -wave transmission, like every- 
thing else in engineering, demands a price for 
its boon. The waves are propagated prac- 
tically like light waves with no reflections 
from the ionized layer, so that the range 
scarcely exceeds that of a visible beacon, 
being mainly dependent on the height of the 
transmitter above the ground. 

Present Progress 
These limitations show why television de- 

velopment has moved slowly in the past and 
continues to move slowly in the present. 
Rapid progress, it would seem, can only be 
initiated by the discovery of some entirely 
new principle. It would be far from the 
truth, however, to regard the art as static 
or to consider present efforts futile. An 
understanding of these limitations leads to 
better appreciation of results obtained in 
spite of them. A great deal of splendid re- 
search is steadily going forward. 

The RCA -Victor Company and the Philco 
Company are said to be working on home 
televisors of the cathode -ray tube. Little 
information about them is available except 
that they may be ready within a "short 
time" and will give "excellent definition." 
It is difficult to see how this definition can 
approach the 400 -line home -movie picture. 
Perhaps a more likely figure is something 
like 120 lines -a mere personal guess, of 
course, based on the limitations detailed 
above. 

Everyone who converses over the Bell 
Laboratories two -way television system is 
delighted with it. You forget all about 
wires and whirling disks, so perfect is the 
illusion of an actual meeting in which you 
are participating. Burdened only with the 
task of transmitting clearly a single face, 
this 72 -line system stands out in present 
relative perfection above others viewed. 
There is no reason why it could not soon be 
installed in the larger cities for regular 
service. 

Another immediate possibility is theater 
television, which has received some atten- 
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SERVICE 
EN! IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS 

FRONT 

RADIO MINDER 
By Keeping Your Name Before Your Customers Every Day 
Most people forget the day, the station, the dial number and hour 
of their favorite programs and will appreciate Radiominder Cards 
with spaces to record such information. They will be kept for the 
longest time in any home. Give ltadiominder Cards with your ad 
printed on to your customers or place a fete in every home in your 
neighborhood and they will constantly remind the people of you god 
thus think and talk about you. 

There's No Better Way To Make 
People Think of You Every Day 

These cards are for superior to business cards or blotters and their 
cost insignificant considering the benefits you will derive. Triai 
orders accepted for as little as. 

1 
Radiominders with your Ad of 

5 lines printed for........ 
Each additional 100 Cards 50c 

$1.25 
JR. 

Card size 31/2 n 50% inches. Ad space 1 r 3 inches. Printed 
attractively on heavy Golden Rod Bristol Card. Use ink and 
handprint your copy and mail today with remittance to 
Dept. N -ROTH PRESS, 846 Sutter Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Servicemen- 
FREE! 
New LYNCH 

RESISTOR 
Replacement 

MANUAL 
with purchase of 10 LYNCHI 

Metallized Resistors. or Man - 
+I lone may be bought for 

91.00. 

Covers more than 

200 Receivers 

SIRVICEN 

,r 
rM" 

New Low List Prices 
1 Watt 30c; 2 Watt 40c; 3 Watt 50c 

Metallized 
1, 2, 3 WATTS Metallized 

Precision Wire Wound 
Send order today for Manual, new reduced 
price catalog and R. 31. A. Color Code Card. 

LYNCH MFG. CO., Inc., 1775N B'way, N. Y. City 
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LAFAYETTE 

Superheterodyne 
Another great triumph! 
Brilliant performance far 
above the ordinary midget. 
5 TUBES - VARIABLE 
MU AND PENTODE - 
FULL VISION ILLUMI- 
NATED DIAL -GENU- 
INE DYNAMIC SPEAK- 
ER - BUILT -IN AN- 
T ENNA-P HON O- 
GRAPH JACK. 

Write for Catalog 
i.,n. other remarkable bargains. 

lowest wholesale prices. 
fur Your copy of latest 144- 
í..c rtalog, write Dept. D -12. 

WHOLESALE RADIO cORVcE 
loo Sixth Ave., New York 

STOP kicking 
DOLLARS in 
the FACE.. 

jYTHEN you look on your Service Depart- 
ment as a necessary "nuisance" you are 

kicking dollars in the face. Stop fooling 
yourself! 

Service work is the source of substantial 
PROFIT to those who take it seriously. 

Your Service Department is a BUSINESS - 
a business which is growing rapidly and 
profitably for service men who make their 
replacements with time and money- saving 
ELECTRAD QUALITY Resistors and Volt- 
age Controls. 
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A NEW DEPENDABILITY 

IN SOUND 

EQUIPMENT 
FOX UNITS not only com- 
mand attention for their out- 
put volume and tone value 

-they offer definite, exclusive coil and diaphragm 
features that insure continuous and trouble -free 
service. The Fox Electro- Dynamic Unit and the 
Fox Ram's Horn is a combination that out- demon- 
strates anything on the market. 

Improve your present equipment 
with a Fax Unit 

FOX ALUMINUM TRUMPET HORNS are 
setting entirely new standards of sound quality. 

Its importance to the industry can hardly be over- 
estimated. Wherever sound amplification of real 
quality and volume is desired, this new horn out - 
demonstrates anything yet developed. Clear, bell - 
like, and astonishingly realistic in tone -light in 
weight -and free frein all the old dangers of ex- 
posure, humidity and atmospheric changes; it is 
truly a powerful factor in the service which any 
installation offers. 

Pole mounting of some kind is unavoidable in 
many sound projection applications at football 
stadiums, ball parks, fight arenas, airports, or out- 
door reviews and conventions in general. Overall 
length of -6 feet -with 32 -inch bell. 

FOX AMPLIFYING COMPANY 
625 Board of Trade Building 

TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A. 

F. & H. CAPACITY AERIAL 

Price $1.00 Complete 
postpaid 

Every Instrument Tested on Actual 1127 Mile Reception 
A LARGE NUMBER ARE IN USE BY 

GOVERNMENT, IN NAVY HOSPITAL 
The F. & H. Capacity Aerial Eliminator has the capacity 
of the average 75 -foot aerial, 50 feet high. It increases 
selectivity and full reception on both local and long dis- 
tance stations; is absolutely guaranteed. It eliminates the 
outdoor aerial along with the unsightly poles, guy wires, 
mutilation of woodwork, lightning hazards, etc. It does 
not connect to the light socket and requires no current 
for operation. Installed by anyone in a minute's time 
and is fully concealed within the set. Enables the radio 
to be moved into different rooms, or houses, as easily as 
a piece of furniture. 
8,000 dealers handle our line. Dealers! Over 80 leading 
Jobbers carry our line or order sample direct. Write for 
proposition. 
- - --SEND COUPON, IT PROTECTS 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Send one F. & H. Capacity Aerial with privilege of re- 
turning after 3 -day trial if not satisfactory, for which 
enclosed find check M. O. or dollar bill, or send 

C. O. D. Send Literature, Dealer's proposition. 
F. & H. RADIO LABORATORIES 

Fargo, N. Dak. Dept. 19 

RADIO SCHOOL 
YOUNG MEN wanted to train as radio 
operators; we prepare for U. S. Govt. li- 
cense; new classes now forming ; call or 
write for 40 -page catalog ; established 1899. 
MASS. RADIO SCHOOL, 18 Boylston 
St., .Boston. 

tion from engineers of the General Electric 
Company and also from Sanabria. In the 
theater is placed for bulky and expensive 
apparatus that could never be installed in 
the home. The expense of elaborate equip- 
ment and multiple channels also, is better 
proportioned to the theater. Here, in the 
writer's opinion, may be the real beginnings 
of television as pure entertainment. 

With present 60 -line equipment the foun- 
dations of television artistry and showman- 
ship are now being laid. High up in the 
New York headquarters of the Columbia 
Broadcasting System is a new television 
studio, where, daily, well -known artists per- 
form in the flickering light of the flying spot. 
On Fifth Avenue the Jenkins Company, 
also, sends out regular programs, well pre- 
sented and entertaining. Other stations in 
the city and elsewhere are in daily opera- 
tion. Creditable receivers, such as the 
Jenkins and the Baird, are on the market. 

Outstanding among the smaller research 
organizations is the Jenkins plant at Passaic, 
New Jersey. Here a television camera has 
been developed which can be pointed and 
focussed with the ease of a standard movie 
camera on any well -lighted object, near or 
distant, inside or outside. The operator, 
looking into a combined view -finder and 
monitor on the camera, sees the picture re- 
synthesized by the same disk that has an- 
alyzed it, in light from a neon tube con- 
nected to the amplifier output. This camera 
opens to television the whole field of artis- 
tic lighting as developed in the theater and 
the movies. Another Jenkins development is 
a projection receiver giving a picture a foot 
square. This, in the present magnifying - 
glass era, should arouse enthusiasm, par- 
ticularly if the definition can be advanced 
beyond the 60 -line picture. And in larger 
form, it has distinct possibilities for the 
theater. 

Thus the slow march of television is a for- 
ward march showing definite gains against 
severe limitations. One of these days some- 
one may evolve an entirely new principle 
before which the limitations will fade away. 
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It is said that a short time before the 
Wright Brothers flew at Kitty Hawk, 
learned men in Europe proved conclusively 
by mathematics that human flight was im- 
possible. Perhaps something similar will 

PROJECTION TELEVISOR 
In this new Jenkins receiver which em- 
ploys the lens scanning disc, the received 
pictures are projected on a ground glass 
section which enables everyone in the room 

to view the living objects 

happen in television. But until the thing 
is done we might remember the phrase, 
"figures do not lie." 

Quartz- Crystal Receiver 
(Continued from page 838) 

of which is considerably favored by the 
audio correction circuit. The result is, on a 
quiet night less background will be heard on 
the ordinary super while the reverse is true 
on a noisy night. (The tube hiss, how- 
ever, is quite negligible. Reference is made 
to it only as an interesting point, and in an 
effort to provide an impartial picture of 
what the Stenode is and what it will do.) 

The fundamental circuit is shown in 
Figure 6. No values are given, nor is the 
super switch indicated. These details are 
reserved for the constructional article to 
follow. 

The switch is mounted on the shaft of 
the balancing condenser, so that when the 
balance control is turned all the way counter 
clockwise, the following changes are made: 
The primary of the correction transformer 
is opened, the first audio stage being 
changed to a resistance -coupled stage with 
an impedance leak (the secondary of the 
correction transformer). The crystal is thus 
shorted out. The center tap to the bridg- 
ing condensers is opened, and the lower side 
of the first i.f. secondary is grounded mak- 
ing available the entire winding, thus in- 
creasing the gain. 

It will be observed that the circuit is 
fundamentally that of a superheterodyne, the 
input i.f. stage being tuned with the quartz 
crystal. The radio -frequency amplifier is 
preceded by a band -pass pre- selector and 
immediately followed by the first detector.. 
A simple oscillator, with a specially -designed 
tracking condenser, is employed in prefer -, 
ence to the usual padding arrangement. The 

output of the tuner, whether operated as an 
ordinary superheterodyne or as a Stenode, 
bas a straight -line audio characteristic and 
may be input to any high grade power 
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Figure 4. Curves showing the rejection 
and audio -frequency attenuation character- 

istics of the receiver 

amplifier, such as the Loftin -White or the 
special amplifier to be described later in 
these articles. . 

The dial is provided with two ratios -the 
low ratio, (5 to 1) being employed for 
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rough tuning and when used as an ordinary 
superheterodyne. For final Stenode tuning, 
a small clutch is actuated, under the main 
knob, changing the ratio to 250 to 1. The 
selectivity of the receiver is such as to make 
essential this very delicate control. Tun- 
ing is also accomplished visually, rather 
than by ear, as a 10th of a dial division will 
make all the difference between satisfactory 
and poor reception. It must not be thought, 
however, that the receiver is difficult to tune. 
The high -ratio dial greatly facilitates ad- 
justment, and the knack of accurate tuning is 
quickly acquired. 

It is, of course, possible to convert any 
superheterodyne into a Stenode, but a de- 
gree of engineering skill and the following 
special parts will be required: 1 crystal 
tube, 1 two -ratio dial, 1 input i.f. trans- 
former, 1 correction transformer and i bal- 
ancing condenser. The special parts for the 
complete tuner include, in addition to the 
above, 1 chassis, 1 set of Stencoils, 1 output 
i.f. transformer and 1 tuning condenser 
gang. 

Complete constructional details, parts 
lists and further diagrams will be given in 
the second article in the next issue of 
RADIO NEWS. 

Condenser "Mike" 
(Continued from page 849) 

The stretching process is a delicate opera- 
tion, but can be accomplished in this man- 
ner. Put a very thin film of non -medicated 
vaseline on the rim of the back case, A. 
This is to prevent tearing of the diaphragm. 
A further precaution is to remove all micro- 
scopic burrs from the mouth of the back 
case with very fine sandpaper. Connect a 
pair of phones and a 22% -volt B battery in 
series with the two terminals of the head and 
screw the back case into place. As the dia- 
phragm comes close to the back plate, H, 
clicks and scraping sounds will be heard in 
the phones. Continue to advance the back 
case until there is no contact between the 
diaphragm and this back plate. Now blow 
on the diaphragm. At first the diaphragm 
will bellow in under the gentle air pressure 
and clicks will be heard. Slowly advance 
the back case until ordinary blowing on the 
diaphragm does not produce a click in the 
phones. The locking ring should then be 
brought into place and the diaphragm again 
tested by blowing for tension. 

Attaching the Head 
The head is now ready to attach to an 

amplifier. However, if an amplifier is lack- 
ing, the instrument may be tested in this 
manner. Every experimenter has a single - 
circuit regenerative short -wave receiver with 
one or two stages of audio amplification. 
Short out the small antenna -coupling con- 
denser, if there is one, and place the com- 
pleted head in series with the antenna. Place 
the phones in their usual place in the cir- 
tuit. Find a vacant space somewhere be- 
tween the 40 and 80 -meter bands and bring 
the set into oscillation. A little adjustment 
with the receiver and soon the room noises 
will begin to come in with astonishing clar- 
ity. The ordinary voice of a person any- 
where in the room will be clearly distin- 
guishable. With the short -wave receiver as 
amplifier and long leads to the phones in 
another room the head may be thoroughly 
tested for voice and music. 

Such improvements in this unit as desic- 
cating at a low heat and thoroughly sealing 
against moisture and dust may be incor- 
porated, which operation is left to the in- 
genuity and discretion of the builder. Long 
and satisfactory service may be expected 
from this head. Several of these units have 
already been in use some months. 
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COMET 
SUPER -HETERODYNE 

OU will search far 
to find the equal of 
the new Hammar- 

lund COMET Custom -Built All - 
wave Super- heterodyne. 

A superbly efficient short -wave 
receiver, especially designed to 
cover also the regular broadcast 
channels up to 550 meters. 

A.C. operated, using eight new- 
est type tubes with Pentode output. 
Super- sensitive, super -selective, and has 
remarkably fine tone. Exclusive easy - 
tuning features. 

The ideal receiver for the home -office 
-laboratory - newspaper - police - air- 
port- steamship. 
Write Dept. RN -4 -f or Descriptive Folder. 

CUSTOM 
BUILT 

The COMET 
14 -200 meter " PRO /I 
Custom -b u i l t Super -heterodyne 
High- frequency Receiver for 
Professional operators. 8 tubes. 
Efficient band -spread tuning sys- 
tem, with special long -wave 
oscillator. Phone jack and speak- 
er connections. Connection for 
external amplifier. Write for de- 
tails. 

Console Cabinet 
for COMET All - 
if'are Receiver 

HAMMARLUND- ROBERTS, INC. 
424 West 33rd Street, New York 

HAMMARLUND 

FILTERMATIC PRODUCTS II 

Help you to get the BEST possible reception 
from your RADIO set. 

SUPER -FILTERMATIC 
The Modern Aerial 

(INDOOR OR OUTDOOR) 
Thousands 

a 
satisfied users, praised by 

reduces 
adio 

experts. sR places all other aerials, 
static, and nele Especially good i- 
tance reception. saHelps to separate tations. 
does not connect light socket (therefore 
eliminating hum and (ice noises). it ie ry 

lutcompact, 
measuring only 1 fix2 inches, is abso- 

ely non-corrosive and -directional. in- 
stalled minute, reo 

non-directional. 
needed. Will 

onut. Eliminates trouble d never 
of lightning- arrester. Can also be used 

in conjunction with your present aerial. 
Price only $2.00 postpaid. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refarded. 

ALL PROGRAMS 
Are Good with a FIL- 
TERMATIC. For all 
radios only $1.00 post- 
paid. 
Entirely automatic -no bothersome 

static. brigs pin distatone, , increases 
volum separates statione.o In- 

stalled in one minute. tools required, in aeries ith your aerial 
e your aerial and ground. Satisfaction guaranteed or money 

refunded. 

Send check or money order. C. O. D. 25% with order. 
(No foreign C. 0. D.) Money back guaranteed after 5 -day trial. 
Service Men and Dealers Write for Particulars. Also 
information about Free local newspaper advertising. 

FILTERMATIC MFG. CO. 
(Dept. B -10) 4458 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

SERVICEMEN - DEALERS 
Did You Receive Your Copy of Our 
OFFICIAL 1932 RADIO PARTS 

GUIDE 
FEATURING 

The newest thing in radio? 
FLASH -O -GRAM 
"Hours of servicing cut to 
minutes." Send 5e in coin 
or stamps to cover cost of 
mailing. 
Don't Wait -Act Now 

DIXON RADIO O ELECTRIC CORP. 
no East 23rd Street, New York City, N. Y. 

{ C4$0 lé3,) 
LI,MI.TE0C". 

SEND FORYOURS TO-DAY 

5 DIListen 
RECT 

to London, Paris, 
Berlin, Buenos Aires and 

other broadcasting o 
via 

eo 
throughout the world via u ne a waves. 

Your avenary cannot tune in these 
Cw a stations. WORLD -WIDE RE- 

CAEROH 
14 to 550 meters. 

AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS 
Convert Your Present Oct into 

o 
s Short Wove Super - Heterodyne 

A. C. MODEL$12.50 -D. C. MODEL $11.50 
-AT LAST! THE PERFECT AUTO RADIO - - Only $20.00 

Built by pioneers in the manufacturing of Auto Radio. We guaran- 
tee 1.000 miles radius of reception. A masterpiece of Radio gfneer- 

rPentode Auto Rodio. Peine of sob 
tuly $20.00. net complete with 
bes. batteries, dynamic, speaker 

antenna equipment and noise 
suppressors, $39.50. 

NEW AERO MIDGET 
Using the Latest Type Pentode and 

i,dti -Mu Tubes. Price $16.50. 
We guarantee 

RECEPTION 
TO 

Vonderful tone quality and select- 

iIona 1. beautiful wgln tcebioet. 
vTube Set $16.50. lees tubes. Com- 

lete est of 5 matched tubes. $4.50 
tiro. SEND FOR COMPLETE 

CATALOG. 
CHAS. HOODWIN COMPANY 

Dept. R -30, 4240 Uncoln Ave., Chicago, Illinois 

42- Strand Genuine Phosphor Bronze 
Drum Drive Cables, Bands & Bells 

Exact Duplicates of Originals 
We supply bands and belts for every standard 
111a1(e set on the market, ready for use, or by 
the toot. 

Flexible Sleeve Shielding 
for Automobile Radios, Sound Equipment, Amateur 
Stations, etc., in all sizes. 

Write for Samples and Prices 
J. F. DISTRIBUTING CO. . 

(Wire and Cable Specialists) 
5024 Fort Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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A Real 
Universal 

Meter 
that is creating 

widespread interest. 

Combination Multi -Range 
Voltmeter B Miiliammeter 

A. C. and D. C. 
employing the new Weston A.C. and D.C. type 301 
Universal Meter and 

SHALLCROSS 
Super Akra -Ohm 

HALLCRO S -° 

#S1.S7:PR 

RESISTORS 

Wound 

The voltage range is from 5 to 1,000 volts, 1,000 
ohms per volt, and the current range is from 1 to 
500 milliamperes A. C. and D.C. 

A complete diagram and full information on the 
construction of this circuit are contained in our 
Bulletin 150 -D, which also contains very useful infor- 
mation on the application of Akra -Ohm Resistors to 
multi -range voltmeters, ohm meters, etc. 

This circuit is fully described in an article 
on page 769 of the March issue of Radio News. 

Our new Bulletin 150 -D will be sent 
upon receipt of 4 cents in stamps. 
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í511500M 
SIloa1(0tross Pdrgit®mm 
\T 

111,111E 

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 
'700 PARK,S. AVENUE y/v 

D:oBlfiBgeJmle, Pa. 
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,+Quiz MASTER 
ENGINEERED TO THE LAST 

WORD OF PERFECTION 
Guaranteed to 
bring in regular 
broadcast stations 
with more volume, 
purertoneandwith 
less interference 
than any other ra- 
dio. Two stages of 
constant -gain R. F. 
ahead of mixer tube - 
double band pass In- 
termediate gives great- 
er than 705 K. C. 
selectivity- two -element 
detector -a real auto- 
matic volume control -direct coupled first audio -Pen- 
tode push -pull second audio. Sensitivity less than .25 
micro volts per meter! 
GET THE FACTS Write today for full par- 

titulars and for the sur- 
prisingly low price. 

Commonwealth Radio Manufacturing Co., 
2208 Milwaukee Ave., Dept. 12, Chicago, 111. 

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS 
Genuine "ALCOA" stock, silverdip finish. 5:9x6 $1.89 
-Cornet sire $4.65. 10 :6x7 Monitor sire $3.25. 5n5x5 
Coil Shield (like picture on the right) $1.00. Any size 
to order. 

'BUDDY" Test Prods edcrn a nhonn 
point 

needles, $1.50 pair. 

We can furnish all parts for 
the SET TESTER DELUXE 
described in October Rallia 
News. 

Selenium Cell, $3.50 
Crystal Det. and Crystal, 50 

Relays, Headphones, etc. 
Cabinet - Switches -Resistor 
for the UNIVERSAL METER 

We specialize in parts exclusively. We can furnish everything 
described in this magazine. Give us atrial. Picoso include postage 

ALAN, the Radio Man, Inc., B9 Cornandt St., 
Box N4. NewYOrkCiry 
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MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE 
PATENT LAWYERS 

730 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C. 
Established 71 years. Send sketches. 

Electrical, Aeronautical, Refrigeration and Chemical 
Inventions carefully handled. Practice before the 
II. S. Courts and the Patent Office. Prompt and 
careful service. Write us. Protect your inventions. 
TRADE MARKS REGISTERED 
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Phenomena Underlying Radio 
(Continued from page 847) 

without, in the slightest, affecting the vac- 
uum of the tube, for these particles can 
pass as readily through solid matter as a 
comet can pass among the planets of our 
solar system. It also explains why sodium 
of potassium can be passed, by electrolysis, 
through the solid glass of an ordinary elec- 
tric -light bulb for the preparation of a 
photoelectric cell. 

Let us take for example a metal con- 
ductor, a piece of copper wire. The atoms 
are spaced with the same relative openness 
as we have just considered. The electrons 
of the atoms revolve around the nucleii, and 
the atoms themselves are moving and turn- 
ing in every imaginable manner, due to 
thermal agitation, and in their state of con- 
tinually rushing about they are colliding 
with one another. In a collision of one 
atom with another an interchange of energy 
may take place, one atom may lose mo- 
mentum, the other gain it. There may 
be an interchange of electrons, electrons 
may be knocked free of the atoms or 
caused to change their orbits, or energy may 
enter the body in the form of photons. 
The possibilities are innumerable. 

What is the importance of considering 
these general cases, we may ask. The im- 
portance is that if we have a reasonably 
clear picture of what theory says is taking 
place, we will be able to apply simple rea- 
soning to the various phenomena, such as 
piezo- crystal action used for constant - 
frequency oscillators; magneto -strictive ef- 
fects used in loudspeakers, in oscillators, and 
in measuring instruments; photoelectric phe- 
nomena, so important in television and in 
talking pictures; why a vacuum tube with- 
out a heated filament is possible; why photo- 
electric cells are more sensitive to light of 
one color than to another ; how polarized 
light can be controlled by electric fields and 
other phenomena being used in both radio 
and television. 

Returning now to our piece of wire -a 
great number of atomic and electronic in- 
terchanges of energy are taking place re- 
sulting in the liberation of free electrons. 
These electrons, in the case of copper, do 
not get very far before they attach them- 
selves to other atoms with never a rela- 
tively great number of electrons free at 
any instant, due to the magnitude of the 
forces within and between the atoms of 
copper. When a potential is applied to the 
wire the electrons will tend to drift in 
one direction, constituting the current 
through the wire. There are, as we will 
see later, some elements in which the pro- 
duction of free electrons at ordinary tem- 
peratures is sufficient to be 'useful. Now 
suppose we heat one end and make pro- 
vision to keep the other end cool. The 
agitation of the atoms will be increased in 
the heated portion, thus increasing the num- 
ber of free electrons, which means a dif- 
ference of potential between the two ends 
of the wire, the hot end becoming nega- 
tively charged (for iron, this effect is re- 
versed). Here we have the heat, the kinetic 
energy of rapidly moving atoms, being trans- 
formed into an electric potential. This is 
known as the Thomson effect. 

There are many other interactions of heat 
and electricity which we will consider in 
more detail later, some of which are worth 
studying with an eye to useful application, 
for there is always the possibility of apply- 
ing ' a well -known effect in a novel way. 
We have a beautiful example of just such 
in the apparatus very recently developed by 
Dr. Van de Graaf at the Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology for the production 
of a potential of 1,500,000 volts, in which 

he made use of the friction of an insu- 
lating material against two rapidly moving 
belts of silk, each belt charging a large 
metal sphere, between which the potential 
was developed. The production of electric- 
ity by friction has been known for cen- 
turies, but never has been so cleverly ap- 
plied. Many have attempted to produce 
these high voltages, but no one has used 
such a simple apparatus. The Van de Graaf 
apparatus costs about $90, while more com- 
plicated machines, such as generators and 
transformers, cost many thousands and are 
much less reliable in action. We may add 
that Dr. Van de Graaf is building a much 
larger apparatus with which he expects to 
develop as high as 15,000,000 volts. There 
is serious talk of considering a modification 
of the apparatus' for the commercial pro- 
duction of small current, since as an elec- 
trical machine it is very efficient. At the 
moment this may seem remote in interest 
from radio, but it is not impossible that 
such a machine might be used to good ad- 
vantage for supplying small, steady currents 
for tubes. 

Again returning to the copper wire: any 
mechanical disturbance of the piece of cop- 
per will effect the motion of the atoms and 
the distribution of the forces within and 
between the atom, thereby affecting the bal- 
ance of free electrons and the rate at which 
collision and interchange take place. Com- 
pression, tension, twisting, bending, any ex- 
ternal force has to be met by a rearrange- 
ment of internal forces and such a rear- 
rangement changes all the so- called proper- 
ties of the copper electrical, magnetic, ther- 
mal, optical (in the strict sense of the word 
the piece of copper isn't the same). In fact, 
we are justified in making a generality: if 
any change is made in one of the physical 
or chemical properties of a substance, inev- 
itably changes occur in all the others. On 
first consideration such a sweeping state- 
ment may seem entirely unwarranted, for 
the question may be asked, "Do you mean 
to say that if light falls on a piece of cop- 
per its electrical actions are changed, or the 
reverse? Does this mean that sound waves 
impinging on the copper would change its 
resistances or that a magnetic field would 
result in optical changes ?" Yes, it means 
just that, but we must hasten to add that 
some of these changes may be beyond our 
present instruments to detect, or rather that, 
with some substances, some of the changes 
may be so minute as to be immeasurable 
at the present time. Copper exposed to light 
does not produce great numbers of free 
electrons which have the velocity to escape 
from the attraction of the copper wire, but 
potassium, another element, does give off 
measurable quantities of these photoelectric 
electrons and caesium, still another element, 
reacts even better and is, for this reason, 
used in some photoelectric tubes in prefer- 
ence to other substances. In this case' it 
is a question of the quantity, not the 
quality, of the action; likewise with iron 
and magnetic changes. The forces within 
iron allow the greatest changes to be evi- 
dent, but magnetic action takes place in all 
other substances. 

Probably at this point we had better 
answer a question which has no doubt come 
to mind. What is meant when it is said 
that all the variables but one are held con- 
stant in an experiment or a measurement, 
as in the case of holding the plate voltage 
and filament current of a tube constant 
while the grid voltage is varied in order 
to see how the plate current varies? Or is 
this possible? Theoretically it is not pos- 
sible, but so far as the accuracy of our 
measurement is concerned the very minute 
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variation in the other factors caused by the 
change in the grid voltage is insignificant. 
And so with any set of forces, one or two 
of the group may be going through very 
rapid changes of magnitude, but the others 
are but slowly and minutely varying. This 
is not as theoretical or outside the realm of 
practice as we may imagine, particularly in 
the field of vacuum tubes and the electronic 
arts, where we are dealing with only a rela- 
tively few electrons at a time. 

For example: recently a vacuum tube has 
been developed by B. J. Thompson, of the 
General Electric Company, which is capable 
of measuring .000,000,000,000,000,01 amperes. 
This means that as few as sixty -three elec- 
trons per second can be detected. With such 
detection as this made possible, we may 
expect to see more of the interactions of 
matter and energy put to work. 

It is interesting to read that Thompson 
in designing this tube was forced to consider 
the following phenomena as sources of cur - 
rent within the tube: 

1. Electrons from the filament. 
2. Positive ions (which are atoms with 

a deficiency of electrons formed by 
collision between the electrons con- 
stituting the plate current and the 
gas molecules in the space). 

3. Electrons emitted due to the tem- 
perature of the grid. 

4. Leakage (drift of electrons through 
the glass). 

5. Positive ions emitted by the filament. 
6. Electrons emitted from the grid un- 

der the influence of light (photoelec- 
tric electrons). 

7. Electrons emitted from the grid un- 
der the influence of the soft X -rays 
(X -rays of long -wave length) given 

off by the plate due to its bombard- 
ment by the plate current. 

In the above list we see the importance 
of atomic, electronic and photon (light and 
X -ray) interaction, and how, when our at- 
tention is directed to greater and greater 
accuracy, we must take account of more and 
more factors. 

It is very natural for us to be so familiar 
with a phenomena, having in our mind the 
most astounding actions involved, that we 
do not stop to think of the multitude of 
lesser effects. We have seen this in the above 
example, for one does not usually think of 
a vacuum as a producer of X -rays. Another 
example, under our nose, is the modern pen- 
tode tube. Years ago, if a vacuum tube 
"blued" it meant that there was gas present 
which was being ionized sufficiently to be 
luminous (similar to a modern neon tube). 
When a good pentode "blues" it is not due 
to the ionization of gas but to the fluorescing 
of the glass due to bombardment by elec- 
trons which have missed the plate. 

We have covered a lot of ground in at- 
tempting to point out that electrons, protons 
and photons are the mechanisms with which 
the physicist has been able to explain the vari- 
ous forms of energy and their interactions. Our 
review may seem to lack precision because 
we have not expressed the relations between 
the various factors in mathematical form, 
introduced equations and formulas. As we 
proceed, in following articles, to consider 
in more detail the phenomena which we have 
been enumerated above, we will be able to 
get down to definite quantitative relation- 
ships in some cases, but even then it is 
hoped, by a non -mathematical approach, we 
will be able to form our picture of what is 
taking place. 

Radical Circuit Design 
(Continued from page 843) 

volume control. True automatic volume con- 
trol has three disadvantages. The first is 
that receiver sensitivity rises automatically 
to a maximum between signals, so that as 
the set is tuned between signals it sounds ter- 
ribly noisy. This, however, is only an ob- 
jection to the lay public. The second disad- 
vantage is that if it holds volume on a fad- 
ing signal constant, the noise level must fade 
up and down behind the signal if it is at 
all week, since a fading signal will almost 
invariably fade through a range of from 
quite close to -or below -the noise level to 
well above it. Such a condition does not 
make for enjoyable reception, as the third 
drawback likewise does not. Signal fading 
is usually caused by ground and sky waves 
arriving at the receiver progressively "in" 
and "out" of phase, and this often results 
in serious side -band or modulation distortion 
as well as varying volume. Automatic vol- 
ume control can only hold volume constant, 
or nearly so, at best, and cannot correct this 
varying distortion. 

Nevertheless, it has been felt best to in- 
clude it in the receiver described herewith, 
since much of the extreme distance reception 
of short -wave sets is indulged in for thrill 
rather than entertainment, and if automatic 
volume control can in any measure facili- 
tate logging the call of a station many thou- 
sands of miles away, even though it may not 
be able to make for an enjoyable program, 
it is of enough benefit to justify its inclusion. 

The receiver embodying the development 
described above is illustrated in Figures 2, 3 
and 4, with its circuit diagram in Figure 5, 
and its operating curves in Figures 6, 7 and 
8. It is a ten -tube all a.c. superheterodyne 
having but one tuning dial to tune from 
16.5 to 550 meters, or 18,000 to 550 kc. 
Basically the circuit consists of a tuned 24 
screen -grid first detector, tank -tuned 27 os- 
cillator, 27 harmonic generator tube, two 

stages of 465 kc. dual- tuned, or siamese, 51 
vario -mu i.f. amplification, 27 automatic 
volume control tube, 27 second linear - 
power audio detector, push -pull 47 pen- 
tode out -put stage and an 80 rectifier. 

Starting at the left of the circuit diagram, 
Figure 5, there is the double -bladed switch 
which serves to connect the 24 first detec- 
tor grid either to the secondary of the 
broadcast -band antenna transformer, to 
which is permanently connected the proper 
section of the gang- tuning condenser, or to 
successively connect it to one of the four 
short -wave antenna coils, and in each case 
to pick up the short -wave tuning con- 
denser, a 200 mmfd. midget type, which is the 
auxiliary, or trimmer, tuning adjustment for 
the short waves. The upper switch serves 
only to disconnect the antenna from the 
broadcast band primary and to reconnect it 
to the first detector grid through a perma- 
nently adjusted antenna -compensating con- 
denser for short -wave operation. 

For broadcast band reception the 27 os- 
cillator is directly coupled to the 24 first 
detector by a small coupling coil in the first - 
detector cathode lead, while for short waves 
the oscillator is coupled to the proper short- 
wave coils by small coupling coils, all in 
series, in the 27 harmonic generator's plate 
circuit. The lower portion of the switch, 
therefore, serves only to include this oscil- 
lator- coupling coil in the first -detector cath- 
ode lead for broadcast -band reception, or to 
cut it out of circuit for short -wave recep- 
tion. Actually, the upper and lower sections 
of the switch in Figure 5 are really only 
s.p.d.t. switches in action, but are physically 
five -point switches in order that they, being 
ganged to the main band selector switch, 
may maintain one set of connections 
throughout four successive positions of the 
coil selector switch. 

In examining the first detector circuit, two 
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COMPLETE o0 
KIT for . 

There are hundreds of interesting electrical 
devices that you can make with a photo 
electric unit. It will turn on the parking 
lights of your car when the sun goes down 
or light the lamps in your house at dusk. It 
will open your garage door when the beam 
from the headlight is flashed against it- 
it will detect smoke in your home or protect 
your safe -there is no end of jobs that a 
photo cell unit can do in your home. 

PICTURES THAT TALK 

GARAGE DOORS THAT OPEN AT 

A LIGHT FLASH 

MECHANICAL MEN 

BURGLAR ALARMS, ETC. 

all owe their origin to photo electric cells. 
It is now possible for you to buy a complete 
photo cell unit in a kit, ready to assemble, 
including an extremely sensitive photo 
electric cell, all necessary tubes, wire, re- 
sistances, relay, etc., with complete dia- 
grams and an instruction book showing you 
how to assemble it in an hour -all for $10.00. 

We also furnish you with a book giving 
complete wiring diagrams and instructions 
on how to build a number of amazing de- 
vices and showing you many uses for your 
photo electric cell unit. The actual value of 
this complete kit is over $50.00 -we are 
making a special' introductory price of 
$10.00 to popularize experimental work 
with photo electric cells. 

Clip check or money order to the coupon 
below and mail it today! 

HERMAN A. DE VRY, Inc. 

55 Wacker Drive, Chicago 

CLIP THE COUPON BELOW ... MAIL TODAY 

Herman A. DeVry, Inc. 
55 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
Enclosed is $10.00. Please send me the corn - 
plete Photo Electric Cell Kit advertised in 
Radio News. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
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Super- Heterodyne Short -Wave Coils 
and Automatic Wave- Length Switch 
No coils to plug in! Build 
your own Super- Hetero- 
dyne Short -Wave Convert- 
er. Banges indicated by 
4 position NO - LOSS 
bakelite shaft switch: 10 
to 20, 20 -40. 40 -S0, and 
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markably compact. Your 
cost (order from this ad- 
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"Chi -Rad" 
2 Tube 
"Ham" 

Short Wave Receiver 
Great favorite with amateurs. Spreads 20 -40 -SO meter 
bands over GO points on the dial. 
Volume equal to some very expensive receivers. Ask 
your Ham" friends. Easily built from 
complete kit of parts $2074 

NATIONAL AC OR DC -SW -3 
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Gives exceedingly- nigh signal -to- 
noise ratio. using CX -733 tuJn . 

lias genuine single control, al- 
though there are two condenser, 
and two sets of coils. AC 01 
DC Models. 

)Write for our 
Special Price 

Send 10e for I10 -Page Catalog of Short -Wave Supplies. 
Replacement Parts, Electric Clocks. etc. 

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS CO. 
417 S. Dearborn St. Dept. RN -4 Chicago. III. 
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by -pass condensers will be noticed shunting 
the bias- resistor, Rl, one a 1/10 mfd. paper 
condenser and the second a smaller mica 
condenser. The reason for this is that the 
larger value is desirable on the broadcast 
band, but its impedance rises too high on 
the very short waves, so it is additionally 
shunted with a capacity satisfactory for 
these. 

The automatic volume control tube is 
seen in the diagram just below the two i.f. 
tubes. It functions as a rectifier actuated 
by the i.f. carrier voltage. This it rectifies 
and applies to the i.f. control grids, this 
operation serving to maintain a balance be- 
tween the signal voltage appearing at the 
second, or audio, detector grid and varying 
signal inputs. Its grid is coupled to the 
plate of the second i.f. tube through a con- 
denser and r.f. choke, while all audio mod- 
ulation originally appearing on the signal 
carrier is filtered out by an audio filter con- 
sisting of a resistor in its plate lead and a 
by -pass condenser. This system of automatic 
volume control will hold all signals from 
about 20 microvolts on up to constant out- 
put, and it is in no sense a "blast elimi- 
nator" such as is usually found masquerad- 
ing as automatic volume control in most 
commercial sets. 

It is impossible to tune accurately to the 
peak of a carrier by ear, since in tuning it 
will cause response to appear rectangular 
in terms of dial readings against volume. 
For this reason a tuning meter is included 
in the circuit. This meter is in the cathode 
lead of the i.f. tubes, and besides serving to 
provide an initial C bias, reads their plate 
current, plus carrier voltages, as the set is 
tuned. Thus by means of observing carrier 
deflections on this meter, the set can be ac- 
curately tuned to a signal without the dis- 
tortion that might result if it were tuned 
only by ear. 

Because the sensitivity of the set, but not 
its volume, is controlled entirely by signal 
strength, it will jump to maximum sensi- 
tivity between signals, and in consequence 
of the very high sensitivity, show a quite 
high noise level on no signal. As soon as a 
signal is received, this noise drops out. 

The second detector circuit uses a Clough 
audio coupling system to the -47 push -pull 
pentodes. Their circuit is normal except for 
the resistance and condenser shunted across 
their plates to cut the high response a little 
more sharply and minimize hiss. Tone con- 
trol is provided by a rheostat and condenser 
shunting the audio transformer primary. 

The power supply uses an -80 rectifier, an 
over -size power transformer and a two -sec- 
tion filter with dry electrolytic condensers. 

RADIO NEWS FOR APRIL, 1932 

Examining Figure 3, the chassis is seen 
with the top of the large shield housing the 
gang condenser and all coils but the oscil- 
lator removed. The four short -wave coils 
are clearly visible, as is the gang condenser, 
600 kc. oscillator trimmer -screw adjustment. 
and the broadcast antenna coil, with its small 
primary visible in its center. The tuning. 
meter is seen above the dial, and the i.f. 
transformers in the three round aluminum 
cans, their trimmers accessible from below. 
The power transformer is to the left of the 
dial, and the audio transformer at the left 
rear. 

Looking at the bottom of Figure 4, the 
placement of parts is reasonably self -ex- 
planatory, the wave change switch is seen 
next to the short -wave antenna -tuning con- 
denser, and behind it is the shielded oscil- 
lator coil. The antenna -compensating (se- 
ries) condenser is seen at the left (rear) 
corner of the chassis, near the antenna and 
ground binding posts. The control arrange- 
ment seen from the front is, left to right, 
"on -off" switch and volume control, tone 
control, tuning, short -wave antenna tuning 
and five -point range -selector switch. 

The dial is divided into five differently 
colored sections, corresponding from left to 
right, to the five successive positions of the 
range -selector switch. The four left or 
short -wave sections are calibrated directly 
in megacycles, and the right section in kilo- 
cycles from 550 to 1500 kc., less the final 
zero, or from 55 to 150. 

In Figures 6, 7 and 8 appear performance 
curves on the set. From Figure 6 the sen- 
sitivity is seen to vary from 1.8 to 2.8 mi- 
crovolts, which is fully adequate for any 
American location. Figure 7 shows a band 
width of 28 kc., 10,000 times down, which 
simply means 10 kc. selectivity. 

Figure 8 is quite interesting, indicating 
the power output in watts plotted logarith- 
mically (as it sounds to the ear) against 
microvolts input. It will be seen that the 
power output reaches practically a maximum 
at 20 microvolts absolute input and remains 
constant (at whatever the volume setting 
may be) from there up. The fidelity curve 
is flat. 

As for results -since an afternoon and 
evening of playing with the set in Chicago 
will bring in at least one broadcast station 
for every dial degree, police stations all over 
the country, plane -to- ground conversations. 
television signals, amateur phones from 
all over and all of the principal American. 
European and Asiatic short -wave broadcast- 
ers, all without any fading -what more can 
be asked? 

New Tubes 
(Continued from page 858) 

does not seem to be objectionable. For r.f. Only the positive part of the signal voltage 
power amplifiers, this hook -up has come to produces power output in the tube. There - 
be used frequently. fore, the tubes alternate in delivering one- 
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Figure 11. Percentage harmonic distortion 
plotted against modulation percentage for 

four different carrier input voltages 

In Figure 4B we show a schematic cir- 
cuit of a single -stage radio -frequency power 
amplifier. The grids are given such a high 
bias that only very little plate current flows. 
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Figure 12. Showing the flat frequency 
characteristic of the Triple - Twin. These 
curves were made with a resistance- coupled 

input and a resistive load 

half cycle to the load. 
Under these conditions the maximum plate 

voltage is 450 volts and the maximum d.c. 
plate current 50 ma. when the carrier is 
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modulated. The plate dissipation is then 15 
watts and the maximum allowable r.f. grid 
current 5 amperes. 

Examples of typical operation: With a 
plate voltage of 350 volts and a grid bias of 
approximately -5 volts, the d.c. plate cur- 
rent would be 43 ma. (unmodulated). With 
a modulation factor of 1, the carrier output 
is 3 watts. With a plate voltage of 450 
volts, a grid bias of -8 volts and a plate 

bias of - 30 volts. The grid leak should 
be about 5000 ohms. 

The Triple -Twin Tube 
To our article last month on the Triple - 

Twin tube (295) we can add the following 
information: 

When the Triple -Twin is used as an am- 
plifier, the maximum plate voltage of the 
input section is 250 volts, the grid bias -14 

TABLE i 
RAYTHEON ER -239 RCA 239 

HEATER VOLTAGE 6.3 6.3 6.3 

HEATER CURRENT .3 .3 .3 AMP. 

PLATE VOLTAGE 90 180 (MAX.) 90 135 180 

SCREEN -GRID VOLTAGE (MAX.) 90 90 90 90 90 

CONTROL-GRID VOLTAGE ( VARIABLE) -3 (MIN.) -3 (MIN.) -3 -3 -3 ( MIN.) 

PLATE CURRENT 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.5 MA. 

SCREEN-GRID CURRENT 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 i.2 MA. 

PLATE RESISTANCE OHMS 300000 150,000 315,000 540,000 750,000 

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR 300 190 360 530 150 

TRANSCONDUCTANCE ( Ecg, -3 V.) 4000 1050 960 980 1000 MMHOS 

(Ecg,-30V.) 10 10 40 10 10 MMHOS 

(Ecg, -40 V.) - - VERY SMALL BUT NOT ZERO 

EFE. CONTROL-GRID -PLATE CAPACITANCE .001 MMFD. .001 MMFD. 

INPUT CAPACITANCE .04 MMFD. 4 MMFD. 

OUTPUT CAPACITANCE .10 MMFD. IO MMFD. 

STANDARD FIVE PRONG BASE 

current of 36 ma. ,.he carrier output was 4 
watts. 

Class C Service 
When the grid bias is increased still more, 

a higher efficiency can be obtained but with 
a greater amount of harmonic distortion. 
Sometimes this is an advantage; for instance, 
in the case of frequency doublers. If the 
tube is used in a transmitter- output stage, 
these harmonics must be filtered out. When 
a large enough signal voltage is put upon the 
grids, this circuit permits a very large output 
to be obtained. 

When the 841 is used in a Class C ampli- 
fier, the maximum plate voltage is 350 volts 
for modulated carriers, 450 volts for c.w. 
and 450 volts r.m.s. for a.c. on the plate. 
The maximum d.c. plate current is 60 ma., 
the maximum plate dissipation 15 watts; 

TABLE 2 
TYPE 841 

FILAMENT VOLTAGE 
(A.C. OR D.C.) 1.5 

FILAMENT CURRENT. AMPS. 1.25 

MAXIMUM OPERATING 
PLATE VOLTAGE 425 

MAX. PLATE DISSIPATION. 
WATTS 12 

TYPICAL ÓPERATION 

PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE 425 1000 

GRID VOLTAGE -5.8 -9.2 
LOAD RESISTANCE. 

OHMS 250,000 250.000 

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR 30 30 

PLATE RESISTANCE 
OHMS 63,000 40.000 

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE. 
MICROMHOS 

450 150 
PLATE CURRENT. 

MILLIAMPERES .1 2.2 

PEAK GRID SWING. 
VOLTS. 5.8 9.2. 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
(5% 2nd. HARMONIC) 126 225 

maximum d.c. grid current is 20 ma. 
maximum r.f. grid current 5 amperes. 

Typical examples: With a plate voltage 
of 250 volts and a grid voltage of - 20 volts 
the power output was 6 watts. With a 
plate voltage of 350 volts and a grid bias of - 25 volts, the power output was 10 watts. 
A power output of 13 watts can be obtained 
with a plate voltage of 450 volts and a grid 

and 

volts; plate current, 4 ma.; amplification 
factor, 14.4; plate impedance, 12,000 ohms; 
mutual conductance, 1200. The input ca- 
pacity is 3.5 mmfd. and the load impedance 
12,500 ohms; this is the resistance in the 
cathode lead. The output section has a 
maximum plate voltage of 250 volts; grid 
bias -3 volts with a plate current of 52 

ma. Under these conditions the amplifica- 
tion factor of the output section is 13 ; the 
plate resistance is 3000 ohms and the recom- 
mended load impedance 4000 ohms. The 
mutual conductance is then 4350 micro -mhos 
and the power output 4.5 watts. 

When the 295 is used as a detector -am- 
plifier, the grid bias has to be increased to - 14 volts with a plate voltage of 250, and 
it can be - 12 volts with a plate voltage of 
180 volts.' The plate current then drops to 
2 ma. and to 1 ma. respectively. The out- 
put characteristics remain the same as above. 

The 295 has a standard five -prong base. 
Its connections are shown in Figure 7. This 
is the arrangement, when looking at the 
prongs from the bottom. 

In Figures 8 -12 are shown some of the 
curves made with the tube connected in the 
circuits shown last month. 

The latest data, received by us, gave the 
following additional information concerning 
the constants of these circuits: 

The choke, parallel to the load, is 15 hen- 
ries. The bias resistor (R4 in last month's 
diagram) is 270 ohms (in the amplifier cir- 
cuit) and 310 ohms (in the detector- ampli- 
fier circuit). The condenser C2, across the 
bias resistor, is 25 microfarads; it may be an 
electrolytic type. A much smaller size could 
be used without a serious loss of the low 
notes. 

It has been found that the detector- ampli- 
fier circuit as given in last month's article 
has a reversed feedback effect and therefore 
it is recommended that the amplifier circuit 
(Figure 1, last month's article) is used for 
detection also, by increasing the grid bias. 
In that case, the r.f. component must be 
filtered out of the output section by con- 
necting the customary by -pass condenser 
between the plate of the input section and 
the cathode. 

If the lower side of the input trans- 
former is connected to ground, this connec- 
tion must be broken and a small condenser 
of from .0005 -.01 mfd. inserted. If this 
were not done, the load would be shorted. 
In Figure 7 we show an input circuit suit- 
able for this purpose. 
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how Centralab 
Fixed Resistors 
are made 

Send today for the "BAPTISM 
OF FIRE," a handsomely illus- 
trated booklet telling how CEN- 
TRALAB FIXED RESISTORS 
are made. 

It is free . . . use the coupon. 
Tells graphically just why CEN- 

TRALAB resistors are different 
and better. 

new low prices 
on Centralab 
Volume Controls 

Radio dealers and servicemen 
will welcome the news that 
CENTRALAB VOLUME CON- 
TROLS are now available at radi- 
cally reduced prices. Now it is 
possible to use CENTRALAB re- 
placement units at prices no higher 
than so- called "just as good" con- 
trols. 

Send for the new 

CENTRALAB VOLUME 
CONTROL GUIDE 

MAIL COUPON NOW 
CENTRAL RADIO LA-B. 
929 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Please send me your FREE booklet, "A 
BAPTISM OF FIRE" E. 

Am enclosing 25c for your "VOLUME 
CONTROL GUIDE" E. 
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That Gets Great Distance 1 

This marvelous aerial -no bigger than a vest -pocket dic- 
tionary-is giving thorough satisfaction to thousands of 
enthusiastic users all over the world. No longer is it 
necessary to string up unsightly inside or outside aerials. 
Just hook up a WELLSTON GOLD TEST AERIAL and 
you will be amazed at the big improvement in your 
reception. I. reduces static and hum. Gives 
greater selectivity without distortion. . Helps elimi- 
nate overlapping. Minimizes noise and eliminates 
AC aerial hum because it does not connect to light 
socket. Although small and compactly built, it has the 
capacity equivalent to 62 feet of best grade aerial wire 
strung 50 feet high. It is of the filtered type endorsed 
by leading radio engineers. Get one from your dealer 
today. If he can not supply you, order direct. Built 
for electric sets only. 

PRICE $2.50 
GOLD TEST REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Send for our new and enlarged Catalog No. 21 listing 
Gold Test Replacement - Condensers. Transformers and 
Resistances. All Gold Test Replacement units are de- 
signed with a large margin o." safety and are individually 
tested at factory. 
Dealers! Stock Wellston Gold Test Improved Aerial and 
Replacement Parts. Cash in on BIG DEMAND. Write 
for information and discounts. 

WELLSTON RADIO CORP. 
Dept. 202 St. Louis, Mo. 

Get Started in 
RADIO 

Write for free book- 
let telling about this 
growing and most 
promising industry. 
The radio operator 
is an officer aboard 
ship. His work is 
light, pleasant and 
interesting. He has 
many opportunities 

to travel to all parts of the world. 
A new course in TELEVISION starting soon. 

Full information on request. 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 
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Y 
m A 17 W. 63d St. 

SIDE j jrl New York 

OVER 3,000 BARGAINS -64 pp. 
in the Spring, 1932, issue of 

"RADIO BARGAIN NEWS" 
The Dealers' and Servicemen's 

Buying Guide 
Send for Your Free Copy Today 

ederatedrrhaser 
25 Park Place Dept. A New York City 

PATENTS TRADE 
COPYRIGHTS S 

"Little Ideas May Hare Big Commercial' Possibilities" 
PROTECT THEM BY PATENTS 

Send for our Free book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT" 
and "Record of Invention" blank. 
Prompt Service- Reasonable Charges- Deferred Payments. 

HIGHEST REFERENCES 
VICTOR J. EVANS U CO. 

Registered Patent Attorneys-Established 1898 
622 -D Victor Building, Washington, D. C. 
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Behind That Microphone 
(Continued from page 829) 

the operator an unobstructed view of the 
apparatus, while an oscillograph gives a 
moving picture of the transmitter's output. 

Every possible safeguard is present to in- 
sure continuous operation of the large water - 
cooled tubes. Tube failure may often en- 
danger surrounding apparatus. For one 
thing, the supply of cooling water must be 
adequately sustained. Furthermore, opera- 
tional steps must be taken in the proper 
order -as, for example, the application of 
filament power only when an adequate flow 
of water is assured and the application of 
plate power, after that of grid -bias volt- 
age. An interlocking relay system functions 
in the event of failure, or overloading, of 
any unit, thus disconnecting service before 
any serious damage can result. 

Tube replacement is handled by a push- 
button arrangement on the desk of the 
transmitter engineer. Duplicate units and 
rapid replacement facilities are also pro- 
vided for other apparatus. 

Lightning has long been a great danger 
to a transmitting station -and still is -al- 
though radio engineers have recently de- 
veloped certain safeguards. Charges of 
lightning which have entered the station on 
the lead -in have been known to melt 30- 
inch condenser plates to molten liquid. To- 
day the modern set -up includes static drains 
which consist of a coil and a resistor, 
across the apparatus from antenna to 
ground. 

But what happens when an SOS signal is 
on the air? 

Every broadcast transmitter is equipped 
with a special receiving set, adjusted for the 
reception of 600 -meter waves, the wave- 
length assigned by international agreement, 
for SOS signals. A big loudspeaker is 
placed at an advantageous point so that the 
transmitter crew can hear any signals that 
come through. The operators, who work 
in eight -hour shifts, are constantly alert to 
any signals received. If any signal even re- 
motely suggesting an SOS is heard, the sta- 
tion immediately telephones the nearest 
U. S. Navy Yard for advice. If the station 
operators are confident of the signal they 
immediately discontinue broadcasting, other- 
wise theyawait orders from the Navy Yard. 
Broadcasting is resumed when the Navy de- 
partment sends out permission to resume by 
600 -meter signals. 

The ordinary distribution problem in- 
volved in a network broadcast is difficult 
enough but in point of complexity the Nemo 
broadcast, often requiring seven or eight an- 
nouncers, a corps of engineers and the sup- 
plementary use of short waves, takes the 

grand prize. Engineers and announcers have 
often spent days of preparation and re- 
hearsal in advance of such an occasion. 

Before describing some of the interesting 
engineering hook -ups used on important 
news broadcasts, it is necessary to speak of 
the piece of apparatus, recently designed, 
that serves as the nerve center coordinat- 
ing all activities in the field. 

Technically known as the "semi- portable 
Nemo switching equipment," the extremely 
flexible, compact and efficient apparatus de- 
veloped and built by the engineers is a 
miniature broadcasting studio. 

This apparatus, supplied with batteries 
for use where regular power supply is un- 
available, is contained in a box measuring 
approximately 2/ x 4 x 7 feet and weigh- 
ing a half ton. The "box" may be shipped 
to any desired centralized point from which 
wires are radiated to whatever locations par- 
ticipate in the broadcast. 

When completely installed, the equipment 
is capable of provided ten -way communica- 
tion, among as many locations. Ten an- 
nouncers, within any radius -even scat- 
tered throughout the country -could talk 
among themselves and also to the broadcast 
listeners. This intercommunication is ac- 
complished by means of special "feedback" 
amplifiers which permit each point to hear 
every other point. Inter -communicating 
telephone circuits are also provided. Each 
of these ten broadcast circuits may be con- 
trolled for volume, or switched "on the air," 
separately or simultaneously. 

The program director at the central con- 
trol point can talk to any of the distant an- 
nouncers by means of the feedback amplifiers 
and, unknown to the listening radio audi- 
ence, can direct the entire broadcast. 

Provision is made for testing a set of cir- 
cuits while the others are being used, for 
broadcast and testing equipment is pro- 
vided for the rigorous checking of telephone 
circuits required in the broadcast field. 

It is probable that only a small fraction 
of the millions of listeners have the slightest 
knowledge of the men sweating behind the 
scenes, in radio. They listen to a broadcast 
as a simple, matter of fact and connected 
narrative, without realizing that many men 
have worked for days -or, at the very least, 
for hours -to make it possible. That is as 
it should be. 

But it is these "unknown" workers, un- 
seen, unheard and unsung, who have pro- 
duced a radio -minded nation which today 
accepts with utter calmness the voice of 
Col. Lindbergh speaking from Tokio, mu- 
sic from Chicago or an address from Rome. 

A Boon to the Deaf 
(Continued from page 845) 

A Pointer on Demonstrating 
Now for a few words concerning the prob- 

lems and reactions of deaf persons. The 
serviceman will oftentimes find in demon- 
strating the Ear Aid that the deaf person 
trying it offers some objections to the 
background noise. The Ear Aid itself is 
silent in operation, there being no noticeable 
tube noise or "carbon hiss" in the micro- 
phone. The noise, occasionally complained 
about by deaf people using this unit (or 
any other highly sensitive hearing aid) is 
nothing more than the noise which a person 
of normal hearing hears all the time but 
to which he has become so accustomed that 
it is no longer noticed. The deaf person, 

on the other hand, does not hear these ordi- 
nary noises so that, except in unusually 
noisy locations, the world is a thing of quiet 
to him although myriad sounds of varying 
intensity are always present. But give such 
a person a sensitive hearing device and he 
starts to hear all of these sounds and imme- 
diately assumes that the unfamiliar noise 
is in the hearing device itself. 

Experience indicates that this objection 
becomes less and less as the subject continues 
to use the device. After a few days he or 
she is no more conscious of these sound-, 
than is a person of normal hearing. 

This condition is one which both the ser- 
viceman who is demonstrating the hearing 
aid and the person to whom a demonstration 
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is made should understand. To test the 
accuracy of the statements made above it is 

a simple matter to arrange to try out the 
Ear Aid in a quiet location, such as in the 
home, for instance. Here, where there is 
little, if any, background noise present, the 

'Ear Aid will be found absolutely quiet until 
someone speaks, and then it will reproduce 
the voice with many times the intensity of 
the sound waves which strike the micro- 
phone. 

The Ear Aid for Group Use 
Among the other inquiries received from 

readers have been a considerable number 
concerning methods and connections for 
using the RADIO NEWS Ear Aid as a group 
hearing device so that it may be used in 
church or in a meeting hall to enable sev- 
eral deaf persons to hear at the same time. 
Tests have accordingly been made to deter- 
mine just how effective this arrangement is, 
and also to determine the type of head- 
phones and the connections which will give 
the best results with it. 

To facilitate these tests, and also for use in 
conjunction with the design and tests of the 
group equipment to be described next month, 
a connection panel was designed to accom -. 
modate up to six headphones, with indi- 
vidual volume controls. Switches were also 
provided and so arranged that the 'phones 
could be connected either in series or paral- 
lel, or in any series- parallel combination. 

Now as to the results of which the Ear 
Aid is capable when used as a group hearing 
aid. There would be relatively little point in 
describing results in terms of decibels or 
similar units because of the difficulty in 
translating these terms into easily under- 
standable values of sound intensity. In or- 
der to provide a more practical measure a 
simple set -up was made, using a radio re- 
ceiver tuned to a broadcast speech as the 
source of sound. A person who had suffered 
a 60% hearing loss (as indicated by tests 
with the Western Electric Audiometer) was 
used as the subject of the tests. This sub- 
ject first stood with his ear eight inches 
from the loudspeaker and the receiver vol- 
ume was reduced to a point where the 
speech was just barely understandable to 
him. Then, leaving the radio set at this ad- 
justment, the subject moved to the other 
side of a large room and put on one of the 
six headphones which had been connected 
in the output of the Ear Aid. The DeForest 
microphone used in the Ear Aid was then 
moved up close to the radio set loudspeaker 
and then gradually moved away until the 
speech, as reproduced in the Ear Aid head- 
phone was once more barely understandable 
to the subject. The point at which this 
occurred was exactly six feet from the loud- 
speaker. 

This ratio of 8 inches to 6 feet is the 
sensitivity gain and actually represents a 
gain of approximately 81 provided by the 
Ear Aid, because sound intensity varies in- 

TWO TYPES OF HEADPHONE HOLDERS 
The headband is normally preferred by men, while the exten- 
sion handle, shown at the right, is the usual choice of women 

This test panel is shown in one of the ac- 
companying photographs. 

Tests with this panel connected directly 
into the output tip jacks of the Ear Aid 
showed that the best method of connecting 
the six headphones was to put them all in 
series, each of them shunted with its indi- 
vidual volume control. These individual 
volume controls are, of course, an essential 
to permit each listener to vary the volume 
at his headphone to meet his particular re- 
quirements. 

The fundamental circuit for a group out- 
put system is shown in Figure 1. Each of 
the volume -control potentiometers has a re- 
sistance of 10,000 ohms; the headphones are 
the Trimm 1000 -ohm "featherweight" type. 
These headphones were selected because their 
impedance at average voice frequencies, to- 
gether with the shunt impedance of the vol- 
ume controls, provides a more nearly correct 
load for the amplifier tube in the Ear Aid 
than would six of any other type headphones 
tested. With six of these 'phones in the cir- 
cuit and with each volume control set for 
maximum volume, the total load on the tube, 
at 600 cycles, is within about 1% of its 
rated impedance. As volume is decreased 
at each phone the overall impedance of the 
output load goes up, but, as the usual prac- 
tice is to work an output tube into a load 
of twice the tube impedance, this increase in 
load impedance is of relatively small impor- 
tance, particularly as maximum tube ef- 
ficiency is not required when the listeners 
do not require a high volume level. Other 
makes of headphones now on the market all 
have considerably higher impedances at 
voice frequencies than does the one specified 
here and would therefore offer a less effec- 
tive match. 

versely as the square of the distance. This 
does not represent the ratio of true distance 
gain for the listener, because his headphone 
may be fifty feet or more from the micro- 
phone without introducing any appreciable 
loss. 

Normally, in a church or hall, the micro- 
phone would be placed within three or four 
feet of the speaker. Using the above ratios, 
therefore, it is evident that a person having 
the same degree of hearing loss as the sub- 
ject used in these tests would, by means of 
the Ear Aid group system, be able to hear 
the speaker at any point in the hall as well 
as he would were his unaided ear within 
four to six inches of the speaker's lips. 

Now the only question that may occur 
is just how deaf is a person with a 60% 
hearing loss. This is rather difficult to de- 
scribe. However, readers will gain some 
idea of the degree when it is stated that such 
a person can hear nothing of ordinary con- 
versation -even the sound of the speaker's 
voice -where the speaker is four or five feet 
from the subject. Sitting in the front pew 
of a church, he would probably hear the 
sound of the preacher's voice, but not well 
enough to distinguish the words. With the 
equipment described here, and with its mi- 
crophone on or near the pulpit, this same 
person could sit anywhere in the church 
and hear every word distinctly. In fact, if 
the microphone were within five or six feet 
of the preacher he would find it necessary 
to reduce the volume by means of his indi- 
vidual volume control. 

To install the Ear Aid in a hall or church, 
no changes are required, except that the 
headphone wiring system is connected to the 
headphone jacks on the inside panel, in place 
of the single headphone employed when 
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OSCILLATOR No. 550 
(Licensed by A. T. & T. Co.) 

Output adjustable to broadcast, low 
and high intermediate bands -130 to 
1500 K.C. Direct reading. 

Full instructions in cover. 
Heavy shielding throughout the at- 

tractive, leatherette- covered case. 

Dependable. Accurate. Sturdy. 
No. 550 -$21.00 Net. No. 551 - 

less output meter $18.00 Net. Corn- 
plete with batteries and tube. 

RADIO INSTRUMENTS 
No service man can afford to be 

without these dependable servicing 
instruments. Low in first and last 
cost. 

Locating servicing troubles with 
Readrite equipment cuts your costs 
and makes greater profit per call. 

No. 600 Set Tester makes every 
necessary test of radio receivers 
using Pentode and all types of tubes. 
Resistance, capacity and continuity 
measurement charts furnished. Sim-. 
ple to operate. $18.00 Net. 

No. 600. SET TESTER 

Readrite Meter Works 
20 College Ave. 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Please send me information about Read - 
rite Oscillator and No. 600 Set Tester. 
Also catalog of other servicing instruments. 

Name 

Address 

City 
L 

State 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

20 College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio 
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GREATEST MAGAZINE IN 
TELEVISION 

Sample Copy IS¢ 
(see coupon) 

HUGO GERNSBACK'S LATEST MAGAZINE 
THE newest developments in radio's greatest wonder, 

Television, are published in every issue of TELE- 
VIS'ION NEWS. Rapid advancement in this art today 
is becoming a repetition of the radio cycle of years ago. 
Daily television broadcasts are becoming more numerous 
and experimenters are following in quick order in build- 
ing television sets for experimental purposes. Foresight 
of its development can be seen by the pioneers of radi0- 
they are equipping themselves now with television ex- 
perience. 

The articles published in TELEVISION' NEWS are of 
Primary importance to experimenters -they are simple in 
construction, understandable and replete with diagrams, 
photographs and illustrations. 

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue 
Now on News- stands 

Light Beam Television 
Televising Sun's Eclipse 
Possibilities or Ultra Short Waves for Television 
The Romance of Television 
A Simple Lens -Disc Projector -How to Built It 
Practical Hints on Cathode Ray Scanners 
Fidelity Tests for Television Systems 
Radio Frequency Operation of - Neon Tubes 

TELEVISION NEWS 
99 PARK PLACE N. Y. C. 

Special Offer Coupon 
TELEVISION NEWS RN-4 
99 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Mark X in square which offer desired: 
As per your Special Offer, I enclose $1.25 (Canada 
and foreign $1.50) for which enter my subscription 
to TELEVISION NEWS' for one year. You will 
also send use FREE the two last issues. I under- 
stand that your regular rate for such a subscription 
is $2.00. 

Mail me a sample copy of TELEVISION NEWS 
for which I enclose 15e (U. S. Stamps or coin 
accepted). 

Name 

Address 

City State 

TRIMM 
FEA DIO HEADE 

SETT 
RADIO MANIIF 

TRIMM FEATHERWEIGHT HEADSET 
The most attractive, compact, efficient, and comfortable 
phone for the Hard of Hearing. Excellent for church 
installations. 
Our new 4000 ohm: phone gives the DN'ers a real thrill. 
Brings in the weakest signals. 
Servicemen and dealers write today for our attractive 
money -making proposition. 

Trimm Quality Phones For All Purposes 

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO. 
1528 Armitage Avenue, Chicago 

LENS -SCANNING DISC 
00 -Ilex Lens and 22" Alum. Disc with Recessed 
holes. Easily assembled $34.95; 14" Dia. $31.95. 
60 -1Iole, Precision Punched Disc, 1S ", $5.50; 24" 
Dia. $6.50. 

Write for Free Catalogue of Parts 
HARTMAN LABORATORIES 

1308N HOWARD ST. PHILA., PA. 

using the Ear Aid as an individual hearing 
device. It is not necessary to employ larger 
batteries unless the system is to be used a 
great deal. At the rate of ten hours use 
each week, the flashlight cells will last for 
several weeks. No extra drain is imposed 
on either these or the B battery by the use 
of extra headphones. Therefore, the life of 
bóth will be the same as that described in 
the Ear Aid article in the January issue. 

The wiring for the headphones should be 
permanently installed, usually by running it 
from the Ear Aid (which may be con- 
cealed within the pulpit, with only the mi- 
crophone on top) down into the basement 
and along the basement ceiling to the loca- 
tions of the various outlets. Each outlet 
should consist of a small box containing the 
volume control and a single- circuit (open) 
jack. These boxes, specified for this pur- 
pose, can be fastened under the front edge 
of the seats so that when a headphone is 
plugged in the cord will not obstruct the 
passage in front of the user. Also, with this 
arrangement the user has easy and unobtru- 
sive access to his volume control. 

Ordinarily a single headphone will be ade- 
quate for each deaf person. Men will 
usually prefer them equipped with head- 
bands, but women prefer them with handles, 
as a headband cannot be worn with a hat, 
and even without a hat it is likely to muss 
up the hair. Whether a headband or handle, 
it is of course desirable to include head- 
phones of the lightest weight -which is an- 
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other point in favor of the make specified 
above. 

The outlets may be located anywhere. 
The only purpose in keeping them up toward 
the front is to simplify the wiring. So far 
as effectiveness is concerned, they can just as 
well be at the rear of the hall. Nor is it nec- 
essary to group them together, although the 
installation wiring cost is kept down to a 
minimum by so doing. 

In conclusion, it might be pointed out 
that more than six headphones may be used 
with the Ear Aid, but in such an event it is 
best to connect them in series -parallel. How- 
ever, it is recommended that the equipment 
to be described next month be employed 
where more than six outlets are required, as 
this new equipment will provide the greater 
volume and power required for larger instal- 
lations. 

List of Parts for a Six- Outlet 
System 

RADIO NEWS Ear Aid, complete, as described 
in January issue, less headphone 

6 Broderick headphone outlet boxes for 
mounting on under side of seat (each box 
includes one 10,000 -ohm wire -wound po- 
tentiometer and one single- circuit open 
jack, mounted and wired) 

6 Trimm 1000 -ohm "featherweight" head- 
phones, complete with cords and either 
handles or headbands 

Wire, staples, etc., for installation wiring 

What Tube Shall I Use? 
(Continued from page 851) 

by a 'loudspeaker in rooms of various sizes, 
from those who wish volume enough to be 
heard several blocks away to those who like 
a set adjusted low enough to make conver- 
sation possible without shouting. 

Where good quality reproduction without 
perceptible distortion is required for home 
use with a magnetic speaker, it is advisable 
to use an output tube or combination of 
tubes which will give an undistorted power 
output of 500 to 750 milliwatts. 

Suitable Power 
In general, an amplifier capable of deliv- 

ering from 1750 to 2500 milliwatts, with a 
suitable dynamic speaker to handle that 
power without overloading, is considered 
sufficient for the average living room. Larger 
rooms, such as are found in some homes, 
may logically require an amplifier capable 
of delivering 3000 to 6000 milliwatts, ob- 
tainable by using a single stage -50 or push - 
pull -45 or -47 tubes. 

Club rooms and auditoriums can utilize 
amplifiers and speakers rated at undistorted 
power outputs of 6000 and more milliwatts, 
obtainable by parallel, push -pull or combi- 
nation arrangements of -45, -47 or -50 
tubes. 

Outdoor public address installations, of 
course, require heavy -duty amplifiers, the 
output power and number depending on the 
area over which good reproduction is re- 
quired, and the noise level of the location. 

It is unfortunate that loudspeaker manu- 
facturers have not seen fit to mention in 
their specifications the undistorted power - 
handling ratings of their speakers. This 
omission makes it somewhat difficult for the 
amplifier designer to determine the loud- 
speaker which must be used for a given 
power output. 

A fair idea of the power -handling capacity 
of dynamic speakers can be gained from the 
manufacturers' specifications which mention 
the power tubes for which the speakers are 
designed. 

Thus speakers designed for use with two 
-71A tubes in push -pull can be given an 
undistorted power -handling rating of ap- 
proximately 1750 milliwatts maximum ; those 
designed for two -45 tubes in push -pull can 
be given a maximum rating of 5000 milli- 
watts ; those designed for two -47 tubes in 
push -pull can be given a maximum rating of 
6250 milliwatts and those designed for two 
-50 tubes in push -pull can be given a rating 
of 11,500 milliwatts. Generally, however, 
the actual rating is higher, due to the factor 
of safety built into such speakers to, take 
care of overloads. 

Cone speakers such as the old Western 
Electric type can usually handle up to about 
1.5 watts without striking the pole pieces 
at the lower frequencies, and that is the 
maximum power which should be fed to 
them if distortion at the lower frequencies 
is to be avoided on high volume. 

A speaker designed for use with a power 
tube or combination of tubes capable of 
providing a given undistorted output can of 
course be used with any other tube or com- 
bination of tubes which will furnish the 
same amount or somewhat lower value of 
undistorted power output, providing, of 
course, that the coupling transformer be- 
tween the power stage and speaker is de- 
signed to match the new combination. 

Low Note Energy 
It must be remembered, of course, that 

the maximum power rating mentioned for 
the loudspeakers is the maximum power used 
for the undistorted reproduction of the very 
low notes. The power output of an ampli- 
fier and the power required by a loudspeaker 
to reproduce high frequencies is much lower 
than that required for the low frequencies. 

Next month the second of this series of 
articles will continue with a detailed discus- 
sion of the considerations involved in the 
choice of power tubes. A detailed table will 
be included, showing at a glance the tubes 
or tube combinations required to meet any 
set of conditions in the power output stage. 
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The Complete Service Unit 
(Continued from page 856) 

of an old audio transformer or choke. 
The resistance of the 150 -volt multiplier 

for the a.c. meter will depend, of course, on 
the resistance of the meter. Assuming that 
the constructor has already ascertained the 
resistance of the meter, he may use the fol - 
lowing formula to determine the resistance 
of the multiplier R21: 

Elt - E5 
Rx - where Rx is the resistance 

ICI 
of the multiplier, ER the voltage range de- 
sired, Ens the present maximum voltage 
range of the meter, and Ill the current the 
meter draws for full -scale deflection. Elec- 
trad type B, 25 -watt resistors are advisable, 
because with them the exact resistance may 
be adjusted by means of the sliding clip and 
an ohmmeter. In determining the resistance 
of the 1200 -volt multiplier R22, the above 
formula may be used with a slight change 
in the Eis value. This EuI value should be 
changed to voltage range just obtained, that 
is, 150 volts. The maximum wattage rating 
of the multiplier is the I°R, where I is the 
current flowing through the resistor and R 
its resistance in ohms. Due to the large 
voltage drop occurring across the multiplier, 
two resistors, each having half the total re- 
sistance, should be used connected in series. 
Electrad type C, 50 -watt resistors are quite 
suitable if they can carry the required 
amount of current. Refer to the Electrad 
catalog for the current -carrying capacities 
of these resistors. Adjust these resistors to 
their correct value as with the 150 -volt 
multiplier. 

On the top part of the meter's double - 
range scale will be found space enough to 
mark a new 150 -volt or 1200 -volt range. 

When using the current transformer the 
button S7 must be pressed in order to con- 
nect the 3 -volt instead of the 15 -volt range 
across the transformer secondary. The P -P 
position of selector switch S2 is for measur- 
ing total secondary voltage from plate to 
plate on a 280 rectifier. 

The following are analytical readings ob- 
tainable with tester plug inserted in radio 
set: 

Filament voltages on any voltage range 
desired- heater voltages on the 3 or 15 -volt 
range of the a.c. meter -plate voltages from 
10 to 1000 volts -plate current on the 10 
or 100 ma. range -grid voltage from 10 to 
1000 volts, grid current on the 2, 10 or 200 
ma. range -also screen -grid voltage and cur- 
rent on the above ranges- screen control 
grid voltage on any voltage range- cathode 
voltage, either positive or negative, on any 
voltage range -power pentode screen -grid 
voltage on any voltage range -power pen- 
tode screen -grid current on the 10 ma. range 
-space -charge grid voltage on r.f. pentodes, 
any voltage range -current of both plates of 
-80 rectifier tubes -plate to heater voltage 
on -80 rectifier, any voltage range -total 
secondary voltage plate to plate on 1200 -volt 
range of the a.c. meter. The grid test but- 
ton S9 changes the grid bias of the tube 
being tested by 4.5 volts. The resultant 
change in plate current indicating the condi- 
tion of the tube. Voltmeter return switch 
is used while testing pentode tubes. It should 
normally he in the K position when testing 
tubes other than pentodes. 

A few words of caution will not be amiss 
here. It is imperative that the radio set be 
turned "off" before the "GMa" button S12 
is pressed. To prevent damage to the d.c. 
meter, never press the "Ma" button S14 
when measuring voltages. 

The five -foot -seven wire analyzer cable is 
soldered directly to the prongs of the Naald 
analyzer plug. Solder the space- charge grid 
wire to the latch of the plug and the screen 

control grid wire to the metal cap on the 
handle. 

List of Parts 
M1- Jewell Pattern 88, 0 -1 d.c. milliamme- 

ter 
M2- Jewell Pattern 78, 0 -3 -15 a.c. volt- 

meter 
Rl- Yaxley No. 5400 P, 400 -ohm variable 

resistor 
R2- Yaxley No. 55000 P, 5000 -ohm variable 

resistor 
R3- 10,000 -ohm resistor International Re- R4- 100,000 -ohm resistor sistance Co. type R5- 150,000 -ohm resistor 
R6- 250,000 -ohm resistor WW1 (accurate 

R7- 500,000 -ohm resistor 1 %) 
R8, R11, R13, R15, R17 -10 ma. shunts 

made according to text 
R9, R12 -50 ma. shunts made according to 

text 
R10, R14, R16 -100 ma. shunts made ac- 

cording to text 
R18 -2 ma. shunt made according to text 
R19- Acratest 4000 -ohm, 3 -watt carbon re- 

sistor 
R20- Acratest 2000 -ohm, 3 watt carbon re- 

sistor 
R21- Electrad type B, 25 -watt resistor for 

150 volts a.c. range 
R22 -Two Electrad type C, 50 -watt resis- 

tors for 1200 volts a.c. range 
Cl, C2 -Dual Acratest .1 -0 -.1 mfd. condens- 

ers, 200 volts d.c. 
C3, C6- Aerovox type 1460, .0005 mfd. con- 

densers 
C4, C7- Aerovox type 1460, .005 mfd. con- 

densers 
C5- Aerovox type 1460, .001 mfd. condensers 
13 Jewell locking push- buttons for switches 

S7 to S19 (see text) 
S1- Weston 9 -point bi -polar switch 
S2 -Best 5 -point bi -polar switch 
S3- Yaxley 9 -point tap switch 
S4- Toggle switch, s.p.d.t. 
S5, S6- Cutler- Hammer 3 -point toggle 

switches 
S7, S10- Push -button switches, s.p.d.t. (see 

text) 
58, S9, S12, S13- Push -button switches, 

d.p.d.t. (see text) 
S11- Push -button switch, t.p.s.t. (see text) 
S14, S15, S16, S17, S18, S19- Push -button 

switches, s.p.s.t. (see text) 
Ll, L2- Oscillator coils (see text) 
SH -Grebe screen -grid coil shield 
VT1, VT4 -Pilot No. 216 four -prong sockets 
VT2, VT3 -Pilot No. 217 five -prong sockets 
RFC1, RFC2- Radio -frequency chokes (see 

text) 
FI, F2 -Small radio cartridge fuses, 1 amp. 
PL- Yaxley pilot light and bracket, 6 volts Bi- Burgess No. 5360, 4.5 C battery 
CD -Fixed crystal detector 
Tl -Tube checker filament transformer (see 

text) 
T2 -A.C. meter current transformer (see 

text) 
31 to J16- I.C.A. tip jacks 
OR -Hart and Hegeman outlet receptacle 
Naald No. 905L analyzer plug, No. 954 DS 

lock -on adapter 
5 -foot, seven -wire cable 
1 Pilot No. 214 four -prong socket (for 

adapter) 
2 Pilot No. 215 five -prong socket. (for 

adapter) 
2 UX tube bases (for adapters) 
1 UY tube base (for adapter) / lb. No. 18 enameled wire / lb. No. 24 enameled wire / lb. No. 32 enameled wire 
I.C.A. / -inch bakelite panel, drilled and en- 

graved, 41/4 inches by 16% inches; 3/16 
inch bakelite panel, 31/4 inches by 81/4 
inches 
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PICK YOUR 

BRANCH 

OF RADIO 

... then learn it at 
RCA Institutes 

THERE is no industry more interesting than 
radio. And the next few years probably will 

see more happen and offer more prospects for 
advancement than ever before. With the right 
training, there may be a future for you in radio. 

RCA Institutes offers you that training. Elemen- 
tary and advanced courses in many branches of 
practical radio. Founded 22 years ago, today 
RCA lnstitutes is America's oldest radio school. 
In completeness of equipment, instructors, va- 

riety of courses it is unsurpassed. In addition, 
RCA Institutes is directly associated with the 
largest radio research laboratory in the industry. 
Four resident schools -New York, Boston, 
Chicago and Philadelphia. Extension courses 
available for those who cannot attend resident 
schools, with free scholarships for outstand- 
ing graduates. Special equipment furnished. 
All tuition costs moderate. 

Check one of the interesting branches of radio 
you see listed in the coupon below. Then mail 
it today for general catalog and full information. 

"Practical instruction in radio 
and the associated electronic arts." 

IN 

A Radio Corporation 

F S 
of America subsidiary 

il 

RCA Institutes, Inc., Dept. RN-4, 75 Varick Street, N. Y. 
Gentlemen : Please send me your General Catalog. I am 
checking below the phase of radio in which I am particu- 
larly interested. 

Aviation Radio 
Broadcast Station 
or Studio 

Television 

Radio Operating 
TalkingPictures 
Servicing Home Enter- 
tainment Equipment 

N me 

Address 

Occnnnt ea Age 
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Here's 
the Remedy 

The cheapest and the best antenna for any set is the 
improved Dubilier Light Socket Aerial. Plugs in any 
socket or outlet. Ideal with present -day. radio seta. 
Consumes no current. No long leads or unsightly wires. 
Utilizes wiring and transmission line for long -distance 
signals. $1.00 complete. 

DUBILIER 
Condenser Corporation 
4377 Bronx Blvd. New York 

ROYA;.- 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 

Screen Grid -Power Pentode 

SPECIAL 
PRICE 

$ 14'95 
Set of Tubes $2.20 

Batteries $5.45 

Royal Model RP List Price $25 
WORLD WIDE RECEPTION GUARANTEED! 

This new super- sensitive receiver works on any..an- 
tenna and tunes from 14 to 200 meters. (550 meter coil 
75e extra.) It is sturdily constructed on a heavy metal 
chassis and enclosed in a neat crackle- finished cabinet. 
A full -vision dial and a combination regeneration volume 
control (with automatic switch) makes tuning remarkably 
easy. 

Use of a -UN -232 screen -grid detector and a UY -233 
power tentode amplifier gives extreme sensitivity and 
tremendous volume. 

Send your order (with a small deposit) NOW for im- 
mediate delivery and enjoy A NEW THRILL! 

Distributed by 

HARRISON RADIO CO. 
189 Franklin St., Dept. N4 '- - New York City 

Dealers Wanted-Write Now for Details! 

You Can Become a Fast 
Capable RADIO OPERATOR at HOME 

BY CANDLER 
Scientific Method 

In lessthan half the usual time. 
Amazing results. Thousands 
fast Radio operators taught 
by CANDLER. FREE advice 
if you're "stuck." 
All questions answered per- 
sonally. No obligation. If 
Radio operator, ask about 
ADVANCED COURSE for 
SPEED and Copying Behind. 
and `MILL" Course. FREE 

Waiter H. Candler, BROCHURE will save you 
Waiter 

H. 
C Code time and money. Tune in on 

Specialist Candler Short Wave Station! 
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. RN -4 

6343 So. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, M. 

Get "Coast to Coast" 
AERIAL 

111 II 'I 6'Illill!° 

or NO COST 
Volotone, a new 
All Wave Tuner brings in dozens of distant stations with 

doubled volume and clar- 
taouuD ity. Easily attached. 
Write Imperial Labr., 9021 Coke Bldg., Kan- 
sas City, Mo., for Free Sample Unit Offer. GEARS 

In stock -immediate delivery 
Ge,.rs, speed reducers, sprockets, 
thrust bearings, flexible couplings, 
pulleys, etc. A complete line is 
carried in our Chicago stock. Can 
also quote on special gears of any 
kind. Send us your blue -prints and 
inquiries. 

Write for Catalog No. 40 
CHICAGO GEAR WORKS 

769 -773 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
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The Twin -Grid Tube 
(Continued from page 840) 

the potential difference of grid circuits x and 
xl which is shown as the difference from 
(a) to (b). Now if the two grid currents 
x and x' be supplied from the same source 
at opposite phase or reversed polarity, and 
a variable resistance placed in one circuit, 
any variations in the current supply will 
occur in both circuits, but with lesser am- 
plitude in one circuit, the degree of differ- 
ence depending on the amount of resistance 
in the circuit. 

For the purpose of explanation, let it be 
assumed that this common source is sup- 
plying a positive and negative biasing charge 
of 10 volts to each grid circuit respectively, 
and that the resistance is cut in the positive 
circuit and adjusted until it has half the 
value of the negative bias, or 5 volts. Thus, 
the resulting potential value of the total 
grid charge acting on the electron stream is 
negative 5 volts, which will result in a 
decrease of 2 milliamperes in the plate cur- 
rent. Now suppose that the value of the 
common source is suddenly doubled, supply- 
ing 20 volts instead of 10. This changes the 
potential value of the grid bias from nega- 
tive 5 volts to negative 10 volts, resulting 
in another 2 milliampere decrease as com- 
pared to the negative 5 -volt reading, or a 
total deflection of 4 milliamperes as com- 
pared to normal plate current flow without 
grid bias. Operating under the same condi- 
tions, a 20 -volt bias (negative) on a three - 
element tube results in an average drop of 
8 milliamperes, or twice that of a twin -grid 
tube when the duplicate potentials have a 
ratio of 2 to -1. - - - - - 

Operating under same conditions as 
above, the amplitue of plate current varia- 
tions may be further decreased by decreas- 
ing the amount of resistance in the grid cur- 
rent. For example, suppose that the com- 
mon source is supplying' a 10 -volt bias as 
before, and that the resistance is adjusted 
until the positive bias reads 8 volts. The 
potential value of the total grid charge is 

now negative 2 volts, which will result in a 
deflection of 1 milliampere in the plate cir- 
cuit current. When the value of the com- 
mon source is suddenly doubled, supplying 
20 volts, the potential of the total force act- 
ing on the electron stream is negative 4 volts, 
which results in a deflection of less than 2 
milliamperes in the plate current. 

Thus it will be seen that when suitably 
arranged, the twin -grid tube will serve eff ec- 
tively as an automatic plate current control 
in which the amplitude of plate variations 
depends on the potential difference of the 
grid biasing currents rather than on tine 
amplitude of grid variations. Such a circuit 
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 5, where 
the current to be regulated is coupled to 
the twin -grid balance tube through a suitable 
transformer so that any variations in the 
supply current is induced at opposite phase 
on the duplicate grid element simulta- 
neously, the difference of potential being 
controlled by variable resistance. The out- 
put of the tube may be amplified to any 
desired strength through suitable amplifying 
arrangement. 

The circuit may be used as an automatic 
volume control in the broadcast receiver, no 
station being received above a set signal 
strength as may be selected by the operator, 
thus eliminating the unpleasant "blooping" 
encountered, when crossing the frequency 
band of local or high -powered stations dur- 
ing the process of tuning or station selection. 

The arrangement may also be used effec- 
tively in microphone circuits to prevent 
overloading of the amplifier circuit from 
sudden variations in sound intensity. 

Next month various other applications of 
the new tube will be described. These will 
include its use as an eliminator of static and 
other interference of indefinite frequency, as 
a combination oscillator and modulator for 
transmission, as a combination detector and 
oscillator for superheterodynes and as a 
dual -purpose tube in reflex receiver circuits. 

Graphs and Charts 
(Continued from page 860) 

OA, OX and OB when A, X and B are on a 
straight line. 

The solution is found in the same way as 
in previous examples, in the March and 
February issues of RADIO NEWS. 

Draw the two rectangular triangles ACX 
and- XDB. Since these triangles are simi- 
lar, we can write 

CX DB 

AC XD 
OX - OA cos p OB cos q - OX 

OA sin p OB sin q 
Removing fractions: - 

OB.OX sin q - OA. OB cos p sin q = 
OA.OB sin p cos q - OA.OX sin p 

Solving for OX: 
OX (OA sin p -{- OB sin q) - 

OA.OB (cos q sin p + cos p sin q) 
or 

OA.OB (cos q sin p + cos p sin q) 
OX= (1) 

OA sin p -}- OB sin q 
From trigonometry: cos q sin p + cos p 

sin q = sin (p -}- q). Substituting this in the 
equation (1) and writing it in the desired 
form: 

1 sin q 1 sin p 1 

OX sin (p q) OA + sin (p -}- q) OB 
(2) 

When the modulus on the three scales is 
also taken in consideration, OX, OA and 
OB must be 'replaced- by their respective 
values - 

- xM aM;,' and bM,°: 
The formula then becomes 

1 

x 
Mx. sin q 1 Ms sin p i 

Ma sin (p q) a - Mb sin (p q) b 

Geometrical Construction 
Figure 3 shows the principle of construct- 

ing .the symmetrical chart. A construc- 
tional line drawn through division 50 on 
the center scale and perpendicular to it, in- 
tersects both slanting scales at division 100. 
All other lines, parallel to it, pass through 
divisions on the slanting scales which indi- 
cate twice that of the one in the center. 

In the case of a non -symmetrical scale, the 
construction is made as in Figure 4. The 
constructional lines form parallelograms and 
the numbers are the same at three angles. 

These constructions are easy to under- 
stand, for in each case they are really sample 
calculations as we described last month. 
under the subhead, "The Automatic 
Method." - 
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What's New in Radio 
A department devoted to the description of the latest 
developments in radio equipment. Radio servicemen, 
experimenters, dealers and set builders will find these 

items of service in conducting their work 

By The Technical Staff 

Short -Wave Receiver 
Description -A compact two -tube battery - 

operated short -wave receiver with a wave- 
length range of 14 to 200 meters. The 
set uses one 32 screen -grid type tube and 
one 33 pentode tube. It features a micro - 
vernier, sector -vision tuning dial and is de- 
signed to operate from any size antenna. 

All receiver parts are mounted on a cadmium 
plated chassis which is enclosed in an attrac- 
tive metal cabinet measuring 11 inches by 7 

inches by 6/ inches. With an additional 
coil, the tuning range can be extended to 
550 meters. This company also makes a 
short -wave receiver of special design for 
amateur use, utilizing band -spread coils and 
condenser combinations covering the 20, 40 
and 30 -meter wavelengths. 

Maker -Royal Short Wave and Television 
Co., 191 Franklin St., New York City. 

The Three -Purpose Electric 
Clock 

Description -An electric clock designed for 
three separate functions. First, to provide 
an accurate timepiece. Second, a 24 -hour 
alarm clock that requires no re- setting, once 
it has been set for the desired time. Third, 

an electric alarm "notifier" which can be 
set for any time interval, from a half min- 
ute to three hours. This "notifier" feature 
is adaptable to many applications and should 
find favor with the radio enthusiast as a re- 
minder to tune in for a favorite radio pro- 
gram at the specified hour, etc. The clock 
is enclosed in an attractive metal case with 

black numerals on a silvered dial. It mea- 
sures 6/ inches high by 5 inches wide. 

Maker- Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Roose- 
velt Rd. and Central Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Photo -Electric Cell 
Description -The Weston Photronic cell 

transforms light energy directly into elec- 
trical energy by means of a highly light - 
sensitive disc. This cell requires no polar- 
izing or exciting voltages and can operate a 
relay directly, without an auxiliary ampli- 
fier. It delivers approximately one micro- 
ampere per foot -candle of light intensity. 
When exposed to direct sunlight, the output 
is approximately five milliamperes. The cell 
resistance varies from about 1500 ohms for 
10 foot -candles light intensity to about 300 
ohms for 240 foot- candles intensity. It is 
enclosed in a moulded black bakelite case 
measuring 2/ inches in diameter by 1 inch 
in thickness, and is equipped with two con- 

nection prongs at the bottom of the case, to 
fit into the UX type vacuum tube socket. 

Maker - Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corp., 615 Frelinghuysen Ave.,,,Newark, N. J. 

Moisture -Proof Condenser 
Description -A new type condenser sealed 

at both ends against moisture so as to re- 
tain its original high resistance and to in- 

sure long life with satisfactory service. The 
illustration shows a standard 1 mfd. surg- 
proof condenser which has been submerged 
in water continuously for 240 hours and 
when the condenser was tested it showed no 
loss in resistance. The loop leads may be 
cut at any desired point for conveniently 
reaching any part of the circuit. The vari- 
ous color code wrappers indicate the differ- 
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eS S ion al 

RADIO SERVILE 
will pay you better profits 

PROFESSIONAL servicemen have 
adopted the accurate, high speed servic- 

ing methods made possible by Jewell Service 
Instruments. Savings in testing time, in- 
creased accuracy, and greater customer 
confidence enable them to not only increase 

-their.busirieis, but to make more profit on 
each job; 

Jewell Instruments are so reasonable in 
cost that servicemen cannot afford to be 
handicapped by inferior test equipment. 

Jewell Pattern 444 Set Analyzer 
1. Socket current and voltage tests on all 

types of sets, including those using type 
247, 235, and radio frequency pentodes, are 
provided. 

2. Triple range output meter. 
3. Triple range resistance -continuity meter with battery 

compensator. 
4. H e a v y 

molded bakelite 
parts, non - shat - 
te.rable meter 
glasses, and all 
wearing parts 
easily renewable, 
are some of the 
many features 
that assure long 
life. 

Jewell Pattern 563 Oscillator 
1. Three fundamental wave bands of 550 

to 1,500 K. C., 125 to 175 K. C., and 160 
to 280 K. C., provide for all t.r.f. and 
superheterodyne sets. 

2. Entire instrument, including self -con- 
tained batteries,, shielded by heavy metal 
case. 

3. Separate output for neutralizing. 
4. Priced remarkably low for Jewell 

quality. 

MAIL 
COUPON 
TODAY' ,.- 

I 

i 
...'2 

-A R' Sbï i G th 
0.4 

1eyell 
Eectrical 

nstruent 
c orlpasze 

4NayneéPe., 

NeWark, 
eW )Y 

Please 
rneT 

re p9' 
SéVic 

rume 

<s 

ó eNell Tube' 
1\ rs 

Na'1e 

Aaaress..... 

City ' . 
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NEW EDITION OF 
Radio Noises and their care 

4, 4th Edition 
NOW 

READY 

62 
ARTICLES 

PRICE 
50 Cts. 

Every article complete give, all types ei Radio 
noises and tells how they may be cured. 76 full 
size pages 8r /2" s 11 ". Only book of its hind ever 
published. Written in question and answer form 
so everyone can understand it. Send 50e for your 
copy today (75 cents for Canada and foreign 
countries). 

NEWARK ELECTRIC CO. 
A Radio Service Institution 

230 W. Madison St., Chicago, Illinois 

Free new No 23. 23. Edition 

°R AD ICCe SERVICE 
TREATISE. Every radio 
man must have it. Con- 
tains some 75 new hook - 

nudiagrams; as jiietrai . POSI- 
TIVELY THE GREAT- 
EST BOOK EVER PUT 
OUT BY ANYONE. 
Editorial contents: VAC- 
UUM TUBE TREAT- 
ISE, with many illustra- 
tions; Vacuum Tube 
Average Characteristics 
Chart; How to Take 
Care of Your Tubes. 

now to Connect 
Phonograph Pick -ups. 
Improving Tone Qual- 
ity of Old Sets; Con - 
Leeting Additional oud Speakers; all 
fully illustrated with 
diagrams. Other ar- ticles: Modernizing Old Radio Seto now to Convert Battery to Power Sets; Selection of Tubes; Push -Pull Amplifiers; Replacing Audio Transformers; Phone Attachments; to Power Voltage Dividers; 

to 
eer T ansformers; Selecting and ReacemeWattage ars in Radio Sets: Filter Condensers; Repairing Eliminators. etc. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents for postage. 
Treatise sent by return mail. 
RADIO TRADING CO. 

27 West Broadway New York City 

THE MOST VALUABLE 
RADIO BOOK 
Ever Published 

on 
MAN MADE 

STATIC 

62 ARTICLES 
200 Illustrations 

PRICE 50 Cts. 
Every article complete gives all types of Radio noises 
and tells how they may be cured. 76 Cull size pages 
81/2" s 11". Only book of its kind ever published. 
Written in question and answer form so everyone can 
understand it. Send 50e for Your copy today 175 
cents for Canada and foreign countries). 

Tobe Deutschmann Corp. 
Filterette Division 
Canton, Mass. 

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS 
SPARE TIME OR FULL TIME 

Casting Metal Toys and Novelties Offers You 
the Chance to Make Money 

Big demand for 5 and 10c Store Novelties, Toy Soldiers, Animals, Ashtrays, etc., calls for additional production. High import duty and present conditions in Germany 
offer chance for an enormous business here. 

We cooperate in selling goods you 
make, give you lists of dealers 
handling such Toys and Novelties 
and furnish you circulars to mail 
ut and with which to get the or- 

iers. 
EXPERIENCE special e de and wfur h casting form 

place 

, roducticn of steady sellers. 

11 

A chance of a lifetime for man with small 
cat hat to get into,a w industry and 
with backing build up 

a 
big and 

Fcfitable business. business. 
or full information write AT ONCE to 

METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 12 1696 Boston Road Established 181E New York City 

ent working voltages of the condensers. 
These units are obtainable in service type 
for power unit repair work and in tubular 
by -pass type, ranging in capacity from 0.1 
mfd. to 2 mfd. and in working voltages 
from 300 to 1,000 volts. - 

Maker -Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Can- 
ton, Mass. 

A New Line of Vacuum Tubes 
Description - The new CeCo Citation 

vacuum tubes, made in -24, -47, -27, -35, 
-45 and -80 types, are subjected to more 
exacting tests and closer inspection limits 

than the regular CeCo tube. Each tube 
has to undergo a 24 -hour continuous operat- 
ing test under actual receiving -set conditions. 
After this, the tube is retested on special 
meters before it is packed for shipment. 
This new tube is enclosed in an attractively 
designed gold and black modernistic box. 

Maker -CeCo Manufacturing Co., Inc., 
1200 Eddy St., Providence, R. I. 

A Switching ro for 
Ra 'o Receiver 

Descriptio -This Mark -T e, model H -12, 
type AA s itch is an "off" or an "on" auto- 
matic s tching device, .: aptable to numer- 
ous el tric appliance . nd lighting applica- 
tions./ This unit is it erchangeable with the 
standard single -ga ,_ wall switch. It is 
equipped with a librated control dial for 
adjusting the tim interval. The large exter- 
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turns itself "on" or "off" automatically and 
is equipped with an inbuilt receptacle to 
plug in the electric appliance. The type 
DAA is a duplex control switch that can 
turn current on at any desired time and if 
at another predetermined time. 

Maker -M. H. Rhodes, Inc., Hartford, 
Conn. 

A Convenient Screw- holding 
Screw Driver 

Description- Fulfilling a real need for the 
mechanic and radio serviceman, the Jiffy - 
Tite tool introduces a novel and practical 
achievement in a one -hand -operated, screw - 
holding, screw -driving instrument. A grip- 
ping lever cut in the center of the tool 
blade moves in or out at will of the opera- 
tor, to grip or release the wood or machine 
screw, by its slot. This gripping lever is 
controlled by a knurled slide mounted close 
to the handle. The tool is especially adapted 
to confined locations and for jobs of long 
reach where the screw must be started at 
arm's length. The instrument measures 
9 3/16 inches long and is 5/16 inch wide. 

The junior type s 8/ inches 
blade measuring 3 inch wide. 

Maker- Millen Manufacturing 
Water St., Boston, Mass. 

long, the 

Co., 7 

Motor Radio Suppressor Kit 
Description -This kit, containing a sup- 

pressor unit for each spark plug and a sup- 

nal left -hand dial is marked in fifteen -minute 
divisions . d the smaller internal dial is 
shown in on: -hour divisions. A complete re 
olution of the_ dials provides five hours de- 
lay. The unit ha . 12 -hour time limit. When 
the dial is turned to z o- itíarking, the 
device is a standard "on -off" switch. Each 
switch is complete with instructions for in- 
stallation as well as a template for mounting 
in a radio cabinet. Other available Mark - 
Time switches include the type BB that 

pressor for connection in the main distribu- 
tor ad, is accompanied by a folder giv- 
in complete information with diagrams on 

e installation and use of suppressor units 
and filter condensers for the suppression of 
automobile radio noises. These suppressors 
are shock -proof, unaffected by heat and are 
non -combustible. The capacity of the units 
is less than / micro -microfarad. The kits 
are obtainable for four, six and eight -cylinder 
automobiles. If desired, individual suppres- 
sors are available. 

Maker- International Resistance Co., 2006 
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Receivers for the Farm 
(Continued from page 835) 

service with full efficiency at all times. 
This is a new and totally different kind 

of battery. Its electrical characteristics are 
unlike those of the more familiar type of 
"A" batteries and it is to be used only with 
receivers designed for its employment. When 
designing a home -constructed set the im- 
portant fact to keep in mind is that the total 
amount of courrent this battery can safely 
deliver is a maximum 0.65 ampere. If con- 
nected to any device that consumes more 
than this amount the Air -cell battery will 
be quickly and permanently ruined. 

The battery is so named because it oper- 
ates on a principle of air depolarization. A 
special kind of carbon electro breathes the 
oxygen out of the air and into the battery, 

and the amount is automatically regulated to 
the current consumed by the receiver. As 
there is an unlimited amount of oxygen, the 
working voltage of the unit remains constant 
throughout its complete life. 

The 2 -volt type tubes employed in these 
receivers require only a small amount of "A" 
battery current and it is possible to operate 
a seven -tube set, utilizing five tubes of the 
-32 or 30 type and two -31 -type tubes in a 
push -pull, power- output stage and not con- 
sume over -0.56 ampere of current from the 
the Air -cell. This is well below the maxi- 
mum safe limit of 0.65 ampere. 

The required "B" and "C" batteries corn - 
plete the operating equipment of these Air - 
cell receivers. 

Radio News.Technical Information Service 
The Technical Information Service has 

been carried on for many years by the 
technical staff of RADIO NEWS. Its pri- 
mary purpose is to give helpful informa- 
tion to those readers who run across tech- 
nical problems in their work or hobby 
which they are not able to solve without 
assistance. The service has grown to 
such large proportions that it is now ad- 
visable to outline and regulate activities 
so that information desired may come to 
our readers accurately, adequately and 
promptly. 

Long, rambling letters containing re- 
quests that are vague or on a subject that 
is unanswerable take up so large a por- 
tion of the staff's working time that legit- 
imate questions may pile up in such quan- 
tities as to cause a delay that seriously 
hinders the promptness of reply. To elim- 
inate this waste of time and the period 
of waiting, that sometimes occurs to our 
readers as a consequence, the following 
list of simple rules must be observed in 
making requests for information. Read- 
ers will help themselves by abiding by 
these rules. 

Preparation of Requests 
1. Limit each request for information 

to a single subject. 
2. In a request for information, in- 

clude any data that will aid us in as- 
sisting in answering. If the request 
relates to apparatus described in 
RADIO NEWS, state the issue, page 
number, title of article and the 
name of the device or apparatus. 

3. Write only on one side of your 
paper. 

4. Pin the coupon to your request. 

The service is directed specifically at 
the problems of the radio serviceman, 
engineer, mechanic, experimenter, set 
builder, student and amateur, but is open 
to all classes of readers as well. 

All questions from subscribers to RADIO 
NEWS will be answered free of charge, 
provided they comply with the regu- 
lations here set forth. All questions 
will be answered by mail and not through 

the editorial columns of the maga- 
zine, or by telephone. When possible, 
requests for information will be answered 
by referring to articles in past issues of 
the magazine that contain the desired in- 
formation. For this reason it is ad- 
visable to keep RADIO NEWS as a radio 
reference. 

Complete information about sets de- 
scribed in other publications cannot be 
given, although readers will be referred to 
other sources of information whenever 
possible. The staff cannot undertake to 
design special circuits, receivers, equip- 
ment or installations. The staff cannot 
service receivers or test any radio appa- 
ratus. Wiring diagrams of commercial 
receivers cannot be supplied, but where 
we have published them in RADIO NEWS, 
a reference will be given to past issues. 
Comparisons between various kinds of 
receivers or manufactured apparatus can- 
not be made. 

Only those requests will be given con- 
sideration that are accompanied by the 
current month's coupon below, accurately 
filled out. 

APRIL, 1932 
Technical Information Coupon 
RADIO NEWS Laboratory 
350 Hudson Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
Kindly supply me with complete in- 

formation on the attached question: 
I am a regular subscriber to RADIO 
NEWS and I understand this infor- 
mation will be sent me free of 
charge. 

I am not yet a subscriber to RADIO 
NEWS. 

I wish to become a subscriber to 
RADIO NEWS and enclose $2.50 to 
receive the magazine regularly for 
one year, and to receive this valu- 
able technical information service 
free of charge. 

Name 
Address 

891 

In the Great Shops of 

COYNE 
Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, 
hopeless job! Don't be satisfied to work for a 
mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to 
make REAL MONEY in RADIO -THE FASTEST - 
GROWING, BIGGEST MONEY- MAKING 
GAME ON EARTH! 

Jobs Leading to Salaries 
of $50 a Week and Up 

Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and 
Tester -as Radio Salesman and in Service and 
Installation -as Operator or Manager of a Broad- 
casting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship 
or Airplane -as a Talking Picture or Sound Ex- 

pert -HUN PEDSOofl 
Opportunities for fascl- 

10 Weeks' Shop Training 
AT COYNE IN CHICAGO 

I don't teach by book study. We teach you by 
ACTUAL WORK on a great outlay of Radio, 
Broadcasting, Television, Talking Picture and Code 
equipment. And because we cut useless theory, you 
get a practical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION 
Is Now Here! 

And TELEVISION is already here! Soon there'll be 
a demand for TELEVISION EXPERTS! The man 
who gets in on the ground -floor of Television can 
have dozens of opportunities in this new field! Learn 
Television at COYNE on the very latest Television 
equipment. 

TALKING PICTURES 
A Big Field for Trained Men 

Talking Pictures, and Public Address Systems offer 
golden opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. 
Learn at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and 
Sound Reproduction equipment. 

EARN AS YOU LEARN 
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And if 
you need part -time work while at school to help pay 
expenses, I'll help you get it if you will tell me your 

i problems. Coyne is 32 years old. Coyne Training is 
tested -You can find out everything absolutely free. 
JUST MAIL the Coupon for My BIG FREE BOOK. 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept.42- ?C,Chicago 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 424C, Chicago, 111. 

Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your Big Free Radio Book and all 
details of your Special introductory Offer. This does not obligate 
me in anY Way. 

Nome 

Address 

City State 

Ia /ACil-fG[i 

ROFIT 
1 Service men make $90 extra 1vj - 

per month, installing AM- 
PERITE. Send $1.62 to 
Deeft. RN -4, for dealers' 

sample and sales 
helps. 

AMPERirE Gr,oration 
561 BROADWAY. NFW VORK 

ERITE 
Self Adjusting 
VOLTAGE CONTROL. 
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ROUND THE 
WORLD WITH 

POLO 
SHORT - WAVE CONVERTER 
New 1932 Model DX3 $ 3 2.50 
Complete with Tubes 

Users of this Converter report 
exceptional foreign reception 

SPECIAL FEATURES -No coils to change. but effective 
coil switching control from panel. Complete built -in power 

unply. Illuminated Vernier Dial. latest Hammarlund 
Two-Gang Condenser, also Trimmer Condenser. Handsome 
Walnut Cabinet. Readily used with yom present adio 
for short -wave reception without disturbing hook -up of the 
broadcast re The thrills and excitement of foreign 
stations are yours by using this A.C. model POLO CON- 
VERTER. 

WAVE CONVERTER KIT $7.60 
Complete parts furnished for building Less Tubes converter with 15 -200 meter range. 
having built-in power supply. c 
pletely self- operated. works with 
Supers as well as t -r -f Sets. (lets Real 
Results. No plug -in coils. Clear pic- 
ture diagram makes two hour wiring 
easy! Write for 2082 Catalogue. 

Polo Engineering Labs. 
125 West 45th Street 
New York City, N. Y. 

The Service Bench 
(Continued from page 864) 

61242) 4úa4 
CONTROL HANDBOOK 

and CATALOG 
FREE! 
Write for your copy of 
the most complete 
handbook on every type 
of variable resistance- 

. from tiny Center Tpps 
and Volume Controls up 
to Heavy Motor Speed 
Controls. 

Every experimenter, 
service man and en- 
gineer should have a 
Copy. 

Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc. 
285 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

PÊW[P I/CK 
Model 104-R Crofter Power Converter, 

ply for Crosley Band Bos Receivers models 
602 -702. Can be easily adapted fore use 

to 220 volts 'It" power. All terminals are brought 
out to a convenient terminal block. High and low 

lin voltage adjustment built in. Supplied in a neat 
brown 

e 

ystaleen metal container. These units 
all brnd n and guaranteed. Special at $6.95 

FREE 1. 
° r 64 -page 

:ref 
log, bock tulle f 

ep bÌ 
brings your 

for oy and nerv cam 
A Host card request brings y copy to you. 

RADIO SURPLUS CORP. 
56 N Vesey Street New York City 

THE RADIO Here's the 
Answer 

MANUAL to every Question about 
principles, operation, 
maintenance of radio 

apparatus. Complete, up -to -date. Beginner end 
expert need it. Written by G. E. Sterling, U. S. 
Radio Inspector, Examining Officer; and Rob't S. 
Kruse. Send no money. Pay postman $6.00, plus 
postage; refunded if not satisfied. 
D. VAN NOSTRAND CO. 250N 4th Ave., N. Y. 

' Morse orCoatinenta/ 
Step into this interesting -un- 
crowded- HIGHLY PAID 
Profession. Become a trained 
operator in Morse or Radio 

Code, easily, quickly, at home, with 
TELEPLEX, the Master Teacher. Used by 
the U. S. Government and leading schools. 
Entirely new code course in 12 rolls of 
tape. During last ten years TELEPLEX 
has trained more operators than all other 
methods combined. 

Write for Folder E -4 

TELEPLEX CO. 
76 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y. 

Learn AT HOME With 

e ep ea 

Figure 4. The handy flashlight that sim- 
plifies many a tight service job. It's worth 
to dollars what it saves in cuss -words 

Westinghouse WR4 
J. A. Robinson, proprietor of Robinson's 

Radio Service, Methuen, Mass., and a con- 
sistent contributor to the Service Bench, 
comments on instability in a Westinghouse 
WR4. "This receiver is of the tuned radio 
frequency type, using three S. G. tubes in 
the r.f., also in the detector, and push -pull 
'45s in the output. Chassis and tubes, ex- 
cept the '45s and the '80, are in a vertical 
position. The set is very well shielded - 
and therein lies the source of trouble. 

"If the receiver persists in oscillating, and 
a change in the r -f tubes will not stop it, re- 
move the chassis from the cabinet. On the 
side opposite to the tube shields you will 
find a large shield covering the gang tuning 
condenser assembly. You will find inside 
of this can four compartments, and in each 
a small clip which fits over the shaft of 
the rotors. Be sure that these clips make 
good contact, and the receiver will not oscil- 
late again until they become dirty." 

(In other words, when oscillations are 
persistent and baffling make sure that all 
shields, and particularly shield covers are 
well grounded. -Ed.) 

Spartan "931" 
Our standby contributors are in good 

form this month, and Russell Woolley, 
Seattle, Washington, passes on the follow- 
ing dope: Nine times out of ten, a burned - 
out power transformer in a Sparton `931' is 
caused by a "shorted" element in the recti- 
fying tube, and indirectly due to a defec- 
tive grid -bias resistor in the power -tube cir- 
cuit. This resistor is a carbon one, grounded 
under a bolt of the transformer mounting, 
connected to a lug of the filament winding 
of the C -183 Sparton power tubes. It dis-. 
integrates, decreasing the grid voltage and 
increasing the current drain up to 100 mils 
per tube, which of course ruins the rectifier 
and burns out the power transformer as the 
filament sputters against the plate. The 
tone quality of the set is only slightly af- 
fected until the transformer actually begins 
to smoke -at which time it is too late to 
do anything but replace it. The correct re-. 
placement resistor value is 1200 ohms -wire 
wound. A special resistor is sold by Sparton 
dealers at 60c net and the power transformer 
at $9.00 (west coast prices)." 

The following manufacturers have pre- 
pared interesting literature which for the 
convenience of readers RADIO NEWS can sup- 
ply, free of charge, to any serviceman re- 
questing same on this letterhead. These 
catalogs are not listed indiscriminately, and 

RADIO NEWS FOR APRIL, 1932 

Read Classified Advertis- 
ing -It Pays 

Advertisements in this section twenty -six 
cents a word for each insertion. Name 
and address must be included at the above 
rate. Cash should accompany all classified 
advertisements unless placed by an ac- 
credited advertising agency. No advertise- 
ments for less than 10 words accepted. 
Objectionable or misleading advertise- 
ments not accepted. Advertisements for 
these columns should reach us not later 
than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue. 

TECK PUBLISHING CORP. 
350 Hudson St. New York, N. Y. 

Corporation Service 
INCORPORATE DELAWARE PREPARATORY 

financing invention, business. Retain perpetual control. 
Booklet, forms free. UNIVERSAL Corporators, Dover, 
Del. 

Correspondence Courses 

Used correspondence school courses and educational 
books sold, recited and exchanged. Money -back guarantee. 
Catalog free. (Courses bought) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, 
Alabama. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES -Sold, Bought, Ex- 
changed, Rented. Bargain Catalogue Free. Handing, 
C -799 Broadway, New York. 

Inventions 

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or un- 
patented. write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 278 Enright, 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Patent Attorneys 

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS -All cases submitted 
given personal attention by a member of the firm. In- 
formation and booklet free. Lancaster, Allwine & Rom- 
mel, Suite 414, 515 15th St., N. W., Washington. D. C. 

PATENTS -Advice and booklet free. Highest refer- 
ences. Best results. Promptness assured. Watson E. 
Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 724 9th Street, Washington, D.C. 

PATENTS secured. Low cost. Write for book "How 
to Get Your Patent" and "Record of Invention Cer- 
tificate." Personal skilful service assured. 35 years 
experience. Preliminary advice free. L. F. Randolph, 
348 Victor Building, Washington, D. C. 

PATENT YOUR IDEA NOW. Send for free hook, 
"How to Obtain a Patent," and free "Record of Iuven- 
tion Blank." In business since 1398, specializing in 
patent matters, we base successfully served thousands of 
inventors. Little ideas may have big commercial possi- 
bilities. Delays are dangerous in patent matters -act 
at once and protect your idea. Reasonable fees. Con- 
venient terms. Write as today. Victor S. Evans S. Co.. 
616D Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

Photography 

HAVE YOU A CAMERA? Write for free sample of 
our big magazine showing how to make better pictures 
and earn money. American Photography, 3105 Camera 
House, Boston, Mass. 

Radios Wanted 

WANTED -TO BUY RADIOS. $1,000.000 Pacific 
Coast furniture store will pay cash for radios for clear- 
ance sale. Most be recognized brands that can be sold at 
drastic reductions. Box 333 Radio News. 

Songwriters 

COMPOSERS -VERSE OR MUSIC. Brilliant oppor- 
tunity. Write at once. Van Buren, 2627 McClurg Bldg., 
Chicago. 

¢Sra,, oII,,ImaD.MISX^;," ..:. .:.::....:a 

Telegraphy 

LEARN Wireless (Radio) and Morse telegraphy. 
School, oldest, largest; endorsed by telegraph, radio and 
government officials. Expenses low -can earn part. 
Catalog free. Dodge's Institute, Cour Street, Val- 
paraiso, Ind. 
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The Service Bench 
only after detailed inspection to determine 
their value to the serviceman. Simply ad- 
dress your requests to RADIO NEws, De- 
partment ML, 350 Hudson St., New York. 

CARTER RADIO CO. Circulars: "Car- 
ter Transformers," containing useful data on 
the design of power supply circuits. "How 
to Wire Buildings for Radio," containing 
interesting and useful material on conven- 
ience outlet plates, and the operation of two 
or more receivers from a single antenna. 

ELECTRAD, INC. "Electrad Replace- 
ment Volume Controls and Resistors." An 
instructive and practical replacement guide. 

PILOT RADIO AND TUBE CORP. 
"Service Manual on Pilot Supers" and "Ser- 
vice Manual on Pilot Converter." Both 
books contain much information on general 
receivers and converters of this type, as well 
as specific data on the Pilot models. 

Radio Physics Course 
(Continued from page 869) 

and no strains can be set up by heating or 
cooling, as the vitreous enamel and the wire 
expand and contract together. Figure 1 

shows a resistor of this type during the va- 
rious stages of manufacture, from the bare 
porcelain base tube at one end to the corn - 
pletely vitrified resistance winding at the 
other end. This is a voltage divider resis- 
tance used in power packs. Special resistance 
wires made from alloys of nickel and iron 
have been developed for winding these resis- 
tors. They have very low temperature co- 
efficients of resistance and therefore their 
resistance does not change very much when 
they get warm in service. Several resistors 
of this type made up in special forms for 
use in radio receivers are shown in Figure 2. 
Resistor H is variable in value in steps. 

RADIO NEWS Export Service 

AS a service to our readers in 
locations outside the United 

States of America, either commer- 
cial, professional or private indi- 
viduals, RADIO NEWS will arrange 
to provide contact with leading 
American manufacturers of radio 
supplies and receiving equipment. 

To utilize this service, clip and 
fill out coupon below and send it 
attached to your letter on which 
you list the types of apparatus you 
are interested in. 

Our Export Service Department 
will refer your inquiries direct to 
the proper manufacturers, asking 
them to send you full particulars, 
catalogues, prices, etc. 

* * * 

ALS einen Dienst für unsere Leser, 
entweder Kaufleute oder Privat- 

personen ausserhalb der Vereinigten 
Staaten von Amerika, kann RADIO 

NEWS mit den führenden Amerikan- 
ischen Fabrikanten von Radio Ap- 
paraten Kontakt herstellen. 

Für den Gebrauch dieses Dienstes 
schneide man den Kupon aus und 
sende denselben mit einer Liste von 
Apparaten die für Sie von Interesse 
sind. 

Unsere Export Abteilung wird 
Ihr Schreiben umgehend an die be- 
treffenden Fabrikanten weiter beför- 
dern, mit der Bitte Ihnen Auskünfte, 
Preise und Kataloge zu senden. 

* * * 

COMME un service à nos lecteurs 
demeurant hors des Etats -Unis 

d'Amérique, soit établissements 
commerciaux, soit personnes privées, 
RADIO NEWS arrangera de procurer 
le "contact" avec les usines les plus 
importantes des appareils de T. S. F. 
en Amérique. 

Pour utiliser ce service, coupez, 
signez, etc., le coupon sur cette page 
et envoyez le attaché à votre lettre 
en énumerant les types des appa- 
reils qui vous intéressent. - 

Notre Département d'Exportation 
fera suivre vos requêtes aux manu- 
facturiers directement en les priant 
de vous envoyer toutes informations, 
catalogues, prix, etc. 

* * * 

COMO un servicio especial a 
nuestros lectores que se encuen- 

tran fuera de los Estados Unidos de 
America, ya sean comerciantes, pro- 
fesionales o personas privadas, RADIO 
NEWS tendra a bien ponerlas en 
contacto con los principales centros 
manufactureros de radio, de aparatos 
receptores y accesorios. 

Para beneficiarse de tal servicio, 
sirvase recortar el coupón de esta 
página, enumere los tipos de apa- 
ratos que le interesen, y envienosla 
con su carta. 

Nuestro Departamento de Expor- 
tación se encargará de ponerse en 
contacto directo con dichos centros, 
pidiendo le envien información corn- 
pleta, catalogos, precios, etc. 

* * * 

RADIO NEWS Export Service Department 
Kindly put me in contact with American firms manufacturing the 
class of radio apparatus noted on attached sheets. 

Name 

Address 

Business 

893 

*STUDY RADIO!4 
RADIO PHYSICS COURS 

By 

Alfred A. Ghirardi 
The Radio Physics 
Course now running 
in Radio News -coin- 
plete in one book! 

$ 50 
Poet Paid ' 

the U. s. 
992 Pages. 
Over 500 
llnotratinns. 

RADIO SERVICING COURSE 

Nobody in Radio can afford to 
be without these two great books. 
Written by two of Radio's fore- 
most authorities, they cover every 
phase of the subject up to the 
present moment. These are finon- 
niall7f profitable books to owns 
They will give you a complete 
radio education -in your spare 
time at home! 

By 
Alfred A. Ghirardi 

and 
Bertram M. Freed 

Contributing Editor. Radio 
Craft Servicing Department 

50 
Post Paid in the. U.S. 

192 Pages. 
Over 100 illustrations. 

MAIL THIS COUPON AT ONCE 
RADIO TECH. PUR. CO., Dept. R. N. 
22 West 21st St, New York City. 

Enclosed find check, cash or Money Order for copier of 
Radio Physics Course at $3.50 each, and copies of the Radio 
Servicing Course at $1.50 each. Check here for FREE circuler..... 
NA SIE 

ADDRESS sssss mssssss ssssssssss ssee 

YOU Ne 
/ Your T 1932 

PRICE GUIDE OF RADIO 
Every item you require in your business is in this 
book, from the finest mike to the smallest screw. 

Also Tubes, Sets, Batteries 
GUARANTEED QUALITY GOODS 

Prices Lowest Ever Quoted 
Fresh, New, Dependable Merchandise 

at Bargain Prices! 
Leading Manufacturers' Lines Complete 

Send for Your Copy Now! 
SAMPLE BUYS FROM THIS BOOK 

$1.98 $14.65 Dry 
Standard Wonderful Electrolytic 

New Power Quality and Condenser 
Transformer Value 500 V. S Mil. 
and Three Thousand Other Bargains of Radio 

Supplies and Special items 

Radolek Co l'o 
204 Canal Station 
Chicago, Ill. 
Please send me without obliga- Fjl, 
tion your Service Man's Supply Book. ERIggD 
Name -- MMMMM ------ --- 
Address_ -- --- 
City MMMMM State 
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wild this 

dpa 
COMPLETE 

With 

ALL Parts 

4 Tubes 
Screen -Grid 

Powerful 

Selective 

Clear -Toned 

Build yo own PER- 
SONAL radio. k 
it or anywhere to 110 
volt A. C. light socket 

Getaerial 
needed. yo your pro- 

grams while others listen to your family set. 
Small and portable -12 in. high. 7 in. wide and 
6 in. deep -weight Sys lbs. 

97 
We 
Pay 

Postage 

Reception Range 

Without aerial 100 -500 miles of powerful stations. Covers band 175 meters 
(police calls) to 550 meters. Aerial sets greater distances under favorable 
conditions. Everything forniahed- easily assembled -4 R. C. A. licensed 
first quality tubes, wood cabinet. "True Tone" loud speaker, transformer, 
chokes, condensers, screw 

s 

solder, everything-with frill instruc- 

tions. Send $2.00 deposit balance $6.97 C. O. D. Mail order to -day. , 

MY OWN RADIO, Inc. IS 
CH CAGÓ 

MEET 

AGENTS, DEALERS, 
SERVICEMEN - 

"WE LEAD WITH LOWEST PRICES" 
Tung Sol -S mfd. 450 V. Electrolytic Con- 

denser $ .29 
Wax Sealed, 800 volt, filter condenser sections 

1 Mfd. 15e, 2 MM. 25c; 4 Alfd. 40e 
Philco Push Pull Input Transformer - 95 
Carbon Resistor Kit (1 watt) 29 assorted 

values 1 00 
Victor ABC Power Transformers (Model 32, 

42, 45, 75) 1,95 
Victor 10% Mfd. Condenser Block 1,15 
Atwater Kent 37 -38 Condenser Blocks & 

Chokes 2 40 
Atwafer Kent 37 -38 Poorer Transformer 9 25 
Atwater Kent 40 Complete Power Pack 4.95 
REPLACEMENT PARTS SPECIALIST 
Write for our Free 132 -Page Catalogue and 

supplementing bulletins 
BALTIMORE RADIO CORPORATION 

725 r $roadway, New York, N. Y. 

Monthly and Quarterly 
Supplements to 

Rider's Perpetual 
Trouble Shooter's Manual 
now are available at a very moderate 
fee. Write for descriptive literature. 

RADIO TREATISE CO., Inc. 
1440 Broadway 
New York City 

HEARING DEVI CES 
The new Radio News Hearing Aid described 
in January Radio News uses the Special 
DeForest Transmitter recommended by S. 
Gordon Taylor. 

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR 
If interested in electrical hearing aids, ask 
for our circular describing the new DeForest 
Universal Audiphone. Simple- Compact- 
Efficient -Low priced. 

HEARING DEVICES COMPANY, Inc. 
2456 Times Bldg. Times Square New York 

SERVICEMEN! More Profits For You 
When you make our place your permanent Headquarters for di 
replacement requirements. Lowest prices in the country! Every part sold 

ri oil -gfor aped! A omplete teck of usually known radio parts 

Porta stocked Ioorur 
needam {tears. 

'Hi! CM Let 
me 

have prices 
deer 

us your orders. 
r WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN 

No order too small for us to ship. We ship to any part of theWorld. Foreign 
orders solicited. Distributors for Thordarson. National, Tobe, Pilot, Ham - 
merlund, Cardwell, Aerovox. Eleetrad, Centralab, Signal Keys, and 
many moremationally known manufacturera of radio parts. 

IF IT'S RADIO -WE HAVE IT" 
MAURICE SCHWARTZ & SON, 710-712 Broadway, Schenectady,N.Y, 

With the Experimenter 
(Continued from page 867) 

cone which carries the voice coil touches the 
field magnet. 

To remedy this condition, loosen the re- 
producer's clamp nuts at the rim which 
holds the chamois skin or leather, carefully 
rub the skin between the fingers until it 
becomes again soft and pliable and then 
put it back very loosely in the rim. In 
Majestic or similar types having a metal 
"spider" held to the field magnet by a small 
screw, make the hole through which this 
screw passes a little larger, the frame may 
then be adjusted accordingly. 

BENJAMIN J. SPOTTS, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Warning on Static Reducer 
I am a reader of RADIO NEWS and wish 

to sound a warning about an article pub- 
lished in the "With the Experimenters" sec- 
tion of January RADIO NEWS, page 597, en- 
titled: "Simple Static Reducer ". 

Don't try this with the Majestic receivers, 
at least not in the late series. I find that 
when the ground is applied to the aerial this 
in turn shorts the a.c. line through the 
volume control, which results in burning an 
open place in the volume control resistance 
strip. I agree with Mr. Unterberg, that this 
system will eliminate static and increase 
volume, but, at the expense of a new volume 
control. I have had to replace, to date, four 
volume controls in the late series of Majes- 
tics due to the salesmen connecting the 
ground to the aerial posts for demonstration 
of these sets. 

If, when the aerial is grounded as Mr. 
Unterberg suggests, the lead -in is connected 
to the antenna post on the set, notice if it 
sparks, if so remove the wire at once. Place 
a one or two mfd. filter condenser in series 
with the wire leading from the far end of 
the aerial to the ground and this will remove 
the danger and the static reduction action is 
the same, when the wire is again connected 
to the antenna post of the receiver. 

W. T. GoLsoN, 
Baton Rouge, La. 

Home -Made Test Prods 
The writer, being badly in need of a pair 

of test prods and lacking the money to buy 
good ones, devised the following arrange- 
ment from simple parts out of the junk box. 

I took a three -inch screw and the thickest 
obtainable nut to fit it. The nut was 
screwed well up onto the shaft of the screw 
and then a cross -like pair of slots (see A and 
B, Figure 00) was cut in the threaded end of 
the screw. This leaves an opening at the 
intersection of the cuts and into this opening 
a phonograph needle was forced. This last 
operation spreads the end of the screw some- 
what. 

r, PHONO 
1N EEOLE 

FRONT END 
OF SCREW 
SHOWING 
HACK SAW 

CUTS 

WIRE 

FINISHED 
PROD 

C 

BAKELITE 
TUBE 

By screwing the nut down onto this ex- 
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Now Ready 
New 1932raíadog 

Products 
RADIO - 

TELEVISION 
.SHORT WAVE 

Receivers - Parts 
and Accessories 

FREEWrite for your copy 
now. Quantity limited 

Insuline Corp. of America 
25 Park Place New York 

Subsidiary of 
Standard Television & Electric Corp. 

RADIO DEALERS 
RADIO SERVICEMEN 

NEW 
Radio Handbook 

CONTAINING: 
Technical Information. 
Volume Control Guide. 
Transformer and Condenser Guide. 
Radio Replacement Parts Catalog. 

Sent postpaid anywhere for only 

25 Cents 
Hard to Get Parts -We have them. 
Send us your repair work for estimate. 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
6521-N South Halsted St., Chicago, Ill. 

MAKE $10,000 
A year raising rabbits for us. We pay up to 
$12.00 each for all you raise. Send 25c for 
full information and contract, everything ex- 
plained. Send at once and find out about this 
big proposition we have to offer you. 

THE EASTERN RABBITRY 
Route 1, Box 236 New Freedom, Pa. 

IN OUR APRIL AMAZING STORIES 
3IECHANOCIIACY, by Miles s. Breuer, M.D. Some 

psychologists and scientists who allow their imaginations 
to roam into the possible distant future see things -re- 
markable things -to which they react with much misgiv- 
ing. And it is small wonder, for machines that standard- 
ize production may in some ways extend themselves too 
far in standardizing life. It presents a problem worthy 
of serious consideration. Dr. Breuer presents this prob- 
lem -which seems singularly apropos at this time -in a 
most vivid and absorbing manner. 

THE LOST 2IACHINE, by John B. Harris. From the 
pen of an English author conies this story that is 'clif- 
ferent" in the field of scientific fiction. The human reac- 
tion of the thinking machine (of the future) has been de- 
picted, but now we have the other side -the machine's 
thoughts and reactions -or shall we say, reflexesi -to hu- 
man endeavor. 

TROYANA, by Capt. S. P. Meek, U.S.A. (a serial in 
three parts), Part III. In the concluding chapters of liso 
sequel to "The Drums of Tapajes" the author gives us, in 
deft strokes and concise form, the culmination of the 
concentrated experiences of the ancient races -legendary 
to us. thus far -and of the two "intruders" from modern 
civilization. It is a fitting conclusion to an excellent story. 

SEVEN SUNSTROKES. by Bob Olsen. An "appar- 
ently" normal death aright easily be passed by a doctor 
as "natural," but when a number of similar deaths ocour 
simultaneously. or at least close together, it might well be 
looked into. Investigation in this ease disclosed a man- 
lier of amazing results, all of which our well- I:nicon author 
weaves into an amazing story par excellence. 

Now on Safe at All Newsstands 

panded portion, the phonograph needle is 
firmly clamped in place. 

The only thing then was to "dress up" the 
screw to make it more presentable in ap- 
pearance, as shown at C. The connection 
wire may be soldered directly to the head 
of the screw. 

SAM TROUCOSS, 
El Paso, Texas. 

1250 Miles with a Crystal 
Detector 

An item appeared under this title in "With 
the Experimenters" department in the Jan- 
uary issue. Our attention has since been 
called to the fact that the circuit diagram 
was incorrect. The correct diagram is here- 
with shown. A surprisingly large number 
of inquiries have been received from readers 
for information concerning this crystal re- 
ceiver, both by Mr. Howard Byrne, the 
author, and by RADIO NEWS. 

Mr. Byrne writes that in his receiver he 
has the coils mounted at right angles. The 
antenna coil is placed flat on the baseboard 
while the other coil is mounted in a vertical 
position. The coils are of the spider -web 
type, wound on a form having thirteen legs. 
The number of turns for each coil is shown 
on the diagram. All windings employ num- 
ber 22 d.c.c. wire. 

PHONES 
2000 OHMS .0003 
OR HIGHER MM. 

E 

.00025 
M FD. 

MOVABLE 
AR M 

SCRAPED 
WIRE 

E5) ® 
60 TURN 
ANTENNA 

COIL 

CRYSTAL. 

60 TURNI' 
COIL' 

IO TURN 
INTERIOR 

COIL 

There are undoubtedly many readers who 
will be interested in obtaining this additional 
information concerning this receiver. Inci- 
dentally Mr. Byrne has been adding to the 
list of stations received. His little crystal 
set now has to its credit the reception of 25 
stations with an average distance per station 
of 641 miles. 

With the Experimenter 
(Continued from page 866) 

varying the resistance R5. The motor ro- 
tates only as long as there is an unbalanced 
condition in the bridge and it immediately 
comes to rest when a balanced condition 
is obtained. 

In the system just described it is only 
necessary to have a resistance with a sliding 
contact, as well as an automatic circuit 
switch for the reversible motor (dial D of 
diagram) and by merely rotating the dial 
remote tuning is made possible. 

STANLEY L. GLAMB, 
Detroit, Mich. 

Backstage in Broadcasting 
(Continued from page 865) 

with Fatty Arbuckle, Mabel Normand and 
Charlie Murray. On his present Brooklyn 
radio programs, Walsh is teamed with Fred 
Whitehouse under the billing of "Hale and 
Hearty: the Doctor and the Professor." 
The programs consist of songs and chatter. 

(Continued on page 896) 
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LEARN RADIO 
this easy, practical way 

WRITTEN by two widely known radio engineers, these 
three books eager every phase of building, repairing 

and "trouble- shooting' eu modern receiving sets. 

The books include complete instructions for building 
short -wave and TELEVISION receivers. 

Radio Construction 
Library [1931 Edition] 

Including Television Receivers 
This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL RADIO 

-The fundamental principles of radio, presented in an 
understandable manner. Illustrated with working dia- 
grams. RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR - 
Methods of locating trouble and reception faults and 
making workmanlike repairs. RADIO RECEIVING 
TUBES -Principles underlying the operation of all 
vacuum tubes and their use in reception, remote control 
and precision measurements. 

The Library is up -to- the -minute in every respect and 
is based on the latest 1031 developments in the design 
and manufacture of equipment. 

Three Volumes, 
fi z 9 -1087 pages, 
605 illustrations. 

See this 
Library 
FREE( 

No 
Money 
Donn 

McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc. 
330 West 42nd St., New York 

Send me the new 1931 RADIO CONSTRUCTION 
LIBRARY, three volumes, for 10 days' free exami- 
nation. If satisfactory I will send $1.10 in ten 
days, and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has been paid. 
If not ivanted I will return the books. 

Name 

Home Address 

City and State 
Position 

Nance of Company liN -4 -32 

LISTENERS 
OFFICIAL 
RADIO 
LOG 

An ur te up-to -date cell 
book. Regular and short-wave 
broadcasting stations of the 
world -C. S. map and short - 

i,n d" 
ohd 

o 
m- oent ua- s - 

eontains ici the information 
Your customers demand 
for advertising o sale. 

Jobbers. ittico.. see- 
Ìwur lSen -write today on letter. 

d for semple and nunntity 
Drives. 

ALL AMERICAN 
SERVICE 

5707 N. Clark St. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

THE NEW EMC 
Simplicity Test Probe 

Precision Made 
Designed especially for servicemen and ex- 

perimenters is an efficient vest- pocket size 
testing device for locating open or shorted 
by -pass condensers, checking continuity, etc. 
Send money order direct, or for further in- 
formation write for descriptive folder R -1. 
JUST OUT. Special EMC current -limiting 

adapter for simplicity test probe and 
En Neon bulb. Permits test of AC and 1 UUDC voltages from 110 to 400 volts. .Price of adapter 0e. Neon bull, 

c. Both for $1.00, outside U.S.A. 
$1.30. Net price of probe outside of 

U.S.A. $2.00 at Boston. Send money orders 
or cash for adapter, bulb or probe direct. 

Immediate Delivery 
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CORP. 

10 High Street, Boston, Mass. 

SHORT WAVE CONVERTER 

SUBMARINER $1250 
ACROCYCLE $1750 
OSCILLATOR 

Send for Free Circular 
J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 

3424 Fond du Lac Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 
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124 Pages 
Size 5 x 7% 

Profusely Illustrated 

Contents 
INTRODUCTION- Servicing as a Pro- 

fession- Business Methods and Profits- 
The Technical Technical and Economic Ends of 
Servicing. 

CHAPTER ONE - EQUIPMENT -The 
Service Shop -Fitting the Equipment to 
the Pocket -book- Essential Equipment 
-Portable Equipment - The Service 
Truck. 

CHAPTER TWO- CONTACTS -Dealer 
Contacts and Contracts -The Local 
Lighting Company -Automotive Acces- 
sory Stores -Local Contacts. 

CHAPTER THREE - ADVERTISING 
AND PUBLICITY -Newspaper Public- ity- Motion Picture Films and Slides - 
Billboards and Truck -The Shop Sign 
-Sample Publicity -Sample Advertise- 
ments -How To Get Publicity. 

CHAPTER FOUR - CIRCULARIZA- 
TION -A Good Letterhead - Mailing 
Cards - Sample Circulars - Stickers - 
Follow Ups-Canvassing. 

CHAPTER FIVE -SERVICE PROCED- 
URE -The Appearance of The Service- 
man- Making the- Service Call- Service 
"Don'ts" - Checking Over The Set - 
When To Take The Receiver To The 
Shop -Educating the Customer -Files 
and Records. 

CHAPTER SIN - THE SERVICE 
SALESMAN -Tube Sales -Set Sales - 
-Shop and Store Displays -Impressing 
the Customer. 

CHAPTER SEVEN - OFF SEASON 
BUSINESS -Pepping Up Old Sets and 
Sales - Interference Location - Rural 
Possibilities -Extra Speakers- Special 
Baffles -Merchandising Tone Control - 
Tips On The Service Market. 

CHAPTER EIGHT - SERVICE SIDE LINES- Public Address Systems -Talk- 
ing Movies -Aids for Hearing-The 
Telephone Booster -Picking Up Cash 
With Pick -ups- Electrical Side Lines. 

CHAPTER NINE - THE BUSINESS 
END OF SERVICING- Service 
Charges -Free Calls -Good Will -How 
to Bill and Collect -The Value of Trade - ins- Dunning Letters -Legal Points. 

CHAPTER TEN - HOW TO BUY - 
Where to Secure Parts -Replacement 
Substitutions -How to Get Best Dis- 
counts. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN - KEEPING UP 
TO DATE -How to Secure Manufac- 
turer's Literature - Valuable Service 
Literature - Service Books - Technical 
Publications- Service Organizations. 

Will YOU 
Accept 

This Gift Book 
FREE 
with 

Radio News 
"LI OW To Make Money in Radio 

Servicing," written by Zeh 
Bouck especially for RADIO NEWS, 
is the answer to the burning question 
of the hour ! Prepared after months 
of effort and at great expense, it tells 
the radio service man how to make 
his business show a profit. And what 
is more important in times such as 
the present? 

Not only for the active service man, 
but also for the radio hobbyist and ex- 
perimenter who is anxious to turn his 
knowledge and experience into prac- 
tical money -making channels will this 
book prove indispensable. It tells you 
how, and when, and why to do things. 
It is practical- up -to- the -minute -and 
complete. It will show you how to 
establish a profitable radio servicing 
business. 

For a limited time, RADIO NEWS 
is offering this money making book 
absolutely FREE with a subscription 
for 11 months for $2. 

Saving $.75 
And that is not all, in addition to securing 

the book FREE, you also save $.75 on your 
subscription, as these 11 issues purchased on 
the newsstands would cost you $2.75. 

To make money today in radio servicing, 
you must be well informed. Radio News 
will keep you abreast of everything that is 
new in every field of Radio. Each issue will 
bring you the latest developments, hot from 
the laboratories, just out of the experimental 
stations, all the newest .happenings- televi- 
sion - short wave developments -electronics -all reported by radio's foremost authorities. 

Each issue contains, in addition to all the 
special news articles and features the follow- 
ing regular departments: The Service Bench; 
With The Experimenters; Backstage In 
Broadcasting; Manufactured Receiver Cir- 
cuits With Service Data; Radio Science Ab- 
stracts; Radio -Physics Course; What's New 
In Radio; and The Latest Radio Patents. 

Don't delay -enclose $2 (bills, money - 
order, or check) in an envelope with the 
coupon below, and send it to us at once, as 
our supply of books is limited. 

r RADIO NEWS, Dept. 4, 
350 Hudson St., New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed is $2. Please send me absolutely 
FREE, postage prepaid, a copy of "How To 
Make Money In Radio Servicing," and enter 
my subscription for 11 issues of Radio News 

(If renewal subscription check here D) 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Canadian price, $3.00, including Postage and 

Duty. Foreign Postage $1.00 Extra. 

RADIO NEWS FOR APRIL, 1932 

ASERIES of programs produced by an 
ensemble of ether -wave instruments is 

a regular Monday feature of the CBS. 
These instruments have all been heard over 
the air before on single occasions, but not 
on a weekly series. The group is known as 
the Theremin Electro- Ensemble and com- 
prises three types of ether -wave and elec- 
trical instruments developed by Leon There - 
min, a pioneer in this field. The instru- 
ments are known as the electro- cello, the 
electro- voice, and the electro- piano. The 
electro -cello looks somewhat like an ordi- 
nary cello but lacks .the sound box, strings 
and bow. Tones are obtained by pressing 
a flexible strip. The electro -voice is played 
by movements of the fingers and hands at 
varying distances. The electro -piano has a 
keyboard but no strings and soundboard. 
Leonid Bolotine, director of the trio, plays 
the electro- cello; George Goreff, the elec- 
tro- voice, and Gleb Yellin, the electro- 
piano. 

`HE township of Thompkins Corners has 
11 seceded from the NBC and is now 

within the boundaries of the CBS. George 
Frame Brown, the Matt Thompkins of the 
"Real Folks" rural sketch, with his entire 
cast intact, switched to Columbia under the 
new sponsorship of the General Foods Com- 
pany. Mr. Brown 
you know, was 
the original Luke 
Higgins in the 
Main Street 
Sketches of WOR. 
When his affilia- 
tion with the 
Newark station 
terminated, therd 
was quite a legal 
fuss as to who 
owned the idea of 
the series. Since 
Brown's depar- 
ture, WOR has 
intermittently 
continued Main 
Street Sketches. Brown's "Real Folks" 
series was highly successful on the NBC and 
the sketch has been kept intact in the trans- 
fer to the CBS. 

MR. BROWN 

News and Comment 
(Continued from page 872) 

Develop Light- Sensitive Units 
CHICAGO -With the recent development 

and extreme sensitivity of photo -electric 
cells, the jobs that can be done by this new- 
est medium of the electronic industry have 
been increased a hundredfold and no one 
can accurately predict the tremendous pos- 
sibilities of this cell in the fields of modern 
business and invention. Amateurs who have 
desired to experiment with photo -electric 
cells have up till now been held back by 
price. Now, however, the DeVry Corpora- 
tion, Chicago, manufacturers of photo -elec- 
tric cells, have assembled a kit containing 
everything necessary to build up a photo- 
electric cell unit which can be utilized in an 
infinite variety of ways. This kit contains 
an extremely sensitive photo -electric cell, 
complete materials for the amplifier, a relay, 
and is packed complete in a box with full 
instructions for assembling, and also com- 
plete wiring diagrams and instructions for 
making burglar alarms, light signals, garage-. 
door openers, and other electronic devices. 
The complete kit sells for only $10.00 and is 

sold by Herman A. DeVry, Inc., 55 East 
Wacker Drive, Chicago. 
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5950 
COMPLETE 
WITH TUBES 

Just out - PILOT CATALOG! 

Just out- PILOT catalog! 
Everything for the service man, set builder, and 

experimenter is to be found in the new PILOT 

catalog. 

REPLACEMENT PARTS. All PILOT's replace- 

ment parts are listed. They include power trans - 

formers, all types of resistors, dry electrolytic 

condensers, loudspeakers, chokes, and other 

manufacturers' type parts for Service Men. 

EXPERIMENTERS' PARTS. New instruments 

for experimenters have been added, making 

PILOT's line of parts the most complete offered 

by any Company. 

SHORT WAVE EQUIPMENT. PILOT has 

always been headquarters for short -wave equip- 

ment. The new catalog and a supplement now in 

preparation include everything for building short- 

wave receivers. 

S.W. TYPE 224 -A TUBES. The PILOT 224 -A 

tube is especially designed to reduce noises in 

S. W. receivers. It will improve your results 

WRITE TODAY. Send 5c in stamps for the 

PILOT catalog or, better, send 50c for a year's 

subscription to Radio Design Quarterly and the 

catalog and supplement will be sent FREE. Don't 

delay! Do it today! 

NEB 

ONE CONTROL - 18 TO 550 METERS 

FINEST BROADCAST RECEPTION 

SUPER-SENSITIVE 
ON SHORT 

WAVES 

NEW RESULTS 

NE UV 

THE NEW 

PI SOT 
DRAGON 

A o T 4 B N SE 

POLICE ALARMS - AIRPLANES fN FLIGHT ) PLUS REGULAR 
SHIPS AT SEA - FOREIGN STATIONS 1 BROADCASTING 

You'll put your O.K. on this set as the most beautiful piece of radio de- 
sign you have ever seen. 4 Ask your dealer to show you how the DRAGON 
wave -band switch changes from three coils for broadcast pre -selection to 
any independent pair of coils for each of the three short -wave bands. 

4 Notice how other sets using tapped coils, loaded with dead end losses, 

fail at high frequencies. Listen to the DRAGON's freedom from inter -band 
interference in contrast to results on makeshift tapped -coil circuits. 
41 Examine the precision construction of the 9 -coil catacomb. Listen to 
the quality of the new amplifier and the acoustic cabinet. 4 Then you'll say, 

"That's my idea of a Radio Set!" and you'll tell your B.C.L. friends so, too. 

NO PLUG -IN COILS 
This 9 -coil catacomb and switch is built 

info the chassis of the new DRAGON 
all -wave receiver. This method of con- 

struction eliminates all dead -end losses. 

Complete information about the 
DRAGON receiver will be sent to you 

free if you will include your radio deal- 

er's name and addresswith your request. 

PILOT RADIO & TUBE CORP. 
( Short Wave Headquarters - Established 1908 ) 

FACTORIES - LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS 
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McMurdo Silver 
presents 

COLOR -TUNING 

SHORT -WAVE 

SILVER- 
MARSHALL. Inc. 
6405 W. 65th Si. 
Chicago, U. S. A. 

Pl 

on 

TUNS FOR GFEASHO:IlSMNá'i 
/¡ 

L 

't,';` 
1,10, 

ILVER-ARSIiAI.L 
p 

LONG -WAVE 

Model 727SW 
ONE DIAL- CALIBRATED 
NEW PATENTED CIRCUIT* 

TRUE AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
METER- TUNING 

FRACTIONAL MICROVOLT SENSITIVITY 
ABSOLUTE 10KC SELECTIVITY 

PENTODE -VARIO -MU TUBES 

,ase send me all details 
727SW and latest catalogue. 

Name 

Price, for Chassis and Speaker 
$99,5O List. Write for discounts. 

*727SW is fully covered by P :eats Applied For cnd all infringements will be vigorously prosecuted. 

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 
Address_ 6405 W. 65th St. CHICAGO, U. S. A. 
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